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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 BACKGROUND 


Hurricane Andrew had reached category-4 status on the Saffir-Simpson scale1 by the time it struck the 
southern Florida and Louisiana coastlines during August 24-25, 1992. The storm resulted in $25-30 billion 
in damage, $16.5 billion in insured losses (Lilly et aI., 1994, and PCS, 1993), and more than 160,000 
homeless in South Florida alone (NOAA, 1993). By these measures, Andrew ranks as one of the worst 
U.S. disasters ofthe twentieth century. One of the major impacts of Andrew has been serious damage 
and degraded performance of lifelines. In the weeks and months following hurricane Andrew, utilities and 
government agencies struggled to restore services as rapidly as possible, frequently in cooperation, 
sometimes in accidental conflict, with each other. The process of restoring services after such a 
devastating hurricane offered researchers an unprecedented opportunity to study the response of lifelines 
to major natural disasters. Lifeline researchers have learned important lessons on several topics: 
effectiveness of emergency preparedness plans; vulnerability of lifelines to wind damage; effects of lifeline 
interaction (for example, how loss of telephony affected the electric utility's ability to provide and restore 
service); and the dynamics of lifeline service restoration. In this context, the National Science Foundation 
provided EQE International with grant no. BCS-9224819 on December 22, 1992, to study the impact of 
Hurricane Andrew on the performance, interactions, and recovery of lifelines. The present document 
represents EQE's final report under that grant. 

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES: DOCUMENT LIFELINE DAMAGE IN HURRICANE ANDREW . . 

As stated in our project proposal of September 14, 1992, objectives of this project were to research and 
collect perishable data on four aspects of lifeline performance in Hurricane Andrew: 

1. Direct physical damage 
2. Functional performance 
3. Interaction between key lifelines 
4. Recovery of lifeline systems 

Key lifelines examined were electric power, water and telecommunications, although the performance of 
transportation and sewer lifelines were also examined to a lesser degree. The long term objectives of the 
investigators are to improve modeling of lifeline systems under natural and technological hazards. The 
data collected in this project can be used not only for modeling lifeline performance in windstorms, but can 
be employed in cross-over development of models for other hazards, such as earthquakes. 

1.3 PROJECT SCOPE 

The scope of work was broken into three main tasks. A description of each task follows. 

Category 4 on the SaffirlSimpson Damage Potential Scale, which ranges from 1 to 5. Category 4 
has maximum sustained winds of 131-155 mph. Only two Category 5 storms have hit the U.S. 
since record keeping began: the 1935 Labor Day Hurricane in the Florida Keys, and Hurricane 
Camille along the Mississippi coast in 1969. 
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Task i:Project Initiation and Management 

In this task the Project Manager contacted lifeline owners. operators and regulatory and governmental 
agencies to coordinate survey efforts and facilitate access to facilities and data. Support was sought from 
such agencies as the Electric Power Research Institute, the National Communications System. BeliCore. 
the American Water Works Association and others. Coordination and early contacts assured efficient use 
of resources once personnel were in the field. 

Task 2: Data Collection 

In this task. survey objectives. target lifelines, target areas. methods of survey, and type and format of 
data sought were precisely defined to assure maximum benefit from the proposed surveys. Appendix A 
contains the survey questionnaire created for this purpose. Two teams of one senior and one staff 
engineer traveled to the target areas in southern Florida to perform the survey of damage. The first team 
traveled as soon as practical after receipt of Notice to Proceed (NTP). The objective of the first team was 
to collect as much perishable data as possible, and initiate local contacts. The second team traveled after 
the first team findings had been reviewed and areas for more in-depth and detailed data collection were 
identified. The data collection effort was performed by direct observation and inspection, by interviewing 
lifeline owners, operators, and users, and by collecting and reviewing local newspapers and other 
sources. The information and data were collected by means of photographs, videos, recording cassette 
tapes, and hand written notes (special survey forms were developed prior to engineers' trips) 

Task 3:Documentation and Dissemination o/Project Findings 

Data collected in Task 2 was reviewed and put in a suitable format. Repeated data was deleted. Limited 
data analysis and data reduction were performed in this task. Data and findings are documented in a final 
project report. Overall project information developed during the course of this project was presented to 
other researchers in two national conferences, published in refereed journal, and archived at selected 
major libraries, e.g .. Texas Tech, Texas A&M. Engineering Societies Library. NCEER. NISEE, etc. (Zadeh 
et aI., 1993, and Scawthorn et aI., 1993). 

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

This section of the report has provided an overview of the project, as well as summarizing its objectives 
and scope. Section 2 summarizes the meteorological characteristics of the storm, and briefly describes 
the physical and demographic characteristics of southeast Florida. Section 3 discusses damage and 
restoration of electric utilities in south Florida. Impacts to water-supply system are discussed in Section 4. 
Section 5 presents findings for telecommunications. Transportation impacts are discussed in Section 6. 
Section 7 summarizes conclusions and discusses areas requiring further research. Section 8 presents 
references. Appendices contain detailed interview records and other documentation collected during the 
project. 
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2. HURRICANE ANDREW OVERVIEW 


It is the purpose of this report to document lifeline damage, recovery, and interaction following Hurricane 
Andrew, based on interviews and other primary-source documentation from lifeline service providers. 
However, it would be useful at this pOint to provide context with summary information on Andrew's 
meteorology and SOCiological setting. This summary information is culled from various primary and 
secondary sources. 

2.1 METEOROLOGY 

Hurricane Andrew evolved from a tropical wave over western Africa. The pressure system crossed over 
the west coast of Africa to the tropical North Atlantic on 14 August. It moved west, becoming a tropical 
depression on 16 August, and a tropical storm on 17 August (Figure 1). At this point it was given the 
name Andrew, and became the first Atlantic tropical storm of the 1992 hurricane season. Andrew 
continued to move west, and reached hurricane strength on the morning of 22 August. During the evening 
of the next day, Andrew reached its peak strength on the evening of 23 August, with characteristics that 
placed it on the boundary between categories 4 and 5. The eye made landfall near Homestead Air Force 
Base around 5:05 AM EDT on 24 August, bearing the following characteristics: 

• 	 Estimated central pressure of 922 mb (NOAA, 1993). Only two historical storms were stronger at 
landfall, as measured by lower central pressures: Camille (1969) and the 1935 Labor Day (Florida 
Keys) Storm. 

• 	 Maximum sustained surface wind speed (1-minute average at 10m elevation) of 125 kt (-145 mph), 
corresponding to an SSI 4 event. 

• 	 Peak gusts (3-5 second average) at 10m near 150 kt (-175 mph), although reports exist of peak gusts 
reaching 195 mph. . 

• 	 Peak storm tide (storm surge plus non-storm tide level) 16.9 ft above sea level (1929 National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum), at a point approximately 8 mi. north of the eye landfall. Peak storm tide at 
the eye landfall was approximately 8.5 ft. It has been estimated (NOAA, 1993) that the corresponding 
storm surge may have reached 14 ft. 

The storm moved west, crossing the Florida peninsula in about 4 hr, weakened somewhat, and then 
gradually turned west-northwest as it crossed the Gulf of Mexico. The storm was classified as a category 
3 hurricane when it struck southern Louisiana around 3:30 AM local time on 26 August, coming ashore 
near Point Chevreuil. As it drove northward and then northeastward over Louisiana, it lost strength. 
Andrew was downgraded to tropical storm at 2 PM EDT on 26 August, and to tropical depression at 2 AM 
EDT on 27 August. By midday on the August 28, Andrew began to merge with a frontal system over the 
mid-Atlantic states (NOAA, 1992 and 1993). 
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Figure 1: Track of Hurricane Andrew (after NOAA, 1993) 

2.2 SETTING: DADE AND BROWARD COUNTIES, FLORIDA 

The hurricane came ashore in Dade County, Florida (Figure 2). It significantly affected the Florida 
counties of Dade (1992 population 2.0 million), Broward (1.3 million), Palm Beach (901,000), Collier 
(165,000), Monroe (80,000) and Lee (352,000) (US Bureau of the Census, 1994). It has been considered 
fortunate that the hurricane did not strike 20 miles farther north, closer to the more densely populated 
portions of northern Dade county (Figure 3). South Florida's population suffered an estimated 44 deaths 
(NOAA, 1993). Somewhere between 30,000 and 60,000 homes were rendered at least temporarily 
uninhabitable (Saffir, 1993, New York Times, 8/28/92). Various reports place the number of homeless at 
160,000 (NOAA, 1993, Dade County), 180,000 (UPI 8/26/92, South Florida), or even 250,000 (New York 
Times, 8/28/92, South Florida). 

The affected region of South Florida relies on a variety of utilities and other lifelines. Electricity to the 1.8 
million occupied housing units (1990 statistic, as are the following) in these six counties is provided 
primarily by Florida Power and Light (FPL). Note that electricity is also the heating fuel for most (1.6 
million, or 88%) of these homes. Approximately 96% of occupied homes in these counties have telephone 
service, with local service provided by Bell South. Potable water service is piped to 96% of occupied 
homes by public utility: in Dade county, this is the Metro Dade Water and Sewer Authority (WASA). 
Approximately 85% of homes in these counties rely on public sewers for sewage disposal, also provided 
in Dade County by WASA The major transportation axis along Florida's southeast coast is the north· 
south Interstate US-95, The area does currently have commuter rail service, but the vast majority of area 
residents rely on cars and the roadway network for transportation. Two significant passenger air hubs 
were affected by Andrew: Miami International Airport, located approximately 5 miles west of downtown 
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Miami, and Tamiami Airport, 23 miles southwest of Miami. One additional military air hub is Homestead 
Air Force Base, located near Hurricane Andrew's Florida landfall. 

Figure 2: South Florida counties 
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Broward County 

Dade County 

>>\." 
Figure 3: Population density, southern Florida, by ZIP Code 

3. ELECTRICAL NETWORK 

Florida Power and Light (FPL) provides electricity to most of the populace in South Florida. The Florida 
Keys is organized into a separate utility, but FPL provides extra service capacity for the Keys. Hurricane 
Andrew had a devastating effect on the power transmission and distribution facilities in four of the five 
Florida Power and Light (FPL) operational territories. Approximately 1.4 million customers were left 
without power immediately after the storm. Almost half (690,000) of the affected customers were located 
within the service boundaries of the Dade operations (Dade County). The balance was distributed among 
Broward (470,000), Palm Beach (140,000), Collier (61,300), and Lee counties (16,600). Appendix B 
contains notes of interviews with FPL staff. Additional documentation dealing with FPL facility damage 
and restoration is discussed in the following sections. 

3.1 DAMAGE TO ELECTRICITY GENERATION FACILITIES 

Appendix C contains a copy of Alfonso et aI., ND, regarding the impact of Andrew on FPL's fossil 
generation facilities. Appendix D contains a copy of Brannen and Adams, 1993, a paper detailing 
Andrew's impact on FPL's generation facilities. Appendix E contains a copy of Croes, 1992, a paper 
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summarizing the storm, FPL facility damage, and power restoration efforts, as well as documents provided 
by FPL detailing the hurricane's impacts. 

Approximately 15% of the generation capacity of Florida Power & Light was removed from service 
because of hurricane effects. Two generation facilities, Turkey Point and Cutler (Figure 3), were located 
in the storm path, and suffered from the loss of a/l offsite services, including power, water and phone 
services. 

The Turkey Point nuclear plant was shut off prior to the hurricane's landfall. Even though the Turkey Point 
nuclear plant was not restarted following the hurricane, FPL was still capable of meeting energy demand. 
(The nuclear generator was inoperative because of damage to a cooling tower, as well as interruption of 
the communication link with the mainland. Turkey Point's fossil fuel generator was inoperative for lack of 
fuel.) Existing connections with the power grid to the north enabled FPL to purchase sufficient electricity 
to supply the reduced demand. The power system in the Florida Keys had reduced redundancy because 
its link to the north had been severed. There were no adverse effects upon the Florida Keys, however. 

As noted, the twin 666-Mw Westinghouse nuclear units at Turkey Point were shut down prior to the 
storm's landfall. The damage at Turkey Point disabled the site's twin 367 -Mw oil- and gas-fired steam 
plants. Damage to other facilities at the plant included: 

• 	 Severe damage to a chimney, which eventually was demolished. Details may be found in Brannen et 
aI., 1993. 

• 	 Several pre-engineered buildings that were heavily damaged 
• 	 The collapse of an elevated water tower 
• 	 Destruction of a large portion of the service water system serving both the nuclear and fossil plants 
• 	 Penetration of an oil metering tank by projectiles and consequent oil contamination of adjacent 

structures 
• 	 Loss of boiler and gas duct insulation 
• 	 Loss of the fiber optic communications link to the mainland 

The Cutler Plant (two natural gas units totaling 210 Mw) was disabled with significant structural and water 
damage at the site. Physical damage to Cutler included: 

• 	 Damaged 50-ton turbine gantry crane as a result of high winds 
• 	 Damage to steam jet air ejectors, some reheat pipe supports, and a turbine startup panel, as a result 

of impact by the gantry crane 
• 	 Flooding and salt-water contamination of various electrical equipment, including motors and 

switchgear panels. 
• 	 Wind damage to outdoor exposed cable trays, although little or no damage occurred to the cables 

themselves. 
• 	 Wind and impact damage to plant security fencing. 
• 	 Debris from off site littering the plant and intake and discharge canals. (Alfonso et aI., ND) 

3.2 DAMAGE TO TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES 

Appendix F contains a copy of a fact sheet provided by FPL's Michael Eby; the sheet summarizes 
damage to FPL's transmission system as of September 14, 1992. Appendix G contains a document 
provided by Mr. Robert Marshall, listing materials used to repair distribution facilities. 
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Florida Power & Light relies primarily upon above-ground transmission and distribution assets in South 
Florida. 	These assets proved to be quite vulnerable to disruption from hurricane winds, and the effects 
were significant In summary, 

• 	 Approximately 55% of the transmission lines in the South area were out of service, including 
~ 80% of the 230 kV system (all 230 kV lines from Turkey Point & Davis Substations) 
~ 56% of the 138 kV system out of service (including all 138 kV lines terminating at the Cutler 

and Davis substations) 
• 43 substations were damaged [ 

Approximately 70% of the circuit miles in the South area were out of service, including approximately 

• 12,000 failed transformers 
• 3500 miles of downed conductors 
• 21,500 failed poles 

3.3 RESTORATION OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK 

Appendix H contains FPL's 1992 overall emergency plan for dealing with severe storms, among other 
hazards. Appendix I contains a copy of another FPL emergency plan, this one specific to the transmission 
system. This plan was in effect at the time of Hurricane Andrew. 

Appendix J contains a copy of a report submitted by FPL's Michael Eby. The report details restoration of 
FPL's transmission system. It briefly discusses several issues: FPL's storm-restoration plan and training 
regime; FPL's response to the storm; a critique of the emergency plan in light of Andrew; commentary on 
how the emergency plan evolved during the response; and a list of conclusions. Mr. Eby's paper also 
includes several exhibits. Most notable among these are breaker diagrams showing de-energized 
transmission lines as of 2:00 P.M. on August 24, 1992; an action plan for restoration; and logistical details 
supporting the action plan. 

Appendix K contains a copy of FPL's log recording the restoration of transmission lines. Because of the 
ever-present threat of hurricanes striking the coast of South Florida, the Dade operations of FPL had in 
place a comprehensive storm restoration plan. The storm plan provides general emergency guidelines, as 
well as a framework for managing service restoration. Prioritization of the restoration was set in the plan, 
with the immediate goal to restore service to hospitals and the water department, then a phasing in of 
service based upon the ease of restoration. Thus, electric service was restored in phases, with the less 
damaged northern areas being energized first. Within 72 hours, electricity was restored to most of the 
affected areas. Transmission to all substations was restored within 11 days. The complete restoration 
effort continued for months following the hurricane. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the progress of FPL service 
restoration in the month following the hurricane. Figure 4 illustrates restoration in terms of customers 
whose electric service was restored after the hurricane, while Figure 5 shows FPL's progress in 
reenergizing lines. Figure 5 is based on FPL's feeder system restoration maps. 

Although latent damage is hard to quantify, it appears that the portions of the network that were not 
replaced are showing signs of undetected damage. An example of likely damage is salt spray from the 
storm causing transformers to malfunction at a later date. Florida Power and Light still maintained a repair 
crew of about twice normal six months following the hurricane. 

Insufficient coordination of restoration efforts resulted in FPL repairs damaging other lifeline facilities. 
Many water lines, including a 54-inch prestressed concrete pipe, were drilled through when damaged 
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power poles were relocated. A number mentioned by a FPL employee was that they owed $500,000 to 
Bell South for damage they did to underground telephone lines. 
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4. WATER NETWORK 

The Metro Dade Water and Sewer Authority (WASA) operates as both a retailer and wholesaler of water 
to much of the South Florida region. Smaller water districts supply the cities of Homestead, Florida City, 
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and the Florida Keys, The majority of damage was to the WASA system. This discussion focuses upon 
damages inflicted upon WASA Figure 6 shows the location of WASA water treatment plants, wastewater 
treatment plants, and wellfields, 

' .... " .......' " , ....... ',' .. ,',.,'.' ...... ,.,', ..... ,.,'
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Figure 6: Water and Sewer Authority treatment plants and wellfields in Miami-Dade region 
(after Miami-Dade WASA maps) 

4.1 DAMAGE TO WATER NETWORK 

A preliminary estimate of the damage to WASA from Hurricane Andrew was almost $27 million, although it 
reflected hurricane impacts upon less than 2% of the Department's total property, plant and equipment. 
Five million dollars of the total represents the cost of emergency operations. Impacts to the system were 
caused by, in order of decreasing importance, the extreme winds, damage at the service connection, loss 
of electricity, and poor coordination of restoration efforts. Direct damage includes severe damage to 
facilities at the South District Wastewater Treatment Plant, which was in the region of maximum winds, 
Water flows from more than 3,000 damaged service connections, in combination with a loss of electriCity, 
reduced service water pressure to most of the WASA customers, Normal pressure in the system is 
approximately 70 psi. which dropped to less than 20 psi following the storm. 

The water supply for South Florida is pumped from an underground aquifer. Loss of electriCity in the 
system at the pump sites and the pressure stations reduced the system capacity. The usage of portable 
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generators trucked to the pump sites mitigated the effects of the power loss, since on-site emergency 
generators were not provided at most sites. 

Damage to the sewage system was concentrated at the South District Sewage treatment plant. Damage 
included: 

• Damage to the roof of a maintenance building 
• Damage to floating roofs of digestor units (2 out of 8 total) 
• Damage to the pumps in the effluent pump station (due to building failure) 

4.2 RESTORATION OF WATER NETWORK 

The health department issued a boil water order for most of the south county due to the drop in service 
pressure. Immediate testing was unavailable due to electricity failures. When water testing was resumed, 
no problems were detected with the water quality. Water service was restored to WASA customers in a 
rolling pattern. Immediately, a boil water order was issued to all customers who had service. Manual 
valving and minor repairs restored water to all areas north of 1S0th Street. Most water service was 
restored within 72 hours. Simplifying the restoration was the absence of customers in the devastated 
areas. 

I::ack of electricity at sewage pumping stations caused minor problems at several sites. One above
ground sewage pipeline (crossing a canal) was ruptured by a projectile. However, the lack of a water 
supply immediately following the event reduced the demands upon the system. The down-time of the 
sewage treatment plants resulted in a severe backup, from which it took several months to recover fully. 

Poor coordination efforts in the restoration resulted in inadvertent damage to the water supply system. In 
the process of replacing downed power poles, repair crews aCcidentally drilled through water mains. 
Later, when debris was being removed, street side fire hydrants were ruptured by front-end loaders and 
bulldozers. There are concerns that the storm caused long-term system damage in the form of increased 
number and severity of pipeline leaks. It is impossible to use system-flow data alone to prove this 
hypothesis. From district information, the flows in January 1992 were 310 mgd, and in January 1993 were 
328 mgd. This increase can partially be attributed to a normal increase demand. 

5. TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Bell South provides local telephone service to South Florida. Long distance service is provided by AT&T, 
Mel, and others. Notes on our conversations with Bell South and other telecommunications providers are 
provided in Appendix L. See Appendix M for 24 incident reports compiled by the National Coordinating 
Center of the National Communications System (NCS), that is, the federal agency responsible for 
telecommunications security. The following sections summarize our findings. 

5.1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS DAMAGE 

The telecommunications network suffered significant damage following the hurricane. The damage was 
concentrated in the distribution network. Similar to the damage to the power distribution network, 
overhead lines drop lines were damaged. (The drop line is the wire connecting the street telephone line to 
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the customer's facility.) Almost every drop line was destroyed at services from 88th street south to Florida 
City. 

Cellular communications stations still worked following the hurricane. One transmitting station was 
damaged in the hurricane, but there was still (diminished) capacity of the system. The influx of emergency 
relief workers with cellular phones easily overwhelmed the system following the hurricane, though, with 
waits for a dial tone of up to 15 minutes reported. 

One central office (at Homestead Air Force Base) was lost when the equipment got too wet from building 
leaks. It is estimated that damage to other central offices was minimal. 

5.2 TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESTORATION 

Telephone service took the longest to restore of the above mentioned utilities. Phone service was phased 
in from the south, with the major demarcating line being Kendall Drive (88th Street). North of this area, 
most telephone service was restored within 3-4 days. It took two months to restore service down to 136th 
Street. Service to areas further south took much longer (Homestead is at 320th street). The central office 
at Homestead was destroyed when the roof blew off, and saltwater ruined all of the interior equipment. 
Long distance service was eliminated primarily due to the loss of local connections. Interviews with 
personnel from MCI indicate that their facilities had no damage. 

The hazards of working on potentially hazardous power poles prevented Bell South restoration crews from 
rewiring the telephone lines until after the power was restored. Poor communication also resulted in 
damage to downed phone lines caused by the electricity restoration. Better coordination between the two 
utilities could potentially result in much faster restoration of lifeline services. 

6. TRANSPORTATION 

6.1 AIRPORTS 

The airports in South Florida were not contacted. There were three major airports affected: Miami 
International, Tamiami Airport, and Homestead Air Force Base (Figure 3). The damage at Homestead 
and Tamiami were extensive, although these were not commercial airports. Damage to Miami resulted in 
a minimal loss of function, primarily a function of its location to the north of Miami, on the periphery of the 
storm. 

6.2 ROADS 

Direct impacts upon the transportation network were minimal. Sixty foot no-tree zones on either side of 
expressways and turnpikes kept disruption due to fallen trees to a minimum. Fallen traffic signs did 
present a problem. However, these obstacles were removed by passing traffic before employees of the 
Florida Department of Transportation could remove them. Loss of electricity did cause Significant 
disruption, due to the loss of street lights, as well as the loss of traffic Signals. Another interaction was 
with the telephone service. On many arterials, traffic Signals are operated using the telephone system. 
This contributed to gridlock conditions after about two or three days, when residents began to leave their 
homes to look around and begin rebuilding. It does not appear to be universally understood that 
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intersections become 4-way stops when the signal is inoperative. Employees from the DOT (including the 
engineer I spoke to) went out to control traffic at key intersections when the situation became intolerable. 

The long term effects include the relocation of displaced people. Most regional jobs are still in Miami. 
When a large number of people moved from the damaged southern areas to the north, significant traffic 
increases between the north to central areas resulted. These conditions still existed in March, 1993. 

14 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study focused on documenting Hurricane Andrew's effects on lifelines. The data, collected over the 
ten months following the storm, included information on direct physical damage, performance, interaction, 
and recovery of key South Florida lifelines, namely water, sewer, power, telecommunications, roads, and 
airports. 

Only limited analysis of these data were intended or undertaken, but several lessons are apparent. First, 
Hurricane Andrew caused severe disruption to all lifeline services. The interdependence and interaction 
of lifelines aggravated these disruptions and hindered restoration efforts. Lifelines interacted in two ways: 
physically and functionally. Physical interactions included collocated facilities, where damage to one 
lifeline's facilities directly damaged those of another. After the storm, crews repairing one lifeline 
inadvertently damaged another. Lifelines interacted functionally through operational interdependence and 
by relying on each other during restoration efforts. 

Predictably, the most notable lifeline damage and interaction involved electric power and 
telecommunications. Both significantly impacted damage and recovery of the other and of remaining 
lifelines. For example, electric utility poles also supported telephone lines, so pole failure damaged both 
sets of lines. Power failure stopped water-supply pumps and hindered water-quality testing. Downed, live 
power lines injured water-system repair crews. Efforts to replace downed power poles ruptured water 
pipes. The failure and restoration of power facilities caused similar impacts to the sewer system, 
telecommunications, transportation, and gas and petroleum systems. 

Damage and system overload of telephone facilities caused predictable trouble to all other lifelines. 
Perhaps the most significant interaction between telephony and other lifelines was that the other utilities all 
had difficulty communicating with their own repair crews. Traffic lights malfunctioned because of 
telecommunication failure. Fallen telephone poles and cabres blocked roads. Electric power control 
systems relied on telephone service to operate. Telephone system difficulties caused a variety of similar 
problems to other lifelines. 

It is important to note that Andrew did not catch service providers by surprise. Most of the utilities had 
preexisting plans for emergency preparedness and recovery. Some operators even had mutual-aid 
agreements with sister lifelines in other counties or states that proved useful. In general, however, these 
plans inadequately dealt with interactions between lifeline operators and with local and state government 
agencies. The development of such agreements would definitely reduce the adverse impacts of lifeline 
interactions. 

The issue of planning for lifeline damage and interaction raises several important questions for further 
research: 

1. 	 To what extent have southern Florida lifeline operators learned from Hurricane Andrew and 
subsequently adapted their emergency plans to communicate and cooperate effectively with each 
other? In the present study, the authors have observed that lifeline operators are eminently skilled in 
responding to damage that is isolated within their own facilities. They have, however, more difficulty 
with and trepidation toward planning or coordinating with experts outside their own field or corporate 
structure. A study of this question would include two processes. First. researchers would compare 
pre-Andrew emergency-plan documents, such as contained in the appendices of this report, with 
current (1996) emergency plans from the same utilities. The comparison would attempt to determine 
whether the major interaction problems of Andrew appear to be resolved by changes to the various 
plans. Second. researchers would conduct a series of interviews with emergency planners from each 
utility. These conversations would be used to confirm, dispute, or augment findings of the plan review. 
The appropriate time to perform such a study would be within the next year or two. Utilities have had 
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adequate opportunity to update their plans, but before long substantial numbers of employees who 
experienced Andrew will move on to other positions or companies. 

2. 	 How effectively have these lessons of Hurricane Andrew been transmitted to other regions that are 
subject to hurricanes? A study of this issue would involve interviewing sample lifeline providers along 
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, and evaluating their emergency plans in the light of the lessons listed 
here. 

3. 	 What is the true dollar cost of lifeline damage from Hurricane Andrew, both in terms of repair 
expenses and additional, indirect economic impacts? What are the most cost-effective means 
available to reduce direct and indirect costs of hurricanes to the various affected parties? That is, to 
what extent might a hurricane's costs be reduced in future events with greater planning and 
coordination, or with strengthening or other protection of key facilities? Many of Andrew's repair costs 
and indirect costs are available from lifeline service providers, insurers, government agencies, and 
others. A study could be performed of how these costs might be reduced, through a combination of 
discussions with utility managers, together with computer modeling. The authors have created and 
implemented a computerized model of the economic consequences of earthquakes on lifelines 
(Scawthorn et aI., 1991). It is the authors' long-term goal to employ lessons from this and other 
relevant research to expand that computer program to deal with the hurricane hazard as well. 

Water system 
- Pumps idled 
- Health testing labs inoperative 
- Electric repair efforts ruptured pipes 
- Crew death from downed power lines 

Gas and petroleum system 
- Delay in gas and propane delivery 
- No electric for gas pumps 
- Increased demand for cooking and 

heating 

~ 
~ 

/ 
Transportation system 

- Traffic signals out 
- Cables blocked roads 
- Safety hazard of downed lines 
- Elec co. requested cleanup delay 

Telecommunications system 
- Phone lines damaged 
- Delay of restoration 
- Electric restoration efforts damaged 

phone lines 

Sewage system 
Lift stations inoperative 
Treatment plant idled 
Electric restoration efforts damaged 
sewer lines 

Figure 7: Interaction effects of electrical system vs. other lifelines 
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Water system 

- Difficulty communicating with crews 
delayed repair and recovery 

Gas and petroleum system 
- Communication problems delayed ......... ./ 

repair and recovery ............ ./'"DAMAGE TO 
• Inadequate communication with TELECOMM 

customers SYSTEM 

Transportation system 
- Communication problems delayed 

repair and recovery 
- Brief shutdown of airports, ports 
- Traffic light malfunctions 
- Poles and cables blocked roads 
- Telco requested cleanup delay 

Electric system 
- Communication problems delayed 

repair and recovery 
- Shared poles 
- Malfunction of control systems 

Sewage system 

- Communication problems delayed 
repair and recovery 

Figure 8: Interaction effects of telecommunication vs. other lifelines 
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ApPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Post-hurricane Lifeline Performance and Interactions Questionnaire 
Hurricane Andrew, 24 AUG 92 


EQE Engineering and Design, San Francisco CA (415) 989-2000 


Data provided by: Representing: 

Telephone: Fax: 

Interviewer: Location: Date: 

1. 	 Lifeline (circle one) Airport! Electricity! Fire! Gas & fuel! Medical! Police! Port! Railroad! 
Roads & bridges! Sewer I Storm drains I Telephone! Water! 
Other (describe): __________ 

2. 	 Please describe any damage or injury to your own plant, equipment, facilities, or personnel who were 
at work. When did damage or injuries occur (date & approximate time)? What did you do to mitigate 
your own service interruption? 

3. 	 Damage or service interruption of one lifeline typically affects other lifelines. How did interruption of 
other lifelines affect your ability to provide or restore service? What did you do in response to 
interruption of other lifelines? 

4. 	 What level of service were you able to provide following the disaster? If possible, please discuss in 
percentage of normal function at, e.g., eye landfall-2 days, -1 day a.mJp.m., day of a.m.lp.m., +1 day 
a.m.lp.m., +2 days, +1 week, +1 month, and now. At these times, how much of your service 
interruption was due to the interruption of other lifelines, as discussed in the previous question? 

5. 	 How did your own service interruption (if any) affect other lifelines? Again, please discuss durations. 

6. 	 What other lifelines are physically co-located with yours? For example, pipelines are typically laid 
beneath streets; roadway bridges may carry fiber optic telephone cables. 

7. 	 Hurricanes greatly increase demand on many lifelines, e.g., notably storm drains, telephone service, 
etc. To what extent did demand increase on your lifeline, and how and to what extent were you able 
to meet the increased demand? 

8. 	 Did you communicate with or try to communicate with emergency services or government agencies 
such as police, fire, EMS, county or state OES, FEMA, etc., during or after the hurricane? If so, what 
was the purpose (e.g., to report damage or service interruption to OES, request or offer mutual aid, 
etc.)? When were you able to reach them? 

9. 	 How large is your service area (in terms of square miles, customers, population served, etc.)? 

10. 	 Please briefly describe your facilities and staff, using approximate quantities if you know them. For 
example, in the case of water supply systems: miles and dominant types of pipe; number, capacity, 
and construction of reservoirs, wells, and lift stations; annual consumption; number of repair 
personnel, etc. 
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ApPENDIX B: INTERVIEWS WITH FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT (FPL): 


BILL BRANNEN, MANAGER, FPL GENERATION 


RICK SHAW, MANAGER, FPL DISTRIBUTION 


MICHAEL EBY, SR. ENGINEER, FPL TRANSMISSION 


BOB MARSHALL, VP - DISTRIBUTION 




MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
CC: 
DATE: 

FILE 
eVA 
FPL - Generation, 

3/8/93 

NSF Andrew Job # 31069 

I met with Mr. Bill Brannen, Manager of Generation, located in Juno 
Beach (2 hours N of Miami). The only loss of power generation due to 
storm damage was at fossil fueled units (2) at Turkey Point; exhaust 
stack of one unit was damaged beyond repair. Gas supply to Turkey Point 
was shut off (as a gas company mitigation effort) just prior to 
landfall. Therefore, both fossil fueled plants were knocked off line 
eliminating this source of power, even if the transmission lines had 
remained intact. FPL was 'not informed of this planned shut off of their 
gas supply. 

Sources of data available are "condition worksheets" put together by 
inspecting teams to identify storm damage, and "sequence of events" 
strip recorders at each station. We can interview station managers, if 
desired. 

Various papers already presented to conferences describing the impact of 
Andrew on FPL generation are attached. 
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EQE MEMORANDUM 
SAN FRANCISCO 

1() March, 1993 

TO: 
FR: TIL 
RE: Telephone Interviews regarding lifeline damage from Hurricane Andrew, EQE Job # 31069.0 I 

The following documents the interviews with lifelines people in Florida. 

8 March, 1993 
Company: Florida Power & Light (FPL) 
Lifeline: Electric 
Person: Rick Shaw PH: (305) 552 4475 FAX: 5524176 
Title: (manager in Distribution Operations) 

Florida Power & Light had significant damage due to the hurricane. They basically rebuilt an electrical network the 
size of Baltimore in 30 days. 

Immediately following Hurricane Andrew, 1.4 million customers were without electricity~ 478 miles of 
transmission lines were down, and 52 electrical substations were out of commission. 

In the repair effort, FPL did do some damage to other utilities. Southern Bell crews would not go into the 
devastated areas to mark the location oftheir underground limes, and FPL drilled through several of Southem Bell's 
lines. In the process, they also broke several water lines. The locations of these breaks were not known. 

He divided the hurricane affected areas into two regions, the devastated area (South ofKendal, or 88th street) and 
the storm restoration area. To facilitate re-establishment of electrical distribution in the south, there were 6 service 
centers set up in the devastated area. The devastated area had most ofthe damage, but the loosest requirement for 
repair, since most of the customers homes had been destroyed. FPL instituted a survey method to determine the 
amount of service restoration done, and remaining. 

Immediately following the hurricane, 74% of Dade County was without electricity. The surveying was not 
implemented systematically until 29 August. All surveys were complete to 7 AM the day of measurement. 

On 29 August, the survey areas and portion restored were: 
Punchtown (?) 30% restored 57% surveyed 
Southwest 40% 69% 
Central Miami 80% 84% 
Miami Beach 95% 100% 
W.Dade 74% 85% 

30 August 67% 85% 
6 September 87% 97% 

13 September 93% 99% 
17 September everything N of Kendall restored 
20 September 96% 100% 
28 September 100% 

There is a lot of information which has been accumulated by FPL, including a 'canned' presentation which they have 
been doing. He said that he would check up on the amount of information which he could provide me with. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: FILE 
FROM: eVA 
SUBJECT: FPL - Transmission, NSF Andrew Job # 31069 
ee: 
DATE: 3/8/93 

--~----~--------------~~------------~~--~~~-- ~--------------------.------originally I was scheduled to meet with Whylie Sanders, Dir. of 
Transmission. A situation developed requiring his attention, and I met 
with Michael Eby, Sr. Engineer, in charge of the restoration effort for 
this division. A report is attached discussion the storm impact which 
has already been presented at a conference. Eby was very open to 
support his effort, but wanted approval from Sanders before making a 
copy of a "4 inch file" of Andrew information/data in the form of 
correspondence, reports, etc. I was given copies of damage statistics 
which he felt was already public information (attached). 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Eby was the Transmission rep. at the Power Delivery Restoration Group 
which was formed for Andrew. 

presently a GIS effort is ongoing to map the system (ARC INFO?). 

Loss of concrete Ita frame" transmission poles was significant and very 
surprising to all. An FPL structural engineer, C.J.Wong, will be making 
a presentation on this subject at an upc9ming power generation 
conference in May. 

Restoration plan was to restore major transmission loops first, and then 
the secondary transmission within the loop. This took the "shape" of a 
wagon wheel: first the rim, then the spokes. 

See attached materials. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
CC: 
DATE: 

FILE 
eVA 
FPL - Distribution, 

3/8/93 

NSF Andrew Job # 31069 

I met with Mr. Bob Marshall, FPL VP - Distribution, for 45 minutes last 
week. I was given a 20 minute appointment with him; he aloud our 
meeting to run over 30 minutes. Thus, he is interested in supporting 
our efforts. The meeting was ended with his promise to call the 
following people directly involved in the damage and restoration of 
distribution to clear our way. 

Ms. Lourdes Salimero, Manager of Distribution Operations, (305 552 3648, 
located in the headquarters building on Flagger St). She is out until 
3/10. I've already talked with a manager in her group, Rick Shaw (305 
552 4475). TIL, call Shaw to discuss available data and our 
request/needs. 

Ms. Laura Kaplain, Manager Dade operations (305 442 5150, located in 
downtown Miami). She is out until 3/10. A report to her that is a 
logistics coordinator is Ed Trujillo (305 442 5151). TIL, call Trujillo 
on 3/9 to discuss available data and our requests/needs. 

Reporting to Kap1ain, a Jim Glass is a coordinator of distribution 
restoration (deals with tracking financial?). I spoke with him briefly 
today. He is expecting a follow up call to explore what 
information/data he may be in a position to provide. 

Mr. Bill Perry, Manager of Facilities Graphics Info (407 694 3686, 
located in Juno Beach - 2 hours N of Miami). His group used a GIS 
system to show progress of power restoration at the distribution level. 
I've left a message on his voice mail that TIL will be contacting him. 

NOTES OF CONVERSATION WITH MARSHALL 

Feeders and breakers are fully automatic. Designed to trip out as 
sustained winds approach 35 mph. Once shut down, they are locked out 
until a visual inspection confirms a safe re-energization. 

Delays resulted from Bell South coordination problems. Bell South union 
contract states that an area must be declared safe before a Bell South 
employee can work on equipment. Therefore, FPL was constantly 
responding to requests to confirm status of transformers. 

A coordination problem existed for 2 weeks after the storm between FPL, 
Bell South and other groups concerning the placement of multiple 
lines/equipment in commontrenchea. Locating u/g facilities prior to 



digging by a organization was delayed. Efforts to fix one lifeline, 
caused damage to another due to "uncontrolled digging". 
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IMPACI' OF HURRICANE ANDREW ON FPL'S FOSSIL GENERATIQN 


A.. ALFONSO, J. SHEETZ., J. LINDSAY 
Florida Power & Light Company 

BACKGROUND 

In the pre-dawn hours of August 24th, 1992, 
Hurricane Andrew made landfall on the Southeast 
Florida coast. The results of this storm have been 
described by the media in considerable detail with 
graphic pictures of destroyed homes, businesses and 
lives. This paper documents the specific damage 
that occurred to the fossil generating facilities 
owned by Florida Power & Light Company and how 
the company and employees coped with this 
monster storm. 

FIrst some background on the storm. Hurricane 
Andrew was a category 4 hurricane when it made 
landfall in Florida at approximately 4:30 AM on 
August 24. Andrew had already caused substantial 
damage to the Bahamas which lie due East of 
Florida before it subjected South Florida to the 
same punishment. Wmd speeds were well over 120 
MPH with gusts and local blasts nearing 200 MPH. 
While there remains a considerable amount of 
controversy regarding the actual maximum wind 
speeds, 'the velocity was such as to cause a great 
deal of damage to weak structures. The eye of the 
storm struck the southern part of Dade County and 
proceeded directly west across the everglades, 
exiting the Florida peninsula into the Gulf of 
Mexico south of Naples. The worst damage done 
by Andrew was limited to an area about 30 miles 
wide beyond which the damage falls off pretty 
rapidly. The most significant damage was the result 
of high winds, while storm surge caused problems 
only in the low lying coastal areas on the North side 
of the hurricane eye. While surge reached about 17 
feet above sea level, comparatively few buildings 
were damaged because of this high water. 

As shown in the numerous neWSQSts about the 
stor:tn, the most visible destruction occurred to 
residential structures, landscaping. trees and utility 
poles. Commercial and industrial facilities generally 
fared better. All vital services and infrastructure 
were damaged or affected by the storm.. 
Communities were without electricity, water, phone, 
police, fire, ambulance and access to food, fuel or 

other necessities. Roads were virtually impassable 
due to fallen trees and tree limbs. Tens of 
thousands of distribution poles and thousands of 
transmission peles were on the ground. In the area 
directly affected by the hurricane winds, the 
electrical system was utterly destroyed. By the time 
that Andrew passed into the Gulf, 1.4 million 
customers out of 3 million total were without 
electrical power, over 250,000 people were homeless 
and $20 Billion in damage had been done. 
Ultimately the Army was called out to help restore 
order to a world of chaos. 

The physical damage to FPL's generating plants was 
much less than to the general areas affected by the 
storm. While there was still substantial damage, the 
inherent design strength of the industrial design of 
a power plant afforded greater resistance to wind 
and water damage than residential or commercial 
structures. There were two power plant sites owned 
by FPL that were within the hurricane affected area; 
the Cutler Plant and the Turkey Point Plant. These 
two sites sustained damage to all generating units to 
varying degrees from wind, water and wind 
generated missiles. 

. PHYSICAL DAMAGE TO CurLER PLANT 

The Cutler Plant was built in the 1950's and is made 
up of two units, #5 and #6, that are natural gas 
fired steam plants. Units 1 through 4 ~ave been 
removed. Unit #5 is a 67 Mw Combustion 
EngineeringjWestinghouse plant; Unit #6 is a 143 
Mw Combustion Engineering/ General Electric 
plant. Both units are cooled by once-through 
cooling water from Biscayne Bay. 

High winds tore loose the 50 ton turbine gantry 
crane from its parked and locked position; sending 
it rolling down its track. The high speed of the 
crane driven by the wind caused it to jump its rails, 
dig into the turbine deck on one leg, twist about this 
fixed pivot point and crash into the steam jet air 
ejectors and some reheat pipe supports. Another 
casualty of the run-away crane was a turbine startup 
panel located on the turbine deck. The cranc lcg 
smashed the startup panel as it rolled over it. 

The hurricane storm surge was highest in the 



VlC1Illty of the Cutler plant and as a result 
'contributed to some of the plant damage. The 
lower level of the Cutler Plant is below grade but is 
designed to preclude the entry of flood waters with 
entry being limited to grade elevations which are 
above the design and actual surge level Engineered 
penetration seals for piping and conduit normally 
ensure that these pathways are blocked. In this 
case, however, the penetration seals were not 
sufficient to withstand the rising flood water due to 
an open pathway that existed from construction 
activities in progress. Considerable water entered 
this level and caused extensive salt water 
contamination of the lower level electrical 
equipment. The water levels reached several feet 
before they began to recede with the ebb of flood 
waters. This presented a major housecleaning task 
to open, wash, dry and inspect all of the electrical 
equipment in these areas including many major 
motors and switchgear panels. 

The intake and discharge canals became completely 
choked with various kinds of debris that was moved 
in by the storm surge. Wmd and wave direction 
during the height of the storm was from the East so 
the intake and discharge canals served as a large 
collection basin for anything East of the plant which 
includes several marinas, condominiums and 
numerous construction sites. The most obvious type 
of de~ was large deposits of construction debris 
that was moved off of nearby construdion sites and 
piled up aroUnd the intake structure of the plant. It 
appeared that there was little preparation for the 
storm on the nearby properties and consequently 
much of the flotsam originated off-site and migrated 
to the plant on the wind driven surge. 

The Cutler Plant also experienced some damage to 
the outdoor exposed cable trays. The high winds 
buffeted these trays and eventually dislodged them, 
knocking them to the groUDd. There was little if 
any damage to the cable themselves and most of 
this was repaired by gently lifting the trays with the 
cables back in place and repairing the supports. 

The plant security fencing was severely damaged in 
many places. The chain link fence acted as a debris 
strainer for all the· various flying debris and finally 
failed when the- fence became so loaded with 
material that the wind force ripped it loose. While 
this situation made the site more susceptible to 
looting, which was widespread after the hurricane 
throughout Dade County, there was little problem 
due to the work activity that started up for plant 

restoration. None the less, temporary security 
measures were put in place until the security fencing 
was repaired. 

As discussed above, aU off-site services were lost 
immediately following the storm. This included 
electricity, water and telephone including cellular 
phone service; many of the cell towers had been 
blown down in the storm. Due to the less remote 
location of the Cutler Plant, however, these services 
were restored within just a few days and aided the 
restoration efforts. 

F'mally, on a lighter note, there were a great 
number of pleasure boats that ended up strewn 
about the plant property. The close proximity of 
several marinas and the mooring of some employee 
boats in the canals resulted in many private boats 
being tom loose from their moorings and drifting 
into the plant on the high water only to be left high 
and dry when the water receded. These did not 
cause any real problems but it presented one more 
problem that needed to be attended to before the 
restoration effort could be completed. 

PHYSICAL DAMAGE TO TURKEy POINT 
FOSSIL PLANT 

The Turkey Point Plant is located about 20 miIes 
south of the Cutler Plant just East of the town of 
Florida City and a few miles Southeast of the 
Homestead Air Force Base. The eye of the storm 
passed directly over this location whereas the Cutler 
Plant had been on the Northern eyewalL Because 
of this, Turkey Point saw high winds from two 
directions as the eye passed by; first from North to 
South as the leading edge of the storm came ashore 
then the reverse when the eye passed the plant. 
The Turkey Point fossil writs are identical 367 Mw 
Foster WheelerfWestingbouse oil and gas fired 
steam plants. They share the site with two 666 Mw 
Westinghouse nuclear units. The fossil units were 
built in the late 1960's and utilize a closed cooling 
canal system for plant cooling. The closed canal 
system was installed as a licensing condition rather 
than using Biscayne Bay as a source of cooling. 

The most severe damage to the Turkey Point fossil 
units was extensive cracking of the 400' reinforced 
concrete windscreen for the UDit 1 chimney. These 
wind induced cracks ran 2/3 of the length of the 
vertical column and in places left large gaps with 
exposed reinforcing steel Considerable amounts of 
cona-ete were spal1ed off of the chimney and landed 



below. The condition of the cbim.ney necessitated 
an aggr~ approach to the removal of this 
damaged structure due to the danger of an 
uncontrolled collapse in subsequem: wind storms. A 
number of chimney esperts were assembled on~site 
within days of the storm to assess the extem: of 
damage and help in the recommended course of 
action. Two options were presem:ed: explosively 
demolish the broken st:rw:ture in a controlled 
maoner or manually disma:nt1e the column usi:n.g 
traditional methods. The overwheJmi:ngopinion was 
to remove the chim.Iley rapidly using explosive 
demolition. The expert team from CoDirolled 
Demolition Inc. was brought in to supervise the 
chimney's removal. A considerable number of 
activities took place to prepare the drop zone for 
the fall of the 11,CXXl,OOO lb stack but 11 days after 
the hurricane, the stack was placed on the ground. 

A casualty that resulted from a failure of the 
chimney was a puncture in the side of a SOO,CXXl 
gallon fuel oil metering tank located at the base of 
the chimney. This puncture was very likely caused 
by the falling concrete that was spalled from the 
cracked windscreen. The puncture occurred about 
1/3 of the way down the side of the tank and 
caused the release of approximately 110,000 gallons 
of #6 residual fuel oil. While the tank is located 
within a walled secondary containment, the 
hwricane force Winds present during the breach 
picked up the spilli:ng oil and sprayed it over an 
extensive portion of the plant a<lja£eJll: to the tank. 
Much of the oil was carried by the winds and ended 
in the cooling canal a<ljaceDt to the intake strw:ture. 
Oil coDtainmem: began immediately after the storm 
and the extem: of the spill was mi:nimized by the 
rapid action of the oil spill prevention team. Barely 
one barrel ended up in the waters leading into 
Biscayne Bay National Park and this was 
immediately contai:ned. 

Another serious failure that oa:urred at Turkey 
PoiDt was the collapse of the 100,000 gallon elevated 
potable water tank. This is a 1SO' hightower ta:Dk 
that supplies water to the plaDt serrice water and 
firewater systems.. One leg of the tank was struck 
by a wind generated missile and budded causing the 
collapse of the tower strw:turc. The water filled 
tank fell om:o an adjacem: ground level water tank, 
crushing it completely and washiDg it completely off 
its foundation iDto the nearby canal. The falling 
tank also destroyed a large portion of the service 
water system that serves both nuclear and fossil 
plants. 

Several support buildings such as warehouses and 
storage sheds were completely J.e\'Cled by the high 
winds. It appeared that many pre-engineered metal 
buildi:ngs suffered terrible damage in the storm 
which raises questions about the continued use of 
these typeS of st:rw:tures for anythiDg other than 
storage of easily replaceable materiaL 

The plant service building. which served as the 
storm refuge for the plant operators and some of 
their dependents, suffered damage to the 
weatherproofing including damaged windows and 
badly damaged roofing. This allowed a considerable 
amount of water to enter the building and caused 
damage to the fDrniture and equipmem: within. The 
structural integrity of the buildiDg remained intact 
however and therefore served as a reasonable 
although wet safe haven for the plaDi personnel. 

The boiler and turbines sustained very little damage 
other than torn and ripped insulation and lagging 
which was deposited over a very large part of the 
plaD1.. This added to the already sizeable mo'Wlt3in 
of debris that was left all over the plant property. 
Unlike the Cutler Plant, the storm surge at Turkey 
Point was only about 6 feet and thus did not result 
in the type of waterborne debris that was found at 
Cutler. 

Similar to Cutler however, was the loss of all off
site services. Off-site power was wiped out due to 
the failure of large portioD.s of the tra:nsmission lines 
leaving the plant. Water and phone service were 
a1so eliminated including cellular phones. One 
serious problem that occurred at Turkey Point was 
the loss of site access.. Turkey Point is considerably 
more remote than Cutler and the roads leading into 
and out of the plaDi were strewn with trees and tree 
limbs for miles and miles makjrag them totally 
impassab1e uDtil the road cIeari.:ng could free up 
acc:ess. This slowed down the movement of relief 
equipmem: and personnel to a crawl. 

PRE-STORM PREPARATIONS 

The activities that took place prior to the storm 
were thought to be sufficient to weather a storm of 
CODsiderable magaitudc. All obvious loose material 
located throughout the planrs was gathered and 
stored to preclude the peration of wind driven 
missiles. Storm shutters were installed on exterior . 
windows in most buildings to preclude the 
introduction of winds and water due to missile 
penetration. Many activities took place to place the 



plants in as safe a condition as possible prior to the 
storm. Hurric:aac tracking was observed at all FPL 
loc:atious due the unpredictable nature of the path 
of hurricanes. Most activities were focused at 
securing the plants for a big storm while relatively 
few activities took place off-site in anticipation of 
the gigantic logistieal support that was needed after 
a storm of the magnitude of Andrew. Off-site 
preparations were much less <;omplete than onsile 
preparations. 

POST-STORM LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS 

Not umil the hurricane had ad':Ually passed by was 
the magnitude of irs fury UI1derstood and even then 
it took several days to come to terms with the utter 
destruction that was left in irs wake. While the 
damage estimates in the fossil plants crept up into 
the tens of millions of dollars,' this was small in 
comparison to the hundreds of millions of dollars in 
damage to the transmission and distribution system, 
and insignificant when compared to the tens of 
billions of dollars of damage caused by the storm to 
the entire community. Destruction of this 
magnitude reaches far beyond the capability of the 
human mind to comprehend in advance and 
therefore the pre-planned logistics are always 
inadequate for something this big. Many 
unanticipated logistical problems occurred over the 
nen several weeks.. , 

The first problem surfaced immediately after the 
storm passed; there was,no communication link with 
the plant at all. All telephone tines, computer links, 
cellular ph,one links and fiber optic links were 
knocked out resulting in a total blackout of 
communication with the plant. Other than the 
employees that were at the planr, DO one else could 
be appraised of the damage that had occurred. 
Access by land was nearly impo6Sible the first day 
due to the C1tent of vegetation on the ground 
blocking the roadways to the plaut. Access by air 
was hampered because FPL's existing helicopters 
had been damaged in the storm when the hangar 
they were parked in aillapsed on them. Water 
access to the plants was never seriously considered 
due to the eJ:tent of damage to the coastal areas. 
So for 24 hours after the storm, the employees and 
some of their dependents that weathered the 
hurricane at the plalU were isolated from access and 
communication. These people were trapped at the 
plant and had to spend a dark and lonely night the 
first even1Dg., 

The darkness was the result of a loss of off-site 
power. The aggravated damage to the transmission 

/)system eliminated any power supply to the plants 
resulting in a dark plant condition. The plants had /]J\\ ' 
been shut down duriag the storm so islanding was \I 

not a possibility. The onsile emergency power V 
sources were not functional after the storm so the J 
plant and irs crew were left without power until 
several days later when portable power was brought 
on site. 

The available food. water, sanitation and sheltering 
was grossly underestimated. There was an implied 
expectation that once a hurricane blew by, adequate 
resources could be brought to the plants for 
restoration. The magnitude of the damage and the 
lack of access was not fully recogoized in the 
emergency planning that had taken place prior to 
this event. The scorching August sun return shortly 
after the winds died down and with this sun· came 
blistering temperatures that could not be tempered 
with any air conditioning. This and hordes of 
mosquitoes created a very difficult work 
environment for the restoration crews. 

EMPLOYEE RBI ATEO IMPACTS 

In addition to the damage that occurred at the fossil 
planb1, many of the plants employees had damage 
done to their homes and quite a few lost their 
honies completely. This further reduced the 
e{fec:tivencss of the plant complement to help in the 
restoration efforts, they uceded to be with their 
fami1ies to help restore their homes to a liveable 
condition. It took several days and a large number 
of volunteer search teams to even locate some of 
the missing employees for they could not call into 
work to report their status; all phone Jines were 
down. The volunteers from other counties were 
hampered in their efforts to pick their way through 
the damaged communities because all road signs 
and road identification was blown away along with 
most rec:.ognizable landmarks. 

Looters preyed upon the damaged and destroyed 
homes and businesses. This necessitated that most 
people remain close to their homes to protect and 
defend the property. The effectiveness of police 
and fire rescue had been badly impacted by the loss 
of all services and the impassability of the roads. 

This breakdown of services throughout the 
community precluded many of the plant employees 
from joining in earnest the restoration efforts for 



several days.. Outside crews were brought in to 

assist with the cleanup but even these crews had to 

housed and fed far outside of the damaged areas 

until temporary housing and food catering could be 

set up. 

I FSSONS LEARNED 

While the restoration efforts were slowed down 

because of the magnitude of the storm, the eventual 

response was very good. All of the right resources 

were brought to the aid of the damage4 plants and 

as the access and communications improved, so did 

the logistical support. Three of the four damaged 


-plaBt:s'" were back in service within 16 days of the 
storm; the fourth unit had its damaged stack 
removed in 11 days and work was progressing on 
the rebuilding of the replacement chimney. But 
regardless of the successful restoration effort, there 
are still some valuable lessons to be learned from 
the event. 

Pre-storm preparations at the plants themselves can 
be improved. Additional precautions should be 
taken to ensure that the plant is in as safe a 
condition as possible before the storm strikes. TheI 
units should be shut down and cooled down if 
possible with the absolute minimum amount of 

) 

eled:rical equipment energized since an electrical ( 
power may be lost in the event. Expensive 
equipment should be relocated from metal 
warehouses to improve their chance of survi:val. 
On~site manning should be reduced to the absolute 
minimum in order to mjnimize the logistical needs 
of those emergency crew members that may end up 
trapped at the plant for some period of time. 

Pre~storm preparations off·site can be improved. A 
pre..established emergency management team 
should be a part of the storm preparation. This 
team can be assigned with appropriate 
accountabilities before a storm makes landfall. This 
will speed the process of organizing the various 
logistical support activities needed after a storm. 
All emergency support material and supplies can be 
located in advance of the storm and the team can 
be standing by to render assistance once the storm 
passes. Precious time is often taken up trying to 
form an emergency support team after a large 
emergency hits, this should be done in advance. 

The final1csson that has been learned by all those 
involved in this event is that a large hurricane is 
infinitely more destructive than could ever have 
been imagined before. These stOID;lS are monstrous 
and can never be taken for granted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the pre-dawn hours of August 24, 1992, Hurricane 
Andrew made I~Uldfall in southern Dade County, Horida 
The stonn approached directly from the east and moved 
rapidly across the State and into the Gulf of Mexico. 
Andrew's intense winds caused unprecedented devastation to 
structures and facilities in its path. Not surprisingly, Florida 
Power & Light's (FPL) generation. transmission and 
distribution facilities in south Florida also suffered extensive 
damage. Twu of FPL's electrical genemting sites were 
located in the direct path of the stonn and received its full 
brunt. This paper presents a review of the damage sustained 
by those plants, an overview of the unique recovery 
challenges encountered and a summary of the lessons 
ieamed from this experience. 

SITE DESCRIPTIONS 

Located on Biscayne Bay in South Miami, FPL' s Cutler 
Plant (Figure 1) conSISts of two natural gas fired boilers with / 
a total power generation capacity of 204 Mw, Associated 
service, office and other support features comprise the 
remainder of the planL Initial construction at the site 
commenced in the 1940'.s with a peak build out of six units 
(four of which are now retired). The two remaining active 
units were completed during the 1950' s. 

FPL's Turkey Point power plant site is also located on 
Biscayne Bay, approximately 20 miles south of Cutler at 
latitude 25.1 North. Station capacity at this site consists of 
two 367 Mw oil and natural gas fired units constructed in 
the late 1960' s and two 666 Mw Nuclear units; the last of 
which went on line for commercial operation in 1973. Both 
Cutler and the Turkey Point Fossil Units are designed as 
outdoor facilities with open lattice frames and no 
cladding/enclosure for the boiler ~Uld turbine buildings. 
Original design criteria for the Cutler Units was a 40 PSF 
wind load for all structures. Turkey Point criteria specifies 
a 150 MPH wind velocity or 50 PSF wind load. except for 
chimneys which were designed for 55 PSF. 

HURRICANE PARAMETERS AND RESULTING 
DAMAGE 

Hurricane Andrew was a compact but intense storm. 
Preliminary studies indicate that Andrew had sustained winds 
in excess of 140 miles per hour when it made landfall. 
There is additional evidence that localized wind gusts may 
have been as high as 175 miles per hour, The true intensity 
of Andrew becomes apparent when compared to Hurricane 
Hugo. Althougb Hugo was a larger storm (70 miles in 
diameter versus 20 miles). Andrew's fastest mile wind 
speeds were much higher (140 miles per hour versus 120 
miles per hour). 
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The ex;:,ct location of we eye's J:1Ildfall is still subject to 
,ome lkbate. :'1ost Llat.1. inLlicates that we eye came ashore 
rtL or just Ilorth of the Turkey Point site, :md we northern 
wall of we stann cont.1.ining maximum winLls and stann 
tides passed over we Cutler Plrult. Maximum wind 
velocities at each of the sites were derived from computer 
models wat were c;:,librated using data collected at various 
location::; Lluring the stonn. These models indicate that the 
I!xpectl!d fastest-mile wind speeds in the vicinity of the 
Cudcr Plant W!;;f(; 140 MPH rmd at the Turkey Point site 
were belween 130 :md 1-1-0 mil!;;s per hour (Figure 2). 

The stonn resulted in the temporary loss to the r:PL system 
of all generating capacity at the Cutler and Turkey Point 
sites which represenls approximately 15% of FPL's tOL.l1 
generation capacity. Some cOllunon d.c1.1nage to the two sites 
resulting from wind was not completely unexpected and 
consisted of such things as: partial failure of weather barriers 
(windows. doors. built-up roofing. rmd subsequent water 
damage to interior spaces), downed security fencing, loss of 
otT-site power and COlfununication, failure of roof mounted 
air conditioning uniLs. buckling of the top shells of large fuel 
oil storage L.1l1ks, ,md some minor erosion. Reference 2 
provides details on dmnage to transmission .:md distribution 
facilities. 

DAl\IAGE TO CUTLER 

At the Cutler site, the most severe and unexpected damage 
from wind forces was the failure of a 50 ton rail mounted 
gantry crane servicing the turbine deck. TIle crane collapse 
drunaged the turbine deck structure ruld high energy piping 
and supporLs. (See Photo 1) 

Water damage at CuLler included !looding of the below 
grade elevations of the boiler struclures (submerging 
electrical mowr:) and :;witch gear) and the deposition of large 
amounts of construction materials and boats from off-site 
facilities into the plant inmke and discharge canals. (See 
Photo 1) Stonn tides as high as 16.9 feet above National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) were recorded in the 
vicinity of the Cutler sileo The maximum recorded values, 
however, were not sufficient to penetrate the plruu's 
engineered flood protection systems. These systems 
consisted of the elevated plant grade (elevation 15.41 feet 
NGVD). above grade flood barrier walls and penetration 
::;eals for below grade piping rmd conduit. It was 

subsequently detennined that the flood waters entered the 
lower plant levels through a pathway that existed from 
construction activities in progress prior to the stann. 

The most significant obst.'l.cles to rest."lfting tbe Cutler UniLs 
were the removal of the gantry crane, reconstruction of small 
diameter piping, cleaning of electrical equipment. and 
removal of enonnous amounts of debris. 

DAMAGE TO TURKEY POINT 

Hurricane cL1.lTIage intlicted to we Turkey Point Plant was 
significantly more extensive and severe than at the Cutler 
Plrult. In addition to the common d.c'Ulmge mentioned earlkr, 
Turkey Point experienced complete or partial destruction of 
several pre-engineered metal buildings, the collapse of tht! 
plant's elevated water tower (which subsequently impacted 
tUtd caused the collapse of an adjacent raw water storage 
tlUlk). extensive loss of boiler and gas duct insulation, and 
penetration of an oil metering 1..1.111< by a wind driven object. 
Oil released from the metering L.1Itk was blown onto adjacent 
structures ~Uld presemed a challenging c!e,Ul-up problem. 
However. the most significant and surprising damage at the 
T L1rkey Point Plant was the failure of the ullit I chimney. 

The unit 1 chimney was 400 feet t..111 with a reinforced 
COllcrete wind screen 41 feet in diameter at the base (31 inch 
wail wickness) and 23 feet ill diameter at the top (9 inch 
wall thickness). The chimney liner. within the wind screen, 
was constructed of acid resist..1.l1t brick and was free Sl1.nding 
and independent of the wind screen. Damage to the wind 
screen consisted of a large, open, vertical crack on the south 
side sl1Iting approximately 130 feet above the base and 
extending to within 10 feet of the top. This I.irlck was as 
wide as 2 feet at its maximum. Numerous other vertical ::U1d 
horizontal cracks were fonned around the chimney's 
circumference. The brick liner had also partially collapsed. 
Photo 3 shows some of the d.c1.lTIage. . 

PHOTO 3 
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RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

FPL was able to quickly and successfully recover from the 
devastation of Hurricane Andrew primarily due to its 
Hurricane Preparedness Plans. which have been 
institutionalized witbin the company, and also as a result of 
a company restructuring ill 199<Y. The restructuring 
eliminated layers of middle management, decentralized 
operations and allowed the effective application of all 
ri.!sources to the recovery effort. Accountability had been 
pushed down to front-line employees which would prove IO 

be invaluable during the recovery effortS. 

Immediately following the stann, no communication links 
with Turkey Point and Cutler were available and vehicular 
access to the sites was extremely difficult However. within 
24 hours of the passing of the stonn. multi-diScipline 
engineering leams were dispatched to the plants to inventory 
tlreu.w-:'lgeancCcolleci necessary field data for designing 
repairs. A centralized wm room had been established away 
from the damaged meas to debrief the field reconnaissance 
teams. prioritize repairs, and make assignments for 
prepmation of construction packages. A key to the success 
of the recovery was the eSLc1.blishment of., condition 
assC'ssment worksheets (Q track actions from field waJkdown 
through to tl1~~~ii~~ry. ofre'pair documents. These field 
initiated worksheets included color photographs of drunaged \ 
items. a listing of al1 reference drawings, m)d other valuable . 
data which might have otherwise been lost \ 

The emergency planning and the response of the FPL 
employees contributed to the extremely successful recovery 
effort resulting in the rest.:,ut of Cutler in 16 days and unit 2 
at Turkey Point in 18 days. The restart of unit 1 at Turkey 
Point would prove to be longer due to the extensive d.'lIDage 
to its chimney. 

On August 25. 1992, the day after the stonn, FPL engineers 
and a chimney design expert inspected the d.'lIDaged unit I 
concrete chimney wind screen at Turkey Point. Based on 
the examination of the physical condition of the structure, 
FPL concluded that the severity of the drunage created a 
condition that was unpredictable mld potentially unst.'lble in 
high winds common during frequent south Florid.'l 
thunderstonns. Several chimney experts have subsequently 
stated that this failure was unprecedented; in fact, they were 
surprised that the chimney had not collapsed altogether. 
Falling concrete from the chimney presented a hazmd to 
personnel; therefore. an exclusion zone was est.'lblished even 
though recovery effortS would be slowed. FPL concluded 
that the risk to personnel ,md equipment presented by the 
chimney required expeditious ac[ion to stabilize t.he situatlon 
Qr diminate the threat by demolition of the structure_ 

It was quickly detennined that there were no practical 
methoos to safely and quickly reinforce the chimney given 
tile severity of the structural cL'Unage. Accordingly, fPL 
decided to demolish the chimney. 

After investigating several metbods of demolition. two were 
detennined to be feasible. One was to demolish the chimney 
by mechanical methods from the top down. This method 
presented two disadvant.'lges. Further failure during manual 
demolition was considered a distinct possibility; therefore. 
the safety of personnel working on the chimney could not be 
assured. Mech.'U1ical demolition would also require several 
months to complete, thereby increasing the window of 
exposure to additional risks. 

The other methQd of demolition consisted of explosively 
forming a notch al the base of the chimney and allowing 
gravity to rotate it over in a controlled manner into a 
predetennined and prepared target area. This method 
revealed several advantages. E:-:plosive demolition allowed 
for a rapid removal of the threat and minimized exposure 
time workers would be on or near the chimney, Based on 
the detennination that this was the safest approach given the 
conditions of the chimney, the explosive demolition method 
was se lected. 

Site prepa.rations began on August 30. 1992. These 
activities included removal of piping and equipment in the 
target drop zone and installation of loose g,md benns to 
protect underground utilities and dampen ground motions to 
minimize the effects of the chimney impact on adjacent 
und.'Unaged structures. On September 4, 1992, only 11 days 
after the stonn, the unit 1 chimney was demolished as 
planned (see Photograph 4). The chimlley fell into the 
predetennined zone and adjacent structures were unaffected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although most of the Ii.'lta is still under evaluation, certajn 
preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the experiences 
at the FPL generating st.1.tions. First with the exception of 
the Cutler gantry crane, the pre-engineered metal buildings 
at Turkey Point, and the Turkey Point Unit 1 chimney, plant 
structural frrunes perfonned well. There was little damage 
to the unclad, open lattice, outdoor frames of the boiler 
buildings ruld to the other power producing facilities. 
Although the large oil storage L:'lllks experienced some 
buckling, they behaved in accorci.,mce with a recent rulalysis 
that addressed high hurricane wind (Uld wave loading. 

The failure of the weather barriers for the oftice facilities 
where plant personnel were taking refuge during the storm 
is unfortunate and disappointing. Although this item did not 
constitute a major structural failure of the underlying force 
resisting system, it does represent an area of needed 
improvement consistent with the perfonnance of non-utility 
structures during Hurricane Andrew. The Florida 
Engineering Society (FES) Constructed Environment 
Conunittee forwarded recommendations to the F!oritL'1 
Deparunent of Community Affairs and the Senate Select 
COlIunittee on Hurricane Andrew that buildings utilized for 
shellers should be designed [Q meet ASCE 7·88 (Amcfic;m 
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Society of Civil Engineers, "Minimum Design Loads for 
Buildings ,md Other Structures", fonnerly ANSI AS8.I) and 
existing shelters should be upgraded to that leveJ4 

. FPL is 
adopting this approach for power generation facilities ruld is 
currently investigating needed modifications to structures 
such as the control room ruld select areas in other buildings. 

FES also recommended that ASCE 7-88 should be adopted 
as [he wind s~'1ndard for all slate approved building codes. 
The current revision of the Dade County version of the 
South Florid'l Building Code which covers both Cutler and 
Turkey Point plants allows, but does not mand.1.te use of 
ASCE 7-88. FPL believes that mandated use of ASCE 7·88 
would not have a significrult effect on its existing power 
plant facilities due to the higher wind speeds originally used 
in design. FPL had already committed internally to meeting 
the most stringent of ASCE 7-88 or South Florida Building 
Code for new power plrult construction. 

The structural failure of the pre-engineered metal buildings 
requires further evaluation. Of eight such structures at 
Turkey Point. only three were undrunaged. The buildings 
that failed were of rul earlier design and constructed in 
compliance with older versions of the South Florid'l Building 
Code. One of the und.1ll1aged met.'ll buildings was shielded 
by the boiler building and other substantial structures. 
However. the other two were exposed to the fuJI force of the 
storm. Perhaps as import.'U1t as the structural design of pre
engineered metal buildings is a rethinking on the use of such 
structures in hurricarle prone regions. Typically used as 
warehouses, these structures cont.ain expensive inventory 
which could be required for restoration following a stann. 
In the event of failure, not only is the inventory lost, but the 
ability to quickly recover power generation may be lost as 
well. 

The failllre of the Cutler gantry crane was attributed to 
problems associated with the original hurricane lie down 

mech.:'U1ism. This issue will be evaluated further. rc is 
considered easily corrected in future designs. 

The failure of the unit 1 chimney remains the mOSl serious 
issue. It is import.'U1t to note that this chimney was designed 
in the early 1960's. The concrete design codes in effect at 
that time only required a single layer of circumferential 
reinforcing steel in the outside face of the chimney. This, 
along with other factors, may have contributed to the 
surprising failure of the chimney. The chimney failure is 
the subject of continuing investigation and is covered in 
greater detail in Reference 5. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

On the morning of August 24, 1992, at approximately 5:00AM, Hunicane Andrew came ashore in the southern 
portion of Dade County, F1orida. The eye of the storm passed over FPL's Turkey Point Power Plant and directly 
across the main transmission corridor which connects this plant to the rest of the system. In a span of approximately 
two hours, Hurricane Andrew's sustained winds of 145mph, with gusts exceeding 175mph, which were verified by 
the National Hurricane Center (Exhibit 1), inflicted extensive damage to FPL's transmission system. 

As a minimum, aU transmission structures inside the eye wall experienced more than 186% of their designed wind 
load. The resulting damage to the transmission system was monumental, as depicted by the following: 

* 80% of the 230kV system in Dade County was out of service 

* 56% of the 138kV system in Dade County was out of service 

* 675 transmission structure failures: (Exhibit 2) 
Concrete pole structures: 24 H-Frames 125 Single Poles 
Wood pole structures: 135 H-Frames 391 Single Poles 

* An additional 1,820 insulators (phase positions) were damaged beyond those involved in the 
structural failures 

* 233 phase miles of conductor dropped 

The Transmission Group needed to restore high voltage electrical service to all load carrying substations in the 
shonest possible time frame. The restoration effon began immediately after the storm passed through the area and 
the winds died down. FPL's Restoration Plan was implemented and the Transmission Group assigned personnel to 
begin rebuilding the damaged facilities. Early estimates projected five weeks to restore the transmission grid and 
energize all load serving substations. 

Transmission engineering and design personnel were called upon to suppon field forces with damage assessment 
summaries, technical expertise, replacement structure and component alternatives, material procurement activities, 
construction suppon, and logistical suppon. The existing computerized transmission maintenance tracking system 
provided detailed documentation necessary to facilitate proper accounting of all new installations and repairs. This 
system utilized existing hand· held field computers to log changes, update appropriate structure data bases, and 
generate miscellaneous repons. 

Logistical problems hampered the efficiency of the restoration effon. Providing food, water, ice, lodging, and 
laundry service for an instantaneous work force of approximately 600 individuals proved to be quite challenging. 
These obstacles were overcome by establishing geographic based staging areas, providing on·site catering of food, 
and empowering flexible management teams. 

Rebuilding the devastated transmission system throughout Dade County proved to be a remarkable feat. In a period 
of approximately 10 1/2 days, transmission electrical service was restored to all load carrying substations. The 
following accomplishments were reached: 

* 58 of 58 load carrying substations restored to service 
* 32 of 43 transmission lines restored to service 
* 86 of 94 transmission line sections restored to service 

The most severe natural disaster to hit our country this century was matched only by completion of the most 
comprehensive transmission rebuild project that any utility has been faced with in such a shon time frame. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE STORM 


Hurricane Andrew smashed into South Florida during the early morning of August 24, 

1992. The eye crossed Florida just south of Miami. Sustained winds of 145 mph with 

gusts to 175 mph together with ~ storm surge of 16.6 feet were reported by fj1e NationaJ 

Weather Bureau, which caused catastrophic damage to FPl's electrical system. The 

actual wind speeds have been difficult to ascertain and will be the subject of future 

analysis. As a result 1.4 million of FPL's 3.2 million customer accounts, roughly 43%, 

were without electrical seNice. Figure 1 illustrates the extent of the damage by county. 

HUHRICANE ANDREW RESTOHATION STATUS 

c: 
Y. lila III g 

_1:~._ 

Figure 1: Customers out-of·service by County 
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The massive restoration effort commenced immediately after Andrew left the area as FPL 

mobilized its storm neadquarters and finalized arrangements with contractors and other 

utilities. In addition to FPL's 2500 employees who were directly assigned to the 

restoration, FPL mobilized over 3300 contractors and foreign utility personnel. As a 

result almost half the customers were restored ~n tl1e first day. However, as figure 2 

illustrates, the rate of restoration slowed consideraofy once the initial -low hanging fruir 

was picked during the first 3-4 days. The last customer able to receive service was 

connected on September 27. 

"'!.OR r01\ J:IOIIIIER • l. IQI'T r::t:1I/fiJNIt' 

$I"" tal! ~T tQIII I"ClU..Of IIG 

~ Ituc:t sa,.,. ~9'!11 

'.~ ~------------------------------------------------~ 
I-1lJr'"r I cane ArICr.... c'tr-UCIt: t.1"IIa F!:II.. 10.,..", Ice .,........ , y IIIOndIly 
morn 1rig 8/204/92 a't 04: SS A..... and le"'t tl"le .,.... on AugUlit. 241 
at 10:'0 A ..... 

Andre.. knocked out ~ to '.4 1'/11 IlIon 
of t=PL .~ 3.26.... 307 eus'tc:mer"s (42. as:> 

204,000 eus'tomer aceoun'ts were cameQed 'to 'tl"le ex'te"1:. ~na't 

QI8Ct.,.Ce s:rvfee auulOt. sa"'.'y oe ,...."'tcred untIl IIISJOf" 
StrUCt.urll I I""epe. rl""S 1"Ie"'. 0gen lIISe;.. TI"8Ce aec:oun'tS are 
I n<: I uoeo (n 't Me daU .nown on t ~ 1<; crer-t. 

Figure 2: Customer restoration 
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DAMAGE TO FPL'S SYSTEM 


G,neration: FPL sustained serious damage to two of its generating sites, Turkey Point 

and Cutler. The Turkey Point site has two nuclear and two fossil units totaling aJmost 

2100 M'N. Althougr. the :1uclear c.:mta;nmcnt vi::lssels were unaffee.ed, cffices, fences, 

warehouses and other structures were severely damaged. The four emergency diesel 

generators were not damaged and supplied all necessary power to operate the plant's 

safety systems. The nuclear units had been placed in hot standby mode prior to the 

storm, and then in cold shutdown mode after the storm passed. Nuclear Unit 4 briefly 

- returned to service on October 1, but was voluntarily taken off·line at the Nudear 

Regulatory Commission's request while FEMA assessed the post-hurricane off-site 

emergency preparedness plans. Unit 4 returned to service October 24, following 

successful completion of this effort. Nuclear Unit 3 was scheduled to be taken off-line on 

August 24th for a normal refueling; however, commencement of the refueling was 

deferred until October 1. Assuming no major barriers. Unit 3 should return to service by 

mid-December. 

Damage to the. ~o fossil units at Turkey Point was heavy overall. The power block area 

damage included a punctured metering oil tank, water treatment plant damage and boiler 

and gas duct insulation damage. The only catastrophic damage that occurred to plant 

equipment was to the Unit No. 1 chimney which had to be demolished. This unit is 

expected back on line 1n April 1993 after an overhaul and with a new stack. Unit No. 2 

sustained less damage overall and was returned to service on September 11 t 1992. 
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Cutler Plant incurred damage to feedwater heater piping, high energy piping and the 

steam jet air ejector as a result of impact from the failure of the overhead gantry crane. 

There was also damage to switchgear, motors and the generator exciter as a result Of 

flooding. Cutler Unit No. 5 was returned to service on September 11, 1992 and Unit No. 

S on September 22, '992 Despite the loss of over 2300 MW generation, FPL did not 

experience any capacity problems during the restoration. 

The storm damaged aU eight transmission lines·serving Turkey POint, causing the loss of 

off-site power. All communications to Turkey Point were also lost. Microwave towers, 

telephone lines and FPL's own fiber optic Circuit were out of service; but, emergency 

communications via a satellite phone were established on August 24, which linked the 

plant to the NRC via FPL's nuclear emergency communications office in Miami. On 

August 27, FPL restored the fiber optic circuit, which is located in the overhead ground 

wire of one of the transmission circuits. 

Transmission: Hurricane Andrew inflicted severe damage to the transmission network. 

FPL lost 478 circuit miles of transmission, initially de-energizing sixty-one transmission 

lines serving 1'0 substations. Forty-three transmission lines serving ftfty-eight 

substations sustained permanent damage and needed repair prior to energizing. The' 

damage affected a total of , 60' structures. Approximately , 49 concrete structures, 526 

wooden poles and 3,845 insulators failed. FPL builds its transmission system in Dade 

County to withstand the sustained winds of a category 3 hurricane, so it is not surprising 

that parts of the system did· not stand up to Andrew, a category 4 hurricane with 
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tomadoes. These standards are greater than most other utilities and were developed in 

part because of Florida's susceptibility to hurricanes. 

All eight of the lines serving the Turkey Point Nuclear Plant were severely damaged. In 

sOfTIe cases, the wind drag liftf!'d ~ncrste H·frame transmisGion structurp.s out of the 

ground. On the Turkey Point - Florida City 230 kV line, 24 steel reinforced concrete 

structures failed at ground level. Overall, the concrete poles withstood the 'Winds much 

better than the wooden poles. But in many cases, the porcelain insulators holding the 

line failed and consequently dropped the conductor. Ironically, those lines which Mad the 

stronger polymer insulators Meld the conductor and consequently_did greater damage to 

the structures. Figure 3 shows the extent of the severely damaged transmission network 

in Dade County immediately after the storm. 
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Substation; Damage to substation equipment was also quite severe. The storm 

damaged 114 substations in three counties, Dade, Broward and COllier, and completely 

de-energized 58 substations. Dade County was hit the hardest as 8 transmission and 

42 distribution substations were out of service. Table 1 is a preliminary summary of ttle 

damage to the substation equipment as of October 1, 1992. 

Bus Aluminum 395 ft. 

Bus Copper 3SO ft. 

Insulators 275 

Battery Chargers 2 

Batteries 8 

Switches 18 

Bushings 8 

Une Traps 4 

CCV'rs 5 

Arresters 6 

Load Interrupters 3 

Control Cable 4925 ft. 

Structures 1 

Breakers 3 

Transfonners 0 

Regulators 18 

Table 1: Substation Equipment Damage 

None of the power transformers incurred severe damage and all were able to be put back 

in service. A significant part of the substation damage occurred to the relay vaults and 

fences as the high winds caused roof and subsequent water' damage. 
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Distribution: The most extensive damage occurred on the distribution system as entire 

areas in South Dade had to be rebuilt. The outer fringes of the storm affected a wider 

geographic area causing significant damage in Palm 8each and Lee counties, as 

approximately 23% of the customers were out-of-service in these two counties. The last 

customers able to rec£ive powrr wers restored by September 27. which is rather 

remarkable considering the damrge inflicted on the distribution system. 

PREUMINARY ESTIMATE OF DISTRIBUTION DAMAGE AS OF 
10/26/92 

• 16.0 Million Feet of Distribution Conductor 

• 3.2 Million Feet of Distribution Service Cable 

• 20,000 Distribution Wood Poles 

• 18,000 Fuse Cutouts 

• 66,CXJQ Insulators 

• 9,000 Distribution Transformers 

• 36,000 Ughtning Arresters 

• 2,400 Disconnect Switches 

Table 2: Damage to Distribution System 

POWER DELIVERY OPERATIONS 

Storm Restoration Program: FPL's Storm Restoration Program provides a systematic 

and efficient means of restoring service as quickly as possible after a major storm. The 

additional personnel necessary to staff the basic storm organization are obtained from 
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various locations throughout the company. The program parallels normal operations 

whenever possible and requires a minimum of special procedures and training. Required 

training occurs annually several months prior to hurricane season and concludes with a 

company-wlde dry run. and subsequent critique. During these pre-storm training 

sessions, ind:viduaJs learn specific responsibilities, which include the inspection Of 

facilities, preparation and processing of storm forms, and knowledge of storm procedures. 

Pre-$torm: Upon receiving a hurricane watch and subsequent hurricane warning FPL 

put all storm personnel in the affected areas on alert. Employees secured all items in the 

substations, power plants, service centers and other facilities. Support personnel made 

preliminary arrangements with other utilities, contractors, hotels, caterers, aviation 

companies and other logistical support entities. The emergency communication program 

was started and material was transported to staging areas for quick dispersal after the 

storm. The Turkey Point Nuclear Units 3 &4 were shutdown approximately nine and 

seven hours, respectively, prior to the eye making landfall. 

During Storm: The progress of the storm was monitored by the System Control Center 

and the Emergency Communications Center. The System Control Center did not 

intentionally de-energize any transmission lines or substations; however, only during the 

early part of the storm did System Operations attempt to restore lines and substations as 

they tripped. It was soon evident that this was Mile and relayed lines were left out of 

service until after the storm had passed. 
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PQst.Storm: The storm was so devastating that it made initial damage assessments very 

difficutt. Ground patrols in south Dade were not feasible for two reasons; (1) the roads 

were impassable due to fallen trees blocking the roads; and (2) many of the employees 

assigned to the storm patrols lived in the devastated areas and sustained severe personal 

damaGe to their property and consequently could not report to work immediately after the 

storm passed. Once the initial ShOCK of the catastrophe eased it was time to go to work. 

The Power Delivery Unit, which consists of Transmission, Substation, Protection & Control 

and Power Supply was able to successfully coordinate its restoration efforts and as a 

resutt energized all but one of the substations after only 10 days. A one month--ojd 

substation was radially served by a new line on which 73 concrete poles were down after 

the storm. It was decided not to immediately rebuild the transmission to this station 

because its two feeders could be readily picked up through the distribution network. 

Attachment 1, the Transmission Restoration Map, graphically depicts the progress of the 

restoration on the transmission system. 

The overwhelming destruction led to some innovative solutions and also exposed same 

areas for improvement The following two sections identify effective restoration 

procedures and post-restoration activities which resutted from the restoration effort. 
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Effective Restoration Procedures: 

• 	 Helicopters were very useful tor transmission damage assessment patrols, 

transporting food, materials and personnel. 

• 	 The Transmission D.:3partment opene:! two staging areas to process contrad('lrs 

and foreign crews, receive material, and cater food. These staging areas proved 

invaluable because of their proximity to both highways and the storm damaged 

area. 

• 	 FPL's radio system remained operational. Although it was heavily used, at times 

it was the only method available to communicate with the System Control Center 

and the Emergency Headquarters. 

• 	 The Power Delivery Business Unit which is comprised of Transmission, Substation, 

Protection and Control, and Power Supply, effectively prioritized restoration efforts 

on the transmission system. 

The above list is by no means complete as there were many other innovative procedures 

which were developed. Conversely, there were some areas for improvement and the 

following list summarizes some activities which will be fine-tuned prior to the next 

'

hurricane season. 
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Post-Restoration Activities: 

• 	 Develop a generic model for a staging area which addresses equipment, 

manpower and logistical needs and review the area for potential sites. 

• 	 Develop a more efficient method of performing damage assessments utilizing 

muttiple helicopters if nece~sary. 

• 	 Create temporary construction standards for storm transmission repair such as 

wood poles with polymer insulators, and determine appropriate level of inventory. 

• 	 A criticaJ factor that slowed restoration was the heavy vehicular traffic, especially 

in the evacuation areas, that began shortly after the stonn had passed. Future 

restoration efforts should address alternative methods of travel such as boats, 

helicopters and recreational vehicles. 

• 	 Develop an emergency backup site for the System Control Center. 

SUMMARY 

Hurricane Andrew was the most severe natural disaster to hit our country this century, 

as it caused over $20 billion worth of damage. The extensive damage to FPL's system 

together with the loss of local businesses, traffic lights, water pumping stations and 

communications combined to further aggravate a colossal restoration task. What evolved 

was a classic example of teamwork; FPL employees together with contractors and 

neighboring utility personnel worked day and night to repair the system and restore power 

with very few accidents. 

12 



An easily overlooked reason for FPL's successful restoration was having a restoration 

plan which provided the necessary flexibility to adjust to all situations. The restoration 

plan incorporated the tenets of the new FPL organization, providing employees in the field 

the opportunity to make decisions as new sttuations arose. During the restoration aJi jobs 

were important, as those employees who W3re not directly involvEd in ~e resroration 

provided vital support in a multitude of ways. The experience gained by FPL and its 

neighboring utilities as a result of Hurricane Andrew will prove to be a valuable lesson for 

future storm restorations. 

RAe 1 :OOESEf'C.N'T 10/28192 
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Impact ofHurricane Andrew on Performance, Interaction, and Recovery ofLifelines 

ApPENDIX F: 

FPL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM DAMAGE STATISTICS (FACT SHEET) 



HURRICANE ANDREW 

VS 


FPL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

FACT SHEET 


On the morning of August 24, 1992, the eye of Hurricane Andrew came ashore in the 
southern part of Dade County. The approximate center of the storm was at latitude 
25.4 degrees which is very near the FPL Turkey Point Power Plant. At the National 
Hurricane Center in Coral Gables, Florida; sustained winds were recorded at 138 mph 
and gusts of up to 164 mph. Winds in the heavily damaged areas of south Dade County 
have been estimated to be 10 to 20 mph stronger. 

The resulting damage to the Transmission System was extensive as depicted by the 
following: 

* Approximately 55% of the Transmission Unes in the South Area were outaged. 

* Approximately 70% of the Circuit Miles in the South Area were outaged. 

* No FPL Transmission Unes were in operation south of Sunset Drive (SW 72st) 
in Dade County the afternoon following the storm. 

* Nearly 80% of the 230kV system (ckt miles) in the South Area was out. This 
included every 230kV line terminating at Davis and Turkey Point substations. 

* Over 56% of the 138kV system (ckt miles) in the South Area was out. This 
included every 138kV line terminating at Davis and Cutler substations. 

* Outaged circuits included overhead and underground transmission facilities. 

* There were 675 transmission structure failures: 

Concrete Pole Structures: 24 H-Frames 125 Single Poles 

Wood Pole Structures: 135 H-Frames 391 Single Poles 

* There were an additional 1820 insulators ( phase positions) damaged beyond 
those involved in the structure failures. 

* There were over 233 miles ( phase miles) of conductor down. 

* There were 58 substations out for lack of transmission service. 
OWB 9/14/92 



Impact ojHurricane Andrew on Performance. Interaction. and Recovery ofLifo/ines 

ApPENDIX G; 

MATERIALS ISSUED By FPL To RESTORE DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES 



SELECTED MATERIAL ISSUED 
/ (NET QUANTITY) 

/ 
/ 

AERIAL TRANSFORMERS 11,388 

PADMOUNTTRANSFORMERS 808 

WOOD POLES 19,205 

CONCRETE POLES 194 

STREET LIGHT POLES 542 

CROSS ARMS 8,402 

DISCONNECT SWITCHES 1,924 

CUTOUTS 17,045 

INSULATORS 64,316 

LIGHTNING ARRESTORS 30,962 

OVERHEAD ALUMINUM PRIMARY WIRE 13,480,643 F[ 

SERVICE CABLE 3,968,562 f[ 

LUMINARIES 15,320 

loll t.m.15.133 !-. - 1 l 
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June 5, 1992 

FPL EMERGENCY PLAN FOR 

CAPACITY SHORTAGES, TRANSMISSION LIMITATIONS 


AND SEVERE STORKS 


1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this plan is to document the policies and 
summarize the procedures used by FPL in responding to a power 
capacity shortage or severe storm which impacts or threatens 
to impact significant numbers of customers. Power capacity 
shortages may be caused by unusually hot or cold weather, 
short-term fuel supply shortages, transmission disruptions, or 
power plant outages. Severe storm conditions include any 
named storm, cyclone or hurricane which causes widespread 
service interruption to FPL customers. 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

This plan identifies emergency conditions and delineates the 
responsibilities and duties of the FPL Emergency Response 
organization. The plan describes the following basic topics: 

1. 	 The organization for identifying, assessing and 
responding to emergency conditions (Section 2) 

2. 	 Criteria for identification and classification of an 
emergency condition (sections 3 and 4) 

3. 	 Notification and mobilization of FPL emergency response
personnel. Notification of local and state emergency 
management agencies. Notification of major commercial 
and industrial customers (sections 3 and 4). 

4. 	 Emergency response actions by FPL, governmental agenCies 
and the public including development of information for 
the media and the public for use both prior to and during 
an emergency (Sections 3 and 4) 

5. 	 Facilities, communications equipment and computer systems 
used in emergency response (Section 5) 

6. 	 Maintaining a state of emergency preparednes~ (Sections 
3 and 4). 

1.3 CONCEPT OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 

When operating reserves are nearly exhausted and there is 
imminent possibility of curtailment of firm load, or when a 
hurricane or severe tropical storm threatens, an appraisal of 
the situation is made by designated personnel and action taken 
in accordance with this plan. FPL Emergency Organization 
personnel are notified and mobilized to manage operations, to 

1 



1.4 

1. 4.1 

1. 4.2 

1.5 

June 5, 1992 

communicate with the public and appropriate governmental 
agencies and to restore normal service when the emergency lS 
over. These response actions are carried out to maintain 
system integrity and to minimize the impact on the customers 
to the degree possible. 

PLAN 	 REVISION 

The Director of Power Supply shall have overall responsibility 
for plan revisions. 

The capacity shortage portion of this plan shall be updated 
semi-annually. Revision to this plan will be based primarily 
on the critiques of the annual system drill and feedback from 
FPL departments following a semi-annual review of the plan. 
The revisions shall be completed once prior to December and 
once prior to May. 

The storm restoration plan and procedures shall undergo 
revision at the conclusion of the storm season each year 
(November) • 

SUPPORTING PLANS AND PROCEDURES 

The major plans and/or procedures which support this corporate 
plan are listed below. 

1. 	 U. S. Dept. of Energy Power System Emergency Reporting 
Procedure 

2. 	 Florida Peacetime Emergency Plan 
3. 	 Power Delivery Business Unit procedures 
4. 	 Corporate Co~unications Emergency Procedures Vol I 
5. 	 FPL News Media Procedures 
6. 	 Long-Term Energy Emergency Plan, Fuel Supply Shortage 
7. 	 Residential & General Business customer Service 

procedures 
8, Commercial & Industrial Customer Service procedures 
9. 	 Distribution Service Restoration Procedures for Storm 
10. 	 Power Generation Business Unit plans for cold weather and 

hurricanes • 
11. 	 Nuclear Energy Division plans for cold weather and 

hurricanes 
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2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1. 2 

2.1.3 

2.1. 4 

2.1. 5 

June 5, 1992 

ORGANIZA1ION AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

FPL EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The FPL Emergency organization is shown in Figure 2-1. 

Emergency Control Officer (ECO) 

Primary - Vice President, Power Delivery 
- Vice President, Distribution 

Backup - Vice President, Customer Service, Commercial & 
Industrial 

- Vice President, Commercial Service, Residential & 
General Business 

Emergency Information Manager (ElM) 

Primary - Manager Media Relations 
- Media Relations Duty Officer 

Backup - Media Relations Duty Officer 
- Media Relations Duty Officer 

Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager (£RAM) 

Primary - Vice President - Regulatory Affairs 
Backup - Director Regulatory Coordination 

- Manager Regulatory Issues and policies 

Emergency Power supply Manager (EPSM) 

Primary - Director Power Supply 
- Manager Generation Dispatch

Backup - Manager Transmission Dispatch 
- Manager Interchange Operation 

Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) 

Capacity Shortfall: 

Primary - Vice president, Distribution 
- Manager Distribution Planning & Reliability 

Backup - Manager Distribution Systems & Training 
- Manager Distribution Engineering & 

Operation Services 
- Manager Distribution Construction 

3 




FPL EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION FOR 

CAPACITY SHORTAGES AND TRANSMISSION LIMITATIONS 
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2.1.6 

2.1.7 

2.1. 8 

2.1. 9 

2.1.10 

2.1.11 

Severe Stor:rr..: 

~ 
primary - Manager Distribution Planning & Reliability 
Backup - Manager Distribution Engineering & 

Operations Services 
EDM2 
Primary - Manager Distribution Systems & Training 
Backup - Manager Distribution Construction 

Emergency Residential & General Business Manager (ERGBM) 

Primary - Vice President, CUstomer Service, Residential & 
General Business 

- Director, Billing & Payment 
Backup - Manager, Customer Service Support 

- Manager, Customer Service Support 

Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) 

Primary - Vice President, Customer serv~ce, Commercial & 
Industrial 

- Manager, Commeroial Industrial Support 
Backup - Manager, Customer Service 

- Manager, Customer Service 

Power Delivery General Office Coordinator (PDGOC) 

Primary - Engineer in Power Delivery organization 
Backup - Power Supply Staff Engineer 

- Supervisor Power Supply Operations Engineering 

General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) 

Primary - Distribution Analyst in Distribution 
Planning & Reliability 

Backup - Distribution Analyst in Distribution 
Planning & Reliability 

Customer Services Response Team (CSRT) 

Depending on the nature and severity of system conditions, 2 
to 4 members of the Customer services organization. 

Distribution Response Team (DRT) 

Depending on the nature and severity of system condition, 2 to 
5 members of the Distribution organization. 
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3.0 CAPACITY SHORTAGES 

3.1 CONDITIONS 

Capacity shortage conditions are those in which the supply of 
power to customers could be in jeopardy due to either 
generation capacity shortages andlor transmission limitations. 
It is expected that generation capacity shortfalls would be 
due to extreme weather conditions, either extreme cold or 
heat. However, they could also be the result of higher than 
projected demand for energy during periods when generating 
units are normally unavailable due to scheduled maintenance. 

Transmission limitations are the result of unplanned 
circumstances. These would include the loss of critical 
transmission lines, circuit breakers, autotransformers, and 
generating units. 

The loss of firm load in a localized area due to a 
transmission or distribution outage, temporary problem or 
isolated event may be reported but would not cause the 
implementation of the plan. The loss of firm load due to 
automatic underfrequency relay operation would also not cause 
the implementation of the plan unless it is anticipated that 
the outage will extend over several hours. 

3.2 CATEGORIES 

When there is a forecast of a possible temperature condition 
and generation availability that would lead to an alert 
condition, an ADVISORY is declared. 

A generating capacity ALERT is declared when conCitions exist 
such that the state operating margin is such that the loss of 
the largest generating unit or imminent loss of transmission 
capacity will necessitate interruption of firm load in 
Florida. 

A Generating Capacity EMERGENCY is declared when conditions 
exist such that FPL has inadequate generating ca~acity, or 
transmission capacity, including purchased power, to supply 
FPL firm load obligations. 

The system is categorized as being in a state of RESTORATION 
once generating capacity, or transmission capacity, including 
purchased power is capable of meeting the demand of FPL firm 
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CATEGORIES FOR 
CAPACITY SHORTAGES AND TRANSMISSION UMITATIONS 

CRITERIAPOWER SUPPLY CATAGORY FPl KEY ACTIONS 

"f<lAECASr OF CON11NGENCY COHDITIOH 
OR NEED FOR REDER ROTAl1ON 

ADVISORY 

CON11HGEHCY CONDITION "£XlST"- WHEN 
llfE STA"RWIO£ OPERATING MARGIN 
WIlL MOT COllEllmE LOSS OF ONE 
GENERAllON UHlTOR I ....INENT LOSS 
OF TRANSMISSION CAPACfFY WIlL 
CAUSE IIITERRUPI10II OF ARtILOAD 

ALERT 

IHAD£QUA"R CAPAafY TO SE.RIIE FIftIot 
LOAD 

EMERGENCY 

GENERAllON CAPAafY IS AOEQUA"R 
ARM LOAD RfDUCI10N IS BEING 
TERMINATED AND LOAD IS BEING 

RESTORAnON 

R£STORED 

.. 

• 	 DEClAfIE ADVISORY AND AC'JUA"R EMERG£HCY PLAN 
• 	 COHSIOE.R STNflNG EMERGENCY FACIUf'IEI 
• HOllfY KEY FPL PERSONNEL 
.. HOllfYSTATE WARNING POINT (SWPJ 
.. HOllfY Sfl£ClAEO CUSTO ..ERS 
• 	 CONSIDER NOTIFYING AFFECTEO COUN11ES 
• 	 P£RFOIIII c:H£CKS OF EM£RG£NCY FACtUI1ES AND EQtHPIIENI' 

TO CONARII AVAJl.ABIUI"Y 
.. SCHEDULE fIEDUCTIOH OF ffON.ES$£N11AL FPL lOAD 

• COHSIOE.R PU8UC IoIESSAGE.S. AS AI'PAOPfIIA"R 
.. NOTIfY 1HIE R.ORlPA ELEcmIC POWER CIOOfIDtHAlIHG GROUP 

• 	 DOClIIIENT EVENTS 

.. 	 DEa.NIE Al.ERI' AND AClUA"R EMERGENCY PLAN 
• 	 ACmIA"R EMERGENCY FACIUtlE$ AIIO ___STAFf All N"f'ROPAIA"R 

• 	 NOTIfY KEY FPL PERSONNEL 
• 	 NOTIfY STA"R WARNING POINT CS"" 
• NOTIfY lJfI£CIFED CUSTO ..ERS 
.. COHSIOE.R NOlIFnNG AFFECTED COUN11ES 
• 	 PERFORIIII aECKS OF EMEAGEHCY fAClUtlE$ AND EOUIPII£NT 

10 COtI'tRII AVM..A8ILJTY 

• INITIA"R REDUCTION OF NOJI.£SSI:NlW. FPL LOAD 
.. COHSIOE.R OR INITIA"R AJIP£Al.S FOR VOLUNTARY PU8UC CONSERVAllON 

• NOTIfY tHE R.OAlDA ELEcmIC POWER COOADIHAllNO GROUP 
.. DOCU..ENT EVENTS 

• 	 DEClAfIE EMERGENCY AND HOTlfY STAlE WARNING POINT 
• 	 AChYAlE AND RJU.Y STAfF EMERGENCY FACII.J11ES 
• 	 NOllfY KEY FPL PERSONNEL 
• 	 NOllfY Sfl£CIftEO CUSTO"ERS 
• 	 NOTIfY AFFECTED COUN11ES 
• 	 REJ)UC£ NOJl.£SSf.NTW.. FPL LOAO 
• 	 SCHEDULE AND IMPlEIIEHT FEEDER ROTAlION 
• 	 ISSUE PRESS RIE1.EASE, CO....UNICA"R TO II£DIA,. APP£AL FOR PUBLIC 

ASSISTANCE 
• 	 NOTlfYllfE R.OAlDA ELEcmIC POWER COORDINAllNG GROUP 

· • DEClARE RECOVERY CONDmON AND NOTlfYSTATIl WMHIHG POINT 
NOTIfY KEY FPL PERSONNEL 

• NOTIfY SfI£aAEO CUSTOMERS 

• NOTIfY AFFECTED COUNTIES 
• RESTORE NOIUIAl SERYICI! 
• CO....UNICA"R TO PUBLIC AND FPL E ..PlOYEES AS APPAOMATE 

• NOTIfY mE ROAIDA ElEC1lIIC POWER COOPDINAllNG GROUP 

· • EYALUA"R I...ESSONS LEARNED (PREU..INARY DEBRlERNGt 
DOCU..ENT EYENTS AND MAI<£ REQUIRED fIEPORfS TO OUTSIDE AGENCIES 
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NOT£.: FOR RAPID LOSS OF CAPACITY.I....INENT OR ACTUAL. 1l4E DIAGNOSIS OF TliESIlUA110N AND DEa.AAAllON OF THE CONDITION MUST lIE MADE BY mE SYSTEM OPERATOR. 
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'load customers and service is being restored to customers 
whose service had been interrupted. 

A summary of these categories and associated response by FPL 
personnel is contained in Figure 3-2. 

3.3 NOTIFICATION AND COMMUNICATION 

principal notification and communication links for 
identification and declaration of conditions are shown below. 
Declaration of the system condition is made by the Power 
/Supply Department following authorization by the Emergency 
control Officer. (For rapid loss of capacity, imminent or 
actual, the diagnosis of the situation and declaration of the 
condition must be made by the System Operator. The actions to 
be taken will depend on the expected duration and severity and 
will be communicated to the EPSM as soon as practicable). 

EMERGENCY PLAN NOTIFICATION FLOW 
FOR CAPACITY SHORTAGE, TRANSMISSION UMITATIONS 

SYSTEM OP£RA.TOR (PSO) 

... 
EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY MANAQER (!PSM) 

i -+ GENERA"ON MANAGER 
. I '----+ NUCLEAR QENEFlA"ON

i i 
'---+. ~WER GEN£RA."ON 

l....-_-+. fUEl. MANAQEMENT 

'----. TRANSMISSION MANAGER 
i I !i I : TRANSMISSION 
I IUISTA"ON 

iii> 'ROTEC'T1ON • CONTROL 

'----+. INTEfIICHAHQE MANAGER 

..!,. : !~ EXtERNAL COMPANIES (UTlL.lTIES.COQEN.ETC) 
'---....... REPOFmNG AGENCIES~ 

EMTFl~EN<pY CONTROL OFFICER (lCO)

: i 	i j '-t> PRESIDENT. COO 

I i CHAIRMAN • <:£0 
i '--+ EMERGENCY IHIIOAMA"ON MANAGER (liM) 

i ~ CORPORATE COMMUNICA"ONS 

~ EMERGENCY REGULATORV AJlllllAlAI MANAGER (!.IU.M) 

l----to EXtERNAL AJlllllAlAI 
1I 1...- ...... LOCAl. 

'"----~ COUNTY 

'------II> STATE AGENCY 
I! .. LOCAl. 
I iii> COUNTY 

'----IIi>. EMER3ENCY DIST'RIIWTION MANAGER (!OM) 

~---'EMEAGENC'f IIIISI'DENT'IAI.. • GEHERA.I.IlU8IHEUU MANAGER (ERG aM) 
'------+~ IboIERGENCT CO....ERCIAL. INDUITRW. MANAGER (IClM) 

NOTE: THE INTENT OF THIS C~ IS TO DISPLAY THE EMEAQENCY NO"IllCA"ON F!.OW 

PROCESS. INDIVIDUALS N011IllE:> MAY VAIn' PENDINQ THE 'TYPE OF IYSTEM CONomON. 
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3.3.1 

3.3.1.1 

3.3.1.2 

3.3.1.3 

capaci't¥glB;F.~tj~A4Yi~91:Y<Rt:l~()nS~ 

Emergency Power Supply Manager (EPSM) Duties 

Upon declaration of a capacity shortage advisory, the EPSM 
will: 

• 	 notify the FCG State Capacity Emergency Coordinator and 
the Emergency Control Officer (ECO) 

• 	 ensure that the Power Generation Business Unit and 
Nuclear Oivision are advised of the need for 
winterization (freeze protection) based on temperature 
forecasts (winter only). (Power plants will follow their 
plant-specific procedures to prepare for the cold to 
ensure the availability of their units.) 

• 	 ensure that the Fuel Department is notif ied of the system 
condition 

Emergency Control Officer (ECO) Duties 

The ECO will: 

• 	 notify the key FPL emergency organization members 
• 	 notify the Division of Emergency Management through the 

state Warning Point and provide periodic updates until 
this function is delegated to the Emergency Regulatory 
Affairs Manager and his staff 

• 	 consider staffing the General Office Communication Center 
(GOCC) 

• 	 ensure that timely notification is provided to state and 
county emergency management agencies 

Emergency Requlato~y Affair Manager (ERAM) Duties 

The ERAM will: 

• 	 notify the Florida Public Service Commission and maintain 
contact as necessary 

• 	 notify the appropriate state representatives or senators 
and members of the governor's staff through the FPL 
External Affairs organization. (The appropria~e contacts 
will depend on severity and the area impacted.) 

The FPL External Affairs Organization will: 

• 	 ensure a smooth flow of accurate and timely information 
to local and county officials. (Affected county 
emergency management agencies are notified if more than 
eight counties are affected by the Florida Division of 
Emergency Management. Otherwise, information is provided 
by the Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager through the 
External Affairs Organization.) 
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3.3.1.4 


3.3.1.5 

3.3.1.6 

3.3.1.7 

Emergency Information Manager (EIM) Duties 

The ElM will: 

• 	 ensure that corporate communications personnel are 
contacted and assigned duties necessary to maintain a 
coordinated public information effort 

• 	 in conjunction with the ECO, call for and oversee 
activation of the public appeals/conservation messages as 
warranted 

All news releases and statements to the news media will be 
written by the EIM's staff and approved by the EIM in 
conjunction with the ECO. The ElM will insure that these 
corporate statements are distributed via normal and emergency 
communications systems to: 

1. 	 FPL executives, including those with external and 
regulatory responsibilities; key FPL field contacts and 
other employees. 

2. 	 Media relations staff and area media liaisons for 
handling callouts and/or inquiries from the news media, 
as well as contact with county emergency management 
offices. 

3. 	 The Florida Electric Power coordinating Group (FCG) and 
other utilities, as appropriate. 

4. 	 Public information officials in the offices of the 
Florida Public Service Commission, the state Department 
of Community Affairs and other emergency services 
organizations, as appropriate. 

Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) Duties 

The EDM will: 

• 	 provide technical and logistical support to the Area 
Operations Managers for problems involving the 
distribution system as warranted 

Emergency Residential and General Business Manager (ERGBM)
Duties 

The ERGBM will: 

• 	 consider notifying the Customer Service Centers 

Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) Duties 

The EClM will: 

• 	 consider notifying the major commercial and industrial 
customers 
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3.3.1.8 Power Delivery General Office Coordinator (PDGOC) Duties 

The PDGOC will: 

• 	 issue notification of staffing requirements for the 
center at the direction of the ECO 

3.3.1.9 General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) Duties 

The GOCCS will ensure: 

• 	 room is operationally ready 
• 	 all equipment is functioning properly 
• 	 forms and supplies are readily available and adequate 
• 	 others have been instructed in the procedure to open and 

close operations in the GOCC . 
• 	 FPL Storm and Emergency Conditions Telephone Directory

has been updated 

3.3.1.10 Fuel Management 

During periods of high system loads, the Director of Fuel 
Management will ensure the fuel oil inventories at the fossil 
power plants as well as fuel oils, natural gas and coal supply 
conditions are monitored, and Power supply Operations and 
Fossil Generation Operations are advised of potential trouble 
areas. The Director of Fuel Management also takes all 
appropriate actions to re-supp1y the power plants 
as necessary. 

3.3.1.11 Computer Operations 

The Computer Operations Department reports directly to the 
Vice President of Information Management and is responsible 
for operation of the FPL computer hardware and software 
systems. They staff the computer center 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. In an emergency, they give priority to critical 
systems and maintain augmented staffing in the computer 
center. 

3.3.1.12 Nuclear Energy Division and Power Generation Busi~ess unit 

These organizations are responsible for production of 
electrical power through operation and maintenance of the 
nuclear and fossil power plants, respectively. These 
organizations are responsible for implementing plant specific 
procedures preceding and during an emergency. 
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3.3.2 ~a.P~E,~FX·i:~9~t~9'~;;~!~~·!~~P9~~! 
:3.:3.2.1 Emergency Power Supply Manager (EPSM) Duties 

Upon 	declaration of a capacity shortage alert, the EPSM will: 

• 	 notify the FCG State Capacity Emergency Coordinator and 
the Emergency Control Officer (ECO). 

• 	 communicate the effectiveness of the dispatch steps taken 
to the ECO and recommend additional steps as warranted 

• 	 ensure that the Power Generation Business Unit, Nuclear 
Division, and the Fuel Department are notified of the 
system condition 

• 	 notify co-generators and independent power producers (IPP 
of the system condition (i.e. capacity ALERT) and inform 
them of payment provisions of the COG3 tariff 

3.3.2.2 Emergency Control Officer (ECO) Duties 

The ECO will: 

• 	 notify the key FPL Emergency organization members of the 
system condition 

• 	 direct staffing the General Office Communication Center 
(GOCC) as appropriate 

• 	 consider authorizing the issuance of appeals to the 
public for voluntary conservation 

3.3.2.3 Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager (ERAM) Duties 

The ERAM will: 

• 	 notify the Florida Public Service Commission and maintain 
contact as necessary

• 	 notify the state Division of Emergency Management through 
the duty officer at the State Warning Point in 
Tallahassee and the FPL External Affairs Organization

• 	 notify the appropriate state representatives or senators 
and members of the governor's staff through the FPL 
External Affairs organization. (The appropriate contacts 

:: 	 will depend on severity and the area impacte~.) 

The FPL External Affairs Organization will: 

• 	 ensure a smooth flow of accurate and timely information 
to local and county officials. (Affected county 
emergency management agencies are notified if more than 
eight counties are affected by the Florida Division of 
Emergency Management. otherwise, information is provided 
by the Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager through the 
External Affairs Organization.) 
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3.3.2.4 	 Emergency Information Manager (ElM) Duties 

The ElM will: 

• 	 ensure that corporate communications personnel are 
contacted and assigned duties necessary to maintain a 
coordinated public information effort 

• 	 in conjunction with the ECO, call for and oversee the 
activation of the pUblic appeals/conservation messages as 
warranted 

All news releases and statements to the news media will be 
written by the ElM's staff and approved by the ElM in 
conjunction with the ECO. The ElM will insure that these I 
corporate statements are distributed via normal and emergency J 
communications systems to: 

1. 	 FPL executives, including those with external and 
regulatory responsibilities; key FPL field contacts and 
other employees. 

2. 	 Media relations staff and area media liaisons for (
handling callouts and/or inquiries from the news media, j 

as well as contact with county emergency management 
offices. 

3. 	 The Florida Electric Power Coordinating Group (FCG) and 
other utilities, as appropriate. 

4. 	 Public information officials in the offices of the 
Florida Public Service Commission, the state Department 
of Community Affairs and other emergency services 
organizations, as appropriate. 

3.3.2.5 	 Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) Duties 

The EDM will: 	 z 
f 
l 

• 	 provide technical and logistical support to the Area 
Operations Managers for problems involving the 
distribution system as warranted 

3.3.2.6 	 Emergency Residential and General Business Manager (ERGBM)
Duties 

The ERGBM 	 will: 

• 	 establish contacts with Area Customer Service Managers 

3.3.2.7 	 Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) Duties 

The ECIM will: 

• 	 establish contacts with Area Customer Service Managers. 
• 	 consider notifying the major commercial and industrial 

customers 

11 
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- 3.3.2.10 

3.3.2.11 

3.3.2.12 

June 	5, 1992 

Power Delivery General,Office Coordinator (PDGOC) Duties 

The PDGOC will: 

• 	 issue notification of staffing requirements for the 
center at the direction of the ECO 

General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) Duties 

The GOCCS will ensure: 

• 	 room is operationally ready 
• 	 all equipment is functioning properly 
• 	 forms and supplies are readily available and adequate 
• 	 others have been instructed in the procedure to open and 

close operations in the GOCC 
• 	 FPL Storm and Emergency Conditions Telephone Directory

has been updated 
• 	 monitor all systems in the GOCC 
• 	 take whatever action is needed to restore functionality 

to required systems if failure occurs 

Fuel 	Management 

During periods of high system loads, the Director of Fuel 
Management will: 

• 	 ensure that fuel oil inventories at the fossil power 
plants as well as natural gas and coal supply conditions 
are monitored 

• 	 ensure Power Supply Operations and Fossil Generation 
Operations are advised of potential trouble areas 

• 	 take all appropriate actions to re-supply the power 
plants as necessary 

Computer Operations 

The Computer operations Department reports directly to the 
Vice President of Information Management and is responsible 
for operation of the FPL computer hardware and software 
systems. They staff the computer center 24 hours a ..day, seven 
days a week. In an emergency, they give priority to critical 
systems and maintain augmented staffing in the computer 
center. 

Nuclear Energy Division and Power Generation Business Unit 

These organizations are responsible for production of 
electrical power through operation and maintenance of the 
nuclear and fossil power plants, respectively. These 
organi~ations are responsible for implementing plant specific 
procedures preceding and during an emergency. 
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3.3.3 

3.3.3.1 

3.3.3.2 

3.3.3.3 

capaC:!.~i .....ehp.E£.~~~:;~~#C:f:~nS¥:·~~.~~g~~~ 
Emergency Power Supply Manager (EPSM) Duties 

Upon declaration of a capacity shortage emergency the EPSM 
will: 

• 	 notify the FCG State Capacity Emergency Coordinator and 
Emergency Control Officer (ECO) 

• 	 ensure that the Power Generation Business Unit/Nuclear
Division and the Fuel Management Business Unit are 
notified of the system conditions 

• 	 direct the emergency dispatch of company generation 
• 	 notify Emergency Control Officer of activation of load 

reduction steps when appropriate 
• 	 communicate authorized load reduction measures to the 

system Operator 
• 	 maintain communication with the system Operator to 

monitor the effectiveness of the authorized actions 
• 	 communicate -the effectiveness of the dispatch/load

reduction steps to the ECO and recommend additional steps 
as warranted 

Emergency Control Officer (ECO) Duties 

The ECO will: 

• 	 notify the key FPL emergency organization members of the 
system condition 

• 	 direct staffing of the General Office Communication 
center (GOCC) 

• 	 authorize the issuance of appeals to the public for 
voluntary conservation as appropriate 

Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager (ERAM) Duties 

The ERAM will: 

• 	 notify the Florida Public Service Commission alld maintain 
contact as necessary 

• 	 notify the state Division of Emergency Management through 
the duty officer at the state Warning Point in 
Tallahassee and the FPL External Affairs Organization 

• 	 notify the appropriate state representatives or senators 
and members of the governor's staff through the FPL 
External Affairs organization. (The appropriate contacts 
will depend on severity and the area impacted.) 
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The FPL External Affairs Organization will: 

• 	 ensure a smooth flow of accurate and timely information 
to local and county officials.. (Affected county 
emergency management agencies are notified if more than 
eight counties are affected by the Florida Division of 
Emergency Management. Otherwise, information is provided 
by the Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager through the 
External Affairs Organization.) 

3.3.3.4 Emergency Information Manager (ElM) Duties 

The EIM will: 

• 	 ensure that corporate communications personnel are 
contacted and assign duties necessary to maintain a 
coordinated public information effort 

• 	 in conjunction with the ECO, call for and oversee 
activation of the public appeals/conservation messages 

• 	 maintain communications with spokespersons from other 
utilities and state agencies in the event of a statewide 
emergency that requires a coordinated communications plan 

All news releases and statements to the ~ews media will be 
written by the ElM' s staff and approved by the ElM in 
conjunction with the ECO. The EIM will insure that these 
corporate statements are distributed via normal and emergency 
communications systems to: 

1. 	 FPL executives, including those with external and 
regulatory responsibilities; key FPL field contacts and 
other employees. 

2. 	 Media relations staff and area media liaisons for 
handling callouts and/or inquiries from the news media, 

. as well as contact with county emergency management 
offices. 

3. 	 The Florida Electric Power coordinating Group (FCG) and 
other utilities, as appropriate. 

4. 	 Public information officials in the offices of the 
Florida Public service Commission, the state Department 
of Community Affairs and other emergency services 
organizations, as appropriate. 

3.3.3.5 Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) Duties 

The EDM will: 

• 	 communicate with Areas 
• 	 assess status of the distribution system
• 	 determine any needed actions 
• 	 advise Areas of needed actions 
• 	 advise ECO of any conditions which need attention 
• 	 monitor all load shifting activities 
• 	 d~termine any equipment adjustments received and advise 

ECO and Areas 
• 	 assign Distribution Response Team (DRT) members as needed 

to GOCC room duties 

14 
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3.3.3.6 	 Emergency Residential and General Business Manager (ERGBM) 
Duties 

The ERGBM 	 will: 

• 	 maintain communication with the customer Service Centers 
• 	 assign customer Service Response Team (CSRT) members to 

GOCC duties as required 
• 	 coordinate calls to customers with special circumstances, 

and the preparation of a record of each of these calls 

3.3.3.7 	 Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) Duties 

The ECIM will: 

• 	 maintain contact with Area customer service Managers 
• 	 notify the major commercial and industrial customers 

3.3.3.8 	 Power Delivery General Office Coordinator (PDGOC) Duties 

The PDGOC 	 will: 

• 	 issue notification of staffing requirements for the 
center at the direction of the ECO 

• 	 communicate with the EPSM 
• 	 advise the ECO and other key managers at the General 

Office Communications Center of the power supply status 

3.3.3.9 	 General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) Duties 

The GOCCS 	 will ensure: 

• room 	is operationally ready 
• 	 all equipment is functioning properly 
• 	 forms and supplies are readily available and adequate 
• 	 others have been instructed in the procedure to open and 

close operations in the GOCC 
• 	 FPL storm and Emergency Conditions Telephone Directory

has been updated 
• 	 monitor all systems in the GOCC 
• 	 take whatever action is needed to restore functionality 

to required systems if failure occurs 

3.3.3.10 	 CUstomer Services Response Team (CSRT) Duties 

The CSRT will: 

• 	 establish contact with Area Customer service Center 
personnel to secure lines of communication 

• 	 monitor and record system load and provide periodic 
reports to Area Customer Service Centers 
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3.3.4 

3.3.4.1 

3.3.4.2 

3.3.4.3 

June 	5, 1992 

cap<lc:i!~YShOij;~q~:Re.~'Ccr~~j.Qn.i~~P9P';!! 

Emergency Power Supply Manager (EPSM) Duties 

upon declaration of a capacity shortage restoration, the EPSM 
will: 

• 	 maintain overall coordination of the restoration. 
• 	 notify the FCG State capacity Emergency coordinator and 

the Emergency Control Officer (ECO) 
• 	 ensure that the Power Generation Business unit/Nuclear 

Division and the Fuel Management Business Unit are 
notified of the system conditions 

• 	 direct the development of reports required by the US 
Department of Energy concerning interruption of the bulk 
power supply and all other reports required by reporting 
organizations such as the FCG, SERC and NERC 

Emergency Control Office (ECO) Duties 

The ECO will: 

• 	 notify the key FPL emergency organization members of the 
system condition 

Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager (ERAM) Duties 

The ERAM will: 

• 	 notify the Florida public Service Commission and maintain 
contact as necessary 

• 	 notify the State oivision of Emergency Management through
the duty officer at the State warning Point in 
Tallahassee and the FPL External Affairs organization 

• 	 notify the appropriate state representatives or senators 
and members of the governor's staff through the FPL 
External Affairs organization 

The FPL External Affairs Organization will: 

• 	 ensure a smooth flow of accurate and timely information 
to local and county officials. (Affected county 
emergency management agencies are notified if more than 
eight counties are affected by the Florida Division of 
Emergency Management. otherwise, information is provided 
by the Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager through the 
External Affairs Organization.) 
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3.3.4.5 

3.3.4.6 

June 	S, 1992 

Emergency Information Manager (ElM) Duties 

The ElM will: 

• 	 call for and oversee activation of the public messages 
requesting specific actions of the public to aid in 
restoration 

All news releases and statements to the news media will be 
written by the ElM's staff and approved by the ElM in 
conjunction with the ECO. The ElM will insure that these 
corporate statements are distributed via normal and emergency 
communications systems to: 

1. 	 FPL executives, including those with external and 
requlatory responsibilities; key FPL field conta~ts and 
other employees. 

2. 	 Media relations staff and area media liaisons for 
handling callouts and/or inquiries from the news media, 
as well as contact with county emergency management 
offices. 

3. 	 The Florida Electric Power Coordinating Group (FCG) and 
other utilities, as appropriate. 

4. 	 Public information officials in the offices of the 
Florida Public Service Commission, the state Department 
of Community Affairs and other emergency services 
organizations, as appropriate. 

Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) Duties 

The EDM will: 

• 	 communicate with Areas 
• 	 assess status of the distribution system 
• 	 determine any needed actions 
• 	 advise Areas of needed actions 
• 	 advise ECO of any conditions which need attention 
• 	 monitor all load shifting activities 
• 	 determine any equipment adjustments received and advise 

ECO and Areas 
• 	 assess long-term effect of the event on the 9Ystem 

Emergency Residential and General Business Manager (ERGBM) 
Duties 

The ERGBM will: 

• 	 maintain communication with the Customer Service Centers 
• 	 assign Customer Service Response Team (CSRT) members to 

GOCC duties as required 
• 	 coordinate calls to customers with special circumstances, 

and the preparation of a recora of each of these calls 
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! 	 3.3.4.7 
! 

3.3.4.8 

3.3.4.9 

3.3.4.10 

3.3.4.11 

~ 

~ 

l' 

Emergency Commercial &,Industrial Manager (ECIM) Duties 

The ECIM will: 

• 	 maintain contact with area customer Service Managers 
• 	 notify the major commercial and industrial customers 

Power Delivery General Office Coordinator (PDGOC) Duties 

The PDGOC will: 

• 	 communicate with the EPSM 
• 	 advise the ECO and other key managers at the General 

Office Communications Center of the power supply status 

General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) Duties 

The GOCCS will: 

• 	 monitor all systems in the GOCC 
• 	 take whatever action is needed to restore functionality 

to required systems if failure occurs 

Customer Services Response Team (CSRT) Duties 

The CSRT will: 

• 	 maintain contact with Area Customer Service Center 
personnel 

• 	 monitor and record system load and provide periodic 
reports to Area Customer Service Centers 

• 	 communicate with the Distribution Response Team in order 
to address needs as they are identified 

• 	 initiate calls to and receive calls from Area Customer 
Service Centers on CUstomer Service issues and needs 
related to the emergency 

Distribution Response Team (DRT) Duties 

The DRT will: 

• 	 maintain contact with Area Managers
• 	 monitor system load and provide reports to areas 
• 	 communicate with the CSRT in order to address needs as 

they are identified 
• 	 analyze system response and status 
• 	 monitor load restoration activities and communicate with 

the Areas on the activities 
• 	 assess equipment status and advise management of 

alternative strategies 
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3.4 

3.4.1 

3.4.2 

3.4.3 

3.4.4 

3.4.5 

STATE AND COUNTY ACTIONS 

Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM) 
..... ,"-: 

During system conditions which warrant notifying the FDEM 
under this plan, the FOEM will: 

• 	 maintain contact with the FCG and FPL throughout the 
event. (Contact with FPL will be through the Emergency 
Regulatory Affair Manager (ERAM).)

• 	 notify county emergency management agencies of changing 
conditions if more than eight counties are affected 

Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC) 

The FPSC will: 

• 	 maintain communications with electric utilities and 
Florida Division of Emergency Management as appropriate 

Governor's Energy Office (GEO) 

The GEO will: 

• 	 maintain contact with the Florida Division of Emergency 
Management and other parties as appropriate 

county Emergency Management Agencies 

If the system conditions warrant notifying the FOEM under the 
plan and affect eight or less Florida counties, those counties 
will: 

• 	 maintain the communications with FPL through the External 
Affairs Organization. (If more than eight counties are 
affected see section 3.4.1 

• 	 coordinate with their respective local public service 
agencies such as police, fire, hospitals and schools in 
accordance with their emergency plans 

Florida Coordinating Group (FCG) 	 .. 

During system conditions which warrant notifying the FCG under 
this plan, the FCG State Capacity Emergency Coordinator (SCEC)
will: 

• 	 become the central communication link between the 
utilities 

• 	 communicate with the FCG Technical Advisory Group 
Chairman who will be the central contact for the FCG with 
the Florida Division of Emergency Management 
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3.5 EMERGENCY LOAD KANAGEHEN'l' (ELM) 

3.5.1 General Description of ELM Process 

The Emergency Load Management (ELM) programs are designed to 
reduce system load under emergency or capacity shortfall 
conditions in order to maintain the match between load and 
generation. ELM programs are divided into two groups, manual 
and automatic, as follows: 

ELM Programs 

A. Manual (Oispatcher Action Required) 

1. Feeder voltage reduction 
2. Tripping of feeder breakers/feeder rotation 

B. Automatic 

1. Fast-Acting Load Shedding (FALS) 
2. Underfrequency Load Shedding 

Some basic information regarding the ELM programs is given in the 
following table and listed in order of increasing severity of the system 
condition they are intended to address: 

PROGRAM i OeSCRIPTION 

Voltage Reduction ! lowering of feeder voltage up to 5% 
by biasing regulators 

Tripping of feedersl Load reduction by opening feeder 
feeder rotation breakers via supervisory control 

(affected feeders would be scheduled 
off for approximately 15 minutes. The 
actual number of feeder breakers 
opened at one time, duration of the 
outage and frequency of outages 
will depend on the duration and 

! !CONDITION 

Rate of load Increase 
exceeds system capabilities 

Capacity shortfall 

LOAD R;:I ;:A!=:;:n 

756 MW max. based on 
5% reduction & '5,SSSMW 
prOjected system peak 

Up to 6,504 MW based 
on 15,986 MW 
projected system peak 

! 

I 
: 

i 
magnItUde of the shortfall.) 

FALS Computer-controlled load reduction 
by tripping of transmluion breakers 
when a set of predetermined 
conditions Is met 

Automatic tripping of transmissionI Underlrequency
Load Shedding and/or feeder breakers at specified 

underfrequency levels 
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Certain specified 
contlngencles (loss of 
transmission or 
generation) In which 
underfrequency tripping 
will not occur 

SUdden. unexpected loss 
of major transmission or 
generation 

About800MW 
depending on system 
load level 

72.9% of system load 
based on Fla. Coordinating 
group requirements 
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· 3.5.2 Prioritization of Customers 

Definitions of priority customers and their ranking for 
emergency load management are given below. The 17 priority 
customer types identified below are listed in overall priority 
order from highest (Critical FPL Facilities) to lowest 
(Irrigation Pumps and Processing Plants). Based on local 
conditions, a particular customer's ranking may move within a 
group. (For example, prioritizing a Bridge above a Radio/TV 
customer. ) 

TYPE 1- Critical FPL Facilitie. - Facilities 
determined by the Distribution Planning & 
Reliability Department or Power Supply Operation 
which are considered to be critical to FPL 
operations during capacity shortfalls or other 
system emergency conditions. For example: Trouble 
Office, Fuel Pumping stations. 

TYPE 11- Military Bases - Military bases vital to 
national defense as specified by 
military authorities. 

TYPE 111- Direct Effect on Public Health, safety, 
or Welfare. 

a. 	 Hospitals - major surgical and critical care 
hospitals. 

b. 	 Airports - major airports with scheduled 
commercial flights. 

c. 	 Navigational Aids key air and sea 
beacons/transmitters as specified by the FAA 
or military authorities. 

d. 	 Poliqe and Fire stations - critical police and 
fire facilities. 

e. 	 Essential Governmental Facilities - critical 
facilities including emergency preparedness 
centers and 911 emergency centers. 
Specifically includes National Weather Service 
facility in Coral Gables. 

TYPE IV- Indirect Effect on Public Heal~h, safety, 
or Welfare. 

a. 	 Telephone Facilities - critical facilities as 
specified by telephone company authorities 
which if interrupted result in widespread loss 
of telephone service. 

b. 	 water Facilities treatment plants and 
wellfields which cannot tolerate interruptions 
in excess of 30 minutes. 

c. 	 sewage Facilities - treatment plants and major 
lift stations Which cannot tolerate 
interruptions in excess of 30 minutes. 
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d. 	 Radio/TV - major TV studios and radio and TV 
transmitting facilities. 

e. 	 Newspapers - large daily newspapers. 
f. 	 Bridges - Electrically-operated drawbridges on 

single-route public accesses to islands or on 
key traffic thoroughfares. 

g. 	 Transportation Miami Metrorail, the New 
River tunnel in Fort Lauderdale, and other 
similar major public transportation 
facilities. 

h. 	 PUblic Arenas large stadiums or other 
facilities where many people may be 
congregated. 

TYPE 	 Y- serious Economic Impact 

a. 	 Major commercial/Industrial Facilities 
customers who may experience a significant 
monetary loss as a result of an interruption. 

b. 	 Irrigation Pumps and processing Plants 
irrigation facilities for cold-sensitive food 
crops and processing plants for such 
crops. (Intended for winter load season only.) 

Notes: 

1. 	FPL will attempt to notify customers participating in the 
Life-Sustaining Medical Equipment Program (LSME) prior to 
expected system emergency conditions in which manual 
tripping of feeders is anticipated. 

2. 	Application of the above definitions to.determine specific 
priority customers is left to the Customer Service Area 
Managers. 

3. 	 In deciding if particular customers should or should not be 
counted as priority, customer contacts are made as 
necessary to determine the critical nature of loads. This 
may be necessary for the following customer types: 
Military Bases, Navigational Aids, Police and Fire 
stations, Essential Governmental Facilities, Telephone 
Facilities and Major Commercial/Industrial Facilities. 

4. 	 In addition to 2. and 3. above, FPL has a data base of 
priority customers for use in making customer contacts 
prior to an anticipated system emergency. 

3.5.3 FPL Load Conservation 

During ALERT and EMERGENCY conditions company facilities with 
such capability will transfer load to emergency generators. 
All company facilities will turn off unnecessary lights 
consistent with safe operating and security practices and will 
reduce air conditioning and other load to the extent possible. 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 

Public Information consists of both "preparatory· Emergency 
Information, Emergency Media Information programs, and 
internal distribution of publicly disseminated information. 

3.6.l Emergency public Information 

Preparatory emergency public information programs consist of 
pre-scripted public appeal .essaqes that have been pre
positioned with radio, television and newspaper outlets in 
FPL's service territory. In conjunction with the ECO, the ElM 
would authorize and activate callouts by authorized FPL 
representatives requesting use of the appropriate Public 
Service Announcement (PSA). compliance with FPL's request to 
broadcast the message would be voluntary on the part of the 
media contacted. 

Public appeal messages for capacity shortfall situations (hot 
and cold weather, and sudden loss of power) cover voluntary 
safety and conservation appeals, as well as information on 
what to do to facilitate safe and timely power restoration 
following a blackout. prompt activation of these messages, 
with support from the media, can help customers prepare for an 
emergency and may help prevent an emergency from escalating. 

3.6.2 Emergency Media Information 

Emergency media information programs consist of timely and 
consistent news statements for release to radio, television 
and newspaper outlets in FPL' s service terr i tory. These 
statements are drafted by the ElM's staff, as needed and as 
information on the emergency becomes available, and authorized 
for release by the ElM in co~junction with the ECO. 

In the case of a potentially widespread and sustained capacity 
shortfall emergency, FPL could request activation of the 
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) by the State Division of 
Emergency Management. 

.. 
Additionally, the EIM and staff are prepared to mobilize for 
media news briefings, provide interviews and otherwise assist 
with media requests for visual aids, photography and video, 
as appropriate. 
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3.6.3 Emergency Internal Information 

The ElM is responsible for ensurinq that information developed 
for public dissemination is distributed internally to 
management and employees of the utility. 

The same emergency public information will be shared with 
state and local emergency management qroups and other 
utilities or industry organizations, as appropriate. 

3.7 TRAiNiNG 

Capacity shortage emergency plan traininq will include a 
review of all procedures, customer restoration plans and 
communications systems. This training shall be conducted 
durinq the Fall and reviewed during the Spring of each year by 
all personnel involved in the execution of this plan. 

3.8 EXERCiSES AND DRiLLS 

The capacity shortage emergency plan shall have a system drill 
or exercise at the conclusion of the annual traininq session 
in the Fall. A critique of" this exercise shall be sent to the 
Director of Power Supply within two weeks of the exercise. 

" 
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4.0 SEVERE STORM 

The severe storm for the purposes of this plan is any named 
storm, tropical storm, tropical cyclone, or hurricane which 
invades the FPL service territory or passes close enough to 
that territory to cause widespread service interruptions to 
our customers. 

4.1 CONDITIONS 

Tropical storms/hurricanes are listed by an indexing category 
system based on the circular wind speed and central pressure. 
The following is a summary of the storm categorization: 

wind storm 
Central Pressure Speed Surge 

category (Inches) (MPH) (FT) Damage 

0* 35-73 1-3 Minimal 
1** 28.94 74-95 4-5 Minimal 
2** 28.5 - 28.91 96-110 6-8 Moderate 
3** 27.91 - 28.47 111-110 9-12 Extensive 
4** 27.17 - 27.88 131-155 13-18 Extensive 
5** 27.16 or less 156+ 18.1+ cat:ast:rqtllc 

* Tropical Storm or wave ** Hurricane 

This indexing system establishes a means by which forecasters 
can easily communicate to the public the severity of the storm 
as it approaches. As the category increases we expect the 
severity of the wind and damage to the electric facilities to 
also increase. 

category 0 and 1 - expect damage primarily to shrubbery, 
trees, foliage and unanchored mobile homes. The 
transmission/distribution system will suffer only minimal 
damage and scattered service interruptions. 

Category 2 - expect considerable damage to shrybbery and 
foliage; some trees blown down. Major damage to exposed 
mobile homes, damage to poorly constructed signs, some damage 
to roofing materials, windows and doors. Evacuation of some 
shoreline residences and low lying islands. The 
transmission/distribution system will suffer minimal damage 
primarily due to blown over trees and signs, service 
interruptions will be scattered. 
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Category 3 - expect the foliage to be torn from trees; large 
trees blown. over; all poorly constructed signs blown down; 
window, door and roof damage; some damage to small buildings; 
mobile homes destroyed. Coastal areas will be evacuated. The 
transmission/distribution system will suffer moderate damage 
and we will experience wide spread customer interruptions 
which will be restorable in a relatively short period of time. 

category 4 expect trees blown over; all signs down; 
extensive damage to windows, doors and roofs; complete roof 
failure on some residences; flat terrain of 10' elevation or 
less flooded as far as six miles inland. The 
transmission/distribution system will experience widespread 
damage with some damage to poles, crossarms and conductors; 
underground system in the flood plane will be out of service 
until the flood waters recede and may encounter widespread 
water damage. 

category 5 - expect trees blown over; roof damage; signs blown 
over; extensive window.damage; some complete building failure; 
storm surge of 18+ feet; major damage to lower floors of all 
structures less than 15 feet above sea level within 500 yards 
of the shore; evacuation of low lying residential areas within 
5-10 miles of shoreline. Restoration will be dependent on the 
severity of the storm. 

4.2 CRXTERIA FOR ACTION 

As a storm approaches the mainland the Vice Presidents 
responsible for Power Delivery, Distribution and Corporate 
Communications will exchange information about the storm's 
progress and review precautionary measures including 
activation of the prepositioned public safety information 
messages. If the course and severity of an imminent hurricane 
appear fairly well established, preliminary marshalling of 
additional manpower and materials may be authorized at some 
point out of the storm's path, but close enough to permit 
short travel and utilization of these resources. Pr.eparations 
for receiving, accommodating, and aSSigning work crews and 
personnel from other areas must be completed by the 
appropriate managers and superintendents in advance and 
specific locations established for checking in. 

If one area (or more) is included in the Weather Bureau's 
"Hurricane warning", an emergency is declared and this plan is 
activated. Area storm headquarters go into full storm status 
and are fully manned as soon as the storm passes. 
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NOTIFICATION AND COMMUNICATION 

FPL Local storm Headquarters 

Local area storm headquarters have established phone 
procedures to alert the storm restoration personnel to report 
to the headquarters. Needed personnel to initiate the storm 
restoration process will report in as soon as the storm 
passes. 

Emergency Control Officer (ECO) Duties 

The ECO will: 

• 	 provide overall coordination of the event 
• 	 authorize all operational decisions 
• 	 commit corporate resources as warranted 
• 	 direct staffing of the GOCC as deemed appropriate 

Emergency Information Manager (ElM) Duties 

Upon notification that the emergency plan has been activated, 
the ElM will: 

• 	 ensure that corporate communications personnel are 
contacted and assign duties necessary to maintain a 
coordinated public information effort 

• 	 oversee the activation of the public safety messages 
• 	 maintain communications with spokespersons from other 

utilities and state agencies in the event of a statewide 
emergency that requires a coordinated communications plan 

All news releases and statements to the news media will be 
wr i tten by the ElM' s staff and approved by the ElM in 
conjunction with the ECO. The ElM will insure that these 
corporate statements are distributed via normal and 
emergency communications systems to: 

1. 	 FPL executives, including those with external and 
regulatory responsibilities; key FPL field contacts 
and other employees. • 

2. 	 Media relations staff and area media liaisons for 
handling callouts and/or inquiries from the news 
media, as well as contact with county emergency 
management offices. 

3. 	 The Florida Electric Power Coordinating Group (FCG) 
and other utilities, as appropriate. 

4. 	 Public information Officials in the offices of the 
Florida Public Service Commission, the state 
Department of Community Affairs and other emergency 
services organizations, as appropriate. 
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4.3.4 Emergency Regulat.ory Affairs Manager (ERAM) Duties 

The ERAM will: 

• 	 notify the Florida Public Service commission and maintain 
contact as necessary 1 

• 	 notify the State Division of Emergency Management through 
the duty officer at the State Warning Point in Tallahassee 
and the FPL External Affairs Organization , 

• 	 notify the appropriate state representatives or senators I 
and members of the governorts staff through the FPL 
External Affairs organization. (The appropriate contacts 
will depend on severity and the area impacted.) i 

The FPL External Affairs Organization will: 

• 	 ensure a smooth flow of accurate and timely information to 
local and county officials. (Affected county emergency 
management agencies are notified if more than eight 
counties are affected by the Florida Division of Emergency
Management. otherwise, information is provided by the 
Emergency Regulatory Affairs Manager through the External 
Affairs Organization.) 

4.3.5 Emergency Power Supply Manager (EPSM) Duties 

The EPSM will: 

• 	 advise Nuclear Division of hurricane forecasts 
• 	 ensure hurricane protection procedures are implemented for 

the System Control Center 
• 	 coordinate restoration of the Transmission/Substation Power 

Delivery system 

4.3.6 Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM) Duties 

The EDM will: 

• 	 communicate with Area Operation Headquarters
• 	 receive Area damage and manpower information 
• 	 assess system damage status 
• 	 assess manpower requirements for restoration 
• 	 assess material requirements
• 	move crews internal to FPL from Area to Area as needed 

(FPL, Contractor, Line Clearing)
• 	 request assistance from other utilities as required
• 	 advise Areas of needed actions 
• 	 advise ECO of any conditions which need attention
• 	assign Distribution Response Team (DRT) members as needed 

to GOCC room duties 
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4.3.7 	 Emergency Residential & General Business Manager (ERGBM) 
Duties 

The ERGBM 	 will: 

• 	 establish contacts with affected Area Customer service 
Managers 

• 	 assign Customer Service Response Team (CSRT) members to 
GOCC duties 

• 	 coordinate calls to customers with special circumstances, 
and the preparation of a record of each of these calls 

• assist 	in damage assessments 
• 	 direct customer service groups located within the General 

Office 
• 	 coordinate the handling of 

customer calls to General Office 
walk in customers at the General Office 

4.3.8 	 Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) Duties 

The ECIM will: 

• 	 establish contacts with affected Area Customer Service 
Managers 

• 	 assign customer service Response Team (CSRT) members to 
GOCC duties 

• assist 	in damage assessments 

4.3.9 	 Power Delivery General Office Coordinator (PDGOC) Duties 

The PDGOC 	 will: 

• 	 establish and maintain communications with the Power supply 
personnel as to the status of the FPL system 

• 	 advise the ECO and other key managers at the GOCC of the 
system condition 

• 	 contact personnel at the direction of the ECO for GOCC 
staffing 
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4.3.10 


4.3.11 

4.3.12 

General Office Communications Center Supervisor (GOCCS) Duties 

The GOCCS will monitor all systems in the GOCC and take 
whatever action is needed to restore functionality to required 
systems if failure occurs. 

The GOCCS will ensure: 

• 	 room is operationally ready 
• 	 all equipment is functioning properly
• 	 forms and supplies are readily available and 

adequate
• 	 others have been instructed in the procedure to 

open and close operations in the GOCC 
• 	 FPL storm and Emergency Conditions Telephone 

Directory has been updated 

customer Services Response Team (CSRT) Duties 

The CSRT will: 

• 	 establish contact with Area Customer Service Center 
personnel to secure lines of communication 

• 	 communicate with the Distribution Response Team in order to 
address needs as they are identified 

• 	 initiate calls to and receive calls from area Customer 
service Centers on Customer Service issues and needs 
related to the emergency 

• 	 communicate with other CUstomer service groups located 
within the General Office. These groups include those 
which handle Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC) 
inquiries related to individual customer complaints through
the Tariff Administration Section - Rate Department, calls 
to executives, calls to customers, and customer calls or 
walk-in customers to the General Office 

Distribution Response Team (DRT) Duties 

The DRT will: 

• 	 establish contact with Area Managers to secure lines of 
communications 

• 	 communicate with the CSRT in order to address needs as they 
are identified 

• 	 assess and analyze system damage 
• 	 recommend manpower and material movements 
• 	 coordinate crew movements 
• 	 coordinate foreign crew arrangements and movement 
• 	 communicate information and assessments to Areas affected 
• 	 prepare management summary information 
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FPL EMERGENCY RESPONSE4.4 

4.4.1 General 

It is the responsibility of the Power Delivery Organization 
and the Distribution Organization to focus manpower and 
materials as soon as possible following the passage of the 
hurricane. Rapid restoration of transmission lines, 
substations, and usable portions of feeders is essential in 
minimizing the interruption time. This requires a state of 
readiness achieved by planning and training. Coordination 
between the areas and General Office staff is necessary to 
assure adequate flow of materials and additional manpower 
where needed. 

The General Office departmental staffs will arrange for and 
mobilize backup support in the following major areas: 

1. 	Crew Teams 
2. 	Non-Company crews from contractors and other utility 

companies 
3. 	Area restoration teams of patrol persons and commercial 

representatives
4. 	Materials, supplies and vehicles 

Responsibilities for key aspects of the restoration effort are 
specified in figure 4.4a 

In order to provide continuous updated information to 
Management and news media as to the post-storm status of 
hurricane damage, a General Office Communications Center will 
be maintained. Personnel from the Distribution and Customer 
Service Business Units will be on duty in the communications 
Center throughout the restoration process. Initial damage and 
status reports will be made to this location by the affected 
areas, followed by regular progress reports of the restoration 
of service. Information submitted will be made available to 
the Management of the Company, Corporate Communications, and 
appropriate governmental agencies. 

The emergency storm procedure will be enacted and followed (SM 
Procedure 26000). 
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FIGURE4.4a 

RESTORATION RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. RESPONSIBILITY FOR SETTING RESTORATION PRIORITIES 

1. Overall 
2. Transmission/Substation 
3. Distribution 

Emergency Control Officer 
Emergency Power Supply Manager 
Emergency Distribution Manager 

B. RESPONSIBIUTY FOR FPL CREW MOVEMENT 


1. Overall 
2. Transmission 
3. Substation 
4. Distribution 

Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Power Supply Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Power Supply Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 

C. RESPONSIBIUTY FOR CONTRACTOR ASSIGNMENTS 


1 . Contractors on site 

a. Transmission 
b. Substation 

2. Additional contractors 

a. Transmission 
b. Substation 
c. Distribution 

Emergency Power Supply Manager (or designee) 

Emergency Power Supply Manager (or designee) 


Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 

D. RESPONSIBIUTY FOR REQUESTING OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE 


, . Transmission 
2. Substation 
3. Distribution 

Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (or designee) 

E. RESPONSIBIUTY FOR FOOD. HOUSING, ETC FOR OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE 


1. Transmission 
2. Substation 
3. Distribution 

Operation Area HeadQuarters Managers 
Operation Area Headquarters Managers 
Operation Area Headquarters Managers 
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4.4.2 Reports 

As soon as possible following a severe storm, a general 

assessment of damage should be made by the Power Delivery and 

Distribution Business Units and reported by the fastest 

available means to the General Office Communication Center. 

This should not be a detailed survey but rather a judgment 

based on observations by managers and known reports from the 

area Operations Departments. (Areas on the fringe of the 

storm that are not materially damaged should promptly notify 

the storm Restoration Coordinator for their area). 

Information describing the area status should include: 


FIRST Has storm organization been fully activated? 

STORM Number and names of sUbstations and 

REPORT transmission lines known to be out of service. 


General extent of damage including number of 
feeders out. 
Are additional crews or area storm teams 
likely to be needed? 

If not known at the time of the initial call, the following 
information must be supplied as soon as possible: 

FOLLOW-UP 	 Estimated number of customers out of 
REPORT 	 service 

Names of sUbstations out of operation
Number of feeders out . 
Number and type of crews working 
Number of additional crews or area storm 
teams needed. 

Because of the "need to know" of changing conditions and 
results of early restoration work, follow-up reports should be 
made about every three bours during tbe first day of service 
restoration. These reports should also include any data that 
is received from storm areas on STATUS REPORT Form S-29 as the 
storm areas become organized and produce field reports.,. 
Beginning the second day, regular reports are to be made 
between 7:00 - 7:30 a.m. and 3:00-3:30 p.m. Information to be 
supplied in these regular reports will be area summaries of 
the twice-daily data reported on STATUS REPORT Form S-29. 
When summarized S-29 report data is received from an area, 
General Office Communications Center personnel will record the 
information on a Form S-29. The data is then posted on the 
Status Chart on a display board and Form S-29 filed for storm 
records. 
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Any major recurring outage, such as loss of substation, or 
significant events, are to be promptly reported to the General 
Office Communications Center. 

communication links and information flow are shown in figure 
4-4b & 4-4c. 

4.4.3 crew Assignments 

Subsequent to the initial determination of the extent of 
damages by FPL area personnel following storm abatement 
(initial patrol method will be used to assess damage) in any 
area, the Emergency Distribution Manager must be contacted. 
The requesting Area and the LFO Power Delivery Command Center 
will provide the EDM with the following information: 

1. 	Number and makeup (personnel and equipment) of additional 
crews required. 

2. 	Reporting location, date, and time required. 
3. 	Person to contact, address, and telephone number. 
4. 	Type of work to be performed. 
5. 	Estimate of duration of restoration. 

The EPSM or his designee(s) will determine whether additional 
Transmission or Substation crews will be supplied from other 
areas of the company, from outside the company, or both. 

The EDM will determine whether additional distribution crews 
will be supplied from other Areas of the Company, from outside 
the Company, or both. All crews from other electric utilities 
will be requested only by the EDM or his designee. All 
additional crews or equipment from T&D line contractors and 
companies renting line equipment will be contacted only by the 
EDM or his designee. 

All regular tree trimming crews in an Area will be contacted 
by Area personnel. For use in another Area, tree crew 
movement will be coordinated by the EDM or his designee. 
Other tree crews will be contacted only by the EDM • .. 
The Operations Area Managers shall arrange for food and 
housing to accommodate all FPL crew re-assignments and foreign 
crew assistance. 

The EDM will advise Inventory Services of the anticipated 
number and assignment of non-company crews as well as 
allocation of all crews so that materials and mobile 
storerooms can be ~-ie up. 
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4.4.3.1 FPL Crew Re-assignments 

When it has been determined that FPL distribution crews will 
be moved to another area, the EDM will contact the Operations 
Area Manager and request that crews of the needed size and 
type be sent to a specified location. The Area will provide 
crews or "crew teams" as required. 

When it has been determined that FPL Transmission or 
Substation crews will be moved to another area, the EPSM or 
his designee (s) will contact the Area Superintendents and 
request that crews of the needed size and type be sent to a 
specified location. The Area will nrovide the crews or "crew 
teams" as required. If it has be~~ deemed necessary by the 
EOM to move crews from the Power De~:very Business Unit to the 
Distribution Business unit, or v~ce versa, the EOM will 
contact the EPSM to arrange such are-assignment. 

4.4.3.2 Foreign Crews 

When it has been determined that outside assistance will be 
needed: 

The EOM will: 

• 	 keep management informed of who is providing assistance 
• 	 maintain a record of all foreign crews on the syste~, the 

time they were requested and by whom, and the time they 
arrived 

• 	 continually evaluate the restoration progress and 
coordinate the reassignment of foreign crews as necessary

• 	 keep a log of information and activities so that a 
replacement can continue with maximum efficiency

• 	 at the conclusion of an emergency situation, each 
Operations Area Manager will send the EDM the copies of the 
foreign crews Job Papers. The Job Papers will be matched 
to the billing invoice, approved and processed to 
Accounting for payment

• 	 authorize the release of foreign crews 

The Distribution Organization will record: 

• 	 foreign personnel
• 	 their equipment makeup
• 	 names and job classifications of the crew personnel 
• 	 Service Centers each crew is assigned
• 	 the time and date each crew is released 
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STORM INFORMATION I COORDINATION 
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~.S STATE AND COUNTY ACTIONS 

See section 3.4. 

~., POBLIC INFORMATION 

Public Information consists of both "preparatory" Emergency 
Public Information, Emergency Media Information programs, and 
internal distribution of publicly disseminated information. 

4.6.1 Emergency Public Information 

Preparatory emergency public information programs consist of 
pre-recorded "public safety" messaqes that have been pre
positioned with radio stations in FPL' s service territory. In 
conjunction with the ECO, the ElM would authorize and activate 
callouts by authorized FPL representatives requesting use of 
the appropriate Public Service Announcement (PSA). Compliance 
with FPL's request for use of storm messages is pre-arranged 
by contract as a form of paid advertising. 

storm/hurricane messages cover voluntary pre-storm preparation 
and safety appeals, as well as information on how to 
facilitate safe and timely power restoration following a 
storm. Prompt activation of these messages , with support from 
the media, can help customers prepare for an emergency and may 
help prevent accidents. 

4.6.2 Emergency Media Information 

Emergency media information programs consist of timely and 
consistent news statements for release to radio, television 
and newspaper outlets in FPL's service territory. These 
statements are drafted by the ElM's staff, as needed and as 
information on the emergency becomes available, and authorized 
for release by the ElM in conjunction with the ECO. 

Additionally, the ElM and staff are prepared to mobilize for 
media news briefings, provide interviews and otherwise assist 
with media requests for visual aids, photography and video, 
as appropriate. 
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FIGURE4-4c 

STORM COORDINATION 
INFORMATION FLOW 

LFO .--------------...... GOCC 

a. 	 Transmission/Substation Availability (SCADA backup) 

b. 	 Extent of Transmission/Substation damage 

c. 	 Time to repair Transmission/Substation Power Delivery system 

d. 	 Request for specific crew assistance 
1. 	 Number and makeup (personnel and equipment) of crews required 
2. 	 Reporting location, date, and time required 
3. 	 Person to contact, address, and telephone number 
4. 	Type of work to be performed 
5. 	 Estimate of duration of restoration 

e. 	 Request fer special air patrols 

GOCC ---------------... LFO 

a. 	 Response to request fer crew assistance 
1. who, arrival time. equipment 

b. 	 Response to request fer special air patrol 

OPERATIONS AREA HEADQUARTERS ---------------... LFO 

a. 	 Priority Substations/Customers 

b. 	 Locations with Transmission and Distribution damage on common structures 

LFO ---------------...... OPERATIONS AREA HEADQUARTERS 

a. 	 Transmission/Substation Availability 

b. 	 Substation Restoration Schedule (especially extended outages) 

c. 	 Transmission Restoration Schedule for locations with 

Transmission/Distribution damage on common structures 


d. 	 Request for additional materials/equipment 
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4.6.3 Emergency Internal Information 

The ElM is responsible for ensuring that information developed 
for public dissemination is distributed internally to 
management and employees of the utility. 

The same emergency public information will be shared with 
state and local emergency management groups and other 
utilities or industry organizations, as appropriate. 

4.7 TRAINING 

storm Restoration training will be conducted annually 
beginning in February of each year. This will include six to 
eight sessions of all personnel involved in each of the area 
storm headquarters throughout the system. This training shall 
be conducted to enable all involved to understand and carry 
out their duties as indicated in the storm procedures, SM 
26000. 

4.8 EXERCISES AND DRILLS 

Storm restoration plan shall have a dry run of the plan as 
outlined in the storm procedures SM26000. 
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EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQOIPMENT 

COHHONICATION EQUIPMENT 

FPL Intelligent Tandem Network (ITN) Phone System 

Telephones in most FPL locations may access the Intelligent
Tandem Network (ITN) telephone system. Through the ITN and 
its associated "Uniform. Dialing Plan," other company office 
locations may be directly dialed, WATS lines may be accessed, 
and local telephone calls may be placed. This system uses a 
combination of telephone company lines and FPL lines depending 
upon office location. 

Cellular Phone System 

The cellular phone system consists of a series of cellular 
phones placed throughout the system. The Distribution 
Organization has these located in each trouble office 
location, and in the General Office Communications Center. 
Power Supply Operations has cellular phones located at the 
System control Center and at the two remote dispatch offices. 
Cellular phones are also located at each power plant. This 
system is to be the first line of backup communications in 
case the FPL ITN phone system were to fail and is also capable 

equipment in the System Control Center, trouble dispatcher 

of providing access to 
facsimile transmissions. 

the FPL computer system or for 

FPL FM Radio System 

The Company radio system consists of fixed base FM radio 

offices, service centers, power plants and the General Office 
Communication Center. In addition, numerous mobile units are 
installed in company automobiles, trucks, and mobile service 
vehicles. 

In the event of interruption of electric service tp the base 
radio stations, emergency power can be supplied to the 
equipment. The General Office Communications Center radio is 
typically able to communicate with the LeJeune-Flagler office, 
Miami Trouble office, and the Juno office. The other areas 
are accessed through a relay of radio communications. The FM 
radio system is the next level of communications backup after 
the ITN phone system and the cellular phone system. 
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5.1.5.1 


Emergency Broadcast System 

The Florida Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) is organized into 
three networks that can activate (1) statewide; (2) any of 12 
"operational areas"; or (3) individual counties. Spanish
language stations are included in the south Florida region.
Tallahassee is the "State Warning Point" (SWP) and is 
responsible for activating (1) or (2). The EBS system would 
ensure timely notification of the public since the entire 
system could be activated within 30 minutes. Based on 
information FPL provides, an emergency could be declared and 
EBS activation requested. A package of pre-scripted messages 
produced by FPL's corporate Communications would be provided 
for use by EBS personnel. 

FPL Computer Systems-SCADA, CIS, OV, TeNS 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

The SCADA system is a series of programs which runs in the 
System Control Center. In brief, SCADA provides 
communications with and control of the power system equipment 
in the field to the dispatchers responsible for reliable 
delivery of power to the customers. 

The data acquisition portion of SCADA collects information 
from each substation. This information consists of 
breaker/switch position (open/closed), station voltaqes, line 
flows (MW, MVAR, AMP), generator outputs (MW, MVAR) and where 
available transformer loads (MW, MVAR) and tap positions. In 
addition to collecting this information, SCADA also checks it 
for abnormalities. An abnormal position or out of range value 
is alarmed to the dispatcher. Different types of alarms can 
be prioritized to make. the most efficient use of the 
dispatchers attention and initial response. 

The supervisory control portion of SCADA enables the 
dispatcher in the control center to operate circuit breakers 
or change transformer tap positions in the SUbstations. 
Control of different substations can be organized such that 
each area dispatcher has responsibility for a subset of all 
substations in their area. This allows a dispatcher to 
concentrate on a smaller number of substations and prevents
confusion of which dispatcher is handlinq which problem. 
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The SCADA system provides a series of summary displays which 
provide the dispatcher with the most critical information at 
a glance. These summaries are organized according to the 
assignments of station responsibility of each dispatcher. The 
alarm summary provides a chronological list of current alarms, 
where they occurred and what happened. The abnormal summary 
provides a list of devices that are in an abnormal state or 
position. The Tag summary is a list of devices that have been 
tttagged" as part of an equipment clearance. The SCADA system 
prints out all the alarms and events so that there is a 
permanent record of their occurrence. 

5.1.5.2 Customer Information System (CIS) 

CIS is FPL I s Customer Information System, the on-line computer 
system that allows every customer service representative and 
every customer accounting representative to access the account 
records of every customer. 

This mainframe based system is used extensively by employees 
in customer service locations. Telephone representatives and 
front counter representatives access this system many times 
each day to answer customer inquiries, change names or mailing 
addresses, or maintain customer accounts in many other ways. 
CIS is the priority repository for all information related to 
individual customers: name, address, telephone number, 
mailing address, account history, current account status. 

CIS has the ability to be used as a quick communication 
device. Using a command called "FACT", certain General Office 
staff groups can send messages to all CIS users. A FACT 
message can be as routine as a notice of an accounting change, 
to as urgent as a storm warning. The message will be 
presented to CIS users within seconds of it being sent. 

5.1.5.3 Office Vision (OV) 

Office Vision i$ an on-line electronic mail system whereby 
anyone with computer terminal access (and authori~tion) can 
send messages electronically to any other Office Vision user. 
The message is received instantly at the receivers location 
and can be read from the screen or printed on an on-line 
printer. Office Vision has the ability to provide information 
to many FPL locations quickly. Pre-determined distribution 
lists can be installed on Office Vision, from which messages, 
emergency or routine, can be sent. 
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Office Vision may be used during conditions outlined in this 
plan as a data gathering and information disseminating tool, 
provided other more important systems such as TCMS are not 
affected. Office Vision will be taken off-line if it inhibits 
more important systems. 

Trouble Call Management System (TCMS) 

One of the most important types of calls that FPL receives 
from customers is the "trouble call". Such calls occur when 
something goes wrong: customers have no electricity; lights 
are flickering; wires are sparking in the trees; wires are 
down across the road, etc. 

FPL uses an on-line computer system called TCMS (Trouble Call 
Management System) to aid in handling such calls. This system 
allows customer service representatives to take and enter 
trouble call data. TCMS conveys the relevant data so that it 
is available to the trouble office nearest the customers. 
TCMS sorts the trouble calls according to priority, and 
collects them geographically to look for duplications and 
diagnose possible transformer or lateral problems. The trouble 
dispatcher then has the best information possible to dispatch 
appropriate field personnel. 

TCMS also provides the ability for the dispatcher to update 
the trouble calls; these updates are available to the customer 
service representatives who can then give up-to-the-minute 
information regarding trouble conditions to inquiring 
customers. 

Instanews 

This is a video "text" network supervised by Corporate 
communications for employee communications. The system 
transmits and distributes written news summaries via phone 
lines and fiber optics to TV monitors located at 32 FPL sites 
throughout the service area. 

Radio Paging System 

Telephones in the FPL Intelligent Tandem Network (ITN) are 
interconnected to the Radio Paging System. This system is 
capable of reaching beepers in much of FPL's territory. 
Beepers are regularly assigned to key personnel in the 
Emergency Organization and additional beepers can be quickly 
assigned if required. 
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5.2 SYSTEM CONTROL CENTER (SCC) 

The central component of FPL's Energy Control Systems is the 
System Control Center (SCe). The sec consists of mainframes 
and minicomputers used for processing large scientific 
programs, data communications, power system accounting and 
control of the power system. Each computer has a redundant 
computer and an automatic throwover to maintain a high degree 
of reliability. 

Data from all the plants, interconnections with other power 
systems, and transmission substations are transmitted to the 
sec via dedicated telephone lines. Because of FPL t S large use 
of energy purchases, the sec also collects data from 
neighboring power systems via computer links to their control 
centers. The SCC can thereby provide for the initial 
accounting of energy purchases and sales since it collects all 
the power system measurements and controls all the 
scheduled/intended energy transactions. Personal computers 
connected to the sec then collects all of this data for 
further processing and billing. 

The sce also has computer links to the Load Management 
computer system. This allows the System Operator to control 
the residential load control and its effects on the power 
system. Another data link will be added in the future to 
connect the sec to the corporate computer system. ' The power 
system measurements collected and used by the sec on a real 
time basis will be made available to other departments 
throughout the company. 

The most basic function of the sec is Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SeADA). (Refer to Section 5.1.5.1) The sec 
also performs Automatic Generator Control (AGC) for all of 
FPL's (non-nuclear) generators. The AGC program maintains a 
constant balance between the energy demanded by the customers 
and the energy supplied, either through FPL generation or 
purchased from other utilities. This balance is maintained by 
sending control signals to the generators to either increase 
or decrease their output. This control also maintains the 
system frequency at 60 Hz. Another major function of the sce 
is to evaluate the security of the power system as conditions 
change and provide this evaluation as an aid to the 
dispatchers who are controlling the system. These security 
programs periodically collect a complete set of measurements 
from SCAOA and then perform a series of contingency analyses. 
Potential problems are presented to the dispatcher so that he 
can be prepared to take action if necessary. 

-.~ 
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June 5, 1992 

5.3 POWER ~ELIVERY COMMAND CENTER (PDCC) 

The PDCC overlooks the System Control Center in the LeJeune
Flagler Office (LFO). The command center is equipped with 
telephones and a computer console to monitor the system 
conditions. 

The EPSM is responsible for the operations of the PDCC. An 
overview of the center is depicted in Figure 5-3. 

5.4 GENERAL OPPICE COMMUNICATION CENTER (GOCC) 

The GOCC is located in Room 5127 of the General Office and is 
used as the communication center for conditions outlined in 
this plan. An overview of the center as laid out for capacity 
shortfall or severe storms is depicted in figures 5-4a and 
5-4b, respectively. 

5.4.1 Facilities Description 

The GOCC is a large room which is configured for communication 
operation. The room is organized in three major areas. The 
center section accommodates the emergency organization and 
provides tables and phones for the ECO and emergency staff 
managers and their representatives. Directly in front of the 
ECO are status boards one to record system load and condition 
and an overall system transmission substation map. 

The second area is for the customer service Response Team 
(CSRT) which is responsible for all customer service issues 
during the event. The third area is for the Distribution 
Response Team (DRT) which is responsible for crew movements 
(FPL and foreign crews) I emergency restoration and 
coordination of all distribution operations issues. 

Additionally I following a severe storm Room 5120 of the 
General Office may be manned by representatives from several 
additional FPL departments such as Regulatory Affairs, 
Aviation, Inventory services, Automotive, Telecommupications, 
etc at the discretion of the ECO. This room has also been 
provided with ten phones, tables, a PC and a computer terminal 
to accommodate the necessary personnel. 
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5.4.2 Telephone, Radio And Other Equipment 

The eocc is equipped with a phone system consisting of 
assigned blocks of phone numbers. The ECO and eme.rgency staff 
managers have a block of numbers which rollover or are 
answerable by the other staff managers. The CSRT members have 
a similar block of numbers which are assigned to the 
individual areas for calls to report their damage and 
problems. These phones rollover and are answerable by any of 
the team. Likewise the DRT members have a block of numbers 
which are designated for specific events or problems/needs. 
There are cellular phones available in case of FPL ITN phone 
system failure as well as fixed base FM radio equipment for 
use in the event of total phone system failure. The general 
location of phones can be seen in figures 5-4a & 5-4b. Also 
available in the GOCC are two fax machines, three computer 
terminals tied into the FPL computer systems, a personal 
computer which is used for manpower analysis, a SCADA terminal 
to assess system status and two T.V. sets; one set up on cable 
and the Instanews network and the other on an independent 
antenna in case the cable is lost. Weather data is also 
readily available via fax or printer. 

5.4.3 Staffing 

Staffing will be determined by the ECO and will depend on the 
nature and severity of the emergency. The general staffing 
may include any of the following list of Emergency Management 
Personnel or their designee but not necessarily all of these 
at anyone time. 

Emergency Information Manager (ElM) 
Emergency Distribution Manager (EDM)
Emergency Residential & General Business Manager (ERGBM) 
Emergency Commercial & Industrial Manager (ECIM) 
Power supply General Office Coordinator (PSGOC) 
G.O. Communications center Supervisor 

customer Service Personnel (2-4) 
 ..Distribution Personnel (5) 

Other groups can be included, if the ECO deems it necessary. 
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5.5 EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER (ENC) 

The ENC, located in room 2626 of the General Office, can be 
activated if needed in an emerqency. It is used as a central 
location for qathering and distributing emerqency information 
to the news media and to employees. Media inquiries, the 
distribution of news releases, press kits and other 
information is coordinated from this area. Personnel in the 
ENC are also responsible for coordinating the set up of the 
auditorium for news briefinqs and coordinatinq the scheduling 
of those briefinqs. 
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SCOPE 


• To provide instruction and guidelines to prepare the 

transmission system for storm restoration. 

• To provide a reporting format to summarize the 

affected areas after the storm to the Power Delivery 

Command Center (PDCC) and the General Office 

Communications Center (GOCe). 

GENERAL 

The storm area headquarters are responsible for the 

restoration of all overhead and underground transmission 

circuits. It will be the responsibility of the transmission 

department to ensure operation of energized circuits and 

to initiate appropriate actions to restore service to 

de-energized transmission lines. 

SAFETY ISSUES 

All safety rules are to be adhered to during storm 

restoration. 
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PRIOR TO STORM 

The Area Transmission Superintendent makes the decision 

when to secure Area Service Centers and Transmission 

facilities. Facilities will be secured by FPL crews and contractors 

prior to the storm. 

PRE-STORM CHECKLIST TO SECURE SERVICE CENTERS 
AND TRANSMISSION FACILITIES 

(USE COMMON SENSE) 

1) Secure all loose material around the Service Center. 

2) Install storm shutters. 

3) Special effort should be made to secure all large items 

or relocate to a secure area. 

4) FPL/Contractor/MiSc. equipment and material must be 

secured or removed from service centers and FPL right-of-ways. 

5} Ensure all temporary/incomplete construction is storm worthy. 

6) Fuel emergency generators and test operations. 

7} All personal vehicles are to be fueled and ready. 

8} Fill all in-ground fuel tanks. 

9} Fuel all crew and auxiliary vehicles. 

10) Ensure availability of trouble lights. batteries. rain gear, 

test meters and other essential items. 

11) Tie down/secure all trailers, tankers and auxiliary equipment. 

Move to higher ground if necessary. 

12) Secure Service Center Stores yard material. 

13) Contact storm related vendors and support associations 

(flex track, air boat clubs, etc.). 
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RESPONSIBILITIES FOLLOWING STORM 




RESPONSIBILITIES FOLLOWING STORM 

TRANSMISSION SUPERINTENDENTS 

1) Contact Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator to determine 

overall extent of storm damage. 

2) Interface as necessary with the Area Substation Superintendents 

to assess and prioritize both Transmission line and Substation 

restoration. 

TRANSMISSION POWER DELIVERY COORDINATOR 

1) 	 The Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator (TPDC) will be 

located at the Power Delivery Command Center (PDCC) at the 

LFO Building in Miami. 

2) 	 The Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator (TPDC) will, in 

conjunction with the Substation Power Delivery Coordinator (SPDC), 

help direct and coordinate the restoration efforts with the 

Power Delivery Communication Center (PDCC). 

3) 	 The Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator (TPDC) will advise 

the General Office Communication Center (GOCC) on damages 

and restoration activities, utilizing the Transmission System 

Status Report and Manpower Summary. 

4) 	 The Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator (TPDC) will work 

with Superintendents using the Transmission System Status 

Report in maintaining a system status and coordinate 

available transmission manpower. 

5) 	 The Transmission Power Delivery Coordinator (TPDC) will provide 

technical assistance and direction to Transmission Area Storm 

Headquarter Centers when needed. 
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POWER DELIVERY· TRANSMISSION 
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SAFE WORK PRACTICES 


All safe work practices, corporate switching procedures, OSHA, NESC, 

applicable state and federal rules, regulations and standards will be 

followed during all storm or capacity shortfall situations. 
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STORM PATROL INSTR·UCTIONS 




TRANSMISSION STORM PATROl. INSTRUCTIONS 

All circuits will have an initial patrol. The purpose of this patrol is to 

determine the minimum work necessary to make the line safe for operation. 

This patrol should be made as quickly as possible following the storm. 

It is anticipated that A-1 priority bulk lines, especially those that 

traverse remote areas will have an initial inspection by air patrol to locate 

disabling trouble and/or conditions that would be a hazard to the public 

or to the security of the circuit. 

In either case, the patrols will use the Patrol Status Matrix to record 

and report damage or conditions that prohibit the circuit from being safely 

energized. If disabling damage or hazards are found, secure as much 

information as possible, such as structure number, location, pole size, 

other damaged material, and the best route and means to the location. 

Report information to the Area Transmission Storm Headquarters as 

directed by the Area Storm Patrol Manual. 

Upon completion of the initial patrol and reporting conditions found, 

make a second thorough pole by pole inspection. Report all work necessary 

to restore the line to first class condition. Report this information as 

instructed in the Area Storm Manual. 

The inspections made in both patrols above should include the 

Substation pull-ofts and associated jumpers and/or cable terminals. 
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GREVNOWS-LAUDANIA 240kV CABLE 

- ~-.-- 1------

GREYNOWSLAUDERDALE #1·' JekV UNE 

1-
GREYNOLDSLAUDERDALE *2· 'JekV 
UNE AND CABLE 

ARCH CREEK·GREYNOLDS '38kV UNE 

---------

ARCH CREEK·NORMANDY BEACH !JekV 
f---.-_. 

CABLE 
I .. -.-_._-

AIRPORT-DADE 1JekV UNE 
------_.-1-----. j. ----

AIRPORT-RIVERSIDE 1JekV UNE 
.. _- ._ --.. -_._--------

COCONUT GROVE-MIAMI 138kV CABLE 

,-~.-------- ----------- ... 1--

CUTtER·DAVIS 'l-tJekV UNE 
- ...._--- --- --~-.-

---------

POT CREW 

HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

I~- ---

----------~ 

----f------~---

---

----

----- -

-_.

,... - .-----. 

.. 

OKAY 

&IN 

SERVICE 

1-

1----

!------

1-··..·--_· 

1-· . __._. 

1--..·-...... -. 

REMARKS 

--------

"-----------

.-~-~~---., 

-- -~.------. 

---~.-.---.-" 

I--~ .. .---

----------------

------_.----_. 

------.~-------. -_. 

.-~"--------

--_._-- .--- -"--

f-.-._-- '--.-...

. - -_._---_." 

----------

2SYSTAT 
REV_ 4/1/92 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

SOUTH AREA 
TRANSMITIAL # 

C 
UNES 

~--------.---.--------.- ------------- -----_.._----- -,--

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROU£D READY II POLES II SPANS PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF 

SERVICE
Y," YIN YIN 

------_._-_.._ ----- - -_._--.__. --------

CUTlER-OAVIS #2-I38kV UNE 
- --_._--- ---- -------_.

CURER-OAVIS 14-138kV UNE 
- .. _--_._--.._-_.. - -------- ---- -_._-- -- ----

CUlliR-SOUTH MIAMI 'l-l38kV 
UNE AND CABLE 

-----_._-- ------._

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 

SERVICE 

----

---- - ----- -----.. - -------._

CURER-SOUTH MIAMI 12-138kV UNE 

-------

DADE-FlAGAMI 138kV UNE AND CABLE 

DADE-GRATIGNY 111-138kV UNE 

DADE-GRATIGNY 112-138kV UNE 

DADE-UTTlE RIVER #2-138kV UNE 

DADE-UTTlE RIVER 13-138kV UNE 

----

DADE-MIAMI SHORES 240kV UNE 

DAVl5-Fl.OAIDAOTY 138kV UNE 

---------. ._---- --------

DAVl5-LUC'i 138kV UNE 

-----f-------

FlORIDA CITY -LUCY 138kV U NE 

-------

40TH STREET-INDIAN CREEK 69kV CABLE 
-------------- ------

40TH STREET·UTTl£ RIVER 138kV CABLE 

----------t------ ---- ------ _._

40TH STREET-RONEY 69kV CABLE 
--_._--- ._----~- . - ---------. 

GRA T1GNY-LAUDERDAlE 138kV UNE 

---. - ._--. --------------------_ .. -_. _._----_.-- ----_. --_._--- ------ --. __ ._--- - ---- - ---- --_._._

GREYNOLDSHAULOVER 138W UNE 
.-.. ---._.__._-_.. _-------_._-_._. __ . ._. _______•• __ • _______0 __••__ -----_.__ . ----_._._------ ------- ---- --- _._ .. - ----_. --- -- ._. 

OKAY 

aiM 
SERVICE REMARKS 

------ --------

-------. ----------

---- ..._---------- ------_.

------ .-------_._

---~--- ----------._-----

------~--

----. -_._------

.._--- ------_. 

--- -------_ .. 

-------- -------

._------

--- ----------

----

-----

-_._-

-------. _._---_ .._--_... 

--------_.. 

_._-- -.-- --------.

3SYSlAT 
REV. 4/1(92 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

SOUTH AREA TRANSMITTAL # 

C 
UNES 

D 
UNES 

- --~---- --~---.- -----_. -----,-- .. _-- --

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROlLED READY , POLES 'SP~S PUMP POT CREW 
IN lOBE DOWN DOWN HOUSE HEAD ASSIGNED 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF OUT OF 

SERVICE SERVICE
YIN YIN YIN 

-~--- ~-----. f -- -- ------ --- f-
HAULOVER·NORMANDY BEACH l:J1lkV 
CABLE 
--- -------- --------_. 

INDIAN CHEEK-UTILE RIVER 131lkV 
CABLE AND UNE 

---

LAUDERDAlE·MIAMI SHORES l:J1lkVUNE 
-- --- --------- -----------

LAUDERDALE·UTIlE RIVER 138kV UNE 
...-- ~-------- -- 1--

UTIlE RIVEA-MARI<£T 138kV UNE 
-- --

UTILE RIVER·MIAMI SHORES 1:J1lkV UNE 
._----- . f--- _.- r- 1

MARKET·RAlLWAY 131lkV CABLE AND UNE 
--  ._--

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 1:J1lkV CABLE 
1 --- f-- - -------- -- -

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 69kV CABLE 
------- ---_. 

MIAMI-RIVERSIDE 138kV UHE AND CABLE 

1 1---- -_..... 

MIAMI·RAILWAY If'1-138kVCABLE 
1- ------ --

MIAMI-RAILWAY If'2-138kV CABLE 
-~--- I··· --------

MIAMI BEACH-VENETIAN 69kV CABLE 

1

RONEY-VENElIAN 69kV CABLE 

DAVIS-KROME 69kV RADiAl 
UNE AND CABLE 

.---, ----.----- -·1-·----- - 1--

DAVIS-PERRINE 138kV RADiAl UNE 
---- -- _.._._--- ._- ,--_ ... ----- - ------------

DEAUVlllHNDIAN CREEK 69kV RADiAl 
CABLE 

.------ ---.<---- .._.. 
.------~ --

DEAUVILlE·NORMANDY BEACH 69kV 
--- i - ----.. 

RADiAl CABLE -- -~------------ -- -.~-.-.----- _._------_. ---

. --~-- ..--.
OKAY 
&IN 

SERVICE REMARKS 

..-----,----.-~- --~-

~------ -- ._'-

-----

--- -------

--I-

---- .--.--...• 

- - f---· _._---_....

.. -.--.. 

--

----~----- -"-_.--------- 

-1-·----·

-~~.- .--' 

----

,--_._----_.-. 

, .. -~-.-. 

. ~--- _. -._. 

.... 

f-----·· 

---- - .. 
4SYSTAT 

REV_ 4{1/92 



------
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 

TIME 
SOUTH AREA TRANSMITTAL # 

o 
UNES 

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROu.ED - REA~;-DT'POLES -r-'~PANS --r -PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY SERVICE ENERGIZEO ~~~~E 
VJH 

POT CREW OKAY 
r. ----,-----------

HEAD ASSIGNED .. IN 

OUT OF SERVICE I REMARKS 
SERVICE 

------1 - -/ ---
I fLAGAMI-131 AVE 69kV RADiAl UNE 

FLORIDA aTY=JEWASH CREEK 69kV 
RADIAlUNE 

-- -+---t ---- --t I-- f-----j-------

FLORIDA OTY-JEWASH CREEK 136W 
RADIAlUNE 

UTll.E RIVEA-MIRAMAR 69kV CABLE 

-------------------r 

1 ----- f----t---

J----- -+-----+----1----- ---+ --

--/-

----~--

, j-----

-------- -t-

--

------1--------- ---------1 

.~---

-I 

--

---II t ----+ 

I--------t--- -----

f- ------1-- --+--

---+------1 --/ --~~.----.. 

1-------1--- ---- -~---.. 

1--------1----1--- ----j-- --1--

-_.._+- -----------/-------[----- --

~L___ ,. 

--1--- ------J ----------1--------

------ t--------------- 1-- -----j --.-_ .. - ---- --

--_&_.-~. 

5SYS1AT 
REV_ 4/1/92 



1 

T 

... 

I 

I 


SOUTHEAST AREA 

-
, 
j 

1 

I 
I 
I 



DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 
SOUTHEAST AREA 

TRANSMITIAl # 

Al 
UNES 

A2 
UNES 

B 
UNES 

GSYS1AT 
REV.4ft/92 

_ .. ------------- ---

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROllED READY II POLES II SPANS 
IN TOBE DOWN DOWN 

BY PRIORITY SERVICE ENEIlGIZED 

YIN YIN ' YIN 
-----------------1--

ANCYJOWN-MARTIN .1-500kV UNE 

ANDYJOWNMARTIN .2-5OOkV UNE 
--, -

ANDYJOWNOAANGE RIVER 500kV UNE 

DADE-PORT EVERGLADES 240kV UNE 

ANDYJOWNBROWARD tll-24OkV UNE 

ANDYJOWNBROWARD #2-24OkV UNE 
---- ---

ANDYJOWN-LAUDERDAlE tlt-2401<V UNE 

1--

ANDYTOWN-LAUDERDAlE 12-2401<V UNE 

ANDYTOWN-LAUDERDALE tl3-240kV UNE 

i------

ANDYTOWN-LAUDERDAlE 14-2401<V UNE 

BROWARD-CORBETT 240kV UNE 

SHOWARD-RANCH 240kV UNE 

---------

LAUDANIA-lJ\UDERDAlE 240kV UNE 

LAUDANII\-PORT EVERGLADES 240W UNE 

LAUDANIA-PORT EVERGlADES (l1-24tl1<V 
UNE 

-. 
LAUDERDALE-PORT EVERGLADES '3 
2'lOkVUNE 

ARCH CREEK-LAUDERDALE 138kV UNE 

.------"----- ----- ------,-----,,----- ---- -----~-----. -----------

BROWARD-VAMATO 240kV UNE 

--- ---------- -- ----, ------ ,--

PUMP 
HOUSE 

OUT OF 
SEIlVlCE 

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

--1------

--- ------ ---------

-----

---~ ----" 

,,,,-----

OKAY 
alN 

SERVICE 

---1-------

--

1-----'---

---

1---

1-------' -

1- ------- 1- ------------- i----

----- ------------- -

.'--_.._-_._-- -

REMARKS 

. -"-'--'-'.'_.'--_._-

- -' ----------

----.~--- ..----.-

_.-._----_.-_.,. 

----------

~-----, 

-------

----~--.---.----

-,-

------"-------~ 

-----

--------

-------- ---

"- "-- - ... --.--~ . 



----------- - -----

--- -----------

---- -----------

--- ----------

--

---------

-- --

-------

-------

--

-----

----

--- ----

----

DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 
SOUTHEAST AREA 

TRANSMITIAL 1/ 
--~--I-~------ .---

REPORTED PATROtJ..ED READY II POlES II SPANSLINE NAME PUMP POI CREW OKAY
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE HEAD ASSIGNED &IN 

SERVICE ENERGIZED OUlOF OUlOF SEmnCEBY PRIORITY SERVICE SERVICE
YIN YIN YIN 

-----_..,. --------- .._~-- --- I- -- ----- - ..--~---.--.B 
CEDAfHAUDERDALE 240kV UNE

UNES 
---_.-1------ --- -- ------ "--- ----I-- ----~ ------------ '---.--~-

GREYNOLOS-LAUDANIA 240kV CABLE 
1--- ------ ----------- 1--------------- ----- ----_..,- ---- -- .-"--- -------_._-" 

GREYNOLOS-LAUOEADALE fll-l38kV UNE 

--~--

GREYNOLOS-LAUOEROALE 12-138kV UNE 


- , 
PORT EVERGlADES-SISTRUNK 230kV 



CABLE 

PORT EVERGlADES-SISTRUNK 138kV 
-~ --

CABLE AND UNE 

C BROWARD--DEERAELO BEACH 11 
UNES 138kVUNE 

1----
BROWARD--DEERAElD BEACH #2 
138kVUNE 

.---- - ---- ----

BROWARD--LAUDERDALE #1·I38kV UNE 

-----~--

BROWARDLAUOERDALE #2·138kV UNE 

----- --- ---------- c--- f---
BROWARD-OAJ(lAND PARK 11·138kV 
UNE 

BROWARD--OAJ<lAND PARK 12-138kV 
UNE 

-
BROWARORANCH 138kV UNE 

----~-

DEERAELD BEACH-YAMATO 138kV UNE 

-1---
REMARKS 

----.-~--,---. 

- -..._---

~.-----

------

-------. 

----------

----------------

--------_. --

- ---~ ~ ~ 

1SVSTAT 
REV. 4/1/92 

GRATlGNY-LAUOEADALE 138kV UNE 

HOLLYWOOD-LAUDERDALE 138kV UNE 

------ .. -- ---_.__. 

HOLLYWOOD-PORT EVERGLADES 138kV 
UNE 

----------_. ------ '"-"'_-, 

LAUDERDALE-UTILE RIVER 13akV UNE 
.+ -- ----~---.---- ----------'-- ---- ------- ----------- --~,--- --- ------------ --- - - -------



DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 
SOUTHEAST AREA 

TRANSMllTAL # 

C 
UNES 

8S'fSTAT 
REV. 4/1192 

.-~.--

LINE NAME REPORTED PAlROlllD READY II POLES " SPANS PUMP POT CREW 
IN lOBE DOWN DOWN HOUSE HEAD ASSIGNED 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF OUT OF 

SERVICE SERVICE
YIN YIN YIN 

----------. ,--_. 
LAUDERDALE-MIAMI SHORES 138kV UNE 

- ---- ---..-~--

OAKlAND PARK-SISTRUNK 138kV UNE 
1---- --~--.-. ---_.-

---- -
OAKlAND PARK-SISTRUNK fH36kV UNE 

.---.--.--[-- ........-

OAKlAND PARK-SISTRUNK f2-138kV UNE 
.-- ---~~~~~ -- ---... 

---... .....- f-.... 

--------------- ..-

....... _.._----

. -----... 

..-

.....1-····· ------ f···· 

------- --. ------- I··· .....-1--... 

---------

------ f····· I· -----_..·f·· ....- f-... 

---- 1-·········· 

..-. ---- ._._-- -- ._..__.- ._--"- ---~-----. 

. -_ .. .._----_.- .-.- _._-- _._--_.__.- . 

1-----·--·-

······r-~ .---.-
OKAY 
alH 

SERVICE IlEMARI<S 

.- 1---·-- .. _--'-

1'-- ._..---. 

1'- --

---~-~.-------

.._-
~-.--~.--~-~-

....-- -~--.------------~-

,--- ---~.-----------

._------.----------. 

----,-------~~ 

.---------

.~---

I-~·-·····----

t··---·-- ._-- ..- ----------~" 

--_..._--_ .. _----_ . 

_. ---- "- -- ---.------

,.. --. - -------. 



"C. 

i 
J 

J 

I 
,. 
1 ... 

'1. 

, . 

NORTH AREA 

1 

] 

I 
I 
1 
.... 




------- ------

-------

----

--

--

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 

TIME 
NORTH AREA TRANSMITIAL # 

Al 
UNES 

."--- - - ---------- ~--------

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROU£D READY II POLES II SPANS PUMP 
IN TOBE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT Of 

SERVICE 
YIN YIN YIN 

------------

BLACK CREEK-DUVAL 230kY UNE 

1--- .._---------_.._-- -~~-----
BLACK CREEK·SEMINOLE 230kV UNE 

1- - ---_._ ----_.._--_. ---------

BRADFORD-DUVAL 230kV UNE 

--------- ---------- ---
BRADFORD-AICE 230kIJ UNE 

----------- -------- ---

BUNNEu....PUTNAM 230kV UNE 

--- ------

BUNNELL-VOlUSIA 230kIJ UNE 
----- -- -----------

DUVAL·HATCH 500kV UNE 

DUVAl·THALMANN 500kV UNE 
-- . -

OUVAl·POINSETT 500kY UNE 
- 1----. - -

OUVAl·RICE 500kV UNE 

-~----- ----

MARnN·POINSETT 500kV UNE 

MIDWAY·POINSETT 500kY UNE 
_._ ------.._-,-----

NOAAIS-VOLUSIA 230kY UNE 

--- ------------------ ----------------------- 1

POINSETT· RICE 500kV UNE 
,-.---.-~ - ----------_.

POINSETT-SANFOAD 230kY UNE 
-------- -----------------

PUTNAM·AICE 230kV UNE 
!------ - - -----

PUTNAM-SEMINOLE 230kY UNE 

c---
PUTNAM·VOlUSIA 230kV UNE 

-----c_ - - 0 ____ - •••_ 

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT Of 
SERVICE 

--

-_._---

---

---

-----

-_.. 
---.--.-~ 

---------

------

--------

--------

- ----

._. .__.. __. --

, -------

OKAY 
AIN 

SERVICE 

---.---

--------

------

-----._-----

-

-----.---~ 

,---------

----

------_. 

-----

----

-

-----

-~-----~ 

8 _____ • ____ • 

- ..------

-----

--~- .. 

--- '-- ------.---

REMARKS 

_______~ _~____~L·___• 

--_.-._---- -- --" ._" 

---_._-- -- -_ .. --_.-. -"-

-----------_. ---

---_._----

________ • ______ L __ 

-----_._-

._--------.._

._-----------.- . 

---------- -----.----~ 

--------~.~ 

-~-------- - --_ ..

------~- ------~., - . 

9SVSTAl 
REV. 4/1/92 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

NORTH AREA TRANSMITTAL 1/ 

A2. 
UNES 

10SYSTAT 
REV. 4/1/92 

---r--- -----.----~- -----

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROU£D READY 1# POLES 1# SPANS PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BREVARD-POINSElT #2-23OkV UNE 

CAPE CANAVERAl-INDIAN RIVER 230kV 
UNE ----- ------- ---- '-------

CAPE CANAVERAl-NORRIS 230kV UNE 
----

DAYTONA BEACH-GENEAAl ELECTRIC 

--_.. - - --~- -,---,.~-

HEAD ASSIGNED & IN 

--

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF 

SERVICE
YIN YIN YIN 

-- .._-----
BREVARO-CAPE CANAVERAL #1·2301<\1 
UNE 

.. _--_. ---- f-------
BREVARO-CAPE CANAVERAl. #2-2301<\1 
'UNE 

----- ._--- ----------
BAEVARO-CAPE CANAVERAl. #3-23OkV 

IUNE 
1---- 1'-' 

BREVARD-MALABAR #1-23Ok\I UNE 

---- --- -
BREVARD-MALABAR #2-2301<\1 UNE 

---~-- ---
BREVARD-POINSETT Jlfl·23Ok\I UNE 
-- -- ---_._-- -----

115kV UNE 
-------

OlNAl-KiNGSlAND 230kV UNE 
-- --------------- .--,------.-

OlNAl-NOAMANDY #1-2301<\1 UNE 
--- .._----------1- ._---- ----

DtNAl-NOAMANDY #2·230kV UNE 
.--_.-- ------

EMERSON·MALABAR 230kV UNE 
----- f-- -- ----

GENERAl ELECTRIC-VOlUSIA 115kV UNE 
._._----- -----.-- --- ----- --1---

GREENlAND·SAMPSON 2301<\1 UNE 
.... __..-. 1- ._------ -- ~-----~-.- -._----

MALABAR-MIDWAY 230kV UNE 

.. *---~- -------- -------- 1-- -,.-----_ ... _.._--- -_._ .._--- --_.-

NORTH LONGWOOD·SANrORD 2301<\1 UNE 
-. - - .. -"---- ... ----- ._--"-------- ...... ------- ---- _._- ---- ----_._.-

POT CREW 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

----------1--

OKAY 

SERVICE 

,,-----~-

--1---------

----

----f---·· 

1-

------- -------

-- ~'w ____ 

--

---

-----------

----.---~-

---

1--------

--_._----- - 1--·-----

---------.- 1----

---- -,-------"-" ,--- ____ " __ ,0 

-----_._- -----.---

REMARKS 

-

_. ------~---

-----. 

--_.-----

-------_. 

f---

------

-~--

-----

-_ .._------

f-

I- --------'" 

f-- -------

--- ----- .-

1--



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

NOATHAAEA 
TRANSMITTAL # 

1'.:2 
UNES 

B 
UNES 

C 
UNES 

-"-r---' -------------r 

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROlLED READY # POLES II- SPANS PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT Of 

SERVICE 
YIN YIN YIN-_.. I~- c···· 

POINSETT-WEST lAKE WALES 230W UNE 

-. - ~ "----i- ""--. 
PUTNAM-TOCOI23OkV UNE 

-" -----

SAMPSON·TOCOI 230kV UNE 

--" ._--
SANfORo..VOLUSIA #1·23OkV UNE 

..~~~~~ r - ----- -
SANfORo..VOLUSIA #2-23OkV UNE 

BAlDWlN·OI.NAl23OW UNE 

-
BAlDWlN·NORMANDY 115kV UNE 

1'-' --- --- ... ~- 1 ._-

BRADFORD-DEERHAVEN 1381<V UNE 

-r--
BRADFORD-STARKE 115kV UNE 

_.

MA1.ABAR-WEST 138kV UNE 

1--

. ST. JOHNS. TOCOI 230kV UNE 
_. i----

SANFORD-lUANER 115kV UNE 

BAlDWIN-COLUMBIA 11SkV UNE 
."._
BAlDWIN-STARKE 115kV UNE 

--"' 1---··· - 1-" 

BREVARD-<XlCOA BEACH 138kV UNE 

~--- .. I--"·~ 

BrlEVAR[)'EAU GAWE 138kV UNE 
--. -------.. i---- . __._._" ---

BUNNELL-PUTNAM 115kV UNE 

1-- ....--. .,---- t- --. -.~.---

BUNNELL-ST_ JOHNS 115kV UNE 
------- -,_._-_.,--- _. - .----------- . -.--- .... .. -.-.-~-. -_._--.---

POT CIlEW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT Of 
SERVICE 

1-- "-

._-

--r--- .

OKAY 

&IN 
SERVICE 

1------

--

-r----

-------

.._-. 

-- ~ ._--. L. . __ 

--

"C- ----

._- --------

j . 

.. --------- ---.----~ .. -

. - .. -

~-

IlEMARKS 

r---' ._------

t--··-"---------- . 

.--. ._--". 

-_... 

1------_·_· 

---_.

-------,._---_.-.-_ ... 

--

- ---~--. 

-_.-.

1"- -.-.-. --

i-

-  -'--'""~ 

l1SYSTAT 

REV. 4/1/92 



--------

C 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

NORTH AREA TRANSMITTAL # 
-

UNES 

o 
UNES 

13SVSTAT 

REV. 4/1192 

--~-

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROUED READY II POLES , SPANS 

IN TO BE DOWN DOWN 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED 

YIN YIN YIN 
----

SMYRNA-VOLUSIA 111-115kV UNE 

----- f------ -----

SMYRNA·VOLUSIA 112-115kV UNE 

BUNNEL1.-DAMOND 115kV UNE 

----

COLUMBIA·SUWANNEE 115kV UNE 

DAYTONA-PORT ORANGE 115kV UNE 

OELANO-PlJTNAM 115kV UNE 

MAL\BAR·INDIAN HARBOR 138kV UNE 

PUTNAM-EAST PALATl<A 115kV RAOtAl 
UNE 

PUTNAM-STARKE 115kV UNE 

ST. JOHNS-LEWIS 115kV RADIAl UNE 

ST. JOHNS-ST. AUGUSTINE 115kV 
RADlALUNE 

-

PUMP 
HOUSE 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

----

OKAY 

aiM 

SERVICE REMARKS 

--------

-_._"------

--------

----------

f---------

----~~--

----

-

---

--- --------------- --------~-----------~------ -------- =~~~=~== :-----------



f 

1 


WEST AREA 

1 


1 


1 

I 

I 

I 




TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

WEST AREA TRANSMITIAl # 

AI 
UNES 

A2 
UNES 

LINE NAME 
BY PRIORITY 

ANDYTOWN-OAANGE RIVER 500kV UNE 

DIG BEND-MANATEE 11-2400 UNE 
---"--~~-

BIG BEND-MANATEE #2-240kV UNE 

REPORTED PATROlLED 
IN 

SERVICE 

YIN 

T-----·----r  ,--------,--
READY 
TO BE 

ENERGIZED 

YIN 

" POU:S 
DOWN 

" SPANS 
DOWN 

---- ----------+---

1----------------1-------

-~- -----, -1------ -------------
PUMP 

HOUSE 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

POT 
HEAD 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

CREW 
ASSIGNED 

---+-------- .----

I------~----------

OKAY 
AlN 

SERVICE 1 REMAHKS 

1--------

--1---- -. ---j --~ ·---f-------- ,---
CORBETT--ORANGE RIVER 230kV UNE 

1-------- -------------
FT_ MYERS--OAANGE RIVER # 1-24OkV UNE 

FT_ MYERSOAANGE RIVER #2-24OkV UNE 

CAlUSA.ct-IARLOnE 240kV UNE 

CAlUSA-FT_ MYERS 240kV UNE 

CliARLOnE·FT. MYERS #1-240kV UNE 

CHARLOnE-FT. MYERS #2-24OkV UNE 

CliARLOnE·LAURELWOOD 240kV UNE 

CHAALOnE-RINGUNG 240kV UNE 

CHARLOnE·WHIDDEN 240kV UNE 

KEENTOWNMANATEE 240kV UNE 

---- -----+--------1- f----I-----~---- - ---f------------· 

------------1--- --I -\---------1-----.-----

--+---------1----+ -t- + ------, ------\ 

-------t---------I---\ -t-----I + -1------1--

1----1--- -1-------1 1------1------,- ---1---

-----1 t-- -- I + 1 --+------. 

I-

/------- ----! 1 -----f ----+-

1 j------t----t----- --,----+-----Ilu------l--- ~- --------
KEENTOWN-WHIDDEN 240kV UNE 

MANATEE·RINGUNG 111-240kV UNE 

--------+- - --- --. 
MANAGEE-fUNGUNG #2-240kV UNE 

MANATEE·RINGUNG 1I'3-240kV UNE 
.._.1-...._ 

----1-

-,--,~ 

----+------I---~------

--------/----. ----/-----------

14SYSTAT 
REV. 4/1192 



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

WEST AREA 
TRANSMITIAl #__________ r ________••_. -

B 
UNES 

UNES 

r············ 

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROI.1..ED READY II POLES II SPANS PUMP POT CREW 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE HEAD ASSIGNED 

BY PRIORITY SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF OUT OF 
SERVICE SERVICE

YIN YIN YIN 
....._. ---------- ---~----

AUCO-fT. M'fERS "1-l38kV UNE 
--.~.~~--..--- ......... ._----- ---------

AUCO-fT. MYERS '2-138kV UNE 
._ t--------.. --1-, 

AUCO-NAPLES 138kV UNE 
------- ------ I······ '-..• 

AUCO-ORANGE RIVER 2JOkV UNE 
~... 

BIG BEN[)-JOHNSON 230kV UNE 

CHAALOITE-AINGUNG 138kV UNE 
-- -- -------. 1

COWER-NAPLES 138kVUNE 
-----------------_._

...._-- -"-----
COWER-ORANGE RIVER 1# 1-24OkV UNE 

CORTEZ·JOHNSON 138kV UNE 

fT. MYERS-SOlJTH BAY 138kV UNE 

1 ....__... 

JOHNSON-RINGUNG 24()kV UNE 
---~ ------- -_. - -

LAURELWOOO-"'YAJ<I(A 240kV UNE 

LAURELWOOO-RINGUNG 1#1-24OkV UHE 

LAURELWOOO-RINGUNG 1#2·24OkV UHE 

AUCO-CQWER 138kV UNE 
--" -~. 

BRADENTON-CORTEZ 138kV UNE 
~----- ._ -
BRADENTON·RINGUNG 138kV UNE 

---------------- .._. ._---------- 1--·------ --- -_.. ---... -----. 

CHARLOTTE·...YAKKA 13JJkV UNE 
------------------ . -~ ------ --.-----.--

-
OKAY 
alN 

SERVICE REMARKS 

-- ---.~-.- ..-

,--._ ---- ---,-._----

.__ .... ,---------------

------ ~--".-.--.-. 

- --_..._.

~---------

.

-

. -

--~. 

--

,- -

. .. •. 

--------------- -

1---------

---------"----

-----.

_._-------. 

t-

~-------

.... - .. ... ...._--- _. 

_ .. . __.. _--

. -- - --
15SYSTAT 

REV. 411/92 

C 



DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 
WEST AREA TRANSMITTAL # 

C 
UNES 

o 
UNES 

16SVSTAT 

REV. 411/92 

,-- ---- .,,--_._- .._------------ ~---.. ------ -

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROUED READY " POLES IISPAHS PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF 

SERVICE
YIN YIN YIN 

1-- ------

CORTEZ-RINGUNG 136kV UNE 

---
LAURElWOOO--VENICE II' l-l36kV UNE 
----- ------------ -------i-- i-
LAUAElWOOO--VENICE 1I'2-13SkV UNE 

1--- ---

MYAKKA-VENICE 138kVUNE 

ALUGATOR-OOWEH 136kV RADIAL UNE 

i-

ARCADiA-CHARlOTTE 69kV UNE 
---

COWER-GOlDEN GATE 138kV RADIAL 
UNE ------,-
FT_ MVEflS PlANT-llCE 138kV RADIAL 
UNE 

----

OKEECHOBEE-WHIDDEN 69kV UNf 
i-----

RINGUNO-FIlUllVlLlE 136kV RADIAL UNE 

RINGUNO-PAYNE 136kV RADIAL UNE 
---

RINGUNO-T1JTIlE t36kV RADIAL UNE 

-- -------------- ----------

VENICE-VENICE DISmlBUllON 138kV UNE 
----------- t------

--- ----- .-------

1------ ---_.- ------------ ---

1_________ _.,--, ..__._-
-.'~-. -- +-----

----- .._--------- ------.-.--.----~. r---- - ------ ------ --."---" 

.. -_ .. -- --.--- - -_.. -- ------- - ---.- _. -- --.-. ---- --

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 
SERVICE 

--

----

-1-------------

-----

--- --_._-------

OKAY 
loiN 

SERVICE 

-----

f----------

---------- ,-- --- 1-------

--- ----

---

REMARKS 

--.-.. ----,-~-

1------

1--------

1-



EAST AREA 




----

-----------

--------

DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 

A1 

UNES 

A2 
UNES 

EAST AREA TRANSMITTAL # .._.__.

REMARKS 

,-.-----~~.-

LINE NAME 
BY PRIORITY 

------- ~--

AN DYTOWN-MARnN #1-5OOkV UNE 

AN DYTOWN-MARnN #2-5OOW UNE 

coABETT-MARnN 500kV UNE 

.--------~------- -_.. 

c RBETT-OAANGE AIVER 230kV UNE 

co::OABETT-AANCH #1-23OkVUNE 

INNotANTOWN·MIOWAY 500W UNE 

IN 
U 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

P 

DlANTOWN·PRATT&WHITNEY 240W 
~E 

v:lllN-MIOWAY 500kV UNE 

v:lnN-POINSETT 500kV UNE 

IlWAY-POINSETT 500kV UNE 

------------

JWAY-RANCH 240kV UNE 

JWAY·ST. LUCIE #1-240kVUNE 
---------.--~----

JWAY-ST. LUCIE #2-240kV UNE 

IlWAY-ST. LUCIE #3-240kV UNE 

ATT&WHITNEY-RANCH 2400 UNE 

B ~OWAflO-RANCH 2400 UNE 

..+ 

'-

--.-.---... 

B ~OWAAO_CORBETT 240kV UNE 

c )IIBETT·RANCH #2230kV UNE 

_ 

REPORTED PATROlLED READY II POLES II SPANS PUMP 
IN TO BE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT Of 

YIN YIN YIN 
SERVICE 

._-

--------_. - ... -

-~--- t---

1-'" 

...... ........ _.._-- ~-- - 1---- ..__ . 

-------1-....· 

---- ... 

1--'" ._- ~------

._-- I .... 

._--- --.. ----- ------------ _. ----------_. 

.~~.- -----.------ ... .,,--_._- .•.-.. _. 

..... ........ 

POT CRew 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OIlT OF 
SERVICE 

-

-------!.__ .... -

"-_. _. 
-~--- , .-~ .~ 

---_. 

---~ ----

------- -_._--_., 

---~-

·_w_w__ 

._--

~~ 

1---- ....._. 

-- "-.---.~-~--

OKAY 

&IN 

SERVICE 

1-

-----------

'--.- -.,-,-_._- ----

..._-_......_--- ._---. 

----------------_. 

-~,------~-

- --------..._----_. 

w __ • _ • 

_.- .- -_... 

------,-.------~.-

!.- 1'--' --

1'--,,--- --------. 

1-' ·~w_~_~_._~_ 

1----

-----_.__ .. ------._-

._-
.~--. 

1-· ..-I···..·.. ....-_. 

... 

---~--.... -

~.-

____________ •• 

--- -.--." 

. 

.._.._-----

17SYSTAT 
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--------

DATETRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS TIME 
EAST AREA 

TRANSMITIAL # 

A2 
UNES 

B 

UNES 


18SYSTAT 
REV. 4/1/92 

-- ----~~--- - -----,----.," -------,---- --

LINE NAME REPORTED PATROLI.EO READY II POLES 
IN TO BE OOWN 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED 

YIN YIN YIN 
---------- -_. 

-~~-.----. i 
EMERSON-MAlABAR 240kV UNE 

I· .... _---_. 1-------- -_. ---------- ..... 

EMERSON-MIDWAY 240kV UNE 

------

MALABAfH41DWAY 240kV UNE 

BROWARO-YAMATO 240kV UNE 
- -

CEDAR-LAUDERDALE 240kV UNE 

CEDAR-RANCH 240kV UNE 
-

CEDAR-YAMATO 2.wkV UNE 
-

FT. MYERS-SOllTH BAY 138kV UNE 

HOBE-INDfANTOWN 240kV UNE 

HOBE-sANOPIPER 138kV UNE 

HOBE·PLUMOSUS 138kV UNE 

INDlANTOWN-MAnTlN 240kV UNE 

---

MAnTlN-5HERMAN 240kV UNE 

MIDWAY·SANDPIPER 230kVUNE 
------ ---------

MIDWAY·SANDPIPER 138kVUNE 
.-

MIDWAY-SHERMAN 240kV UNE 

RANCH RIVIERA #H38kV UNE 
._-- ----

RANCH-RIVIERA #2-138kVUNE 
,---- -------- ------ ------ -------------_. --- _.._---_._.--------~ 

_. 
----~. -----. 

II SPANS PUMP POT CREW OKAY 
OOWN HOUSE HEAD ASSIGNED alN 

OUT Of OUT OF SERVICE REMARKS 
SERVICE SERVICE 

t--- -_.. - --------

--------- -"'---

_. - ..-
----~----.-------- -

----- ,-------

._- ------------

----- .-

-~ ----_.----

._. 

-----

r--._- ----------

.. - ----

-.---- ---------_. 

-- ---~ 

.. - ----.-...........--.-

--- --------_. 

....._----- ._-_.- ..._.. 

1-- -------- ._- ---_. 1---· -----.- --"------.. 

-- .._- . .- .------- - -- " .. _-



TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

EAST AREA TRANSMITIAllI 

B 
UNES 

C 
UNES 

--~~ ~-- ~-~--~~~~-~~ 
~- ~~- ~---- --~ ~--~ 

~ .----- ~~--~~ 

LINE NAME REPomED PATROl..1.ED READY " POLES II SPANS PUMP 
IN TOBE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENERGIZED OUT OF 

SERVICE 
YIN YIN YIN 

1 --" "~~~---~ I-~~ - ---- i-~~~ 

RANCH-SOUTH BAY l38kV UNE 

j- ~-~~ 

fW.ICH-WEST PALM BEACH #1·138kV UNE 
--------~~-- -~~~~ 

RANCH-WEST PAlM BEACH #2-138kV UNE 
---~ -~~-- - ~ ~ ~ ~ 

RECWAY-RI'JIERA 138kV UNE 

- I-~~ .

RMERA-WEST PALM BEACH 138kV UNE 

------

BROWAAD-AANCH 138kV UNE 
~-----

-~~ ..---~ 

CEOAR-GREENACRES 138kV UNE 

CEDAR-HYPOlUXO l38kV UNE 
----- -f---~~ ~-- ---~~ .....I ~---- ---- --~ 

CEDAR-YAMATO 138kV UNE 

, -----
DEERAELD BEAGH-YAMATO 138kV UNE 

---~ .---~ ------ I----~~ ~--~~-

EMERSON-HARTMAN 138kV UNE 
. --- -~-~~--- ..------~~ - I--~~ 

EMERSON-WEST 138kV UNE 

._- -~~ 

HARTMAN-MIDWAY 138kV UHE 

--~. -
HYPOLUXO-RANCH 138kV UNE 
- ---- .-----~ ------j.-~~ ~-

PWMOSU5-AI'JIERA , 1·138kV UNE 

t-

PLUMOSUS-AI'JIERA '2-138kV UNE 

MARlIN-IlRYANT 6'9kV UNE 
._

-~~ ._-- ~-- '----. 

OKEECHOIlEE-SHEAMAN 'Hl9kV UNE 
~------------' --------~-- ,--. .__.. -:-- ._._- ~~--- ~ .. ~ -

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OllTOF 
SERVICE 

~~~ 1-----

~-

I---~--

.---~ ----I--~-~. 

f--

-
~~--~ 

OKAY 
liN 

SERVICE REMARKS 

--- ------

c-- r-- ~~~ 

~-----"1---

~~---.-1-

I---~--~ -~- ---< 

----- ---~~- -~ -~-

.~- 1------·· ~--

~- . -----.._--_. 

f----- -

f-~ .- I-~ -

------- I--~~ --

1 -.-

----

-~--- --

1-

---'----

---

f~--

--------

I---~------

-~----'- ..~--

, ___ - .-----. -
195YSTAT 

REV. 4/1/92 

o 
UNES 



--

---------

-----

--

,. 


TRANSMISSION SYSTEM STATUS DATE 
TIME 

EAST AREA TRANSMITTAlII 
-~~~~~ 

flEMAflKS 

D ~~--~-

UNES 
_ ___L___ 

----~ 

-_.---.----- 

._---- 

"----~---.-~--

--.--~----

--"-------~~-

---"."----.~---

-----.. 

------~.--

--~- ~---

20SYSTAT 
REV. 4/1192 

~~~~~~~---- ~~~~~~~ ~~~~-~~~------~ r- ,-- ----------------

LINE NAME flEPORTED PA1ROUED flEADY iI POLES iI SPANS PUMP 
IN TO DE DOWN DOWN HOUSE 

BY PRIORITY 
SERVICE ENEflGIZED OUT OF 

SEflVlCE 
YIN YIN YIN 

I--~--~~~ I---~~ ~~~~----

OKEECHOBEE-SHEflMAN '2-69kV UNE 

OKEECHOBEE-WHIDDEN 69kV UNE 
I~~~~~ 

RIVIERA-WEST PALM BEACH 69kV UNE 

ST. LUClE-JiUTCHlNSON 240kV UNE 
----------~~-

~~~ 

SOVTH BAY-BEllE GLADE 69kV UNE 

SOVTH BA'Y-BRYANT69kVUNE 

WEST PALM BEACH-DATURA STREET 
69kVUNE 

1-

1-- --

~ -~~~~~~~~~~~-

~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-. - .........-

~-~~~--~~~~ ~~~~~~--- --

____.. i____ 
- .._--~-- --~~~ ~~~ -- -- ."--------

1-0-

POT CREW 
HEAD ASSIGNED 

OUT OF 
SEfIVlCE 

----- -- -~ -.~ 

OKAY 
alN 

SEIMCE 

r-

'".~_._ 

.._----- -.- .. 

-

---------

'---. ---

-

--... .. ~ 



TRANSMISSION ORGANIZATION 

AND 

COMMUNICATIONS LIST 
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I 
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TRANSMISSION ORGANIZATION 
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11NE ron 

10/0 0/1~ 

U 
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t 
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POWER DELIVERY I
• 

TRANSMISSION 

I AFlEA TITLE NAME WQRKPHONE HOMEF'HONE RADIO PAGER CEU.ULAR 

! 

JUNO I DIR=:CTOR WYi.IE SANDERS (407) 6904-4101 (407)~2 NtA Fl'L-80S6 (407) 285-0299 

ADMINISTRATION 
SUi'V. JIM VOWELL (4iJi) 694-4038 (407) 622·5336 NJA fPL.802! (407) 371·5091 

T1JJB 

SECFlETARY GAIL SANCHEZ (407) 6944707 NJA NJA NJA NJA 

ENGINEEFl MIKE Ear (407) 694-4051 (407) 879.1455 NIA NIA (407) 358410l' 

ADMINiSTRATOR LINDA DEESE (407) 694-4024 (407) 588-4385 N/A N/A (407) 685·7715 

FORESTIER JOHN TAMSBERG (407) 694-3975 (407) 798·3648 N/A FPl..-8042 (407) 346·2&55 

TrlNG. SPECIALIST JIM SUTLER (904) 668-1118 (9()4)775-8636 NIA N/A NIA 

JUNO MANAGER RICHARD HAMMOCK (4(7) 694-4728 (4(7) 287·8111 NlA N/A (407)371.3392 i 

ENCiL"'E.ERlKG 
GORDON DEYLIN (407) 6944743 (407) 286-9353 NlA NlA (407) 371.3054 

TLE·lB PRINCIPAL ENG. 

SUF'V. MARIO BOHORQUEZ (407) 694-4751 (407) 482·J&48 NlA NlA (407) 371·33!14 

SUPY. ROB CHRISTMAN (407) 694-4744 (407) 2&7-6626 NlA NJA (407) 371·3193 

SUPV. JOSECOTO (407) 694-4771 (407) 744~148 NJA NlA (407) 37\.3805 

SUPY. ROGER LOPEZ (407) 694-4772 (305) 551·8160 N/A N/A (305) 794·997: 

SUPV. BERNARD PAsOuer (407) 694-4732 (407) 622-5426 NlA NJA (4071371·3~:Y 

NORTH SUPT, GAPENNY (904) 257-7102 (904) 672·8793 NtA NtA (904) 295-2371 

ADMINISTrlATION 
SUPV. F.L. PARISA (904) 257-7339 (904)672-7452 (904) 295-6772 

TON-AON HlA 938 

SUpy, T.M. TURCO (904) 257·729:1 (904) 252·1<167 271 548 (904) 295-8773 -
TECH. J.K. SKIPPER (904) 257-7207 (904) 672·3915 HlA NlA NtA 

ADMIN, SPECIALIST S.J. DUFFY (904) 257-7328 (904) 767-8169 HlA HlA NlA 

COCOA SUPV, fBAREHAND) D.L NORTHRUP (407) 690-52.a (407) 952-5390 227 95lI (904) 295-877 1 

OPERATIONS 
(407) 636-5366 (407) 543-0275 

COT-COl SUPV. 8.1.4. GROSECLOSE (407) 690-S2e6 281 666 

DAYTONA SUPV, M.G. GREEN (904) 254-2140 (904) <427·30S3 280 429 (904) 451-4690 

OPERATIONS 
roY-PO'! 

GRANADA Sl'PV. (BAREHM"D) E.H, SPERLICH (904) 254-233 1 (904) 756-4n8 151 513 (904) 295·6770 
OPERATIONS 
GNT·DY3 

ST, AUGUSTINE SUPV. J,H. EISERMAN (904) 824-1255 (904) 824-6064 360 HlA (904) 825-7750 
OPERATIONS "(904) 824-0055 
SAO-SAl 

LAKE CITY SUPV, A.L SPFlINGFIELO (904) 752·1225 (904) 755-4968 323 NlA (904) 635·9619 
OPERATIONS ·(800)742·3368
LCO-LC2 

EAST SVPT. NICK BLOUNT (407) 221·2480 (407)283'()391 NIA (407) 375·8076 (407) ~5-2003 

ADMINISTRATION 

TOE-SRIDO TECH!'<ICIAN CURTIS CA YWOOD (4071221-2440 N/A N/A N/A NtA 

ADMIN, SPECWJST PEARL EVAKS (407) 221-2491 NIA N/A NlA NIA 

SUP\'. JANE HARDAGE (407) 221-2455 (407)775-1184 N/A (407) 375·8102 NIA 

MIDWAY sup\'. JIM DELOACH (407) 59!>· 1224 (407) 336-4519 NtA (407) 375-8091 (407) 371-<14~7 
OPERATIONS 
MV.'TI·SC 

ROYAL PALM SUPY. GARY ZANIEWSKI (407) 79().S023 
OPERATIONS 

(407) 79().1256 NIA (407) 375-8055 (407) 346-7597 

RJ'T-SC 

COr."TRAC'T lNSP, SUPV. STEVE ROGERS (407) 684.7006 (407) 64().4278 NIA (407) 375-8078 (407) 346-1271 
TOE-EOC 

SUPV. 11M SLAYMAKER (407) 6$4·7029 (407) 640-7231 NIA (407) 375-11093 (407) 371-2355 

GL·SC SUPV, lERRYFR!ER (407)9%-1178 (407) 996-0S13 NIA (407) 3'5-8092 (407) 37!·2354 

SOUTHEAST 
SUPT. 

ADMINISTRATION 
TOM URSPRUCH. III (305) <191·21" (305) 434-5259 NtA (305) 118-5384 (305) 646-6990 

FLB-SC CLERICAL SUPPORT SHIPLEY NEMETH (305) <197·2180 NtA NtA NtA NtA 

Oi>ERATiONS SUPV, REO DUNN (305) 497-2178 (305) 58-4-1316 NtA (305) 118-6398 (305) &4&-6991 

SUPV, 606 KELLY (305) <197·2176 (305) 913-285l NtA ('305) 11 8-6399 (305) &46-6989 

SUpy. KEN KEPHART (305) 497·2175 (30S)47~ NtA (305) 1'8-6397 (3OS) 646-5~ee 

LINE FOREMAN ! HERMAN CLOWNEY (305) 497·2180 (305) 97:"2785 NtA (305)I~016 (305) &48-6987 

"OUTSI(lE' 
STQAMORG.OAW 



POWER DELIVERY 


TRANSMISSION 


AREA 

SOUTH 
ADMINISTRATION 

TOSIMTN 

OHCREWS 
SOT/MTN 

UGTRANS 
SUTIMBT 

ADMIN. SOISE 
ROWMAINT 
TOSiMTN 

CONTRACT AOMIN 
TOS/MTN 

CONTRACT ADMIN 
TOS/MTN 

UGTRANS. 
SU'TIMBT 

CONTRACT AOMIN 
TOSIMTN 
CONTRACT ADMIN 
TOSlMTN 

WEST 
ADMINISTRATION 
TOWIWO 

NORTH -DIV. OFF. 

CONTRACT AOMIN. 

SOUTH-FMS 

PAGERRADlOI WORKI'tiOflE HOME PtiOfIE CELLULARNAMETTTLE 

SUPT. TOM MEWBORN 

TECHNICIAN MANNY CORTINAS 

SUPV. R.N. GRASSMAN 

SUI"V. M.F.BROWN 

SUPV. J.T.FRANK 

SUPV. R. SHINNERS 

SUPV. M.E.ROYAlS 

SUPv. R.J. SCHIMANSKY 

SUPV. O.BAEZ 

SUPV. H. KITNER 

SUPT. R.F. GARDNER 

CLERICAL SUI"PORT JULIE PRICE 

TECHNICIAN GEORGE POTTER 

SUPV. DAVE VECCHIO 

SUPV. JOETANCEA 

SUPV. GA. (HAMP) GAMMAGE 

SUPV. STEVE CARRUTHERS 

SUPV. RAY SHAW 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) :12O-a56O 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) :12O-a56O 
(305) 552-4050 
'(305) :12O-a56O 

(305) 67.....:!.10 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) 22O-85IiO 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) 2ZHIIi6O 

(305) 552-4050 
*(305) :12O-a56O 

(305) 67.....:!.10 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) 2ZHIIi6O 

(305) 552-4050 
'(305) :12O-a56O 

(813) 37907120 

(813) 3790722S 

(813) 37907268 

(813) 37907S112 

(813) 37907126 

(813) 37907118 

(813) 37907115 

(S13) 332-9251& 

(305) 251.Q634 

NlA 

(305) 387-3806 

(305) SS4-90e5 

[3(5) 66Nl7S4 

1~-3356 

1-476-7715 

(305) !95-4839 

(305) 252-3448 

(305) 94&-8087 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

900Q (305) 7i3-3llBO1070 

NlANlA NlA 

(305) 773-32Bl51&77699 

(305) 794-4641I.!2B 4030 

(305) 794-46801.!27 IlOO7 

(305) 588-4659602 5220 

(305) SS8-2057$C7 592t! 

(305) n~33735101818 

(305) 715-33745239875 

(305) 715·3375NlA 5234 

(813) 356-5514(813) '/'901-4749SOl 

NlA NlANlA 

NlANlA NlA 

(813) 356·5513(813) '/'901-4754581 

(813) 624-0401(813) '/'901-4739$C3 

(813) 356-5515(813) 7lO4-473ll502 

(813) 356-5512(813) 794-9424587 

(813,356-5516(SI3) 277-4931505 

I 
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Issue Date: March 13. 1Q9::;System 0 erations 
Section:Subject: 

Transmission Line Maintenance

Priority and Priority Guide 
 Transmission 

Scope To provide a priority for transmission line maintenance based on critical 
factors for system integrity, and to provide guidelines for action on 
transmission line maintenance priority list. 

Priority Listing 

Priority Reason 

Al Critical need for system integrity, 500kV, 
backbone 230kV of 2 circuits or less, lines to 
nuclear plants. 

A2 Necessary and essential. Backbone 230kV of 
three circuits or more. 

B Required to serve bulk load areas, more than 
200MW or necessary and essential bulk, 230kY 
circuits of three or more circuits. 

C Required to serve regional load areas, 100 
200MW. 

D Required to serve local load areas, up to 100MW. 

All lines not listed are considered Priority D. 

1 

A2Action/Priority Al B I C I D 

Relay, Reclose, ImmediatelyImmediately Immediately Immediately Immediately I
Lockout - Closed by i 

Dispatcher, Lockout 

Potentially Disabling, Next Next Working Immediately NeJl.1:Immediately 
Repair of Arms, Working Day Working Day Day 
Insulators, Pole, R/W* 


Relay, Reclose, Lockout 
 Nex"t WorkingCall out at Next Working Next Working Next Working 
Closed by Dispatcher Daylight Day Day DayDay 
and held 

, 

Relay, Reclose, If non- Call out at Next Working Next Working Next Working. Next Working 
reclosing Line, closed by Daylight Day Day DayDay 

1 Dispatcher and held 
,I I I I I I I 
" Division Transmission Supervisor/Dispatcher advises as to repairs needed to maintain System integrity. 

1 or .., 



16105 
SYstem 0 erations Issue Dare: \1:lrch 13. lQq2 

Section:Subject: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Priority and Priority Guide Transmission 

Transmission Line 
Listings 

Subject 

Northeastern Area Listing 

Eastern Area Listing 

Western Area Listing 

Southeastern Area Listing 

Southern Area Listing 

20f2 

Procedure # 

SO 16105.1 

SO 16105.2 

SO 16105.3 

SO 16105.4 

SO 16105.5 



16105.1 
System 0 rations 	 Issue Date: March 13. 199~ 

Section: 

Transmission Line Maintenance

Northeastern Area Listing 


Subject: 

Transmission 

Scope 	 To provide Northeastern Mea listings for action on transmission line 

maintenance priority guide as outlined in SO Procedure #16105. 


A-I Black Creek - Duval - 230kV line 

Black Creek· Seminole· 230kV line 

Bradford - Duval - 230k V line 

Bradford - Rice - 230k V line 

Bunnell - Putnam - 230k V line 

Bunnell - Volusia - 23OkV line 

Duval - Hatch - SOOkV line 

Duval -Thalmann - SOOkV line 

Duval - Poinsett - SOOkV line 

Duval - Rice - SOOkV line 

Martin - Poinsett - SOOkV line 

Midway - Poinsett - SOOkV line 

Norris - Volusia - 230k V line 

Poinsett - Rice - SOOkV line 

Poinsett - Sanford - 230k V line 

Putnam - Seminole· 230kV line 

Putnam - Volusia - 230kV line 

Putnam - Rice - 230kV line 

A-2 

Brevard - Cape Canaveral #1 - 230kV line 

Brevard - Cape Canaveral #2 - 230k V line 

Brevard - Cape Canaveral #3 - 230kV line 

Brevard - Malabar #1 - 230kV line 

1 of ~ 



16105.1 
System 0 erations 	 Issue Date: \tarch 13. 199:: 

Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Northeastern Area Listing 

Subject: 

Transmission 

A·2 (cont'd) Brevard - Malabar #2 - 230kV line 

Brevard - Poinsett # 1 - 230k V line 

Brevard - Poinsett #2 - 230kV line 

Poinsett - West Lake Wales - 230kV line 

Cape Canaveral - Indian River - 230kV line 

Cape Canaveral - Norris - 230kV line 

Daytona Beach - General Electric - 115k V line 

Duval - Kingsland - 230kV line 

Duval - Normandy #1 - 230kV line 

Duval - Normandy #2 - 230kV line 

Emerson - Malabar -230kV line 

General Electric - Volusia - 115kV line 

Greenland - Sampson - 230k V line 

Malabar - Midway 230kV line 

North Longwood Sanford 230kV line 

Putnam - Tocoi - 230kV line 

Sampson - Tocoi - 230kV line 

Sanford - Volusia #1 - 230kV line 

Sanford - Volusia #2 - 230kV line 

B 	 Baldwin - Duval - 230k V line 

Baldwin - Normandy - 115kV line 

Bradford - Deerhaven - 138kV line 

Bradford - Starke - 115kV line 

Malabar - West - 138kV line 

2 of 4 



c 

16105.1 

Svstem 0 erations 	 Issue Date: March 13. l'N2 
Section: 

Transmission Line Maintenance
Northeastern Area Listing 

Subject: 

Transmission 

B (cont'd) 	 St. John's - Tocoi - 230kV line 

Sanford - Turner - 115kV line 

Baldwin - Columbia - 115k V line 

Baldwin - Starke - 115kV line 

Brevard - Cocoa Beach - 138k V line 

Brevard - Eau Gallie - 138k V line 

Bunnell - Putnam - 115k V line 

Bunnell - St. John's - 115kV line 

C-5 - Orsino ~ 115kV line 

C5 - 624A - 115kV line & cable 

Cape Canaveral - Norris - 115kV line 

Cape Canaveral - Orsino - 115kV line 

Cape Canaveral - South Cape - 115kV line 

Cocoa Beach - Eau Gallie - 138kV line & cable 

Cocoa Beach - South Cape - 138kV line 

Columbia - Starke - 115kV line 

Daytona Beach - Volusia 115k V line 

Deland - Sanford 115kV line 

Eau Gallie - Malabar # 1 - 138k V line 

Eau Gallie - Malabar #2 - 138kV line 

Norris - Sanford - 115kV line 

North Cape - 624A - 115kV line 

North Cape - South Cape - 115kV line 

Ormond - Volusia #1 - 115kV line 

Ormond - Volusia #2 - 115kV line 

3 of 4 



16ll!5.i 
Issue Date: March I:\. 1tit)::;System 0 erations 

Subject: Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Northeastern Area Listing Transmission 

C (cont'd) 	 Putnam· St. John's - 115kV line 

Smyrna - Volusia #1 - 115kV line 

Smyrna· Volusia #2 . 115kV line 

D 	 Bunnell - Ormond - 115k V line 

Columbia - Suwannee· 115kV line 

Daytona - Port Orange - 115kV line 

Deland - Putnam - 115kV line 

Malabar - Indian Harbor - 138kV line 

Putnam - Starke - 115kV line 

Putnam - East Palatka - 115kV radial line 

Starke· Trail Ridge - 115kV line 

St. Johns· Lewis - 115kV radial line 

St. Johns - S1. Augustine - 115kV radial line 

4 of 4 



[() 10:'.2 
Issue Date: \1arch 13. lC)q:::SYstem Operations 

Section:Subject: 
Transmission Line ~laintenance· 

TransmissionEastern Area Listing 

B Broward - Yamato - 240kV line 

Cedar - Lauderdale - 240kV line 

Cedar - Yamato - 240kV line 

Cedar - Ranch - 240kV line 

Corbett - Cedar - 240kV line 

Ft. Myers - South Bay - 138kV line 

Hobe - Indiantown - 240kV line 

Hobe - Sandpiper - 138kV line 

Hobe - Plumosus - 138kV line 

Indiantown - Martin - 240kV line 

Martin - Sherman - 240kV line 

Midway - Sandpiper - 230kV line 

Midway - Sandpiper - 138kV line 

Midway - Sherman - 249k V line 

Ranch - Riviera #1 - 138kV line 

Ranch - Riviera #2 - 138kV line 

Ranch - South Bay - 138kV line 

Ranch - West Palm Beach #1 - 138kV line 

Ranch - West Palm Beach #2 - 138kV line 

Riviera - West Palm Beach - 138kV line 

c Broward - Ranch - 138kV line 

Cedar - Hypoluxo - 138kV line 

Cedar - Yamato - 138kV line 

Cedar - Greenacres - 138kV line 

Deerfield Beach - Yamato - 138kV line 

2 of 3 



16105.: 
S"'stem 0 rations Issue Dare: March 13. Fll)::' 

Subject: Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Eastern Area Listing Transmission 

C (cont'd) 	 Emerson· Hartman - 138kV line 

Emerson - West - 138kV line 

Hartman - Midway - 138kV line 

Hypoluxo - Ranch - 138kV line 

Plumosus - Riviera #1 - 138kV line 

Plumosus - Riviera #2 - 138kV line 

D 	 Martin - Bryant - 69kV line 

Okeechobee - Shennan #1 - 69kV line 

Okeechobee - Shennan #2 - 69kV line 

Okeechobee - Whidden - 69k V line 

Riviera - West Palm Beach - 69k V line 

St. Lucie - Hutchinson - 240kV line 

South Bay - Belle Glade- 69kV line 

South Bay - Bryant - 69kV line 

West Palm Beach - Datura Street - 69kV line 

3 of 3 



·. 
16105.3 

Svstem 0 erations Issue Date: March 13. 1992 
Section: 

Transmission Line Maintenance
Western Area Listing 

Subject: 

Transmission 

Scope To provide Western Area listings for action on transmission line maintenance 
priority guide as outlined in SO Procedure #16105. 

A·l Andytown - Orange River - 500kV circuit 

Big Bend  Manatee #1 - 240kV line 

Big Bend - Mantee #2 - 240k V line 

Corbett - Orange river - 230kV line 

Ft. Myers - Orange River #1 - 240kV line 

Ft. Myers - Orange River #2 - 240kV line 

A-2 Calusa - Charlotte - 240kV line 

Calusa - Ft. Myers - 240kV line 

Charlotte - Ft. Myers #1 - 240kV line 

Charlotte - Ft. Myers #2 - 240kV line 

Charlotte - Laurelwood - 240kV line 

Charlotte - Ringling - 240kV line 

Charlotte \Vhidden - 240kV line 

Keentown - Manatee - 240kV line 

Keentown - Whidden - 240kV line 

Manatee - Ringling # 1 - 240k V line 

Manatee Ringling #2 - 240kV line 

Manatee - Ringling #3 - 240kV line 

B 1\1ico - Orange river - 230kV line 

Charlotte - Ringling - 138kV line 

Collier - Orange River # 1 - 240k V line 



c 

l()105..' 
System 0 erations Issue Date: March D. 199~ 

Subject: Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Western Area Listing Transmission 

B (cont'd) 

D 

Cortez - Johnson • 138k V line 

Ft. Myers - South Bay - 138kV line 

Johnson· Big Bend - 230kV line 

Johnson - Ringling - 240kV line 

Laurelwood - Myakka - 240kV line 

Laurelwood - Ringling #1 - 240kV line 

Laurelwood . Ringling #2 - 240kV line 

Alico • Ft. Myers #1 - 138kV line 

Alico - Ft. Myers #2 - 138kV line 

Alico - Naples· 138kV line 

Collier - Naples· 138kV line 

Alico - Collier - 138kV line 

Laurelwood - Venice #1 - 138kV line 

Laurelwood - Venice #2 - 138k V line 

Myakka - Venice - 138kV line 

Bradenton - Cortez - 138k V line 

Bradenton - Ringling - 138kV line 

Charlotte - Myakka - 138kV line 

Cortez - Ringling - 138k V line 

Aracadia - Charlotte - 69kV line 

Collier - Alligator - 138k V radial line 

Collier - Golden GAte - 138k V radial line 

Ft. Myers Plant - Tice - 138kV radial line 

Okeechobee - Whidden - 69kV line 

:: 00 



16105J 
Svstem 0 erations Issue Dale: March 13. 199':: 

Section:Subject: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
'''-estern Area Listing Transmission 

D (coDt'd) 	 Ringling - Fruitville - 138kV radial line 

Ringling - Payne - 138kV radial line 

Ringling - Tuttle - 138kV radial line 

Venice - Venice Distribution - 138k V line 

3 of 3 



16105.4 
Svstem 0 erations 	 Issue Dare: March 13. 199:: 

Section: 

Transmission Line Maintenance

Southeastern Area Listing 


Subject: 

Transmission 

Scope 	 To provide Southeastern Area listings for action on transmission line 

maintenance priority guide as outlined in SO Procedure #16105. 


A·l 	 Andy town - Martin #1 - 500kV line 

Andytown • Martin #2 • SOOkV line 

Andytown - Levee #1 • 500kV line 

Andy town - Levee #2 - SOOkV line 

Andytown - Orange River - 500k V line 

Andytown - Dade (Lauderdale) - 240kV line 

Dade - Pt. Everglades - 240kV line 

Andytown - Flagami (Lauderdale) - 240k V line 

A·2 	 Andy town - Broward #1 - 240kV line 

Andy town - Broward #2 - 240kV line 

Andy town - Lauderdale # 1 - 240k V line 

Andy town - Lauderdale #2 - 240k V line 

Andytown - Lauderdale #3 - 240kV line 

Andytown - Lauderdale #4 - 240k V line 

Broward - Ranch - 240k V line 

Broward - Corbett - 230kV line 

Laudania - Lauderdale - 240kV line 

Laudania - Port Everglades - 240k V line 

Laudania - Port Everglades #1 - 240kV line 

Lauderdale - Port Everglades #3 - 240kV line 

B 	 Arch Creek - Lauderdale - 138k V line 

Broward - Yamato - 240kV line 

J of 2 
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161tl5A 
Svstem 0 erations 	 Issue Date: March 13. 1'h)2 

Subject: Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Southeastern Area Listing Transmission 

B (cont'd) 	 Cedar - Lauderdale - 240k V line 

Greynolds - Laudania - 240kV cable 

Greynolds - Lauderdale # 1 - 138k V line 

Greynolds - Lauderdale #2 138kV line 

Port Everglades - Sistrunk - 230kV cable 

Port Everglades - Sistrunk - 138kV cable and line 

Broward - Deerfield Beach #1 - 138kV line 

Broward - Deerfield Beach #2 - 138kV line 

Broward - Lauderdale # 1 - 138k V line 

Broward - Lauderdale #2 - 138kV line 

Broward - Oakland Park # 1 - 138k V line 

Broward - Oakland Park #2 - 138kV line 

Broward - Ranch - 138kV line 

Deerfield Beach - Yamato - 138kV line 

Gratigny - Lauderdale - 138kV line 

Hollywood - Lauderdale - 138kV line 

Hollywood - Port Everglades - 138kV line 

Lauderdale - Little River - 138kV line 

Lauderdale - Miami Shores - 138k V line 

OakJand Park - Sistrunk - 138kV line 

Oakland Park - Sistrunk #1 138kV line 

OakJand Park - Sistrunk #2 - 138kV line 

2 of 2 



It)lOS.:: 
Svstem 0 rations Issue Da£e: 1'>larch 13. 199::: 

Subject Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Southern Area Listing Transmission 

Scope 	 To provide Southern Area listings for action on transmission line maintenance 
priority guide as outlined in SO Procedure #16105. 

A·I Andy town - Dade (Lauderdale) . 240kV line & cable 

Andytown - Flagami (Lauderdale) - 240kV line & cable 

Andytown • Levee # 1 - 500k V line 

Andytown - Levee #2· 500kV line 

Dade - Levee # 1 - 240kV line 

Dade - Levee #2 - 230k V line 

Dade - Pt. Everglades - 240kV line 

Dade - Doral - 240kV line 

Davis - Levee #1 • 240kV line 

Davis - Levee #2 - 240kV line 

Davis - Turkey Point #1- 240kV line 

Davis - Turkey Point #2 • 240kV line 

Davis - Turkey Point #3 - 240kV line 

Doral - Turkey Point - 240kV line 

Flagami - Levee - 240kV line 

Flagami - Turkey Point #1 - 240kV line 

Flagami - Turkey Point #2 - 240kV line 

Florida City - Turkey Point - 240kV line 

Levee - Turkey Point - 240kV line 

B 	 Arch Creek - Lauderdale - 138kV line 

Coconut Grove - Flagami - 138kV line 

1 of 4 



c 

HJ105.5 
Svstem 0 erations Issue Dare: March 13. ll)l)':; 

Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Southern Area Listing 

Subject: 

Transmission 

B (cont'd)' Coconut Grove ~ Riverside ~ 138kV line 


Davis - Flagami - 138k V line 


Flagami - Miami #1 - 240kV line & cable 


Flagami - Miami #2 - 240kV cable 


Flagmai - Riverside #1 - 138kV line 


. Flagami - Riverside #2 - 138kV line 

Greynolds - Laudania . 240kV cable 

Greynolds - Lauderdale #1 - 138kV line 

Greynolds- Lauderdale #2 - 138kV line & cable 

Arch Creek - Greynolds - 138kV line 

Arch Creek - Normandy Beach - 138kV cable 

Airport - Dade - 138k V line 

Airport - Riverside - 138kV line 

Coconut Grove - Miami - 138kV cable 

Cutler - Davis # 1 - 138kv line 

Cutler - Davis #2 - 138kV line 

Cutler - Davis #4 - 138kV line 

Cutler - South Miami #1 - 138kV line & cable 

Cutler· South Miami #2 - 138kV line 

Dade - Flagami - 138kV line & cable 

Dade - Gratigny #1 - 138kV line 

Dade - Gratigny #2 - 138kV line 

Dade - Little River #2 - 138kV line 

Dade - Little River #3 - 138kV lin3 

Dade - Miami Shores - 240kV line 

Davis - Florida City - 138kV line 

2 of 4 



161115 ..:' 
SYstem 0 erations Issue Date: \larch 13. 1()(!~ 

Subject: Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Southern Area Listing Transmission 

C (cont'd) Davis· Lucy· 138kV line 

Florida City· Lucy· 138kV line 

40th Street· Indian Creek· 69kV cable 

40th Street· Little River· 138kV cable 

40th Street· Roney· 69kV cable 

Gratigny· Lauderdale - 138kV line 

Greynolds - Haulover . 138kV line 

Haulover - Normandy Beach· 138kV cable 

Indian Creek· Little River - 138kV cable & line 

Lauderdale - Miami ·Shores - 138kV line 

Lauderdale - Little River· 138kV line 

Little River· Market· 138kV line 

Little River· Miami Shores· 138kV line 

Market . Railway • 138kV cable & line 

Miami - Miami Beach - 138kV cable 

Miami· Miami Beach - 69kV cable 

Miami - Riverside· 138kV line & cable 

Miami Beach - Venitian . 69kV cable 

Venitian . Roney 69kV cable 

Miami· Railway #1 138kV cable 

Miami - Railway #2 138kV cable 

D Davis - Krome· 69kV radial line & cable 

Davis· Perrine - 138kV radial line 

Deauville • Indian Creek· 69kV radial cable 

Deauville - Normandy - 69k V radial cable 

3 of 4 



ItJ105.S 
Svstem 0 erations Issue Dare: March 13. If)9: 

Section: 
Transmission Line Maintenance
Southern .-\.rea Listing 

Subject: 

Transmission 

D (cont'd) 	 Flagami - 137th Ave - 69kV radial line 

Florida City - Jew Fish Creek - 69kV radial line 

Florida City - Jew Fish Creek - 138kV radial line 

Little River - Miramar - 69kV cable 

4 of 4 
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TECHNICAl. REFERENCES 

In addition to the Transmission Storm Manual, Area Transmission 

Storm Manuals. Substation Storm Manual, and Distribution Storm Manual, 

there are other references that should be made available to storm personnel 

as required. This includes (but is not limited to) the following: 

FPL Safe Work Practices 


Transmission Une Data Listings 


Transmission Structure Standards (TSS) 


Transmission Installation Specifications (TIS) 


Transmission Material Specifications (TMS) 


Transmission Conductor Data (TeO) 


Transmission Breaker Diagrams 


Transmission Phasing Diagrams 


011 Flow Diagrams 


System Operations Procedures 16122 (Underground 


Transmission Emergency Response) 

Emergency Light Path Troubleshooting & Restoration Process 

500kV Emergency Structure Procedure 

Special Area Maps 



SUBSTATION INFORMATION LISTING 

SUPERVISOR 

T. FARNAM (TOM) 

M. K. CORBITT (MILT) 

R. L HAHN (BOB) 

R. P. COLLINS (RAY) 

J. FERRO (JORGE) 
- --'.- 

R. W. RIESCH (RICK) 

D. w. N~~~"!J~OUG)I~~~--91941 FT. MYER 


R. L. NUNEZ (LOU) 

B. L. ORTIZ (BRAULlO) 

D. M. COLEMAN (DON) 
--_... 

R. D. DeCARlO (RAY) 

R. W. RIPPER (DICK) 
"--'-'-"---~---

J. FISCHER (JOHN) 

A. C. HERNANDEZ (AL) 
.-------,-~~~~----

J. G. HOCHHEIMER (JACK) 
-- ---- - - -----_._--_ .. 

B. A. JAINDL (BARBARA) 

J. K. ANDERSON (JUDY) 

B. L. LAING (BARBARA) 

LOCATION 
-- _...... --- -

; 329-46311 ST. JOHNS 

1690-52201 COCOA 

595-12231 MIDWAY 

684-7132' PALM BEACH 

497-2161 I BROWAR 

379-7448 ISARASOTJfA 
---------- -

S 
----------

232-46661 PERRINE 

638-7110 I INDUSTR 

694-43751 JUNO BEAI 

\L 

CH 

1797-13141 LAUDERD 

MARTIN 

552-3730 I SFS SUP 

694-48431 SU B. ENG 

694-49081 SUB. DES 

694-47031 DIRECTO 

~~~~~~~ 

PROJECT 

LE PLT. 

:ONST. 

RVISOR 
--,~----

.MGR. 

GNMGR 

I SUB. 
\lIVE 

~NALYS 

MAIL CODE 

SJS-Pl2 

COS-CO1 
----_._------- -

MWS-FP1 

PBS-WB1 
--------

BWS-FL2 

SSS-SS3 
--

FMS-FM3 

PES-MPE 

INS-MND 
----

SBC-JB 

PFL-PLT 

WPB-AOC 

SB-GO 

SBE-JB 
-----

SBD-JB 

SBE-JB 
.. _._---_. 

SBE-JB 

SBE-JB 

-~~--- _.- ---. --. 

BEEPER MOBILE FAX 

955 NONE 329-4616 

407 543-2975 690-5250 
.-._------ ----~------------- .. 

8059 358-0409 595-1220 

8040 685-7525 650-7024 

6081 NONE 497-2157 
--------

(813) Non-FPt 
813-356-399 379-7122483-2952 

(813)Noo-fPL 
------------. 

998-2073 NONE 332-9121 

5176 NONE 
--------_ ..._. 

5151 NONE 
-. -------------. ----

NONE 346-1561 694-4391 
-------------

NONE 346-1605 797-1315 
--------.--~ .. 

8-375·8097 346-0186 684-7682 
----_._

5721 NONE 552-2885 

8164 NONE 694-3610 
------- ---

NONE NONE 694-3177 
-------------

5170 371·0639 694-3177 
------ --"--'  --..._- '_.- --------

NONE NONE 694-3177 

NONE NONE 694-3177 

684-70881 

694-4892 

694-3491 

, OFFICE 

650-7025 

ROFS HOME 

NSJTF' I (904) 328-0686 


COXMKCI (407) 632-0275 I 


EDMRLH I (407) 569-2979 


ETDRPC (407) 798-4170 
.. ~-- - .-.. "'.---~-

SMCJF (305) 742-8192 

UWTDRWRI (813) 371-6873 

UFMODMN (813) 936-5301 

UPRCRLN I (305) 559-5118 

USLVBLO (305) 823-0993 
-------,------ I 

U.JCMOMC I (407)575-0192 

ONE (407) 694-2328 

ETORWR I (407) 287-2972 

TDOJFF 1 (305) 386-9271 
---------··1 

JSEACH I (407) 622-7057 

SEJGH I (407) 286-5272 

GESBAJ I (407) 798-3924 
._---._ .. --_.. 

ETDJA 

SEBLL 

, 

ALL DADE, BROWARD, & EASTERN REGION PAGERS MAY BE ACCESSED BY DIALING: 1-800-447-2433 
TO ACCESS ST. JOHNS DIAL: 8-330-955; COCOA DIAL 8-112-407 
*MUST DIAL AREA CODE & ENTER YOUR PERSONAL ACCESS CODE AFTER FAX # 9/11191 
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SUBSTATION PHONE LISTING 

NOTE: 

THE ATTACHED SUBSTATION PHONE LISTINGS 

ARE DIVIDED BY DIVISION LOAD DISPATCHER'S 

AREA RESPONSIBILITIES. THEY MAY OR MAY 

CORRESPOND TO THE TRANSMISSION AREA 

BOUNDARIES. 



X 

Rev.: 3/13/92 

STATION 	 TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. PLANT,

. AIRPORT 	 305-888-1 SOUTH X X 
ISIRD 	 305-886- 7430 X 
ICOCONUT GROVE 305-443-0630 	 X X 
rCORAL Rt:cl- 305 235-0521 	 X 
fCOURT 	 305-233-7347 X 
i CUTLER PLANT 	 305-252-3034 
!CUTLER PLANT - -E. SWD 	 305-252-3037 
ICUTLER PLA NT - - W SWD 	 305-252-3038 

305-887-6064 X 
DAVIS 305-238 3331 X 
IClORA!. 305-593-0487 X 

jDADELAND 

I ClOUGLAS 	 305-448-0979 X 
IEIGTH STREET CABl..E TERM. 305 261 - 2807 
FLAGAMI 	 305 221-4861 X X 
FLORIDA CITY 305-247-3435 	 X X 
FRONTON 	 305-635-6181 X 
GAL.L.OWAY 	 305 271-3029 X 
GOULDS 	 305 233 6553 X 

IGRAPELAND 305-446-7282 	 X 
IHAINUN 	 305-258-1839 X 
I HOMESTEAD 305-257-5509 	 X 
IINTRNTAL 	 305-220 5796 
IJEVVFISH 	 305 743 S323 
I KENDALL 	 305 271 -4783 X 
IKEY BISCAYNE 305 301 5145 	 X 
!KILLIAN 	 305 232 -1232 X 
• KROME 	 305-:3S2-419Q X 
LAWRENCE 	 305-642 14U! X 
LeJEUNE 	 305 871 4878 X 

I LEVEE -, 305-591-7525 	 X 
I 

t 

I 

RAILWAY NOATH 11 SOUTH 305-374-3411 X X 
RIVERSIDE NEVV CTA ROOM 305-444-4126 X X 
IRI\lERSIClE -OLD eTA ROOM 305-443-3516 I 
[RONEY 305-532 1832 x X 
• SAGA 	 305 258 2383 X I 

I 

I 
I 

iLEVEE -2 	 305-442-5582 
LlNClGREN 305 385 G222 X 
LUCY 305-248-7732 X 
MARATHON 305 743 5323 

iMARION 	 305-271 -1331 X 
IMARKET 	 305 325-0286 X X 
I MEACHbtNDiSE 305 261-0891 	 X 
'MIAMI CTR ROOM 305 377 6103. 6104 X X 
MIAMI - SWCl 305 371-4798 
MIAMI BEACH 305 672-2311 X X 
MILLEA 305-274-2633 X
IMIRAMAR 305-573-e051 X 
MITCHELL 	 305-253-5672 X 
NATOMA 	 305-856-0346 X 

I OLYMPIA HEIGHTS 305-221-5552 	 X 
lONE THIRTY SEVENTH AVENUE 305-221-5248 
I PENNSUCO 	 305-823-0542 X
!PERIMETER NORTH 	 305-592-4180 
i PERI METER SOOTH 
IPERRINE 	 305-235-7373 X
IPRINCETON 	 305-256-3382 X 

SEAGULL 305-593-9665 
SIMPSON 305-856-0782 X 
SIXTEENTH STREET TERMINAL . 305 573 2549 
SIXTY-SECOND AVENUE 305 266 3792 
SNAPPER CREEK 305 661 B034 X
ISOUTH MIAMI 305-667-5193 X X 
SUNlLAND 305-233-1132 X 

i SWEETWATER 305-223-2681 	 X 



STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST TRANS. PLAN7 
ITAMIAMI 305-444-9086 SOUTH X 
iTAM/AMIAIRPORT 305-221-3525 
TROPICAL 305-221-3525 X 
TURKEY POINT PlT-240KV SWD 305-248-0041 
TURKEY POINTPLT-FOSSIL-OFACE 305-246-6035 X 
TURKEY POINTPLT-NUCLEAR-OFFICE 1 305-246-6167 X 
ITURKEY POINT PLT -NUCLEAR-OFFICE:2 305-248-0041 
1UNIVERSITY 305-661-5935 X 

XVENETIAN 305-532-3024 X 
VIUAGE GREEN 305-223-8021 X 

[VIRGINIA KEY 305-361-6713 X 
IWESTSIDE 305 871-1734 X 
WHISPERING PINES 305-251 -S064 X 

51 17 3 



I 
ARCH CREEK 305-891-0700 X X 

STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS p~,.\-:-

ANDYTO'NN - 1 ITN 765 3555 SOUTHEAST X 
iANDYTO'NN - 2 305-765-3555 X 
ANDYTO'NN - 3 305-434-4434 X 

, 

iASHMONT 305 797 1562 
AVENTURA 305 932 7620 X 
BEVERLY 305 983 3676 X 
BISCAYNE 305-681-4411 · X 
BOULEVARD 305-893-0512 · X 
BRANDON 305-688-3015 X 
BUENA VISTA 305-576-00H' X 
COUNTRY CLUB 305-821-3165 X 
COUNTY L.INE 305-652-0651 X 
CULLUM 
DADE - - 138KV 305 887-5392 · X 
DADE- -240KV 305 888 8727 X 
DADE--DISTR. 305 888-6912 X 
DANIA 305-923-8294 · X I 
DAVIE 305-475-8028 · X i 

DEAUVILLE 305-866-5290 · X X 
DEERFIELD 305-421 0217 · X X , 

DRIFTWOOD 305 -432-7939 X 
DUMFOUNDLING 305-931 -4561 · X , 

FAIRMONT 305-583-4400 · X 
FLAMINGO 
FORTIETH STREET - 1 3KV 305-531 -7727 1 

FORTIETH STREET -69KV 305-532-3509 
FULFORD 305-651 -1881 · X , 

GARDEN 305-624-3351 X ; 

GLADEVIEW 305-691 -7542 · X ! 
GOLDEN GLADES 305-621-1512 · X i 
GRAHAM N. CBL. TERM. 305-558-3482 I 

GRATIGNY 305-821-0731 · X X i 
GREYNQ.DS 305-947-6268 · X X i 

HALLANDALE 305-457-7815 · X : 
HAMBURG I 

! 

HAULOVER 305-947 -5911 X X ! 

HAWKINS 305-972-2782 · X ! 
HIALEAH 305-888-2551 · X ! 

HIATUS 305-475-4689 X ! 

'HIGHLANDS 305-457-7377 X 
, HOLL YBROOK U. 305-435-2400 
I HOLLYWOOD 305-923-3851 X X 
IINDIAN CREEK 305 -865 -3977 X 
I INDUSTRIAL 305-635-5171 X 
IVES 305-651-0912 X 

IJACARANDA 305-472-3209 X 
LAUDANIA 305-921-7356 X 
LAUDERDALE PL T - -138KV SWD 305-797 -1538 X 
iLAUDERDALE PL T - -240KV SWD-1 305-797-1539 X 
LAUDERDALE PLT- -240KVSWD-2 305-581-6574 
LAUDERDALE PLT GTS 13 24 1 305-797-1539 
LAUDERDALE PLT- -GTS 13-24 - 2 305-581-6574 
LAUDERDALE PLT -U 4&5. GTS 1 -12 305-797 -1538 X 
LEMON CITY 305-751-8322 X 
LITTLE RIVER 305-757-1366 X 

I MARGATE 305-972-2549 X 
iMASTER 305-685-3901 X 
I McARTHUR 305 733 3888 X 
MIAMI LAKES 305-823-6041 X 
MIAMI SHORES DIST. CTR. ROOM 305-757-3611 X X 
MIAMI SHORES TRANS CTR. ROOM 305 758-9769 
MILAM 305-592-0063 X 
MOFFETT 305 -923 -7952 X 
MOTOROLA 305-473-8239 X 



STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST TRANS PLANT 

NOS HILL. SOUTHEAST 

NORMANDY 8CH. 305-866-1012 X X 
OAKLAND PARK 305-564-0043 X X 

'OJUS 305-931 1212 X 
!OPA LOO<A 305-681-2070 X 
PEMBROKE 305-981 1475 X 

IPINEHURST 
i PERRy' 

IPLANTATION 

305-431-7210 
305-765-3655 
305-561-6960 

X 
X 
X 

'PLAYLAND 305-583-8905 X 
,PORT 305-765-3635 X 
• PORT EVERGLADES PLT. SWD 
IPORT EVERGLADES PLT. SWD -

1 
2 

305-765-3653 
305-527-3648 

X 
X 

IPORT EVERGLADES PLT. & GT'S 305-527-3648 X 
RAVENSWOOD 305-966-6911 X 
RED ROAD 305-821 -9742 X 
RESERVATION 305-981-7652 X 

• ROHAN 305-584-6667 X 
ROSELAWN 305-821 -6016 X 
ISEABOARD 305-691-0661 x 
,SEMINOLA 305-888-1222 X 
ISISTRUNK 305-765 3654 x x 

305-621 -2817 x 
, 

: 
! 
I 

I 

ISOUTHSIDE 305 467 6021 x 
SPAINGTREE 305-741 1966 · X 
STIRLING 305-989 9383 · X I 

STONE8RIDGE 305-435-2101 · X 
SUNNY ISLES 305-947-4191 · X 
TIMBERLAKE 305-434-4457 · X 
TRACE 305-384-8590 · X 
ULETA 305-943-9623 X I 

VALENCIA 305-452-4325 · 
VERENA 305-765 3656 · X i 
WESTON VILLAGE 305 652-04921 · X I 

• WOODLANDS 305-733 0831 · x 
72 23 2 



STATION 	 TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. PLANT 

ACME 407-793-1225 EAST X 
iATLANT1C 407 395 7933 X 

'BEELINE 407-944-33SS 	 X 
ITN 996 1178 	 XIBELLE CLAD E 

BELVEDERE 407 633-9S06 X 

BOCA RATON 407-368-7572 X 

BOCA T~ECA 407 -994-1806 X 


!80YNTON 	 407-732-9840 X 
305-972-1311 X 
407 -924-7833 X 
407-924-7833 X 
407-483-9647 X 
407 -736-1524 X 
813-983-8611 X 
813-983-6937 X 
407-994-6694 X 
305-975-3774 X 
407-790-3209 X 

BROWARD 
BRYANT-USSC(SUBST 
BRYANT -USSC (TIE) 
BUTTS 

iCEDAR 

CRYSTAL 305-974-3394 · X i 

CYPRESS CREEK 
DATURA STREET 

305-974-3123 
407 -633-8104 · X 

X 
I 

! 
DEERFIELD SCH. 
DELMAR 
DELTRAll 

305-421-0217 
904-338-9286 
407 498-3311 

· · 
X 

X 

X 

. , 

ELY 
FASHION 
FOUNTAIN 

305-943-7419 
305-941-8677 
407-965-9689 · 

X 
X 
X 

I 

GERMANTOWN 407-276 0457 X 
GOLF 
GREENACRES 
HILLCREST 
HILLSBORO 
HOLLY CROSS 
HYPOLUXO 
IBM 
IMAGINATION 
JOG 
JUNO BEACH 
JUPITER 
KIMBERLY 

iLAKE PARK 

407-732-2720 
407-965 1555 
407 632 1014 
407 395 4786 
305 771 -9212 
407 -582-8677 
407-994-1868 
305 473 0182 
407 -478-5255 
407-826-1574 
407-746-4270 
407-487 5232 
407 -942-5489 

· 
· · · · · · · · · · 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
x 

X 

i 

: , 

! 

! 

iLAKEVIEW 305-421 -5108 X 
LANTANA 407 - 585 -7866 X 
LINTON 407 -276-7007 x 
LOXACHATCHEE 904-795-0390 

305-943-1282 X 
305-721-7490 x 

, 
i 

: 
! 

I 
, 

· 
407-845-7593 
407-965-6378 	 x 

407-683-8754 
407-822-0971 
407 844-0564 

x 
x 
x 

NORTON 407-595-1987 · X 
OAKES 407 747 6938 X 
OSBORNE 407 -439-3306 X i 

PAHOKEE 407-924-7155 X 
PALM AIRE 305-974-4790 · X 
PHOENIX 305-772-1641 · X 
PLUMOSUS 407 746 3206 · X 
POMPANO 305-972-1525 X i 

I 

PRATT &. WHITNEY 230KV 407-848-1300 X X I 

407-845-7548 

407-369-0136 
407-793-1223 
407-478-"934 x 



X 

STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. ?LAN; 


REMSBURG 305 - 753 -7387 EAST X 


RIVIERA PLANT - 138KV 407 -842-1226 X 

RIVIERA PLANT - 69KV 407 -842-2331 X 

RIVlEAA PLT. -U 2.3.4 - RELAY RM 407 -845-3150 

ROCK ISLAND 305-731-7SSO X 

ROE8UO< 407 478 9581 X 

ROSS 

ISAMPLE ROAD 305-941-3027 X 

ISANDALFOOT 407-482-7373 X 


X 


i WEST PALM BCH FUEL STORAGE FACIL.. 407-844-5094 

WEST PALM 8CH LDO 407-650-7036 

WEST PALM BEACH 407-650-7035 X X 

WESTINGHOUSE 305-752-3663 X 


: WESTWARD 407-583-6069 X 


ISOUTH BAY - , 407-996-3338 X 

SOUTH BAY - 2 ITN-99Ei -1171 
SQUARELAKE 
TARTAN .. 407-364-9290 
TERMINAL 407 833 3880 X 


305 971 8470 X
IIFlADEWlNDS 
iUS SUGAR 

iYAMATO 407-994-18e7 X 

62 15 




STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. PLAN; 
813-267-7848 WEST X 
813-543-2146 X 
813-728-2033 X

jALVA 
X 

AUBURN 813-485 3199 X 

ISEKER 

ARCADIA 813-494-0555 X 

813-32.2-1n1 X X 

ISENEVA 813 924-4486 X 
813-677-8095IBIG BEND 

XiBONlTA SPRINGS 813-992-0202 
!SRADENTON 813-748-2971 X X 

!BUCKEYE 813 722 1070 X 
XI BUCKINGHAM 813-694-6330 

ICALUSA 813-543-6011 

Ig~~~~TROM 813-n4-6S75 
813-494-2146 

X 
X 

CASTLE 913-747 -4296 X 
CHARLOTTE 913-639-4289 X 
CHILDS 813 465-2011 X 
CLARK 813-924-6723 X 

I CLEVELAND 813-639-5372 X 
ICOCOPLUM 813-426-2601 
I COLLIER 813-262-3225 X 
ICOLONIAL 813-936-2447 X 
ICORTEZ
IDORRFIELD 

813-79.2-3495 
813 494 8253 

X 
X 

X 

iEDISON 813-481-1538 X 

iENGLEWOOD 813-474 3335 X 
ESTERO 813 992-0390 X 

IFORD TAP 
, FRUIT INDUSTRIES 
IFRUITVlLLE 

813-748-2Sn 
813-371 -2558 

X 
X 

FRUT MOBl 
FT. MYERS DIST. 813-334-8238 X 
FT. MYERS EMERGENCY SVCS . 813-332-9126 

•FT. MYERS PLANT 
IFT. MYERS PLANT sw. YD 
IFT MYERS PL T. GT'SIFT. MYERS PLT. OTHER FACILITIES 

813-334-8238 
813-694- 1059 
813-694-1058 
813 694-1059 

X 
X 

GOLDEN GATE 813-455 5381 X 
,HARBOR 813-6'29 7666 X 
!HYDE PARK 813-953-7547 X 
IlONA 813-466-9675 X 
!JETPORT 813-788-1404 X 
IJOHNSON 813-747-2711 X 
IKEENTOWN 813 322 1839 X 
I LA BELLE ILAURELWOOD 

813-El75-0933 
813-484-2700 

X 
X 

MANATEE PLANT UNITS 1 &2 
IMANATEE PLANT SWD. 

813-nS-2780 
813-476-2780 

X 
X 

MANATEE RESERVOIR PUMP STATION 813-nS-1864 
I METRO 813-277-0504 
IMURDOO< 813-625-5030 X 
MYAKKA 813-474-6207 X 
NAPLES 813-2S1-8782 X X 
ONECO 813-755-7S57 X 
ORANGE RIVER 8'3-694-6205 X 
ORTIZ 813-694-2843 X 

IOSPREY 813-966-2003 X
IPALMA SOLA 813-792-8830 X 
PARK 813-351-8252 

I PAYNE 813-953-6909 X 
PHILLIPPI 813-922-3033 X 

PINE RIDGE 813-597-6991 X 


IPROCTOR a1~-924-0926 X 




PUNTA GORDA 
aUAKEROATS 
RINGLING 1SSKY 

IRINGLING 240KY 

STATION TELEPHONE 
813-639-6781 
407-996-2356 
813-955-6367 
S13-953-514a 

CONSOLE 
WEST 

DIST. 
X 
X 

TRANS 

X 
X 

PLAN-:

!ROTONDA 813-697-4011 X 
RUBONIA 813 722 8547 X 

!RUSKIN 813-645-1283 X 
!SARASOTA 

IliOT'LOODE 
NA 

813-953 4160 
813-953 7483 
813-355 1002 
813-261-1356 

X 

X 
X 

ENTO 
SOUTH VENICE 
TICE 
TUTTLE 

613-4a4-6703 
813-493 0203 
813-694-0105 
813-366-4654 

X 
X 
X 
X 

VAMO 813-966-7126 X 
i VENICE - 1SSKY 813-4a3-2004 X 
. VENICE DIST. 813-483-200S X 
WALKEA* 
WHIDDEN 

813-747-7046 
813-494-54 15 X 

WHITFIELD 813-755 3511 X 



STATION 
BALDWIN 

TELEPHONE 
904-266-4499 

CONSOLE 
NORTH 

DIST. 
X 

TRANS. 
X 

PLANT 

BARBER'v1LLE (FPC) 904 749-4175 · 
BLACK CREEK (CEC) 904-282-1308 X 
BRADFORD 904 964 9200 · X 

BULOW 904-677-8899 X 
BUNNELL 
CALLAHAN 

904-437 -3534 
904 879-3707 · X 

X 

CALLAHAN TAP 904 -266-4741 · X 
COLUMBIA 904 752-44OB · X X 
COMO 904-649-4107 X 
CRESCENT CITY 904-698-1728 · X i 

DAYTONA BEACH 904-255-2066 · X X i 

DEERHAVEN (GVL) 904-482-2337 · 
DELAND 904 734 4037 · 
DELTONA 904-789-2739 · X 
DUVAL.-1 904-266-4885 · X 
DUVAL.-2 ITN-254-2411 · 
EAST OAK TAP · ; 

EAST PALATKA 904-328-1353 · X 
EDGEWATER 904-428-9562 · X I 

904-437 3320 · X 

, 

i 
! 
: 

FLAGLER BEACH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 904-255-5154 x x 
GERONA" · ! 

I 

GREEN COVE SPRINGS (GCS) 904-284-6155 · X 
GREENLAND (JEA) 904-695-1232 · I 

GRIFFIS TAP · 
HAMMOND TAP · 
HASTINGS 904 692-1027 · X 
HATCH · 
HAWTHORNE {CEC) · 
HOLLY HILL 904 255-3933 · X I 

FLEMING 904-617 -2688 x 
FRANCIS TAP 904-328-8731 

HUDSON 904-325-2535 X 
INTERLACHEN 904-684-4537 · X 
KINGSLAND (GPC) 912-729-3372 · 
LAKE BUTLER 904-496 -204S · X 
LAWTEY 904 -782-3070 · X 

:LIVE OAK TAP 
MacQ.ENNY 904-259 2459 · X 
MACEDONA · 
MADISON 904-252-4811 · X 
MATANZAS 904-794-2505 · X 
MAXVlLLE TAF' 
McMEEKIN 904-481-2511 · X 

904-824 6151 XjLEWIS 
I LIVE OAK 904-362-2944 X 

904-752-4407 

MELROSE TAP 904-475-3271 
· 


MINING 
MOULTRIE 904 797 2304 x 
NEW RIVERTAP 
NEW RIVER (CEC) 904-964-nS1 X 

!NORMANDY (JEA) 904-695-7216 
ORANGEOALE 904-829-6066 · 

McMEEKIN TAP 904-481-4624 

IMILLS· 

ORMOND 904-677-0441 · X X 
PACIFIC 904-481-4480 · X 
PACIFIC TAP 904 481-4490 · 
PALATKA 904 -325 7070 · X 
POMONA!CEq · X 

IPORT ORANGE 904 767 3273 · x 
: PUTNAM , 15KV SWfO 904-328-4448 
IPUTNAM - - , 15KV SIf.f(D ITN 325 1238 x 
IPUTNAM PLANT 230KV SWD. 1

IPUTNAM PLANT 230KV SWrl 2 
904-328-3338 
ITN-325-1235 

X x 

REED . 904-322-2421 
AEGIS" 904 -437-0130 



I 
IRICE - 1
IRICE - 2 

STATION TELEPHONE 
!TN-328 - 1270 
904-328-1SS1 

CONSOLE 
NORTH 

orST. TRANS. 
X 

PLAN; 

: SAMPSON lJBH~
ISANFORD PLANT 
ISATSUMA TAP 

904-262-2714 X 

~EM!NOLE PLT. (SE9 904-328 9355 X 
SJRPP (JEA) 904 751 7725 
SMYRNA (C OF NS8) 904 428-3164 X X 

SNDSNTAP 
SOUTH DAYTONA 904-767 -4605 X 
STARKE 904-964-7624 X X 

ISIEELSALD 904-266-4110 X 
1ST. AUGUSTINE 904-824-4077 X 
ST. JOE 904-445-5017 X 

!ST.JOHNS 904-824-5482 X 
TAYLOR 904-788-8149 X 
TITANIUM X 
TOCOI 904-824-5250 X 
TOMOKA" 904-673 -7349 
TRAIL RIDGE 904-964-S066 X 
TUSTENUGGEE T f.P I 
VOLUSIA - 1 904-274-4712 X i 
VOLUSIA - 2 904-257-7386 

:VOLUSIA 3 ITN-257-73SS 
I WEST NASSAU 904-879-3425 
WILLOW 904-788-9372 X 

IWIReM!LL 904-275-2587 X 
IYULEE 904 -225-5850 X 

4S 19 

DIST. TRANS. PLANT 
TOTALSr~3S~1--~~1~1~9~'-~'~4~~I 

464 (Al.L) 



STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. PLANT 


ADAMS •• 407 466 1277 NORTHEAST X 


AURORA 407-259 3444 · X 


BABCOO< 407 724 8804 X i 


BANANA RI Vi:R 
 407 783 5110 X I 


BREVARD - , :TN 633 0297 X 

407-636-7485 X i 


BRIGHTON a13 763 3030 X 


INDRIO 407-595-0510 


MALABAR - 2 ITN-727-9526 


MELBOURNE SERVo CTR. 407 -727-9485 · 


MORRIS (SEM) 813-763-7228 


NORTH LONGWOOD - FPC 407-831 -3160 


C 5 COMPLEX 407 453 2489 · X X I 


CAPE CANAVERAL PLT - 1 ITN 636 1281 · X 

CAPE CANAVERALPLT 2 407 632 5383 X i 

CELERY 407 322 1261 X 

CITY POINT 407 -632-0532 X I 

CLEARLAKE 407 -636 -4670 X I 

COCOA 407 -636-8635 X I 


COCOA BEACH 407-783-3800 X X i 

COLLEGE 407-321-1709 · X 

COURTENAY 407 -452-2725 · X 

CRANE· 407 220 7914 

DAIRY • 407 725-9067 

EAU GALLIE 407 254 2596 X X 

EMERSON 407-464-8670 · X 

FLORIDA STEEL 407 597 2210 · X 

FRONTENAC 407 -632-9058 · X 

FRONTIER 407 -778-0492 · X 

FT. PIERCE - 1 407 -465-5239 · X 

FT. PIERCE - 2 407-489-6238 · X 

GENEVA 305-349-5963 · X 

GRANDVIEW 407 -322-8026 · X 

GRISSOM 407-453-4570 · X 

HARRIS 407 -724-9387 X 

HARTMAN (CFP) 407-461-3336 · X 

HIBISCUS 407 724 6411 X 

HOBE 407-546-2166 X 

HOLLAND PARK 407 -727 -7597 · X 

HUTCHINSON ISLAND 407-464 1577 X 

INDIALANTIC 407-724-0520 · X 

INDIAN HARBOR 407-773-3646 X 

INDIAN RIVER 407-267-3510 X 

INDIANTOWN 407-597 -3100 X X 


JENSEN 407-692-1045 X 

LAUREL 407-322-0671 · X 

MALABAR -, 407 -727-0434 X 


MARTIN PLANT - 230KV SWD. ·:)7-597-3261 X 

MARTIN PLANT - SOOKV SWD. 407 -597 -2861 · X 

MARTIN PLANT - UNITS 1 & 2 407 -597 -3261,2861 X 

MARTIN PLANT - UNITS 3 & 4 407-597-7268 X 

McDONNELL 407-268-5658 X 

MELBOURNE 407-723-8381 X 


MERRITT 407-453-3640 X 

MICCO 407 -589-2177 X 

MIDWAY - 230KV 407-464-5249 X 

MIDWAY - SOOKV 407-464-3821 X 

MIMS 407-267-1135 · X 

MINUTEMAN 407 -784-0920 X 


NORRIS 407-269-1741 X 

NORTH CAPE 407-730-0090 X X 


OIND. RIV. 407-267-3510 

OKEECHOBEE 813-763-3515 X X 

OLYMPIA 407-546-3081 X 

ORSINO 407 -453-2492 X 


IOSLO 
 407-567-4911 X 


BAEVAAD- 2 

PALM BAY 407-723-2607 X 

IPATRIO< 407-783-5184 X 




STATION TELEPHONE CONSOLE DIST. TRANS. PLANT 

POINSETT - 1 ITN-459-8206 NOFlTHEAST x 
POINSETT - 2 
PORTMAYACA 
POATSEWALl 

407-568-6477 
407-924 2S86 
407 -283-8770 

· · · 
X 
X 

X 

PRIMAV!STA 
RIO· 
ROCKLEDGE 

407 -481-3691 
407 334-5489 
407 -632-9001 

· · · 
X 

X ! 
SANDFORD 407 -321-0918 · X 
SANDPIPER 407 2BB 0793 · X I 

SANFORD LOO-DIS? 1-800-432-2149/1288 · , 
SANFORDLDO SCADA , 305 442-5606 · · [ 

I 

!SANFORD LDO SCADA :2 ITN-668-1251.1:252 I 

SATELLITE * 407 773 9570 

ISANFORD PLANT - TURNER TIE 407-868-5024 · 
. SANFORD PLANT #~, #4, #5 407 668-5024 xISANFORD PLANT 115/240KV SWD. 407 008-5024 x 

x 
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PRE-STORM EVENTS 

FPL's Storm Restoration Plan provides a systematic and efficient means of restoring service as quickly as possible 
after a major storm. The program parallels normal operations whenever possible and requires a minimum of special 
procedures and training. The additional personnel necessary to staff the basic storm organization are obtained from 
various locations throughout the company. Required training occurs annually several months prior to hurricane 
season and concludes with a company wide "dry run" and subsequent critique. During these pre-storm training 
sessions, individuals learn specific responsibilities, which include the inspection of all facilities, preparation and 
processing of storm forms, and knowledge of storm procedures. 

As the storm approached the coastal area of South F10rida and the hurricane warning advisory was issued, 
transmission personnel secured all facilities at the transmission service center. This included, but was not limited 
"to, installing storm shutters, securing loose items, fueling and testing emergency generators, fueling all in ground 
fuel tanks and vehicles, and securing all material items. In addition, support personnel made preliminary contact with 
other utilities and contractors for manpower and equipment support. Hotels, caterers, and other logistical support 
facilities were contacted, along with aviation companies, to verify commitments to post storm suppon. 

DURING STORM EVENTS 

The news media has reponed various wind speeds for Hurricane Andrew. The National Hurricane Center has 
confirmed that Andrew had sustained wind speeds of 145mph, with peak gusts exceeding 175mph. The wind gage 
at the National Hurricane Center (located 16 miles north of the hurricane eye) failed at a wind speed of 164mph 
before the hurricane eye passed through this area. 

The diameter of the hurricane eye was about twelve miles wide with a six mile wide eye wall (Exhibit 3). Areas 
with the greatest damage were located on the outer edge of the eye wall as they bore Andrew's high winds for the 
longest period of time. As violent as the stonn was, it was small geographically, with hurricane wind speeds 
observed in only a thirty to thirty-five mile wide radius around the eye. 

This unusually small hurricane travelled at a relatively fast speed of 16mph when it made landfall. During the last 
48 hours before striking south Dade County, Hurricane Andrew remained at latitude 25.s<', moving westward for 
more than 700 miles without changing direction (Exhibit 4). These characteristics more closely resemble a large 
scale, low strength tornado than they do a hurricane. 

Progress of the storm was monitored through FPL's System Control Center and Emergency Communications Center. 
The System Control Center was responsible for maintaining the integrity and stability of the electrical system 
throughout the storm. No transmission lines or substations were intentionally de-energized prior to, or during the 
storm. However, only during the early part of the storm did System Operations personnel attempt to restore facilities 
as they tripped out of service. It became apparent early on that these attempts were futile and the relayed lines were 
left out of service until after the storm had passed and the lines were patrolled. 
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POST STORM EVENTS 

Hurricane Andrew left 1.4 million FPL customers without power, destroyed approximately 28,000 homes and 
apartments, left 160,000 people homeless, and caused some $20 billion total property damage . 

. In a period of only a few short hours after the storm had passed, the massive restoration effort was underway. The 
Transmission Emergency Restoration Team initialed the following actions: 

1) 	 Assigned all available engineering and design personnel to report to the local area service center 
to assist field personnel with the following tasks: 

a) 	 Gather initial damage assessment data for all transmission lines out of service (Exhibit 5); 
including number of poles down, number of spans of conductor down, number of 
damaged or broken insulators, and other miscellaneous structure component damage. 
Pre-printed damage assessment forms were utilized in the early stages of the restoration 
effort (Exhibit 6). 

b) 	 Develop replacement material listings and secure these items through existing FPL storm 
inventory, other utilities, or procure through available manufacturers. 

c) 	 Develop construction drawings and provide structure analysis, as required. 

d) 	 Provide logistical support such as food, ice, water, refrigerated trucks and various 
incidentals. 

e) 	 Document all temporary and permanent structure repairs to develop comprehensive 
damage assessment reports for accounting and insurance purposes. 

2) 	 Mobilized all available field personnel from other areas of the state to assist with reconstructing 
the damaged facilities. 

3) 	 Requested additional construction crews through neighboring utilities and utility construction 
companies to assist with reconstructing the damaged facilities. 

Initial damage assessments were extremely difficult to accomplish due to the devastating damage that had occurred. 
Ground patrols were not feasible for two reasons; (1) The roads were impossible to travel due to fallen trees, utility 
and lighting poles, traffic signals, and miscellaneous debris. (2) Many local employees assigned to storm patrol 
routes were unable to report to work due to extensive or catastrophic damage to their homes and personal property. 
Helicopter patrols were the only feasible alternative to begin documentation of the actual destruction of facilities. 
In addition, all communications were severely disrupted. Cellular phones were inoperable due to antenna lOwer 
damage and regular phone communication with the local area service center was nonexistent. FPL radio 
communication equipment provided the only consistent avenue of contact for the first two days following the storm. 

Restoring off-site power and clearing the access road to FPL's Turkey Point Power Plant was given top priority. 
Through the direction and support of FPL Transmission and Power Plant personnel, several tree contractors cleared 
the access road by early evening of the day following the storm. 
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Early damage assessment data revealed extensive damage to a large percentage of the transmission facilities 
throughout the southern portion of the county. By the afternoon of the first day following the stonn, it became 
evident that a priority listing outlining the restoration of transmission lines and line sections serving de-energized 
substations had to be developed. FPL's existing restoration plan had not anticipated the overwhelming destruction 
that resulted from a stonn of this magnitude. On the second day following the stonn, an "Action Plan" was 
developed for restoring all transmission lines and substations presently out of service. This was a major 
accomplishment Prior to this point in time there had been no clear sense of direction for restoration of the 
transmission system, other than restoring power to the Turkey Point Power Plant and clearing its blocked access road. 
The document focused attention on the priority lines and substations to be restored, highlighting major damage 
summaries, the number of crews assigned, and expected restoration time frames (Exhibit 7). Several days later, the 
"Action Plan" was supplemented with a "Priority Listing Of Additional Lines And Line Sections To Provide Loop 
Or Back-up Feeds" to further clarify the situation (Exhibit 8). 

Original restoration plans had called for managing all construction crews through the local area service center. 
However, the service center was without electricity, water, and phone service. In addition, due to the large number 
of engineering support personnel and construction personnel moving in to the area, the existing service center quickly 
became inadequate for efficient operatlon. On the third day following the stonn, two additional staging areas were 
set up to effectively manage a work force of some 400 FPL, contract, foreign utility,.and tree crew personnel, along 
with approximately 200 FPL support personnel and supervision. The local service center and staging areas were 
totally self sufficient operations with on-site catering, large dining tents, portable sanitary facilities, construction 
trailers, radio equipment, fax machines and personal computers, copy machines, fuel tankers, material staging areas, 
equipment storage areas and 24 hour security. By placing repair crews in staging areas located close to major 
destruction areas, travel time was reduced and restoration personnel efficiency was increased. 

A notable technical accomplishment was the innovative use of hand held field computers to perfonn damage 
assessment of all transmission facilities. A team of 12 individuals inspected approximately 4,000 structures in a 
period of 2 days. Damage assessment data interacted with existing structure data base infonnation and was easily 
translated in to various computer generated formats for accounting documentation, material damage summaries, and 
work scheduling purposes. 

CONCLUSION 

Hurricane Andrew's destructive forces were close to incomprehensible for most FPL employees, as well as the 
general public. In the early hours of the restoration effort, the consensus reaction of each and every employee 
echoed throughout the organization; "Where do we begin?" and "How will we ever return our facilities to their 
original operating condition?". The initial target of restoring transmission electrical service to all load carrying 
substations within a five week time frame was not only met, but well exceeded. Restoring service in a period of 
approximately 10 1/2 days was a remarkable and unmatched achievement throughout the industry. 

FPL's Stonn Restoration Plan and annual training were a key factor in the success of this project. However, due 
to the extreme strength and unusual nature of this hurricane, numerous examples of innovative solutions were born 
out of necessity during this event 

* 	 Helicopters were utilized for gathering damage assessment data, delivering replacement material 
components, and delivering meals (in the rust few days). Helicopter management and use played 
a key role in the restoration due to the ineffectiveness of ground patrols. 
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* 	 The opening of additional staging areas, based on geographic zones, [0 facilitate proper 
management of men, equipment, and material was a key factor in reducing outage times. 

* 	 On-site catering of food at the staging areas increased crew efficiency and productivity. 

Creation of an "Action Plan" and "Priority Listing of Additional Lines And Line Sections To 
Provide Loop And Back-up Feeds" for all transmission lines and substations out of service 
provided a clear sense of direction to all Power Delivery departments. 

* 	 Material replacements and substitutions associate.d with damaged structures were modified to fit 
the present situation (Exhibit 2). The existing storm srock of replacement hardware had been set
up to have small quantities of many components on-hand to repair every type of structure standard 
throughout our system. However, it was readily apparent that the most effective repair procedure 
would be to concentrate on the installation of wood poles with polymer post insulators as the 
replacement structure standard. This greatly simplified the material management process 
throughout the entire restoration effort. As always, these practices were accomplished with both 
safety and code compliance foremost in thought. 

* 	 Hand held field computers were used to speed documentation and reporting of damaged facilities. 

* 	 Visible red laser distance meters were employed to verify conductor attachment heights and laser 
range finders were employed to verify span distances on all new or repaired structures. All work 
was performed to ensure compliance with the NESC. 

The complexity of this project was a catalyst in setting up the most comprehensive restoration team FPL has ever 
seen. FPL engineers, designers, and field personnel, combined with a multitude of foreign utility and contract crews, 
formed a flexible, functional organization that stressed employee empowerment. Many members of the transmission 
organization performed tasks in a multitude of areas that was mostly foreign to their job classifications. However, 
the organization was quickly able to redeploy an emJX)wered work force to make decisions with minimum 
bureaucratic delays, enabling us to return the system to its normal operating condition. All restoration efforts are 
complete, except for a few long term rebuild projects which are still under construction. 
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EXHIBIT LISTING 

EXHIBIT 1: 
" Andrew Damage Se[S New Standard, Winds Were Like A Tornado, Expert Says" 
Newspaper article from The Palm Beach Post. dated 9-17-92. 

EXHIBIT 2: 
Photograph - Typical concrete H-frame structure, failure near the cross brace connection. 

Typical wood pole replacement structure utilizing polymer post insulators. 
Typical polymer post insulator installation to replace damaged steel cross arms. 

EXHIBIT 3: 
Artists rendering of Hurricane Andrew's path, depicting eye and eye wall boundaries with storm surge 
heights and locations. 
The Miami Herald. 

EXHIBIT 4: 
Artists rendering of Hurricane Andrew's tracking pattern through the Atlantic Ocean. across the State of 
Florida, and through the Gulf of Mexico to the Louisiana coastline. 
The Miami Herald. 

EXHIBIT 5: 
"Transmission System Breaker Diagram" drawings with de-energized tra.'1smission lines and line sections 
highlighted, as of 2:00PM on August 24, 1992 (4 pages). 

EXHIBIT 6: 
"Patrol Status Matrix" reporting form. 
FPL Transmission Group internal tracking document 

EXHIBIT 7: 
"Action Plan" reporting document depicting a priority listing of transmission lines and substations to be 
restored. The form highlights major damage summaries, number of crews assigned, and expected restoration 
times (5 pages), 
FPL internal tracking document 

EXHIBIT 8: 
"Priority Listing Of Additional Lines And Line Sections To Provide Loop And Back-up Feeds" reporting 
document. The form highligh[S major damage summaries, number of crews assigned, and expected 
restoration times (2 pages). 
FPL internal tracking document 



Exhibit 1 

Andrew damage 

sets new standard 

Winds were like a tornado, expert says 
Palm Beach Post Staff and Wire Reports 

MIAMI - Only two hurricanes 
this centu'ry have hit the U.S. main
land with greater intensity than 
Hurricane Andrew did wben it hit 
Dade County last month, the Na
tional Hurricane Center said 
Thursday. 

Those two storms, Camille in 
1969 and the unnamed Labor Day 
hurricane in 1935, killed 856 pe0
ple. They also carried lower baro
metric pressures to shore, but An
drew still set a new standard for 
wind damage, according to the first 
official'report on the storm, 

"I have looked at damage from 
every major hurricane since 1965;' 
said Bob Sheets, director of the 
National Hurricane Center, "I've 
never seen anything like this in 
terms of the magnitude of destruc
tion. ... It was like-a 25 to 30 mile
wide tornado." 

Weather experts had planned to 
release the study Monday, but took 
the ema time to track down nu
merous reports of extremely bigh 
wind gusts. Those reports could DOt 
be proven, however, so Hurricane 
Andrew remains in Category 4, 
still 10 mph below the 155 mph in 
sustained winds required for a Cat
egory 5 designation. 

"The truth of the matter is, no 
200 mph winds were recorded. The 
instruments all failed long before 
the hurricane's eye hit the area," 
Sheets said. "It may have occurred, 
but we just have no solid evidence 
that it did occur." 

The report also confirms earli
er theories that Hurricane Andrew 
did not carry tornadoes in its cloud
wall as it moved over Florida. 
Sporadic damage that looks vicious 
on one street and tolerable on an
other was the result of down drafts 
within the eye wall that allowed 
stronger winds from high above the 
earth to swoop down in violent 
streaks. 

Sheets said those streab ex
ceeded 175 mph gusts that have 
been confirmed in several areas in 

, south Dade County, but he doesn't 
know by how much. 

"There may have been locally 
higher winds in areas where there
were streaks of damage;' Sheets 
said. "We just don't mow." 

And the storm surge, wbich 
played only a small role in Flori
da's disaster, was found to be a 
"phenomenal" 23 feet wheu the 
hurricane crossed Eleuthera in the 
Bahamas. 

In Miami, Andrew lifted the 
level of Biscayne Bay by 16.9 feet, 
but did so away from populated 
beacbfrontcondonlUriUIDS.~ead; 
it destroyed a rare stretch of 2()' 
foot-high mangrove trees tbat 
stopped the surge from reaching 
more thaD a mile or so inland. 

This preliminary report is the 
last one the National Hurricane 
Center will release on Andrew be
fore publishing its trilogy of scien
tific studies next year. 
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ACTION PlAN 

01IIJ0I92 

SUBSTATION 
~--"---~ 

12.:03:42 PM 

L1N8JLINB SBCfION 

(TRANS) 
tlCRBWS 

ASSIONBD 

(SUBS11 
tlCREWS 
ASSIONBD 

BURST 
ESTIMATE 

TO 
RBSTORE 

TRANS 
BSTIMATE 

TO 
RESTORB 

COMMBNTS ENERGIZED 

DAVIS 4 (SMlnI) 8-31 WORKINO ON SOUTI{ I38kV 

'" 2JOtV BUS SECTIONS 
NORTIi 138k.V &. 2nV 
BUS AT DAVIS &. 

TURKEY POINT 8 
(W1u..IAMS. 
LAVOIE,&' 
RODRIGUEZ) 

8-30 
(BAY 10) 

NfA SUBSTATION 
REPAIR BAY toANO 
#2MAINTX. 

#1 AND #2 START UP TX'S 
ENERGIZED. 

CORAL REEF DAVIS/CORAL REEF 
13lIkV (FED FROM 
DAVIS 

READY 
NOW 

9-1 
(AM) 

HAINUN 

CUTLER 

DAVISliiAlNUN 
138tV 

4 

2 (MCNEW) 

READY 
NOW 

SWlTCHYAR0 
READY 

NOW 

PLANT 
8-31 

9-1 
(AM) 

TRANSMISSION 
100 DAMAGED INSULATORS 
IS SPANS CONDUCTOR DOWN 

SUBSTATION 
PLANT TRANSFORMERS 
#4 INSPECfED &. READY, NEEDS 
480 VOLT SERVICE FROM PLANT, 
BUT DAMAGE BEING REPAIRED 
ON PLANT SIDE. #5 TIC'S BEING 
PREPARED FOR SERVICE. 

NORTI{ &. SOUTH IJ8KV 
BUS ENERGIZED 

~ ~ I 

" ',> 

"\:'j 
f~• 
'\), 

".;'1 

'\l 

.~ 

::;. 



ACTION PLAN 

08/30/92 I1:OJ:42 PW SUBSr TRANS COMMENTS ENl!RGIZED 

(TRANS) (SUBST) ESTINAm ESTIMATI! 

tlCREWS II CREWS TO TO 


SUB~TATION 	 L1NE/LINE SECTION ASSIONED ASSIONBD RESTORB RI!STORB 

PERRINE 	 DAVIS/PERRINE 4 3 8-]1 9-2 TRANSMISSION 

IJ8IIV (NATSKAKULA) 12 POLES DOWN 

SUBSTATION 
SUBSTATION NEEDS 

CLEANUP &. REPlACEMENT 

OF 4 INSULATORS '" 
3 SWITCHES 

WHISPERING DAVISJWHISPERING PINES 5 READY READY 9-1 TRANSMISSION 

PINES IJBtV NOW NOW 	 14 POLES DOWN (LINE SECTION 
TO BE COMPLETED ON 8-30) 

r-' 

SAGA 	 WHISPERING PINES! SAME ----- READY 9-1 TRANSMISSION 

SAGA I38kV 	 CREWS AS NOW 14 POLES DOWN (LINE SECTION 


CORALREEFI TO BE COMPLETED ON 8-30) 


WHISPERING 


PINES 

'.(6) 

~'"

'"', 
, ) 

'1 



-----

ACTIO'>J PlAN 

08Jl0J92 

SUBSTATION 

GOULDS 

FLORIDA CITY 

PRINCETON 

LUCY 

12:(0:42'" 

LlNMINB SBC110N 

PERINEJOOULDS 
138kV 

FLORIDA CITYI 
tlOMESlEAD 
138kV 

GOULDSfPRI NCETON 
I38kV 

FLORIDA CITYI 
LUCY B8kV LINE 

(TRANS) 
#CRIJWS 

ASSIGNBD 

SAME 
CREWS AS 
DAVIS! 
PERRINE 

(4) 

1 

SAME 
CREWS AS 
DAVIS! 
PERRINE 

(4) 

2 

(SUBST) 
#CRBWS 
ASSIONBD 

2 (MCClAIN) 

2 (HARRINGTON) 

I (MCCLAIN) 

SUBST 
BS11MATB 

TO 
RI!STORB 

9-2 

READY 
HOW 

9-8 

9-1 

:1 

TRANS 
BS11MATB 

TO 
RBSTORB 

9-4 

9-8 

9-8 

9-8 

CO....BNTS 

SUBSTATION 
FEMCB TO BE REPAIRED" 
RUPTURED REGULATOR 
TO BE RePLACED 

TRANSMISSION 
6 POLES DOWN. 

80 POLES DOWN 

TRANSMISSION 
21 POLES DOWN 

SUBSTATION 
CAPACITOR BANK. PROBLEMS 

" JAMMED SWITCH. 

SUPSTATION 
MINOR SUDSTAION REPAIRS 
REQUIRED 

TRAJ'l1i~ISSIO~ 

18 POLES DOWN (LINE SECTION 
WORK TO DE COMPLETED ON 9-1) 

BNBROlZHD 

,\'1 
'\" 

~.s; 

"" <, 

" 
-...J 

':,
",

''-. 
v, 



-----

Acnoo PLAN 

08/30192 

SUBSTATION 
JEWFISH 
CREEK 

12...03:"2'" 

LlNI!JLINB SECTION 
RORIDA CirrI 
JEWFISH CREEK 
138kV 

(TRANS) 
#CRBWS 

ASSIONBD 
3-FPl. 

I-KEYS 
co-or 

(SUBST) 
#CRBWS 
ASSIONBD 

SUBST 
BS'lUlAlE 

TO 
IU!STORB 

RRADY 
NOW 

TRANS 
.BS11NAlE 

TO 
RRSTORB 

9-8 

CO....ENTS 

JRANSMISSION 
80 POLES 10 REFRAME 
270 DAMAGED INSUl.A1ORS 
II MILBSCOND DOWN 
(L1NB SECI'ION WORK 10 BE 
COMPLETED ON 9-5) 

RNBROIZRD 

~ATION 

METERING POINT READY 

HOMESTEAD PRINCETONI 
HOMESTEAD 
I38kY 

3 I (BROWN) 9-2 9-8 SUBSTATION 
MINOR SUBSTATION REPAIRS 
REQUIRED. 

TRANSMISSIO.N 
37 STRucruRES DOWN 

ROR1DA CirrI 
HOM.ESTEAD 138Ic.V 

s 9-2 9-8 TRANSMISStQr! 
85 POLES DOWN 

JASMINE DAVIS/JASMINE 
230kV 

NOT 
ASSIGNED 

NIA NIA MAJOR DAMAGE TO NEW LINE. 
MANY POLES DOWN. LOAD 10 
BE PICKED - UP TIfROUGH 
KILLIAN SUB. (D1ST GROUP 
WORKING ON RESTORATION) 

(),, 
... ~ 

..) 

-1 

-'," 
.~J) 



ACTI«l'I PlAN 

08/lO/92 12:03:42 PM SUBST TRANS 
(TRANS) (SUBST) ESTIMATH ESTIMAll! 
#CRBWS #CRBWS TO TO 

SUBSTATION 	 LlNE/LINE SECTION ASSIGNED ASSIGMBO RBSTORE RI!STORE 
~~---

MCGREGOR 	 WRKEY POINT I (HANCOCK) 8-31 8-30 
MCGREGOR 
2](I,VLlNE 

COMMENTS 	 ENEROlZED' 

DlST SUPPLY VOL TAG E ro 

TIJRKEY POINT. 


SUBSTAll0N 

MCGREGOR - SFII LINE SW. 

EAST BLADE OUT OF ALIGNMENT 

AND CHECK MOroR OPERATOR STATIJS. 

(SitC FACTORY REP HERE roDAY) 


1RANSMISSION 

REBUILD f!NTIRE LINE SEC110N 

2 POLES DOWN. 

2 SPANS CONDUCTOR 


\'\1 
< 

-"",1 

-.~\ 

'" 
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PRIORITY USTIIIO Of ADDITIONAL LINE SECTIONS TO PROVIDE lOOP OR BACK-UP FEEDS TO ENERGIZED SUBSTATIONS 

12:12:31 PM SUDST TRANS CO....ENTS ENERGIZED 
(TRANS) (SUBST) BSnIlATB ESTIMATE 
ilCRBWS ilCRBWS TO TO 

PRIORITY L1NWLINB SBCfION ASSIGNED ASSIONBD RBSTORH RI!STORB 

~ 

FLAGAMlfI\JRKEY .s SAME CREWS 8-30 9-1 ]]lANSMISSJON 


POINT 112 2JOI:V AS ON P.. 4 POLES DOWN 


(2ND FEED TO PAGE •• 16 CROSSARMS DAMAGED 


1URKEY POIN1) 	 11 V-STRING INSUL DAMAGED 
.s STRUT INS. DAMAGED 
AN UNKNOWN AMOUNT OF cONDueroR 
IS DOWN AND DAMAGED. 

SUBSTATION 
REPAIRING BAD CCVT 

CU1LERJSUNIL..AND NOT READY NO 20 POLES DOWN 

1181t.V ASSIGNED NOW DAlE 


J 	 QAlLOWAYJDADELAND READY NO 


TAP n8kV NOW DAlE 

'\\ ,,

r:-". _.:"ti 

.. 	 CUTLERJSNAPPER NOT READY NO J5 POLES DOW N 

CREEK 118lt.V ASSIGNED NOW DAlE UG SECTION CHECKED OK ('<, 

f, 
'j" 

~. 

" 

<\ 




PRIORITY USTING OF ADDITiONAl ~E SECTIONS TO PROVIDE LOOP OR BACK-UP FEEDS TO ENERGIZED SUBSTATIONS 

08I30I9l 

PRIORITY 

S 

6 

7 

11:12:11 P" 

L1NB/LINt.! SBCfION 

11JRKEY I'TJ 
LlNOORI.!N 2:Q;V 

11JRKEY I'TJ 
KIlLIAN 2:Q;V 

Fl..AOAMllMlAMl #1 
2:Q;V 

(TRANS) (SUBST) 
II CRBWS II CRBWS 

ASSIGNBD ASSIONBD 

SAMBCRE.WS NJA 
AS AT 
FLAOAMVr.P. #2 

(S) 

SAMBCIWWS NJA 
AS AT 
FLAOAMVr.P. #2 

(S) 

NOT ----
ASSIONED 

SUBST 
BSTIWATB 

TO 
RI!.STORB 

NJA 

N/A 

READY 
NOW 

TRANS 
BSTIWATB 

TO 
RI!.STORB 

NO 
DATE 

NO 
DATE 

NO 
DATE 

CO....BNTS 

9 POLES/S1RUCIlJRES DOWN 
13 V-STRINOS DAMAOED 
86 BENT ARMS 

10 POLES/STRUCIlJRES DOWN 
22 V-STRINOS DAMAOED 
80 BENT ARMS 

PATROILINO LINt.! FOR 
DAMAOE ASSESSMENT 

t.!NBllOIZBD 

,'",,--, 

" 

'-'(,,\ 

.:) 

? 



Impact ofHurricane Andrew on Performance, Interaction, and Recovery ofLifelines 

ApPENDlxK: 

FPL, 1992, HURRICANE ANDREW TRANSMISSION SYSTEM RESTORATION LOG 



HURRICANE ANDREW 

TRANS~SSION LINE RESTORATION LOG 


AUGUST 24, 1992 


TO 


SEPTEMBER 10, 1992 




Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Monday, August 24, 1992 


At approximately 5:00 AM, Hurricane Andrew made landfall in 
southern Dade county. In the span- of about 2 hours, Andrew's 160+ 
MPH winds inflicted extensive damage to the transmission lines in 
South Dade. As of 2:00 PM, we have the following information: 

43 Transmission lines locked-out 
(This translates to 94 line 
sections locked-out) 

54 Load carrying substations out 

4 Non-load carrying substations out 
(Includes Turkey Point Switchyard) 

This includes all eight circuits connecting the Turkey Point plant 
to the rest of the system. 

The initial helicopter patrols are delayed because the company 
helicopters are not available. They were damaged when their hanger 
roof collapsed on them during the storm. There is a delay in 
getting the helicopters from Biscayne Helicopters started. These 
helicopters were flown to Orlando before the storm. Personnel at 
STN Service Center could not contact the owner of Biscayne to 
request him to send his helicopters because communications have 
been disrupted by the storm. They finally arrived this afternoon 
and immediately began patrolling for damage assessments. The damage 
reports indicate that extensive damage has occurred to many lines. 

Mike Eby, Jim Vowell, and Torn Turco arrived at the Power Delivery 
Command Center in the LFO Building this morning. Identifying all of 
the lines that have locked-out has proven to be a difficult task. 
The list is complete at approximately 2:00 PM. Mike Eby has been 
given a screen print of the Division Overview screens from the 
System Operations Computer, marked by the Power Supply Group, 
showing which lines have locked out. These printouts do not label 
the distribution substations, and it is very difficult to determine 
the identity of the lines that have locked-out. Mike transfers 
this information to a copy of the System Breaker Diagram for better 
tracking purposes. 

All communications are severely disrupted. Cellular phones are not 
functioning because most of the cellular antenna towers were 
damaged by the storm. The STN service center had phone service 
early this morning, but is now without telephone, electricity, and 
water. The Command Center has telephone contact with the Juno 
Office. 

2 



Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Monday, August 24, 1992 (continued) 


Juno personnel begin to organize to respond to the needs of the 
Command Center and STN Service Center. 

The Command Center at the LFO is without water and depends on 
emergency generators for electricity. The Company Radio is 
functioning, but there is no radio in the Command Center. The roof 
of the LFO was badly damaged in the storm, and a lot of water is 
leaking through the roof. The ceiling tiles are soaked and dropping 
to the floor. 

Power Supply has directed Transmission to give top priority to 
restoring off site power to the Turkey Point power plant. 

The access road to Turkey Point is blocked by fallen trees. John 
Tamsberg and his tree crews are assigned to clear the trees out of 
the road. They started work at approximately 5:00 PM. Access to the 
plant site has been given a high priority. 

The STN and SET crews began mobilizing. They are getting their 
equipment out from under cover. The SET crew is patrolling and 
restoring the line sections out of service in the Southeast Area of 
Broward County. A preliminary damage assessment reveals the 
following: 

Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 

Florida City-Turkey Point 
230kv line 

Davis-Florida City 138kv 
Davis-Goulds Radial 138kv 
Davis-Lucy 138kv 
Florida City-Lucy 138kv 

Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
138kv 

Cutler Plant 

3 


Extensive damage from Melrose 
corners to Davis. Many concrete 
H-frame structures and lots of 
conductor down. Turkey point is 
without off site power. 

It is GONE! Every pole is down. 

Extensive damage along the 
entire length of each line. 
Many poles and lots of conductor 
down. 

Many insulators broken and 
conductor down. The Keys are 
without power. 

All of the lines into Cutler 
Plant are severely damaged.
Many poles and lots of conductor 
down. Cutler is without off site 
power. 



Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Monday, August 24, 1992 (continued) 


Transmission started to receive calls from contractors and other 
utilities offering help. The task·to assess manpower and equipment 
needs and coordinating assistance from other utilities and 
contractors had begun. 

Torn Turco has been assigned to coordinate food and housing needs 
with Distribution Operations. 

Mike Eby has been given the task of developing an "Action plan" for 
restoring the transmission system. 

Contract crews from all areas of the system will began arriving in 
Miami late this afternoon and early this evening. 

4 




Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Tuesday, August 25, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Lauderdale-Weston Village Miami-Railway #2 
Gratigny-Country Club Market-Buena Vista 
Dade-Gratigny 12 Davis-Levee #1 & 12 
Galloway-Kendall Cutler-Davis #1 & #2 
Marion-Montgomery Davis-Montgomery 
Davis-Turkey Point Corridor Flagami-Miami #1 
Coconut Grove-University Miami-Miami Beach 
Coconut Grove-Miami 

Communications between the Command Center and STN are still very 
poor. The telephones do not function well, and we still don't have 
a working radio at the Command Center. Cellular phones still don't 
work. 

Lee Weitzel secured permission to set up a staging area at the 
Snapper Creek Service Plaza on the Turnpike extension. By 
nightfall, a tent, tables and chairs have been set-up, and men and 
equipment are moving in. 

The Command Center has been notified that the fiber optic 
communication link to Turkey Point is on the ground, but still 
operating, on the Davis-Turkey Point #3 line. 

The SET crew has restored the following lines as they continue to 
move in a southerly direction towards STN: 

Lauderdale-Weston Village Market-Buena Vista 

Coconut Grove-University Dade-Gratigny 12 

Gratigny-Country Club 


The STN Underground group checked out the pipe cables on the Miami
Railway 12, Flagami-Miami #1, Miami-Miami Beach, Coconut Grove
Miami, and all of the 4 Graham North to Graham South line sections. 
They all checked out OK. A bad F-switch was found at Miami on the 
Flagami-Miami 11 230kv line. Substation will repair it. 

A crew is working on the Kendall-Galloway line section to restore 
service to Baptist Hospital. They are supposed to finish the job 
tonight. We have just received word that the crew has pulled off of 
the job without notifying anyone. This job will have to be finished 
tomorrow. 

5 



Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Tuesday, August 25, 1992 (continued) 


Distribution Operations has not been able to provide adequate 
catering services for our crews in the field. The food for 
breakfast and lunch was late and of poor quality. Dinner was good, 
but there was not enough to go around. 

The tree crews have finished clearing the trees off of one lane of 
the Turkey Point access road. 

Juno personnel began organizing deliveries from Palm Beach County. 
Ice and water vendors, as well as refrigerated trucks, have been 
secured as far north as Jacksonville, Florida. However, due to the 
travel distance, they won't arrive until late tonight or early 
tomorrow. "Runners" are being sent from Juno with short term 
essentials such as soda, water, ice, and non-perishable food. 

Contract line crews and tree crews continue to arrive in the Miami 
area. There are 12 line crews, totalling over 125 people and 6 tree 
crews, totalling over 40 people that will be arriving by tomorrow 

- in the AM. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, August 26, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef Tap-Davis Davis-Hainlin 
Homestead-Florida City Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
Flagami-Turkey Point #2 Davis-Turkey Point #1 
Galloway-Kendall Cutler-Davis #1 & ~2 
Davis-Levee #1 & #2 Kendall-Suniland 
Davis-Montgomery 
Turkey Point ~3 & #4 C Bus Pipe Cable 

Communications between the Command Center and STN are still very 
poor. The telephones do not function well, and we still don't have 
a working radio at the Command Center. Cellular phones still don't 
work. 

FPL Transmission crews from the North, West and East areas have 
arrived at STN. All seven FPL Bare Hand crews are now in the Miami 
area. They will all be in the field working today. 

Mike Eby has created an "Action plan" for restoring all 
transmission lines and substations presently out of service. This 
is a major accomplishment. Prior to this point in time there has 
been no clear sense of direction for restoration of the 
transmission system. This document will focus attention on the 
p~iority lines and substations to be restored. 

The information on the fiber link to Turkey Point Plant proved to 
be false! The fiber optic cable is actually located on the Davis
Turkey Pt. #1 230kV line and it is not working at this point in 
time. 

An STN crew checked out the #3 & #4 C Bus pipe cables at Turkey 
Point. Oil pressure was OK and the oil pump was bad on both. 
Repairs to the pump will be made shortly. 

The problem with feeding the crews is getting worse. The crews did 
not receive breakfast before they went to work this morning. The 
Distribution caterer was supposed to deliver individually packaged 
meals to the LFO building at 6:00 AM. He arrived at the LFO at 6:30 
AM with the food in bulk containers, and began preparing individual 
meals. Trucks were waiting to pick up meals for Richmond, 
Southwest, and STN service centers. Richmond wanted 700, Southwest 
wanted 500, and STN wanted 300. Richmond sent the most men with 
their truck to pick up meals, so they took their meals first. 
Southwest sent more men with their truck than STN so they took 
their meals next. STN only sent two engineers with their truck, so 
they got their meals last. 

1 



Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, August 26, 1992 (continued) 


Even after another engineer from the command center was added to 
the STN crew, they still got their meals last.As a result of this 
fiasco, Jim Vowell has decided to take charge of feeding our own 
crews. Richard Hammock, working from the Juno Office, will begin 
handling the details on providing catering, water, and ice for 500 
people. Food delivery is to be divided between STN and Snapper 
Creek. Generators and lights were requested for Snapper Creek 
Staging Area. The generators and lights arrived today. The 
catering, water, and ice will start tomorrow. 

The crews are complaining about their living quarters. Some crewman 
have been assigned to hotels without water, power, and telephone. 

The foreign utility and contractor crews continue to arrive. These 
crews are based at the Snapper Creek staging area. We are also 
receiving a lot of construction equipment at Snapper Creek. 

Some of the Engineers from the Juno Office have arrived at STN. 
They are patrolling lines, preparing damage assessments, hustling 
material and working any other odd job that comes up. 

One crew was sent to SW 152ND ST to clear debris from the road. The 
debris was from one of our damaged transmission lines. 

The RPT crew will assist Protection and Controi personnel with 
repair of the fiber optic overhead ground wire on the Davis-Turkey 
point #1 230kv line. The OPGW was damaged and the fiber broken when 
the first structure south of SW 152ND Street collapsed. Restoration 
of the fiber optic system is a top priority to re-establish a 
communication link with Turkey Point Power Plant. 

The Davis-Montgomery section of the Davis-Flagami 138kv line is 
energized. This energized the North 138kv bus at Davis and provided 
the first tie to Davis substation. 

The Cutler-Davis #1 and #2 138kv lines are energized. This 
energizes Court and Mitchell substations on the #1 line. It also 
provided power to the distribution substation at Cutler. 

The Cutler-South Miami #2 138kv line was reconfigured and partially 
energized in order to get service to Baptist Hospital. The Kendall 
Suniland section and the part of the Galloway-Kendall section south 
of the Dadeland Tap were energized by tying it to the #1 line 
through Dadeland. The jumpers to the 
the Dadeland Tap have been lifted. 

line section to Galloway at 

The clearances 
released. 

on the Davis-Levee 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, August 26, 1992 (continued) 


The foreign utility crews from Florida Power Corp. (FPC), Tampa 
Electric (TECO), and South Carolina Gas & Electric (SCG&E) are 
scheduled to arrive on either Wednesday or Thursday morning. That 
will add another 50 crew members to our present work force. To 
provide adequate supervision for these crews, Jim Vowell extended 
an invitation to Roland Gardner, Nick Blount, and Jerry Penny to 
join the battle. Nick arrived this evening. Roland and Jerry will 
arrive tomorrow. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Thursday, August 27, 1992 


~rews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef Tap-Davis Davis-Hainlin 
Davis-Perrine Coral Reef Tap-Whispering Pines 
Florida City-Lucy Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
Flagami-Turkey Point #2 Davis-Turkey Point #1 
Turkey Point #3 & #4 C Bus Pipe Cable 

Food began arriving today from the caterers out of West Palm Beach. 
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner were delivered. Lunch had to be 
delivered to the crews by helicopter because the roads were blocked 
by extremely heavy traffic. Short term essentials continue to be 
delivered from Juno Beach. 

Calls continue to filter through the LFO and Juno from outside 
contractors and utilities offering crew and equipment assistance. 

Roland Gardner arrived today and was given command of the Blue 
Team. His first task is to set up the new Homestead Staging Area. 
His mission is to pull the butts of the concrete poles out of the 
holes on the Florida City-Turkey Point 230kv line. This will speed 
up the restoration of this line. It will be rebuilt with wood 
poles. The conductor will be recycled if we can get it out from 
under the old poles. 

Pug Pugliese, IR Dept., arrived at the LFO today to assist the 
Command Center Staff. 

Nick Blount was given command of the Snapper Creek Staging Area. 

We are having problems sharing channel 16 on the radio with the 
Trouble Office. The radio shop requested the Trouble Office to 
stay off of channel 16. This channel will be dedicated to the 
Transmission Group. 

The Fiber optic link to Turkey Point Plant has been restored at 
approximately 1:00 AM. Restoration time was about 36 hours. Most of 
this time was taken up by fiber splicing (mechanical splices) . 

There are 3 helicopters in use as of 8:30 AM. One is assigned to 
STN, one to the Davis-Turkey Point #1 230kv line crews, and one to 
the Snapper Creek staging area. 

A fuel tanker from TECO arrived at Snapper Creek Staging Area this 
afternoon. It is loaded with 1000 gal. of gas and 1000 gal. of 
diesel. 

Additional Engineers from Juno have arrived at STN. They will be 
patrolling lines and preparing material lists for the lines. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Friday, August 28, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef Tap-Davis Galloway-Kendall 
Cutler-Davis #1 & #2 Davis-Hainlin 
Davis-Perrine Coral Reef Tap-Whispering Pines 
Whispering Pines-Saga Perrine-Goulds 
Goulds-Princeton Florida City-Lucy 
Florida City-Jewfish Creek Flagami-Turkey Point #2 

Transmission secured an on site caterer at STN to prepare hot 
meals. This has vastly improved the food situation for the crews. 
Lunch is being provided to the crews in the morning with their 
breakfast so that it will not have to be delivered to the field. 

The caterer from West Palm Beach continues to deliver meals to 
Snapper Creek Staging Area. Food is then sent by helicopter to 
Homestead Staging Area. The food is being delivered cold and in 
small portions as compared to the on site food service at STN 
Service Center. 

The total compliment of FPL, Line Contract, Foreign Utility, and 
Tree crews has exceeded 400. 

Lodging continues to be a problem. It is very difficult to secure 
an adequate hotel with large blocks of rooms. Crew movement adds to 
this problem. Additional outside crews continue to filter in to the 
Miami area. 

Roland Gardner began setting up the Homestead staging area today. 
# 

Substations completed their work on the north 230kv bus at Davis 
substation this evening. An attempt was made to energize the Davis
Levee #1 & #2 230kv lines. The #1 line relayed and locked out when 
the breaker was closed. The #2 line held when the breaker was 
closed. This provided the first 230kv feed to Davis substation. A 
crew was sent to patrol the #1 line. 

The clearance on the Davis-Turkey Point #1 230kv line was released 
in the early evening. The line relayed and locked out when the 
breaker was closed. When the line was patrolled, a piece of #4 bond 
wire was found and removed from the line. The breaker was closed 
again and the line held. 

This provides the first off site tie to Turkey Point Plant. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Friday, August 28, 1992 (continued) 


Later in the evening, the line relayed and locked out again. A 
Protection and Control man standing by at the location of the fiber 
optic overhead ground wire repair reported seeing a flash at that 
location. STN personnel arrived at the location and found a polymer 
post insulator that appeared to be flashed. A crew was dispatched, 
and when the insulator was inspected from a bucket truck, it was 
found not to be flashed. The crew then found that the fiber optic 
overhead ground wire had sagged down to within one foot of a phase. 
The OPGW was moved away from the phase and the line was re
energized. 

The helicopter fleet has grown to a total of seven ships, with 
additional units available upon request. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Saturday, August 29, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Homestead-Princeton 
Florida City-Homestead Coral Reef Tap-Whispering Pines 
Whispering Pines-Saga McGregor-Turkey Point 
Coral Reef Tap-Davis Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Goulds-Princeton 
Hainlin-Lucy Princeton-Saga 
Florida City-Lucy Florida City-Jewfish Creek 

This morning, the Computerized Structure List (CSL) Field 
Verification Team started field inspections of all of the lines 
damaged by the storm. Their mission is to inventory all of the 
damaged property for the Accounting Department. 

Linda Deese arrived at the Command Center today. She took over the 
food and hotel arrangements from Tom Turco. Tom was released to 
the field for operational support. 

As both staging areas begin to increase in crew size, "delivered" 
meals will not be adequate. On site caterers have been secured for 
both areas and will begin work on Tuesday morning, September 1. 
Delivered meals from the caterers in West Palm Beach will cease as 
of Monday evening, August 31. In addition, tents, port-o-Iets, and 
miscellaneous accessories have also been arranged. Regular 
deliveries of ice, water, sodas, and non-perishable foods continue 
to be made to STN Service Center and both staging areas through 
West Palm Beach. 

Laundry arrangements have been made for pick-up and delivery as 
many of the personnel have been in the area for several days. A 
fixed schedule will be set by Monday, August 31 for all areas. 

At approximately 3:30 PM, a contract employee from the Martin Plant 
crane crew was injured while working at the Snapper Creek Staging 
Area. He suffered a crushing injury to the chest area. He was 
caught by the outriggers of a crane when they were being retracted. 
He was airlifted to Jackson Memorial Hospital by a Medivac 
Helicopter. 

At approximately 5:00 PM the temporary radial serving the stations 
on the Cutler-South Miami #2 138kv line, from the #1 line, relayed 
and locked out. A patrol found some broken insulators in the 
Kendall-Suniland 138kV line section. The line was sectionalized at 
Kendall and the rest of the line was patrolled thoroughly. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Saturday, August 29, 1992 (continued) 


However, the line wasn't energized for 4 hours because the breaker 
at South Miami wouldn't close. It ·took 5 hours from the time of the 
lockout to replace the insulators and restore the Kendall-Suniland 
138kV line section. As a result of the long outage on this line 
section, the restoration of the Cutler-Suniland and Galloway
Dadeland Tap sections have been made a top priority to improve the 
reliability of service to Baptist Hospital. 

A priority listing of additional line sections to provide loop or 
back-up feeds to energized substations was added to the "Action 
Plan". The priorities are being set by the Transmission and the 
Power Supply Groups. 

The Davis-Levee #2 230kv line relayed and locked out at 5:00 PM. 
The Davis-Turkey Point #l 230kv line also locked out on a relay 
mis-operation. Off site power to Turkey Point Plant was interrupted 
for 9 minutes. The Davis-Levee #2 was left out overnight. A patrol 
has been scheduled for tomorrow morning. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Sunday, August 30, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Homestead-Princeton 
Florida City-Homestead Coral Reef Tap-Whispering Pines 
Coral Reef Tap-Davis McGregor-Turkey Point 
Galloway-Dadeland Tap Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Goulds-Princeton 
Hainlin-Lucy Princeton-Saga 
Florida City-Lucy Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
Whispering Pines-Saga 

The Davis-Levee *2 230kv line was left out overnight and patrolled 
this morning. The patrol found no trouble and the line was re
energized. 

The Miami-Flagami *1 230kv line had locked out during the storm, 
and it was still out as of this morning. The Dispatcher has made 
several attempts to energize the line since the storm, but it would 
not hold. Power Supply asked if it was ready to go in the morning 
strategy meeting. The pipe cable section had previously been hi
potted and tested good. The status of the overhead section was 
unknown. The line was patrolled from the air and on the ground and 
reported to be good. The ground patrol took 3 hours. The line was 
then successfully energized. After all this happened, it was 
remembered that an F-switch at Miami had failed, and that 
Substation had repaired it several days ago. The Command Center 
was not notified when the switch was repaired. 

Bob Grassman notified the Command Center that there was a low 
conductor over the turnpike in Homestead. FPL personnel checked our 
lines and did not find it. The Homestead section of line was 
checked and it appeared to be low. Rob Christman called Homestead 
and informed them that they had a low conductor over the Turnpike. 
We could not give Homestead a location on the low conductor. The 
FPL patrolman did not know where he was because all of the street 
signs had blown down during the storm. 

Crew schedules have been set from 6:00 AM to 9:00 PM. STN Service 
Center has assigned two night crews to assist with troubleshooting 
and provide 24 hour coverage. One crew will work from 9:30 AM to 
12:30 AM and the other from 11:30 PM to 2:30 PM. These schedules 
provide all crews with a 15 hour shift with 6 1/2 hours overtime. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Monday, August 31, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Saga-Princeton 
Homestead-Princeton Florida City-Homestead 
Coral Reef Tap-Davis McGregor-Turkey Point 
Galloway-Dadeland Tap Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Cutler-Suniland 
Goulds-Princeton Hainlin-Lucy 
Princeton-saga Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
Florida City-Lucy 

Roland Gardner's operation at the Homestead Staging Area has been 
inspected 6 times by the U.S. Army today. Roland felt like the Army 
should have known what his mission was after he explained it to 
them the first 3 times they dropped by. 

Mr. Karasaki of Tokyo Electric's Washington D.C. office called the 
Command Center. Wylie Sanders spoke to him. He asked some questions 
about how the Florida ~ower Corporation (FPC) crews were 
performing. Perhaps he thought he was talking to FPC, and that they 
had been hit by the storm. Mr. Karasaki never did tell Wylie why 
he wanted the information. 

Some representatives from the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) visited the Command Center on a fact finding mission. They 
wanted to see if we were dealing with the emergency properly. Mike 
Eby impressed them with a presentation on the status of our 
restoration effort. We felt they left here knowing we were in 
control of the situation. 

The Computerized Structure List Field verification Team completed 
their inspection of the lines damaged by the storm. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Tuesday, Septembe= 1, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Saga-Princeton 
Homestead-Princeton Florida City-Homestead 
Coral Reef Tap-Davis Cutler-Snapper Creek 
Galloway-Dadeland Tap Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Cutler-Suniland 
Goulds-Princeton Hainlin-Lucy 
Princeton-Saga Florida City-Jewfish Creek 

At 2:00 AM, the Command Center received the CSL Field Verification 
Team's initial report on lines damaged by the storm. This was done 
in an extremely short period of time. The Team inspected 
approximately 4000 structures in the field in 3 days! It indicates 
that 604 structures were downed by the storm <Double circuit 
structures were counted twice) . 

The caterer at STN is preparing to set up a kitchen at the Snapper 
Creek Staging Area to prepare on site meals for approximately 350 
people. It has become to difficult to deliver meals from STN to 
Snapper Creek because of the heavy traffic on the Turnpike. 

In addition, a caterer will be setting up a kitchen at the 
Homestead Staging Area to prepare on site meals for approximately 
150+ people, later today. 

Roland Gardner was promoted to FIVE STAR GENERAL today. This was 
necessary to allow him to compete with all of the Army Brass that 
has descended on Homestead. 

The clearance was released on the Flagami-Turkey Point #2 230kv 
line at about 10:00 PM. The line locked out when the breaker was 
closed. The night crew has started a patrol to look for the 
trouble. 

Transmission has contacted The Distribution Group to offer the 
services of our transmission crews to help restore distribution 
facilities. 
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Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, September 2, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Saga-Princeton 
Homestead-Princeton Florida City-Homestead 
Coral Reef-Davis Coral Reef-Cutler 
Cutler-Snapper Creek Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Cutler-Snapper Creek 
Cutler-Suniland Goulds-Princeton 
Hainlin-Lucy Florida City-Jewfish Creek 
Florida City-Lucy Lucy-McMinn 
Davis-Coral Reef Tap 

On site catering has been "worth it's weight in gold". STN Service 
Center and both staging areas have regular routines set for meals, 
lodging, and laundry support. Crew morale is high! 

The Florida City-Jewfish Creek 138kv line was energized early this 
evening. The Florida City-Lucy 138kv line was energized shortly 
afterwards. Next, the Lucy-McMinn #1 138kv line was energized (Tie 
to Homestead Generation). After these lines were energized, the 
City of Homestead was able to run their generator and supply power 
to the Florida Keys. 

The Cutler-Suniland 138kV line section was energized after dark. 
This provides an alternate feed to Kendall substation which serves 
Baptist Hospital. 

Crews continued shooting trouble on the Flagami-Turkey Point #2 
230kv Line. This morning, the crews found 2 polymer post 
insulators that appeared to be flashed over. While they were 
replacing these insulators, another patrolman found a static wire 
down on a phase. The static wire was cut in the clear and the 
polymers were replaced. The line held when the breaker was closed. 
The polymers were visually inspected on the ground, and found not 
to be failed. The line was left open at Turkey Point for 
approximately 8 hours before it was tied into the rest of the 
Turkey Point switchyard. 

A decision has been made to complete a permanent repair on the 
double circuit structures supporting the Flagami-Turkey Point #1 
and Davis-Turkey Point #2 230kv lines south of Davis. This will 
delay restoration schedules and leave 3 distribution stations on a 
radial with no alternate feed for an extended period of time on the 
F1agami-Turkey Point #1 230kV line. In the interim, in order to get 
an alternate feed to these stations, temporary jumpers will be 
installed to tie the Killian-Turkey Point 230kV line section to the 
Davis-Jasmine 230kV line section. The Davis-Jasmine 230kV line came 
down in the storm. 
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Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, September 2, 1992 (continued) 


The section to the first corner pole south of Davis substation was 
still in the air. The Killian-Turkey Point 230kV line section is 
directly above the Davis-Jasmine" 230kV line for the first span 
south of Davis substation. Jumpers will be installed to tie them 
together one span south of Davis substation. The jumpers are going 
to be lifted on the first corner pole structure (Str. 132U8) south 
of Davis substation to isolate the rest of the line to Turkey Point 
Switchyard. The Jasmine 230kV line was down past the first corner 
pole south of Davis substation, so no jumpers had to be lifted. 
This work will provide an alternate feed to Killian, Miller,and 
Olympia Heights substations. The line will be operated normally 
open at Davis substation. 

A crewman fell off of a truck and cut his arm. His arm was stitched 
up at the hospital and he returned to his crew. 

The McGregor-Turkey Point 230kV line section was energized. 
Mcgregor substation was not energized. 
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Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Thursday, September 3, 1992 


CFews are working on the following line sections: 

Davis-Hainlin Davis-Perrine 
Perrine-Goulds Goulds-Princeton 
Homestead-Princeton Florida City-Homestead 
Coral Reef-Davis Coral Reef-Cutler 
Cutler-Snapper Creek Davis-Turkey Point Corridor 
Florida City-McGregor Hainlin-Lucy 

The generators at both staging areas iled in the early morning 
hours. Emergency repairs were made prior to the crews arrival. 

At approximately 3:00 AM the Davis-Levee #1 230kv line relayed and 
locked out. The night crew found a string of suspension insulators 
separated at structure A144Ul. The insulators were replaced and the 
line was re-energized. 

At 5:00 AM the Lucy-McMinn 138kv line relayed and locked out. This 
separated the Florida Keys from the City of Homestead generator. 
Our crew inspected the line and found no trouble. The trouble was 
found at McMinn substation, and the line and generator were re
energized at approximately 9:00 AM. 

The Davis-Princeton 138kv line section was energized early this 
morning. Saga and Whispering Pines substations were energized. 
Coral Reef substation was energized via the Coral Reef Tap~ 

The temporary tie from Killian substation south to Davis was 
energized. This provides an alternate feed to Killian, Miller, and 
Olympia Heights substations. 

The McGregor-Turkey Point 230kv line was energized. This energized 
McGregor substation for the first time. 

The Galloway-Dadeland Tap line section of the Cutler-South Miami #2 
138kv line was energized. The jumpers at the tap were re-installed 
under a clearance on the Dadeland-Kendall line section. This work 
allows the Cutler-South Miami #2 138kv line to be restored to its 
normal configuration. 

The CSL Field Verification Team provided additional damage 
assessment documentation today. The summary is as follows: 

675 structures down (includes 2025 insulators) 
926 structures affected 

1934 insulators down 
568 miscellaneous problems 
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Thursday, September 3, 1992 (continued) 


The Davis-Perrine section of the Davis-Florida City 138kv line was 
energized. This energized Perrin~ substation for the first time. 

The Perrine-Goulds section of the Davis-Princeton Radial 138kv line 
was energized. This energized Goulds substation for the first time. 

The Saga-Princeton section of the Davis-Florida City 138kv line was 
energized. This energized Princeton substation for the first time. 

The Princeton-Homestead section of the Davis-Florida City 138kv 
line was energized. This energized Homestead substation for the 
first time. 

The Homestead-Florida City section of the Davis-Florida City 138kv 
line was energized at 6:00 PM. This provides the second feed to 
Florida City substation. This is the first FPL feed to energize 
Florida City substation. 

The Davis-Hainlin section of the Davis-Lucy 138kv line was 
energized. This energized Hainlin substation for the first time. 

***************** 

Hainlin substation was enerqized at 10:01:23 PM. This is a major 
milestone! With Bainlin substation enerqized,· all substations 
necessary to serve load. have been enerqized. In a period of 
approximately 10 1/2 days, the followinq accomplishments have been 
reached: 

32 of 43 transmission lines restored to service 

86 of 94 transmission line sections restored to service 

58 of 58 substations restored to service 

***************** 

The Florida City-Lucy 138kv line relayed and locked out this 
evening after the Davis-Florida City 138kv line had been energized 
to Florida City substation. A potential transformer on the McMinn
Lucy 138kV line at Florida City substation failed and caused a 
fire. The Homestead generator was disconnected from the system and 
it can't be reconnected until the potential transformer is replaced 
by FPL substation crews. 
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Thursday, September 3, 1992 (continued) 


A Dillard Smith Construction Co. workman was injured when the 
hydraulic hose on the peanut pump "he was using failed. He has been 
transported by one of our contract helicopters to Baptist Hospital. 

Joe Renowden has made arrangements for Hot Shot Infrared 
Inspections to perform an aerial inspection of our transmission 
lines south of Flagami substation. They will be working from 
September 17-19. 
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Friday, September 4, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Goulds-Princeton Coral Reef-Davis 

Coral Reef-Cutler Cutler-Snapper Creek 

Florida City-McGregor Davis-Turkey Point #3 

Hainlin-Lucy Levee-Turkey Point 

Lindgren-Turkey Point 


We have a crew working to replace the emergency sirens for Turkey 
Point Plant. They will be setting wood poles and attaching the 
sirens. This is vital to re-starting the nuclear units. 

The Florida City-Jewfish Creek 138kv line relayed three times in 
the early morning hours. The line was patrolled by our personnel 
and no trouble found. The problem has been located by the Keys Co
op on their end of the line. They have some cracked post insulators 
on their section of the line. 

The clearance was released on the Goulds-princeton 138kV line 
section early this evening. 

A crewman working on the Florida City-Turkey point 230kV line fell 
and cut his hand on some broken porcelain. He has been treated at 
the hospital and sent home. 

The Transmission Design Group has developed a prioritized list of 
lines that require repairs to OHGW/Bonds/Grounds on the damaged 
line sections. Materials will be available to start work on Monday, 
September 7. 
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Saturday, September 5, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef-Davis 
Cutler-Snapper Creek 
Davis-Turkey Point #3 
Hainlin-Lucy 
Davis-Perrine 

Coral Reef-Cutler 
Florida City-McGregor 
Lindgren-Turkey Point 
Levee-Turkey Point 
Siren Pole Replacement 

The Cutler-South Miami #2 138kv line relayed and locked out at 
about 9:00 AM. A Distribution crew working near the Cutler-Suniland 
section contacted the line with a crane. It took about one hour to 
sectionalize and restore service to the affected substations. The 
Cutler-Suniland line section was restored at approximately 12:15 
PM. 

The Goulds-Princeton 138kV line section was energized. This 
provides an alternate feed to Goulds and Perrine substations. 

The Cutler-Snapper Creek 138kV line section was energized. This 
restores the Cutler-South Miami #1 138kv line to its normal 
configuration. 

The conductor on the Davis-Goulds 138kV radial, Davis-Perrine line 
section, from structure 144U3 to Perrine substation is in service 
but it is severely damaged. It has 50+ splices in it. The decision 
has been made to reconductor it with 954 ACSR conductor. A three 
day continuous clearance has been set-up on this line section to 
make the necessary repairs. 

A crew is replacing two damaged poles on the South MiamilDadeland 
Tap-Snapper Creek line section on the Cutler-South Miami #1 138kv 
line. This line section has been in service, and this work could 
not be done until the Cutler-Snapper Creek 138kV line section was 
energized. 

Several crews have been assigned to begin clean-up work on several 
of our right-of-ways. 

In addition, some of the transmission contract crews have been 
assigned to assist the Distribution Group with their restoration 
efforts as the transmission work tapers off. 
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Sunday, September 6, 1992 


~rews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef-Davis Coral Reef-Cutler 

Florida City-McGregor Levee-Turkey Point 

Davis-Turkey Point #3 Lindgren-Turkey Point 

Hainlin-Lucy Cutler-Snapper Creek 

Cutler-Suniland Davis-Perrine 

Siren Pole Replacement 


Reconductor work continues on the Davis-Goulds l38kV radial, Davis
Perrine line section. 

Plans are being formulated to begin downsizing the number of crews 
assigned to the Transmission Group. Negotiations continue on 
shifting support to the Distribution Group. As of now, the plan 
consists of the following: 

(Most crews will be released on 9/7 or 9/8) 

Contract crews will be released back to their home offices. 

Foreign utility crews will be released back to their parent 
company. 

FPL crews from the outlying areas will return to their horne 
offices with the exception of five crew members from both 
the Granada and Cocoa areas (Total of 10 men). They will 
remain on assignment at STN until further notice. 

As the Distribution Group determines their needs they will request 
additional crews through the contractors and foreign utilities 
directly. Once the Transmission Group confirms these crews aren't 
required in the distribution area, additional work will be 
scheduled on a unit price basis. 

Snapper Creek Staging Area is scheduled to close on 9/11 unless the 
area is requested by the Distribution Group. 

Homestead Staging Area is scheduled to close on 9/9 unless the area 
is requested by the Distribution Group. 

Clearances were taken on both the Cutler-Snapper Creek and Cutler
Suniland 138kV line sections to establish added clearances for 
distribution and perform more permanent repairs on the transmission 
line. The clearances were released early this evening. 
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Sunday, September 6, 1992 (continued) 


The clearance was released on the Lindgren-Turkey Point section on 
the Doral-Turkey Point 230kV line' early this evening. 

The clearance was released on the Davis-Coral Reef section on the 
Cutler-Davis #4 138kV line early this evening. 
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Monday, September 7, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Coral Reef-Cutler Florida City-McGregor 
Levee-Turkey Point 
Hainlin-Lucy 
Kendall-Suniland 

Davis-Turkey Point #3 
Davis-Perrine 
Siren Pole Replacement 

A clearance was taken early this morning on the Goulds-Perrine 
138kV line section to repair a bad section of conductor. Due to the 
three day continuous clearance being taken on the Davis-Perrine 
138kV line section, Perrine substation was in the dark for 
approximately almost two hours. 

The Lindgren-Turkey Point section on the Doral-Turkey Point 230kV 
line was energized early this morning. This provides the third off 
site tie to Turkey Point Plant. 

Reconductor work continues on the Davis-Goulds 138kV radial, Davis
Perrine line section. 

A clearance was taken on the Kendall-Suniland and Kendall 
Galloway/Dadeland Tap 138kV line section to perform more permanent 
repairs on the transmission circuit. and allow the Distribution 
Group to set intermediate poles. 

The Distribution Group has decided to utilize the Snapper Creek 
Staging Area for their crews. They will continue to utilize the 
same caterer that is on site. They should have full control of that 
facility by Friday, September 11. In addition, they have decided 
they do not wish to take control of our Homestead Staging Area. 
Plans remain to shutdown this facility starting Tuesday, September
7 and finish on Wednesday, September 8. 

The plan for releasing contract crews back to their home offices, 

for possible reassignment to the Distribution Group, was put in to 

effect today. Transmission will release approximately 25 people 

today. 

The Davis-Coral Reef section on the Cutler-Davis #4 138kV line was 

energized. 


The Hainlin-Lucy section on the Davis-Lucy 138kV line was energized 
late this evening. 

The Coral Reef-Cutler section on the Cutler-Davis #4 138kV line was 
energized late this evening. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Tuesday, September 8, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Florida City-McGregor Davis-Perrine 

Levee-Turkey Point Davis-Turkey Point #3 

Kendall-Galloway/Dadeland Tap 


Reconductor work continues on the Davis-Goulds 138kV radial, Davis
Perrine line section. 

A clearance was taken on the Kendall-Galloway/Dadeland Tap section 
on the Cutler-South Miami #2 138kV line to perform more permanent 
repairs on the transmission circuit. 

Equipment and vehicles are being returned with the crews as they 
are released. In addition, equipment that was obtained through our 
Automotive Group has started to be released. 

A meeting was held today at STN Service Center to discuss various 
strategies for completing permanent repairs to all lines/line 
sections that were damaged during the storm. This was a planning 
meeting to prepare for an overall Power Delivery strategy meeting 
scheduled for tomorrow. 

At approximately 11:15 AM, an Irby contract employee was injured 
while working in the Davis-Turkey Point Corridor. Initial reports 
indicate that he has suffered some type of back injury. Apparently" 
he was injured while repairing a bucket truck. The injured man is 
a mechanic. He had been working with a mechanic from Merk. The Merk 
mechanic was operating the bucket and had raised it in the air for 
an operation test. At that time, the injured man climbed up on the 
truck and had gotten underneath the bucket. The bucket was then 
inadvertently lowered, or failed, and dropped on the injured's 
head. The injured was treated and released from the hospital late 
this afternoon. 

SCG&E and FPC crews will return to their home office today. FPL 
transmission crews from Midway Service Center and partial crews 
from the Cocoa and Granada Service Centers will return home. In 
addition, approximately 100+ line contract personnel will be 
released to their home offices for possible reassignment to the 
Distribution Group. This reduces our total crew compliment to 
approximately 260+ individuals. 

The clearance was released on the Florida City-Mcgregor section on 
the Florida City-Turkey POint 230kV line early this evening. 

It has been determined that approximately 66 circuit miles of 
transmission line were downed in the storm. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, September 9, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Levee-Turkey Point Davis-Perrine 
Davis-Turkey Point #3 Davis-Montgomery 

Just before midnight, the night crew located several deadend jumper 
pad connections glowing on the Davis-Levee 11 & 12 230kV lines. The 
lines were immediately taken out of service and repairs scheduled. 
The #1 line was re-energized at approximately 6: 00 AM. After 
sunrise, the remaining connections were repaired and the #2 line 
was re-energized. The welded tongue connection on the deadend 
sleeve had broken loose and slid back on to the clevis. It was 
amazing that the current was flowing through the hardware and 
remained in service for as long as it did. This has raised some 
concern for some of the other connections in the area and Joe 
Renowden has scheduled an immediate infrared ground patrol to 
inspect the other lines in this general vicinity. The aerial 
infrared inspection of all the affected lines is still scheduled 
for September 17-19. 

Reconductor work continues on the Davis-Goulds l38kV radial, Davis
Perrine line section. 

A clearance was taken on the Davis-Montgomery section on the Davis
Flagami 138kV line to perform more permanent repairs on the 
transmission circuit. 

The Transmission Engineering Group has created a 1IRebuild Plan" for 
scheduling permanent repair work on the damaged lines. 

A Power Delivery meeting was held this morning to review plans for 
permanent restoration work on the system. Transmission seems to be 
the hardest hit, and the "Rebuild Plan" outlines their strategy for 
repair work. 

Additional line and tree contract crews, totalling 59 individuals, 
have been released to their home offices for possible reassignment 
to the Distribution Group. In addition, the FPL transmission crew 
from Punta Gorda Service Center returned home this evening. This 
reduces our total crew compliment to approximately 190 individuals. 

The Homestead Staging Area is officially closed as of this evening. 

The Snapper Creek Staging Area will be transferred over to the 
Distribution Group as of tomorrow morning. 

Equipment and materials from both Homestead and Snapper Creek are 
being sent back to their original locations. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Wednesday, September 9, 1992 (continue) 


The Florida City-Mcgregor section on the Florida City-Turkey Point 
230kV line was energized. The hea~ is finally off of the Blue Team! 

Jim Vowell finally decided to head home for the evening. Numerous 
individuals fainted when they heard this news. 

Roland Gardner suffered an injury to his knee today while trying to 
climb on a flex track vehicle. Since the Homestead Staging Area has 
been closed, he will be heading home for treatment. 
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Hurricane Andrew 

Transmission Line Restoration Log 


Thursday, September 10, 1992 


Crews are working on the following line sections: 

Levee-Turkey Point Dav·is-Turkey Point #3 

Davis-Montgomery 


A clearance was taken on the Davis-Montgomery section on the Davis
Flagami 138kV line to perform more permanent repairs on the 
transmission circuit. 

FPL transmission crews from Palm Beach and Broward Service Centers 
and the remaining crew members from the Cocoa and Granada crews 
returned home this morning. 

The total crew compliment has been reduced to approximately 100 
individuals. Included in this number is the South Area transmission 
Bare Hand crew, local line and tree contract crews, and several 
Irby crews (totalling 46 individuals) . The Irby crews will continue 
to perform restoration work on the Levee-Turkey Point and Davis
Turkey Point #3 230kV lines. These lines are scheduled for 
completion on Sunday, September 13. 

Permanent restoration on the Davis-Turkey Point #2 and the Flagami
Turkey Point #1 230kV lines is scheduled for completion on November 
1, 1992. The Irby crews, shown above, will perform this work under 
an agreed upon P.O. to be issued in the near future. 

As of today, STN Service Center will coordinate all remaining 
restoration work to be completed. 

The Command Center is officially closed as of this evening. , 

IT'S BEEN I'ON!! 
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ApPENDIX L: 


TELEPHONY INTERVIEW NOTES: 


DAVID MURRAY, BELL SOUTH 


FRANK BAGINSKI, MCI COMMUNICATIONS 




31609-01/BeIISth 1 
MEMORANDUM 

TO: FILE 
FROM: eVA 
SUBJECT: Bell South - Network, NSF Andrew Job # 31069 
CC: 

DATE: 3/8/93 


Met 1 1/2 hours with 5 individuals: 3 Miami network managers in charge 

of restoration efforts, of which David Murray is my contact, and two 

Corp. Staff Managers which were "controllers" sent from Alabama to 

monitor the meeting. Received no information in print form; only was 

able to discuss the restoration efforts in general. The first 30 

minutes were very "guarded" as Bell South, as are the Bell companies in 

general, a paranoid about providing sensitive information. We are free 

to send a written request which specifies inform~tion/data is desired. 

All further contact/requests must be routed through Ellis Dobbins in 

Alabama. 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 

Affected area 1/2 of S.B.'s Southern Florida territory. Referred to as 

"South Dade turf," from SR836 to Key West. 

co SPECIFIC: 

Only communication lost with COs was to Key West CO. 

No cos ceased to operate (only Homestead). 

No trunk lines were interrupted. 

Homestead CO was lost: non-Bell South constructed 

buildings, lost roof, switch operated until salt water 

intrusion caused it to fail. Was a small OMS digital 

switch. 

39 COs with 44 switches; 3 toll offices. 



Network Operations Center (NOC) - maintained 

monitoring of CO alarms throughout. 

Pre-hurricane plan called for all u/g fuel tanks to be 

topped off; estimated supply to be 3 days plus unknown 

reserve. COs switch to emergency diesel power 3 hours 

before landfall. No interruption to CO occurred 

except at Homestead. 

RESTORATION: 2 Phases 

1) 	 Temporary fixes of downed/damaged/severed lines; 

temporary installation of new overhead lines. 

2) 	 permanent fixes: estimated to be finished by 6/30. 

Now estimated % complete. 

Damage to COs was minimal; at no time was service not available from a 

CO. Dist. lines to customers from COs was severely impacted with the 

loss of poles. Estimated that "99.9%" of lines lost were on joint-use 

poles (power, phone, cable TV, etc.). Estimated that 70% of B.S. lines 

from CO to customers are on joint-use poles. From pole strung line to 

end-point (customer) is a short length of cable called "drop"; estimated 

100% of drops lost due to missile impacts (vegation). 

Intro-CO- cable connects (copper and fiber optic) remained intact because 

this was u/g. Consequently, no monitoring of COs by NOC was lost. 

Thursday 

Post-hurricane (non-wind damage) is estimated to be 5 times greater. 

This resulted from: 

FPL efforts to restore power resulted in cutting 

working downed phoned lines. 

Contractor u~awareness/carelessness in clearing 

debris; working lines cut. 



Debris covered junction pOints/operating equipment; 

clean up efforts to open up the streets (with heavy 

equipment) resulted in widespread phone outage. Note, 

many points of end connection (houses) were no longer 

able to utilize phone service. 

Rain after the hurricane. 

IMPEDANCE TO RES~ORA~IOH 

Restoration work was able to be started Wednesday. Large scale 

restoration was impeded by the following: 

as had to follow FPL efforts to clear areas of live 

power lines. 

as was under pressure to restore service to critical 

facilities first: government, military, national 

security related, etc. This made for inefficient 

expenditure of resources. In addition, FPL's 

priorities were not necessarily in parallel with as. 

Additionally, as was hampered by the unknown liability 

of leaving unattended a discovered downed power line 

or an "energized fence." 

Field-placed generators need to locate equipment only 

on commercial power and battery back up, experienced a 

high rate of theft. 

Illegal scavenging of copper was taking downed but 

active cables out of service. 

Traffic patterns were "reversed" causing delays; 20 

minute trips now became 3 hours (repair crews). 

Se~ondary roads did not start to open (fallen trees) 

until Wednesday_ 

The speed of as was dictated by FPL. 



Additional (non-wind related) losses started Thursday 

as road clearing efforts became widespread. 

The ability to refuel and maintain field-placed 

generators (diesel and propane) became a problem 

because of traffic congested roads. 

Vehicles refueled by mobile tankers. 500 gallon tanks 

were placed strategically in the field to refuel BS 

line trucks 

COMMUNICATION 

Cellular communications were quickly overwhelmed by 

the numbers of "outsiders" trying to use the system. 

BS resorted to a Motorola single point communication 

system to direct field activities. Communication 

traffic and protocol were a problem until 4 weeks 

after the storm. 

BS had exclusive use of helicopter service. 

WATER/SEWER 

BS had to relay food and water to crews-typically by 

helicopter. 

Water and sewer department restoration effort was 

significantly impacted by lack of phone communication. 
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NSF Hurricane Andrew, Telephone Interviews 	 10 March, 1993 
Page 1 of 

EQE MEMORANDUM 
SAN FRANCISCO 

10 March, 1993 

TO: 

FR: TIL 

RE: Telephone Interviews regarding lifeline damage from Hurricane Andrew, EQE Job # 31069.01 

The following documents the interviews with lifelines people in Florida. 

8 March, 1993 
Company: MCI Communications 
Lifeline: Telecommunications 
Person: Frank Bagenski (305) 625 7711 
Title: Staff Engineer? 

Frank was quite a good interviewee, primarily because he felt that Mel had had no damage due to Hurricane 
Andrew or its after-effects. 

".. To sum it up, MCI had no network damage." He said that it was due primarily to MCl's reliance upon 
underground fiber-optical lines. They were not able to service their customers following the hurricane, but that was 
due to the failure of the central office in Homestead, loss ofdistribution to the individual customers (downed lines), 
and loss of customers (their hones were gone). 

He did comment upon the interaction effects of the other lifelines, specifically FPL. In addition to the fact that lines 
which were downed, but still functional, which were severed in the cleanup, there were instances where FPL crews 
would install a new pole where one had been lost, and dig into the underground Southern Bell lines, severing a line. 
In his view, the restoration effort was causing damage as it tried to repair other damage. He implied that there was 
little coordination of relief efforts between different utilities, and that some began the restoration too soon (FPL), 
before the others (Southern Hell) had had time to assess the damage. The project manager for Florida is currently 
involved in creating a hurricane restoration plan for future hurricanes. His phone number is (813) 965 2831. 

Frank was stationed in Southern Florida for at least a month following the hurricane. MCl brought phone trailers 
into Homestead and Florida City, connected to satellite via local uplink, enabling residents to make free long
distance phone calls from the trailers. His impression of the relief effort was that there was a serious shortage of 
communications channels. All of the reconnaissance and relief workers (including EMS providers, such as fire 
stations, police, etc.) relied upon cellular phones for communications, and these facilities were overwhelmed. one 
of the two cellular towers in the area was destroyed in the hurricane. The wait for a dial-tone was sometimes as 
long as 10 minutes. 

http:31069.01
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ApPENDIX M: 


NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER INCIDENT REPORTS 


(NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM) 




NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 


INCIDENT REPORT 


August 24. 1992 

Hurricane Andrew. The hurricane came ashore at Cutters Ridge, Florida around 
0535 EDT this -morning. Property damage reports are so far spotty, but show 
damage will be extensive except for telecommunications network facilities, 
which are continuing to operate, although on emergency power. 

Initial reports show connectivity to Florida Keys and Cuba have been 
interrupted. Additionally, the NCS/DISA ac stated that DSH inter switch 
trunks to Key West have been lost. A DSH satellite system between Norfolk, 
Virginia and Key West remain operational, however. 

As of noon today, the following steps have been taken by the NCe. Industry
representatives met in a staff meeting at 0930 and immediately began
collecting status information, and reporting it to the Manager, NeC. The 
Manager NCC attended the first meeting of the Catastrophic Disaster Response
Group (CORG) at FEMA. We have named and deployed a team of three action 
officers to FEMA to-execute the Emergency Support Functional duties (ESF 2)
for telecommunications on a 24 hour a day basis. The Nee has assumed the 24 
hour responsibility of HUB coordination for the SHARES network. Last but not 
least, the NCC has been in contact telephonically with Federal Agencies to 
begin the process of damage assessment and reporting. That will be the 
subject of our next report. 

~1O.~~~D
WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 24, 1992. 1500 hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report #3 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEHA) convened a meeting of the 
:atastrophic Disaster Reponse Group (CDRG) at lOam, August 24, 1992. Mr. 
3elford, Manager, NCC, represented the NCS. FEHA reported that they had 
activated their Emergency Support Team (EST) yesterday and Federal departments 
and agencies were to provide a liaison officer{s) for 24-hour coverage. The 
Governor of the Florida has submitted a request for a Major Disaster 
declaration and the White House is expected to act on the request later today.
The Director, FEMA will visit Florida later today. The President is 
considering a trip to Florida as well. FEMA is taking a pro-active role with 
regard to media and congressional relations. Apress conference was held 
today and a meeting with congressional staff members is scheduled for 1500. 
The Advance Element of the Emergency Response Team (ERT) is now located in 
Tallahasee with the Governor's staff. FEMA has a Disaster Field Office in 
Sarasota (previous flooding) that will be used initially as a staging site. 
Additionally, the Naval Air Station at Orlando has been designated as the 
mobilization site for bring resources into the disaster area. 

Each Federal department and agency gave an initial briefing on their response 
status. 000 reported on status of Fla. National Guard on alert and ready to 
deploy into the disaster area. EPA reported on an oil spill in the area of 
the Turkey Point Nuclear Power plants. NRC and EPA are very concerned about 
possible contamination of the power plant coolant. The NCS has been asked to 
give telecommunications restoration a top priority 1n this area. Bell South 
is working on restoring cellular capability immediately. DOE has teams ready 
to deploy. They are also looking emergency plans for the platforms in the 
gulf and pipelines and refineries in Miss. and La. Justice Department has a 
problem with a prison in Dade County, Fla. U.S. Marshalls are responding to 
this problem. 

FEMA will call another CDRG meeting as necessary. All parties are to take 
action of prepare for Hurricane Andrew to hit other areas of the gulf coast. 

~M.-\) 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 25, 1~92, 0800 hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report '4. 

Since report number 3, the following has occurred: 

The FEMA reports placing two of their MERS systems in readiness for deployment 
to a Disaster Field Office (DFO), once selected. The system from ThomaSVille, 
Georgia has been staged at Orlando, Florida and the system from Denton, Texas 
will move today to Alexandria, louisiana. The HERS from Maynard, 
Massachusetts has been tested and is poised at the Haynard FRC for whatever 
mission it may receive. An interim OFO has been established in Sarasota, 
Florida. Emergency Response Team members are today searching for a suitable 
site to establish a regular DFO and the necessary number ~f Disaster 
Application Centers (DAC). 

The Federal Emergency Communications Coordinator (FECe), Mr. Guy Darden, has 
joined the FEMA ERT-Advance Party in Orlando, Florida, and will participate in 
selecting the DFOjDAC. Mr. Ben Dixon has replaced Guy at the Florida State 
EOC in Tallahassee. In Atlanta, at the FEMA ROC, Ms. Elaine Dennis and Mr. 
Paul Norris have assumed ESF-2 duties from Ben· Dixon. 

The Army Corps of Engineers (CO£) has response teams marshalled in Orlando, 
Florida and will move them to the disaster area today. They are calling the 
Nce at regular intervals for updates on the ever-changing commercial 
telecommunications system. 

25 Aug 92 0730EDT Status re communications service outage to the Turkey Point 
Nuclear Power Plants. Bell South reports that approximately 3 miles of 
Florida Power Co. poles are down, taking the Bell South facilities with them. 
Florida Power Co. has now made the restoral of this pole line a priority.
Prospects for restoral of communications is unknown at this time. Bell South 
is exploring with Florida Power, the feasibility of using Florida Power fiber 
optic facilities to restore service to the Turkey Point Plants. 

25 Aug 92 0730EDT Status of fiber optic facility restoration to the Florida 
Keys. Bell South reports that there are reportedly 7 poles down south of 
Florida City that carry the fiber optic facilities. These poles are also 
owned by Florida Power, restoration prospects are unknown at this time. 

AT&T reports that network calling volume into the disaster area rose to 8.6 
million attempts yesterday of which 5.5 million were blocked by management 
controls. With the loss of the microwave tower carrying all traffic to 
Havana, Cuba (32 circuits affected) network management is routtng traffic to 
Cuba via Spain and Italy. 



Mel reports network management controls still in place with over 242,000 total 
calls blocked to South Florida; observing high call volume to New Orleans 
area. Received report from Southern Bell that power lines still out between 
Key West and Golden Glade tandem. Bell working to restore but no ETR. Still 
experiencing 10ss of 10cal power in Miami and other parts of South Florida. 

The SHARES HF radio net continues to provide radio communications with SHARES 
stations located in Southern Florida. Coordination with SHARES stations 
located along the Texas and Louisiana Gulf coast continues as well in 
preparation for Andrew's next land-fall. 

w·~ 
WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 


INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 25. 1992. 1200 hours 

Hurri cane Andrew Report 15. 

The GTE representative to the NCC reports no damage or loss of communications 
in Florida. However, GTE took the precaution of topping off generator fuel 
tanks and testing all their emergency power generator equipment prior to the 
arrival of Andrew. They have further implemented their emergency plans and 
manned all their Florida emergency centers. In Texas. si.i1ar emergency
precautions are now taking place. GTE operates no faci1fties in Louisiana, or 
Mississippi. 

BELLCORE reports the Homestead Central Office (which lost its roof to Andrew)
is on line and processing calls with a few minor impairments. The switch 
itself received some water damage but continues to hold its own on emergency 
generator power. 

Bell South has requested that the BEllCORE National Emergency Control Center 
(NECC) solicit the other Regional Bell Companies for portable power units. 
These units are to be utilized in Louisiana. if required. The NECC is 
currently coordinating the response to the request for these standby units. 

SHARES stations partiCipating in the Hurricane support network now total 43 
and represent the NCC, BELLeORE, and 14 other Federal Agencies. Traffic 
processed today benefitted BElLCORE, the Federal Highway Administration, and 
the general Services Administration. ~ 

W~_ . 
WILLIAM B. BELFO 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 26. 1992. 0900 hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report #6 

The President signed a Major Disaster Declaration (FEMA-956-0R) for the State of 
Louisiana, due to Hurricane Andrew, before dawn this morning. 

The Nee processed two TSP requests over night. One involved a circuit from 
Puerto Rico (Air National Guard) to Gunter AFB, ALA. Mel and GTE Spacenet were 
involved. The other TSP request came from FEMA for four (4) Tl circuits from FTS 
2000A to the Florida DFO at the Eastern Airlines building, Miami Airport. At the 
DFO, Mr. Darden reports that the HERS will be operational this morning, giving
them initial service. 

Mr. Hale reports from the Alexandria, LA Emergency Response Team that the they 
are operational from the Best Western Motel for a short period of time. A 
planned move to Camp Beauregard (National Guard) is being held up to severe 
weather in the area. The FEMA MERS is now located at Camp Beauregard. A FEMA 
advance team is to travel to Baton Rouge later today to locate a OFO. No 
significant damage reports available during early morning hours. AT&T has 11 
regenerators (fiber) on emergency power as a precaution. MCI terminal .in Baton 
Rouge ;s on battery due to generator failure. Sprint reports no know failures. 

In Florida, Bell South has completed temporary repairs of the fiber facility
serving Key West. A fiber splice on the ground spans the seven destroyed power
poles. Bell South, the NRC, and Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant have agreed to 
the installation of UHF radio link to span the 3 miles of lost fiber servicing 
the power plant. This fiber was buried along a line of pine trees which tore up
the cable when the storm blew down the trees. 

SHARES continues to be heavily utilized. A total of 308 stations are available 
to provide SHARES support to this emergency. Of the 53 participating SHARES 
stations located in the immediate impact area of Hurricane Andrew, 36 are 
available to support SHARES. Thirty-three of the 36 Federal and federally
affiliated departments and agencies participating in the SHARES program reported
stations on-the-air and available to support emergency requirements. 

~.~ 
WILLIAM B. BELF~O 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 26, 1992. 1500 hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report #7 

Mr. Bill Hale and the Federal Advance team are now on the move to Baton Rouge to 
select DFO. The NCe and Southcentral Bell have been alerted to a request for 
approximately 25 circuits to support this DFO when location has been activated. 
The FEMA MERS unit from Denver, CO has been moved to Denton, TX to backup FEMA 
Region VI in LA. 

GTE has been asked by Bell South for mutual aid assistance. GTE will supply ten 
(10) portable emergency generators, lSkw or larger, on trailers. 

Long distance carriers report heavy calling into southern Florida. Protective 
network management controls are in place to alleviate congestion in the local 
networks. There have been a total of 13.8 million blocked call attempts since 
the storm passed over Florida. 

Hurricane Andrew has now been downgraded this afternoon to Tropical Storm Andrew 
as winds drop to 65 mph. 

Plans for the restoration of Homestead AFB are being developed by the Defense 
Information Systems Agency and the U.S. Air Force. One solution would bring
AUTOVON from Dransville (AT&T) to Ft. Detrick to tactical satellite equipment at 
Homestead, and AUTOVON from Albany, GA to Ft. Detrick to tactical satellite 
terminal at Homestead. An alternate plan would bring both voice and data service 
directly from Langley AFB, VA to Homestead. Homestead is a Combat Readiness 
Command base with Combat Readiness Command headquarters being located at Langley
AFB. Common Carriers involved are alert and prepared to respond as necessary. 

AT&T continues to have eleven regenerator locations on emergency power in LA. 
MCl reports facilities in LaFayette and New Orleans, LA on battery backup power.
Battery power will handle these switches for 72 hours. Bellcore reports no known 
major problems at this time. Preliminary damage assessments are just beginning. 

Q~~~O~
WILLIAM B. BELFOf\o 
Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 27, 1992, 0900 Hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report #8 

The National Weather Service has issued a severe weather and flood warnings for 
an area extending from southern Mississippi to the upper Ohio va1ley. Rain up
to 5 inches can be expected today. 

Guy Darden reports that the Disaster Field Office in Miami is fully operational 
as of 0730 EDT (The telephone company and ESF#2 staff worked through the entire 
night to bring on 1ine the 230 ESSEX and four T1 from FTS 2000). The full 
Federal/State team is excepted to arrive by noon. He has a 000 liaison officer 
on duty now and Ben Dixon is to arrive from Tallahassee. Today he will 
concentrate efforts on providing support to the DMAT (Disaster Medical Assistance 
Team) units located in south Dade County. Two teams of 33 medical personnel are 
operating from the south Dade County Government Building in Homestead. Presently
they are using HF radio and a limited cellular capability to communicate. Be11 
South central offices in the area are operational, but majority of outside 
distribution system has been destroyed. 

ATT reports that 80 of its employees in southern Florida are still unaccounted 
for, and that homes of an estimated 100-150 employees were destroyed. ATT has 
donated $100,000 to the American Red Cross. 

McCaw Cellular reports that cellular service north of Kendall Ave, Miami is 
reliable. Anything south of there is up and down continuously. Of 21 cell sites 
in southern FL, only two have commercial power. One site has failed because of 
the generator is our of fuel. Five sites are operating currently with action 
underway to restore the other 16. 

Digital microwave equipment is on site at the Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant 
to restore service to the Homestead Central Office. Steel structures may inhibit 
a direct line of sight shot, but equipment is available for a relay if it is 
required. 

In LA, South Central Bell installed 15 voice circuits at Camp Beauregard over 
night. This location will be used as a temporary DFO, until the permanent DFO 
in Baton Rouge ;s operational. The company also reports the lost of an end 
office in the small community of Jackson, LA (twenty miles north of Baton Rouge). 
Emergency power system failed and the batteries power was exhausted. Additional 
emergency power will be brought in today_ 

c:=:J/~~
fc-r-.- WILLIAM B. BELFORD 

Manager 



NATIONAL COORDINATING CENTER 

INFORMATION BULLETIN 

August 27, 1992, 1500 hours 

Hurricane Andrew report #9 

Network traffic congestion continues to be experienced throughout most of the 
area. Network management controls are being selectively applied. local exchange
carriers are working cooperatively with the Interexchange carriers to coordinate 
control levels for calls destined toward the disaster areas. 

In Florida there are still 13 Central Offices and 109 Subscriber loop Carrier 
facilities on emergency generators, with no fuel problems. There are still no 
known problems with E911 Service. 

Priority restoration of 18 FAA circuits in Miami has been completed, and the 
Miami Airport has been opened today for limited operations. 

Southern Bell is deploying 22 emergency service trailers with banks of telephones 
to the devastated areas. This public service capability is being provided by
Bell South on a free local calling basis. 

Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) authorizations have been issued for the 
installation of seven Tl Megacom facilities to provide 800 service at an 
alternated Teleregistration facility in Columbus, OH. This expanded capability
is expected to be ready for service by Saturday, 29 August 1992. 

McCaw Cellular has positioned a "Cell on Wheels" at Homestead. This site now 
provides service in the most damaged area south of Miami and to about 10 miles 
south of Homestead. A number of Cell Sites are functioning on emergency power. 

A TSP requirement for the DOT, Coast Guard for a data service from Chesapeake,
VA is being installed to a relocated facility in the Miami area. 

The lease for the DFO in Baton Rouge, LA has not been signed but orders for 100 
lines have been prepositioned with South Central Bell for service to the 7th & 
8th floors of a downtown office building. Installation is expected to be 
complete by Friday morning. 

The Manager, NCC is representing ESF 2 at the Catastrophic Disaster Response
Group meeting Thursday 27 August. 

==./:L~&~.
~~ WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
() - '- Manager 
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Hurricane Andrew Report 	110 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) convened a meeting of the 
Catastrophic Disaster Response Group (CDRG) at 1400, August 27, 1992. Mr. 
Belford, Manager, NCC, represented the NCS. Each of the Federal department
and agencies engaged in disaster response reported on their efforts to date. 

Highlights from these reports included a the following from General Bickford, 
DOE; 

Electrical Power - Dade County, Fl - 500,000 customers out 
Naples, Fl - 1,000 customers out 
Other areas of Fl - 10,000+ customers out 

Estimated restoral time 	 in Dade county, two to three weeks. 

Turkey Point Nuclear: 	 Communications Restored 
Off site power will be restored by Friday
Plants under cold shut down, will be started 
up again after transmission lines restored 
about two weeks. 

Power to Florida Keys - working replacing downed power lines. Movement 
into and out of area very difficult and work is 
slow. 

Fuel - Area has sufficient fuel for automobiles, etc. Problem is power
to operation gas stations. FEMA tasked 000 and other to bring more generators
into the area for this purpose. 

In Louisiana: Electrical Power - 200,000 customers out 
There are many rural electrics in Louisiana. Seven refineries were shutdown, 
but are expected to return to service in the next two days. One platform is 
completely gone in Gulf. Extent of oil spill ;s not known. Pipelines are 
functional with some delays. 

USDA/FNS has established 7 food distribution sites. They noted that the 
Homestead Armory and Florida City Hall are safe buildings. 

000 reported that the Air Force is clearing the field at Opa locka. This 
field will be used for future air mobilization. 



HHS/Public Health Service: The two DMAT teams in Dade county are exhausted 

and have requested relief personnel and resupply. There are no operating

hospitals south of Miami. DoD assistance is requested to survey a 30 mile 

wide devastated area across southern Fla. They fear many medical needs are 

not being met. Four additional DMAT teams will be deployed into the area 

beginning Friday. Personnel on standby for LA will now be used in Fla. 

HHS 'has asked the NCC for all possible assistance with additional 

communications in the south Dade county area. (Additional cellular service 

restored on Thursday is helping with this effort.) 


The Red Cross has 38 feeding vans in the south Fla. They have also received 
200,000 MREs. Efforts to feed disaster victims is being delayed by local 
authorities who will not let Red Cross vans into some areas without police 
security (fear of riot). This issue will be pressed with the Governor and 
State officials. Red Cross also reports local authorities are closing down 
shelters and moving people without coordination with the voluntary agencies. 
In summary FEMA feels that the Federal Government has responded well so far to 
Hurricane Andrew. The situation is Florida ;s bound to get worse as each day 
passes. Agencies are urged to work with their State counterparts and identify 
unmet needs or unavailable resources. All Federal resources will be brought· 
to bear without question, if requested by State. 

It was noted that President Bush has requested heads of departments and 
agencies who have Federal civilian employees in the disaster areas. grant, 
were possible, administrative leave without loss of pay to such employees who 
face personal emergencies. This policy also applies to any employee who is 
needed for emergency relief efforts. Additionally, FEMA is seeking volunteers 
to assist in the disaster area for periods of two weeks of longer. FEMA will 
even pay travel expenses associated with such volunteer service. Even travel 
advances will be furnished if necessary. 

W~; A~~ 
WILLIAM B. BELFO~D 
Manager, NCC 
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August 28, 1992, 0900 Hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report III 

NCS Regional Manager Dan Smith from Chicago has been deployed to the DFO in 
Miami to provide assistance to Guy Darden, who has been without sleep for over 
two days. Additional staff for Florida and Louisiana DFOs is being arranged 
utilizing GSA personnel. 

The Telecommunications Service Priority System Program Office issued 15 TSP 
Invocations for Priority Provisioning for a total of 556 circuits on August 
27, 1992 to support disaster relief efforts for Hurricane Andrew. Total TSP 
provisioned to date 562 for Hurricane Andrew. 

The breakdown for August 27, 199.2 ; s as foll ows: 

INV/lEVEL* TYPE SERVICE AGENCY LOCATION REASON 

7/2 7 Tl' s FEMA Columbus OH 800 Register 

1/3 1 Data USGC Miami FL Operations 

1/2 150 Centrex FEMA Columbus OH 800 Register 

1/2 1 DSN USAF Miami Fl Radar 

l/E 170 Centrex FEMA Miami FL OFO Operations 

2/3 2 2.4 Data FAA Miami FL Ground Radar 

1/E 125 Centrex SBA Miami FL OFO Operations 

l/E 100 MB lines FEMA Baton Rouge DFO Operations 

*INV/lEVEL = NUMBERS OF INVOCATIONS (TSP NUMBERS ISSUED)/ LEVEL • PROVISIONING 
PRIORITY PROVIDED 

The National Transportable Telecommunications Capability has been requested by
Health and Human Services to support their Public Health SerVice Disaster 
Medical Assistance Teams (DMATS) activities in Dade County, FL. As noted in 
Information Bulletin #10 an additional four DHATS will be deployed to Fla. 
today to bring the total number of teams to six (approximately 200 medical 
personnel and medical supplies). It is anticipated it will take about 20 
Hours to transport the unit from Clarksburg, MD to Dade County_ The NTTe 



Program Office is currently coordinating with the Public Health communications 
officer on final operational location. 

Bel1core has reported that a DMSI00 Switch is currently moving from At1anta to 
south Florida. This mobile switch can perform as a full 10,000 line central 
office. The NCC has advised DOMS-USAF of the availability of this asset for 
possible consideration at Homestead AFB. 

The Louisiana DFO will become operational this morning. Southcentral Bell 
worked overnight to install 100 lines. The Federal Response Team is on its 
way from Camp Beauregard. 

ATT reports that none of its personnel in Louisiana are uncounted for nor have 
any of their employees lost their homes. Calling volumes doubled Wednesday
and are still up in Louisiana today at 15% above normal. In Florida some of 
the missing 80 ATT employees have been accounted for. ATT has established a 
central emergency relief office for their employees at the company's Ojus
facility outside of Coral Gables. 

The National Weather Service advises that Typhoon OHAR is currently over the 
island of Guam. Winds at 85-90kts with gusts of l05-110kts. The storm is 
moving NW and is expected to clear Guam within the next five hours. The 
American Red Cross has two teams on standby to fly to Guam following the 
storm. 

~~wWILLIAM B. BELFO 
Manager 
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Hurricane Andrew Report 112 

The National Transportable Telecommunications (NTTC) capability is being
readied for movement to south Florida to support the Public Health's DMATs. 
The NTTC's estimated time of departure from Clarksburg, MD is 1600 today with 
the estimated time of arrival in south Florida of noon tomorrow. The NCC has 
coordinated with the Department of Transportation for police clearance for 
this vehicle through the State between MD and FL. The operating personnel 
will fly today to COMSAT's Palm Bay, Fl facility where they will pick up three 
vehicles and proceed to the reporting site. Authorization to proceed through
local road blocKs is being coordinated by the NCC. HHS has decided to locate 
its DHAT Command Post at the south Dade County Government Center. 

McCaw Cellular reports that most cell site have been returned to service. 
Only five Miami cells sites and all four sites on the Florida Keys remain out 
of service. 

Bell South reports that nine (9) central offices remain on emergency power

this morning (power has been restored to 30 central offices in 4B hours).

They have 324 poles still to be replaced and 239 local distribution pOints to 

be restored. 


The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) reports that the Department of 
Defense has designated the IBth Air Borne Corps as the lead for the Army's
relief task force. The 18th Corps has established internal tactical 
communications from a hub at Fort Bragg, NC to two spurs, Opa Locka, Fl and 
Homestead, Fl. Homestead AFB currently has thin line communications 
conSisting of one autodin circuit and four autovon circuits in service 
terminated in tactical equipment. DISA has asked Bell South to provide a 
technical representative to be on sight at Homestead AFB to assist with the 
restoration of the 64 DSN access lines previously terminated there. 

In louisiana, South Central Bell reports 24 central offices on emergency 
power, 188 local distribution pOints to be restored, and 2,774 poles to be 
replaced. 

Bill Hale reports that FEHA and the State of louisiana are planning the 
establishment of six Disaster Assistance Center over the coming weekend. 
locations and telecommunications requirements to be determined. In total all 
immediate needs are being met. 

\~~.~WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 
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Hurricane Andrew Report #13, CORRECTED PAGE 1 

Saturday, August 29, 1992 

NCC coordinating with FEMA Region IX on support required in response to 

Typhoon Omar (See separate report) 


FECC Darden asked for a reports officer to be assigned to the DFO (ESF'2) as 
soon as this weekend. LTC Larry Allen (NCS IMA) will arrive at the DFO by 
2000 today. 

Mr. Belford made arrangements for relief personnel to be assigned to the FEMA 
EST liaison desk from 0800 Sunday to 0800 Monday. LTC Earl Graffius, USAR, 
(NCS IMA) will take the 0800 - 1600 shift, Capt. Richard Ruiz, USAF (NCS-NP) 
will take the 1600-2400 shift. and Major Lawrence Feast. USA (NCS-NP) 2400 to 
0800. 

GSA (George Flynn) after coordination with Guy Darden, is going to provide a 
task force to augment the ESF#2 Communications staff. They are also 
coordinating with Bill Hale regarding staff needs for the Baton Rouge, LA 
ESF#2. 

An additional 400 centrex lines have been ordered by FEMA for the Fla. DFO. 
Bruce Campbell has invoked TSP. Of these lines, 100 are for Public Assistance 
expansion, 200 for the Joint Task Force. This order was amended within a few 
hours - now is 800 centrex lines. Secretary Card and staff are moving to the 
OFO. 

Bellcore reports that Bell South central offices on emergency power is now 

down to 5. 


McCaw reports only 3 Miami area cell sites still out of service (out of 21). 

The four cell sites serving the Keys are still out of service. The McCaw 

mobile cell site remains in Pittsburgh. Seems that the 2nd U.S. Army failed 

to coordinate an additional CSA flight yesterday. Both 2nd Army and OOMS are 

working the issue today and another pickup is scheduled for late Sat. 

afternoon. 


Guy Darden called asking for assistance with obtaining ten lMARSAT terminals 
to be used at Disaster Application Centers (DACs) were local service is entire 
impossible at this time. The Nce located the terminals with Mobile 
Telesystems of Gaithersburg, MD. Mohile Telesystems is locating the ten 
terminals, coordinating with COMSAT, and will contact IMARSAT on Monday 
-morning (gam London time). Checked with NTIA on the need for a FCC Form 442 
(authorization of operation). Roger Reinke, NTIA, recommended that we work 
this issue through the FCC field office in Miami. 



this issue through the FCC field office in Miami .. 

Bellcore reports that the service for the FAA at the Miami Airport will be 
complete by noon Sunday. They had to replace the OLC and the cable serving 
the airport (2000 feet) was completely burned. 

Sunday. August 30, 1992. 0800 hours 

Received call from Brian Carney with the following information: 

- Forest Service radios found at Ft Lauderdale airport. later determined that 
this was not the case. The boxes contained antennas only. 

- Another shipment of Forest Service radios is on the way because of the 

reported loss of the first shipment. 


- LTC Earl Graffius on duty at ESF2 in the FEMA EICC. 

The USAF CSA is due to load the McCaw Cellular system this morning. It is 
forecasted to arrive in Florida by 1500 hours today. (See later comments 
from LTC Graffius) 

Bill Hale reports all telephones in the Baton Rouge DFO (on the 7th and 8th 

floors) are in and working. 


- On the first floor. 20 main business lines were in, but 96 "800 Megacom" 
1i nes 


were not. Paradyne;s shipping MUX's to Baton Rouge for arrival this 

evening. AT&T and BellSouth technicians are standing by to test once the 

equipment has arrived and is installed. 


- The telephone instruments are coming from the DC area later the 30th of 

August. 


LTC Graffius reported that McCaw had stated their system is delayed again. 
The CSA that was supposed to pick them up broke down at Charleston AFB. 
Another CSA is in route to Pittsburgh, ETA 1530 hours today. Mission number 
assigned is still valid. 

LTC Allen present for duty in the Florida DFO as of 0730 hours this morning.
Major push for today is to finish installation of telephones for Florida state 
personnel in the DFO. 

Miami airport radar (TSP Provisioning) will be in by noon Monday which meets 
the TSP requirement. 

Columbus, OH "800 Megacom" service turned up Saturday at 1400 EDT. 

The NCC contacted the Volunteers In Technical Assistance (VITA) Organization
following up on their previous requests for telecommunications assistance. 
The VITA Disaster Information Center responded that after re-evaluating their 
situation, it was determined that no new or additional service is required at 
this time. Action item ;s now considered to be completed. 



TSP Invocations to date in support of Hurricane Andrew: 

- Miami OFO 1299 circuits provisioned. 

- Miami, Ft lauderdale and Homestead Disaster Applications Centers (DAC) 6 

message business 7ines each. 


- Baton Rouge DFO 220 circuits provisioned. 

Columbus, OH Teleregistration Center 157 circuits provisioned. 

The NTTC team reports the satellite system and digital PABX in and working. 
Of the 30 drops available from the switch, 7 have been installed as outgoing
service only. Balance will be installed later. The microwave repeater and 
cellular site are not yet installed due to thunder storms and heavy lightning 
in the area. These systems will be installed later today, weather permitting. 

Forest service radios (2nd shipment) are reported at Gate 22 Miami 
International Airport staging area available for pick up. LTC Allen at the 
Miami DFO will see they are picked up as soon as possible. 

W·Jt._G.~~
WILLIAM 8. BELFO 0 
Manager 
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August 29. 1992 

TYPHOON OHAR. At 1000 EDT, August 28, 1992, the eye of Typhoon Omar passed 
over 	Guam. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center lost its wind equipment during a 
wind 	 gust of 120 knots. Anderson AFB reported a wind gust of 130 knots. FEMA 
has activated an Advance Element of the Emergency Response Team that will be 
leaving for Guam today if weather and conditions on the island permit. NCS 
Regional Manager, Ray Sheehy will be a part of that response team. 

Initial reports say 57 people have been injured, some 2,600 people are in 
shelters, and most of the island is without power. There are extensive 
reports of building, roof, and water damage throughout. The power
distribution system is nearly destroyed. There are an estimated 
10,000 homes damaged. One construction crane collapsed on an apartment
complex. Reportedly one hundred concrete telephone poles were destroyed. 

Damage is as extensive as that caused by "super" Typhoon Pamela in 1976, 
according to military reports 

Immediate needs will be for generators, cots, blankets, and plastic sheeting.
FEMA Region IX will handle the recovery operations. The Governor is expected 
to request a major disaster declaration today. 

At 2348Z on 28 Aug 92 Nimitz Hill, Guam reported that the Des microwave link 
had failed due to damage to a 30' section of waveguide. At 0356Z Finegayan
Guam reported that the DSN had lost primary power due to flooding. The back
up generator was flooded. With the site on battery back-up the batteries 
themselves were being rapidly depleted. Switching to a mobile generator. 

-',; '~~ Il J J \ ! -,I 
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;;/1/ / 	 WILLIAM B. BELFORD ----- 
Manager 
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TYPHOON OHAR REPORT 12 

The President has signed a Major Disaster declaration for GUAM (FEMA-957-DR). 
Mr. Richard Buck (from FEMA Region X) has been named the Federal Coordinating
Officer. 

The Advance Response Team departed California for Guam at 1100 EDT. 

FEMA reports 88 injuries, but no deaths. Widespread loss of power, airport on 
limited operations with emergency power, water systems damaged or 
contaminated. Twenty-eight babies have been born since the Typhoon swept
through Guam. 

The NCS/DISA NMOC reports that six of the eleven commercial antenna have been 
damaged or destroyed. That one out of three GMF terminals has been damaged.
They are uncertain which GMF was lost and will not know until they can turn 
them up again. No new information on the damaged waveguide. 

I '-~1-l" -;z; '-" 1

~ r/wILLIAM B.'-"BELFORD --
.../ Manager 
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August 30. 1992, 1500 hours 

Typhoon Omar Report #3. 

The NCSIDISA Network Operations Center reports that autodin traffic 1nto Guam 
has decreased, but at least one circuit remains operational. The balance of 
the report is classified and will be available on a need-to-know basis at the 
NOC location, to properly cleared persons. 

The initial status report from FEMA Region IX indicates the CINCPAC has 
received authority from the FEMA Regional Director to proceed with immediate 
and essential assistance to Guam under the Stafford Act. The CINCPAC has 
activated a Crisis Action Team (CAT) and a Joint Task Force (JTF) under the 
command of Rear Admiral Kristensen, Naval Commander of Guam. The FEMA 
regional office further reports establishment of EST in Regions 9 and 10, 
activation of ESF under the National Plan and other priority steps necessary 
to get the relief efforts under way. 

GSA-IRMS reports FTS communications on Guam as being available. All switches 
and trunks test OK, but there is no traffic being offered to the system. 

WJl~~-~.~~WILLIAM B. BELFOR 
Manager 
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August 31, 1992. 1400 hours 

Hurricane Andrew Report #14 

Correct the number of telephone central offices on backup power reported in 
Report 113 to a total of 6 in Florida and 7 in Louis;ana. 

The FECC Baton Rouge reported all services for the Telecommunications 

Registration Center are in and working as of 0836 this morning. The Pilot 

number is 1-800-962-FEMA (3362). 


The FEMA Regional Communications Manager reported the Columbus, OH T-l Data 
Service completed as relates to the AT&T portion effective 0200 this morning. 

Mr. Lee KayworK, McCaw Communications reported the arrival of his Cellular on 
Wheels System (COWS) at Homestead, FL overnight. The COWS was accompanied by
forty additional cellular telephone instruments. Installation of the COWS 
began this morning. 

GTE reports the following: 

The Florida company has sent 3 coin telephone trailers to Miami for public 
use and GTE south area has made it's private planes available as needed to 
the State of Florida for the relief effort. 

- GTE Mobilnet has provided numerous cellular telephones to the Florida 

Governor's office, the Red Cross, hospitals, and law enforcement agencies 

across the affected area. 


- The GTE Foundation, the corporation's philanthropic arm, last week approved
a grant of S25,000 for Hurricane Andrew relief work. 

lOB Worldcom reports the following: 

- Initially they lost 2 voice lines from Homestead AFB to Puerto Rico for the 
Air National Guard. Restoration or reroute action awaits guidance on the 
rebuilding of Homestead AFB. (Note: NCC worked a TSP for Puerto Rico Air 
National Guard circuit to Gunther AFB, Ala which is for another purpose.) 

- lOB Mobile Services Division in Washington responded to numerous 
requests for INMARSAT suitcase terminals which are readily available. We 
await a go-ahead. Larger mobile terminals of up to 124 voice grade channels 
can be made available. These were used in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. 

- All other government leases out of Worldcom Miami, mostly on submarine 
cable, worked throughout and are backed up out of New York via satellite and 
other cable routes. 



Mr. Belford attended a meeting at the Department of Health &Human Services 
called by the Public Health Service. Dr. James Mason, Assistant Secretary for 
Health chaired the meeting. Or. Enrique Mendez, Jr., Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Health Affairs) reported on his trip to south Dade County Florida 
over the weekend. Dr. Mason left for south Florida immediately following the 
meeting. It was reported that Public Health Service has reached an agreement 
with the State of Florida allowing them to coordinate all medica1 assistance 
for the area south of route 152 (Coral Reef Drive). A base camp has been set 
up at the South Dade Government Center in Cutler Ridge, Fla. It was noted 
that fixed and mobile communications are being provided by the National 
Communications System. A total of ten DMAT teams have now been deployed to 
south Florida. Six additional teams are on standby to replace exhausted 
teams. NCS was commended for its prompt support. In general the PHS feels 
that a long range health care service must be established for south Dade 
county where none existed prior to HUrricane Andrew. 

A DMAT unit is on standby in Hawaii for deployment to Guam. 
r 

\ " tFl,- ·.ll .. --,.~ I~ H\ 
WILLIAM B. BELApRO' 
Manager \ 
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Hurricane Andrew Report #15 

McCaw Cellular reports that all but one cell site has been restored to 
service, including those in the Florida Keys. 

Bellcore reports that they still have 6 offices in Florida and 6 in Louisiana 
on emergency power. 

FECC Darden invoked TSP on behalf of the Small Business Administration for an 
additional 250 Centrex lines. 

Sixty three measured business lines were ordered up for five military
locations where field kitchens, laundry, security command posts, etc. are 
being operated. This request came from the FECC on behalf of the 7th Signal 
Command. Mr. Campbell of FEMA questioned this invotation and it took action 
by the FCO before this conflict was resolved. 

The J6 (General Winn) is in the DFO and future requests of this nature will be 
invoked by USAIC. 

FECC Darden indicates that he will be requesting 500 additional centrex lines 
later today. Three hundred will be for SBA (Secretary Card has told SBA to 
greatly expand its disaster response office) and the remainder for growth of 
other Federal agencies. 

The FECC has asked for one or two additional staff members. This issue is 
being worked with GSA. 

The FECC in Baton Rouge continues to order small numbers of additional service 
in support of the DFO or the DACs. South Centra; Bell ;s able to respond to 
these requests without use of the TSP system. LTC Gardner (NCS IMA) has 
returned to Denton, TX. Currently the Emergency Communications Staff consists 
of Bill Hales, FECC, one FEMA representative, one GSA representative, and two 
FEMA technicians, doing inside wiring and station moves. 

W~~(~J
WILLIAM B. BELFqRD
Manager 
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September 1, 1992, 1100 

TYPHOON OHAR REPORT #4 

The Emergency Response Team continues to assess that damage and assist the 
Government of Guam in restoring the water system and power grid. Civilian and 
military crews are making temporary repairs to structures with plastic
sheeting. Twelve shelters remain open. The Disaster Field Office opened on 
September 1 (August 31 for the east coast). Anderson Air Force Base is 
operational 24 hours a day. The Emergency Response Team concept is working 
very effectively. FEMA is receiving positive media coverage on the island. 

Motor Vessel Strong Texan is pierside and off loading general cargo for use in 
the disaster relief efforts. Electrical power is at 15% capacity. This is 
being used to power the water pumping stations. 000 is continuing to source 
and provide power generators for use through out the island. 

FEMA plans to open 6 Disaster Assistance Centers (DACs) by September 3. 

Typhoon Omar is 580 nm southeast of Okinawa. It is expected to pass between 
Okinawa and Taiwan within the next 48 hours. 

000 continues to work to restore all essential military communications. 
Message traffic is being passed to the Naval facility via SBMSS (Shore based 
Message Support System - aka Sailor in a Truck). The MARS station is working
18 hours daily on health and welfare queries. 

Military personnel are helping to clean-up damaged schools that they sponsor 
as well as other human assistance. 

WJL~~WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 
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Hurricane And~ew Report #16 

The 000 reports that the 64 DSN access lines at Homestead AFB remain out of 
service. The PBX at Homestead AFB was destroyed during the storm. ATT is 
currently patching 24 of the 64 DSN access lines to a portable 5-ESS switch 
provided by Bell South. Estimated time of restora1 is unknown. A AN/TTC-39A
tactical voice switch was insta11ed a Homestead and currently 10 commercial 
access lines are working. Another 12 commercia1 access circuits are being
planned. Four DSN access lines (Dranesvi11e via FT. Detrick to Homestead), 
were established to a portable switchboard and have been operational for three 
days. The MILNET Package Switching Node failed and remains down. The 
Communications Center remains out of service. (It has been reported by the AF 
the only the CommissarYt the Bowling Alley, and one other building remain 
usable on the base.) Traffic minimizes remain in effect. 

ATT reports this morning that six central offices remain on emergency power in 
Florida. Also six offices in Louisiana remain on emergency power. There are 
no known fuel problems. 

MCl has moved a mobi1e communications center outfitted with 24 telephones and 
a satellite uplink from Richardson, TX to south Florida. The unit is located 
next to the south Dade County Red Cross site and provides free long distance 
phone calls for area residents. The unit will move with Red Cross as the 
relief agency moves from location to location. 

FECC Hale from Baton Rouge, LA reports that the 800 MEGACOM Service is up and 
working. Within one hour the lines were full with 93 out of 96 circuits in 
use most of the time. Personnel manning the 800 numbers are 50% local hires 
by GSA from Kelly Girl and 50% volunteers from Federal departments and 
agencies from around the country. Reaction to this service has been greater
than expected. 

Bell South reports that the Florida Keys south of Key Largo are Toll Isolated 
as of 1030 EDT September 1 due to a fiber cable cut. Estimated restoral 1800 
September It 1992. 

WJL-fJ:>.~~WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 
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September 2. 1992, 0900 

Hurricane Andrew Report #17 

Activity during last evening has increased the number of TSP provisioning 
invocations to 71 for 2,134 circuits. A total 14 new Disaster Assistance 
Centers were opened with 6 circuits each to support U.S. Army personnel.
Twelve circuits in support of the US Army were installed at the south Dade 
county Government Center, and a 15th DAC received 2 circuits. The Social 
Security Administration has ordered 5 circuits with more the follow. 

BellSouth reports that the fiber has been repaired and the Florida Keys are no 
longer toll isolated as of 1630 September 1, 1992. 

A special team of White House Communications Agency (WHCA) personnel have been 
deployed to Florida to assist with installation of the NTTC microwave shot. 
Additionally, Bell South ;s ready to install their repeater equipment if 
directed to do so. 

FECC Darden has indicated a requirement for radio technical expertise. CW02 
Curtis Law, USCG, is being deployed to the disaster area today. A second 
individual from GSA has been identified with former experience with the U.S. 
Forest Service. His release ;s being negotiated today. 

FECC Hale reports from Louisiana that all telecommunications service 
requirements have been met. At the DFO he has a PKBX with 20 trucks, 100 MB 
lines, the 96 MEGACOM (800 service) service for the teleregistration, and 10 
INWATS lines. They have also provided support to 5 DACs with MB lines. Other 
Federal agencies assisted include SBA, IRS, and USDA. Mr. Hale expects he and 
his team will be need in Louisiana for at least another week. 

W'Jl-~.~~WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 
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September 2, 1992, 1200 

Typhoon Omar Report #5 

Preliminary damage assessment indicates approximately 115 damaged structures, 
a much lower figure than initial air survey. Priorities are water 
purification t restoration of power and medical laboratory facilities. 
Sanitation and disposal of garage and sewage are critical issues that are 
being reviewed. Another priority is the use of plastic sheeting to cover 
roofs of family dwellings. Guam power authority has restored primary power
lines and are now working on secondary distribution lines. ApproximatelYt 20% 
of Guam power is now operational. 

A total of 3,100 individuals remain in shelters and water is being trucked 
into remote villages. 

USCINCPAC reports that power to all Navy distribution assets within 24 hrs. 
and than 2-3 days to bleed all lines and totally restore water service to all 
Navy customers. Minimal water flow at Anderson AFB requires purification for 
use. Emergency generators being distributed to Public Utility agency of Guam. 
The island has 92 water wells which normally supply domestic water. Eleven of 
these wells are currently operational. The Military Preposition Ship (MPS) 
Jack Lummus has arrived at Apra Harbor and is generating potable water and 
providing emergency power. 

FEMA is opening six Disaster Assistance Centers (DACs) on September 3t 1992 
(today) . 

The commercial satellite and undersea cables (Okinawa and Hawaii) are up and 
working. GSA reports that both FTS 2000 networks are working. Military 
authorities continue to restore vital communications 

The Governor is reported to have estimated damages at $3 hundred million. At 
least $202 damage to residential t commercial and business property. Damage to 
the Guam International Air Terminal is estimated at $3 million. 

~E~otf~ 
Manager 
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AT&T phone bank located in Las Vegas, Nevada is needed in the south Florida. 
The FCO has authorized military airlift and this mission will be flown as soon 
as a C5A can be located and routed to Nellis AFB. This unit provides 24 
coinless telephone for free long distance calling. 

The total number of TSP invocations since August 25, 1992, is 110 for 2.414 
circuits or services. The State of Florida used the TSP system for the first 
time yesterday in support of their Department of Health and Human Resources 
and the food stamp program. The Federal Coordinator Officer, Mr. Phil May,
sponsored this request from the State. FEMA Headquarters has decided to allow 
the TSP process to work using only the FCD and his FECe to deal with the users 
and the TSP Program Office. USAISC has provided an NCO to the FECC's staff to 
assist with the processing of TSP requirements in support of the U.S. Army. 

The media has given us all one picture of the Federal Government's response to 
Hurricane Andrew. Here are a few "facts" from a snap shot of on going
activities in Florida yesterday, that might reflect a different picture: 

Homes destroyed of major damage - 48,124 
600,000 gallons of potable water delivered 
13 Food distribution centers - 1,365,4841b delivered 
95 fixed feeding stations, 91 mobile stations 
753,800 MREs delivered 
Food Stamps available - $127.2 million above normal allocation 
1.185 million customers electrical power restored 
150,000 customers to be restored 
power to Key West to be restored by September 4 
Corps of Engineers have delivered 183 generators
SS car train from NC arrived Homestead with debris removal equipment
and electrical equipment and repair crews 
30,000 cubic yards of debris removed to disposal sites 
8 disposal sites in Dade County 
12 burn sites monitored by EPA and Dade County
Disaster Assistance Centers in operation - 27 
OACs may be fixed, mobile, or even teams going door-to-door 
Teleregistration (Denton, TX) - 9,438 applications
Teleregistration (Columbus, OH)· 1,383 applications 

WJL,~\~~ 
WILLIAM B. BELFOR~ 
Manager \ 
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On September 2nd the President Signed a Major Disaster declaration for the 
State of Wisconsin (FEMA-959-DR) due to severe storms and tornadoes on August
29. 1992. Mr. Phil Zaferopulos has been apPOinted the Federal Coordinating
Officer. The FECC, Daniel Smith, is arranging for the installation of 15 
commercial business lines for FEMA and 8 commercial business lines for SBA as 
soon as a Disaster Field Office has been located. 

LTC Olson advises that solution to the microwave shot between the two portions
of the NTTC has been developed. From the cell site the shot goes by two 
repeaters (provided by WHCA) to the Bank Building, and from there via a 
Florida Power & Light repeater to the earth station. System should be working 
at this time. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC}, advises that Turkey Point Nuclear 
Power Station will be out of commission for the "next several months at 
least." Both the fossil plant and the three nuclear power plants are heavily
damaged. One of the staCKS is split down the middle and the turbines, which 
are outdoors, were covered with debris and mud and had been drenched with salt 
water. It will take several months to clean them up and repair the damage.
The power grid outside the plant will be restored in about the next 30 days,
but the power will be coming from other sources than Turkey Point. 

No CSA was available to transport AT&T Fly Away Satellite Terminal (FAST).
The unit has been disassembled, packaged into 32 containers, and will be 
shipped via commercial air to be arrive in south Florida between 1500 and 1700 
today. Four technicians from Las Vegas are flying to Miami to assemble and 
support the FAST equipment. The technicians and equipment will be taken to a 
staging area in Miami. There the technicians will board a 20 foot van, in 
which they will live while assembling and supporting the equipment. At this 
time it is intended to assemble the FAST equipment at the Neighborhood Service 
Center, 1600 N.W. &6th Court, Florida City, FL. 

WJ1.--~ (2.~\ _V 
WILLIAM B. BE~~ 
Manager 
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DISAPAC learned that COMSAT planned to take out of service their satellite 
serving Guam for work on the transponder. DISAPAC asked COMSAT to delay this 
work until after the emergency. COMSAT declined. Chief K called the NCC and 
we intervened at COHSAT Headquarters level. The work will be delayed until 
the emergency is over. 

Damage assessments on Guam indicate 715 homes destroyed, 1,072 homes with 
major damage, and 1,072 homes minor damage. Damage in public infrastructure 
is estimated at S50 million. 

Power is at 25% capacity and continues to be applied to the water supply. The 
water supply is at 85% with no interruptions. Approximately 3,000 individuals 
remain shelter at II sites. 

The National Guard has 327 people on duty and the four services combined have 
768 personnel on duty. Military personnel are providing traffiC control, 
emergency shelter security, and diesel generator watches. 

The Guam Telephone Authority is operating normally. however, Guam will need an 
estimated S550,000 to replace cable and ancillary devices that were destroyed 
by the storm. 

The airport has a need for emergency power and light carts to extend airport
operations after dark. The military support on Guam indicates that this can 
be provided within the next few days. 

The Department of Public Health and Social Service has three health clinics 
which were affected by the typhoon. The central clinic was closed due to 
power loss and absence of water. The staff is working at the Guam Memorial 
Hospital and at school shelters. The northern clinic did not have electricity
and water unitl September 2, and its vaccine supply was damaged. The southern 
clinic is operational except for dental care. The critical issues for Public 
Health are: 1) power to the central clinic, 2) water to all clinics, 3) 
replacement of medical supplies and vaccine. 

The Department of Energy reports 16 feeder lines have been restored. They
will now start process of stringing the individual lines to customers. Bucket 
trUCKS are need badly. Two have been delivered, but are being used by the 
military. Sixteen more are on the way from Honolulu as priority items, 
however, they are competing with generators as priority items. Seven 
additional bucket trucks are being shipped from the Philippines with arrival 
date of September 8. . 



FEMA has six Disaster Assistance Centers open and tik1ng a~::':~=~ions for 
Federa1 assistance. 

VISA NMOC reports that satellite connectivity has been res::~~:. Full 
restoration of service awaits reliable power restoration .•. -'~ power is too 
unstable to bring the station up, it is stable enough to c::·::~= air 
conditioners and start the dehumidification process. Crit-:,' :~epartment of 
Defense communications links are 80% restored. 

Typhoon OMAR is expected to finally blowout over China by Si:~nTCay. 

W~~1Y~ 
WILLIAM B. BELFORq
Manager 
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During the period August 25 to September 4, the National Coordinating Center 
for telecommunications has processed 181 invocations for Telecommunications 
Service Priority provisioning of 2,857 circuits or services in support of 
Hurricane Andrew response or restoration efforts. 

The NCS NTTC became fully operational at 2000 hours last evening. The 
cellular service system is now linked to the satellite and PBX service system.
The cellular telephones are working up to twelve miles from the site with good
quality. 

The AT&T Fly Away Satellite Terminal (FAST) has arrived in Miami and being
reassembled. They expect to be operational later today next to the City Hall 
in Florida City. 

Clarification of the status of support being provided at Homestead AFB 
indicates that Homestead AFB was served by a 5E·RSM switch which Andrew 
demolished. Presently the base is being served by a SE-RSM switch which is 
being leased by Bell South from AT&T. The RSM and its host (Homestead central 
office) are still on emergency power. 

The Bell South 10,000 line transportable OMS-IOO is currently being stored in 
the Miami area as a contingency for future use. 

The NCe and ESF#2 position on the EST at FEMA will be manned over the long
weekend. Both locations will be manned from 0700 until 1800 or longer if 
necessary. 

IJ·JL-r, (),\OJ 
WILLIAM B. ~~RO 
Manager 
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The NCC and the EST (ESF2) were staffed on an extended duty·day basis over the 
Labor Day weekend. During this time 81 Telecommunications Service Priority
requests for 356 circuits or services were processed. Most of this recent 
activity has been in support of Military operations in the Florida disaster 
area. This brings the total TSP requests handled to 254 for 3,370 circuits or 
services. 

In Baton Rouge, the SBA was moved from the DFO to a location about a block 
away. This move was to make room at the DFO for a Temporary Housing Office. 
Communications support to the new SBA location was provided by South Central 
Bell. 

On Saturday a meeting was held at the Miami DFO with representatives of ESF2 
(communications) and ESF12 (energy) to discuss ways to enhance coordination 
between Southern Bell and Florida Power and Light. Southern Bell instituted 
procedural changes the night before to bring more focus to their coordination 
efforts with Bell South. Southern Bell provided Florida Power &Light with a 
list of their TSP orders to ensure that they have the correct priority
information. 

On Monday a conference call was held with the FEee, Florida State 
Telecommunications Director, the Nee, and the TSP Program Office. The purpose 
was to establish procedures for the State to obtain TSP assignments on their 
critical services. It was agreed that the FEee will be the single point of 
contact to obtain sponsorship and to forward reqUirements to the TSP Program
Office. This conference call was prompted by someone on the FEMA staff 
telling Bell South to stop work on State requirement. 

ESF#2 coverage on the FEMA Emergency Support Team has been cut back to 
extended daytime hours. 

The NCC staff appreciates the help of those OMNCS staff members who 
volunteered for duty over the long weekend. All headquarters personnel have 
been given at least one day off. 

w~~~~ 
WILLIAM B. BELF~D 
Manager 
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Information contained in a previous report regarding COMSAT planning to take 
out of service their satellite serving Guam was in error. The service action 
scheduled was a receiver gain change on the Global A transponder 36. No 
action was required of earth stations operating on that transponder although 
users might experience a momentary "hit" as a result of the gain change. The 
work was not de1ayed and the gain change was implemented as scheduled. 

The American Red Cross reports 5,506 dwellings were affected by the typhoon, 
900 of which were destroyed. They have nine shelters open housing 2,832 
people. 

Power crews from the U.S. Virgin Islands and Saipan, plus 16 ~tility vehicles, 
will augment Guam Power Authorityts efforts to restore electricity. A total 
of 22 bucket trucks are now in place. The power grid is at 50% capacity. 

Thirty-seven of the 57 schools in the disaster area are scheduled to open on 
September at 1992. 

DISA PAC reports that repairs are now under way on the damage waveguide. At 
this time there is no estimated time of restoral. Work;s also under way to 
realign the microwave equipment. Unstable commercial power continues to be 
problem. 

LJtl~. ~..-~ ~lV 
WILLIAM B. BELFO 
Manager 
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Telecommunications Service Priority provisioning requests have reached 299 for 
3,563 circuits' or services. Requirements are still coming in at a steady rate 
with most of the TSP requests involving one or two circuits in support of 
FEMA, SBA, the other civil agencies, and Joint Task Force Andrew. The 
military support continues to move from location to location, each move 
requiring new service. Following a coordination meeting yesterday, the 
military are now checking with Bell South on availability of service before 
moving to a new location. Internal moves and rearrangements within the 
Disaster Field Office remain at a high activity level. 

FECC Darden ;s presently bring in four mobile phone banks from AAFES at Fort 
Campbell, KY, for the use of military troops in the disaster area. Each phone
bank will provide 24 AT&T lines (T-ls) and allow coin or credit card calling. 
Actual locations of these phone banks is being coordinated with Bell South. 

The intrastate 800 number located at the DFO has been expanded by another 16 

circuits to help with the overload problem. This service gives the disaster 

victim the ability to track the progress of disaster assistance with the 

various Federal and State agencies. 


Bell South reports that all central offices in LA are back on commercial 

power. Four central offices in FL remain on emergency power. 


Bell South Mobile and McCaw Cellular (Cellular One) have been working day and 

night to greatly increase the number of channels available to cellular users. 

Presently there are 730 channels available from the two systems. Prior to 
Hurricane Andrew this area had 461 channels available to cellular users. 
Given the thousands of cellular telephones now in the disaster recovery area, 
it is still difficult to establish a cellular call. 

Florida Power and Light has approximately 97,000 customers still without 
power. Of the eight high voltage transmission lines connected to Turkey Point 
Power Station, three lines have been reconnected, one may be in service today, 
and two by the 12th. Two lines will be delayed pending rearrangement of their 
terminal points at the substations. The Turkey Point Unit '2 (fossil unit) 
may be back in service Sept. 11th. The US Corps of Engineers has 285 
generators in the effected area with 193 of them currently in use. Emergency 
generators were used to power some of the 109 polling places on Tuesday. 

\ ') .~ (Wj.,,~ ~ \ (Y'V 

WILLIAM B. BELFOR t\ 
Manager 
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Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) provlsloning requests handled by the 
NCC and the telecommunications industry since August 24, 1992 now have reached 
314 invocations for 3,844 circuits or services. Only one of the 15 
invocations processed yesterday was an nemergency" TSP. FECC Darden and his 
staff in the Disaster Field Office are working closely with users to plan out 
TSP requirements and treat them as nessential" requests with specific date 
dues. This effort allows Bell South and other carriers more opportunity to 
deal with the overall restoration problem. 

Vandalism is hampering the ability of Bell South to maintain a viable pay
phone system that is readily available to the public. Vandals are tearing the 
pay phones off walls and stealing the equipment and change. 

- The fi ve mobil e communi cat ions tra i1 ers from the Army Ai r Force Exchange 
(AAFES) are being transported via highway to Homestead AFB. Each trailer 
contains 22 telephone booths, 1 facsimile machine, 1 copier, FEDEX service, 
UPS facilities, mailboxes, and Western Union service (send/receive message). 
The trailers are under the control of the Windsor-Eastmann Group, Inc., of 
Alexandria, VA. This organization is currently under government contract to 
provide long distance telephone service in support of AFFES and the Navy 
Exchange Service. The trailers will be positioned in troop billeting areas 
and will be operational by Monday. The mobilization of these resources, 
important to the morale, health, and welfare of all military personnel, was 
proposed to the Joint Task Force Andrew, but rejected by them as a priority
mission. 

Emergency communications support being provided by the National Transportable 
Telecommunications Capability (NTTC) to the Public Health Service's DMATS will 
be continued until Friday, September 18, 1992. 

The NCC will continue extended daytime coverage over the coming weekend in 
order to respond immediately to any TSP reqUirements. 

HURRICANE INIKI 

Hurricane Iniki has made a turn to the north and now threatens Hawaii's most 
northern islands. Iniki is a category 4 storm with present winds of 140 mph 
and gusts to 175 mph. Storm winds and storm surge at damaging levels are 
possible. Precautionary measure are underway and Federal response agencies 
have been placed on alert. 

~.~'"\~ 
WILLIAM B. BELF~D 
Manager 
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Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) provlsloning requests handled by the 
National Coordinating Center over the weekend were 34 invocations for 152 
circuits. The total TSPs through September 13, 1992 is 377 invocations for 
4.116 circuits or services. A majority of the circuits and services 
provisioned over the weekend pertained to reestablishing services to Homestead 
AFB. 

Bell South Mobility and McCaw (Cellular One) continue with planned cellular 
network upgrades in the effected area. Prior to Hurricane Andrew there were a 
total of 461 cellular channels available in the two systems. Presently this 
capability has been increased to 885 cellular channels. 

The five mobile communications trailers from Winsor-Eastmann Group, Inc., 
Alexandria, VA, arrived via highway at Homestead AFB on September 12. These 
mobile communications trailers will be used by our service men and women who 
are deployed to the disaster area. Bell South and AT&T are working on 
suitable sites and Tl connectivity. Systems should be operational 
September 14, 1992. 

(Item not previously reported) When the US Army was ordered to establish an 
AM radio station in south Dade County, the FECC was tasked by the Army to 
secure a license for this station. The FECC's frequency coordinator took the 
request at 0800, coordinated the request with the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC), the National Telecommunications Information Administration 
(NTIA), and the US Army Spectrum Manager at the Pentagon. At 1615 the 
coordination was complete and a license was issued to the US Army to operate 
their AM radio station. The US Army is now operating "Radio RecoveryH from 
0600 to 2000. Applications for radio station license to FCC and NTIA usually 
require 18 to 24 months through normal channels. All fees were waived. 

The Department of Energy reports that power has been completely restored north 
of Dade County, 94% restored in Coral Cables and SW, 45% restored in South 
Dade County, and only .04% restored in Homestead. 

WJ.L-G~LD
WILLIAM B. BELFORD 
Manager 
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The President declared a Major Disaster for Hawaii (FEMA 961-DR-HI) as result 
of Hurricane Iniki on September 12, 1992. Mr. Roy Kite, FEMA Region IX, was 
named the Federal Coordinating Officer. Mr. Ray Sheehy, GSA Region IX, will 
be the Federal Emergency Communications Coordinator (FECC). 

The GTE microwave tower in Kauai was not as damaged as first thought. Damage
primarily to the antennas. Portable equipment was flown in Sunday and GTE how 
has 208 trunks back to Oahu. Local exchange switches on the island of Kauai 
are functional. If subscribers home or building survived, they may have dial 
tone. The lack of an AM radio station is hampering the dissemination of 
public information. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency moved its Mobile Emergency Response
Support (MERS)/Mobile Air Transportable Telecommunications System (MATTS) 
Satellite telephone and HF Communications, by military aircraft to Kauai. 
They were set up and operational on the east side of the island by Sunday, 
however, this morning they are moving to a new location and should be 
operational again within 3 hours. 

A temporary Disaster Field Office has been established in Honolulu_ The 
airport at Lihue, Kauai, is operational and emergency supplies and personnel 
are arriving continuously. 

W~~~ 
WILLIAM B. BELFO~D 
Manager 
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GE Americom reports that they lost two TIs from the Barking Sands, Kauai 
military installation. One went to Point. Mugu, CA, the other to Honolulu. 
The antenna appears to be undamaged, but the power ;s out and the equipment 
may have been damaged by power fluctuations. 

Twenty (20) communications lines were installed for the OFO facility on 
Sunday. There is capacity to install about 850 additional stations at the 
temporary OFO in the Federal Office Building in Honolulu. The permanent OFO 
may not, however, remain in Honolulu, but may move to Kauai. 
Telecommunications from Kauai may be more difficult to support with large 
numbers of circuits/services. This is due to severely damaged or destroyed 
outside plant facilities. 

The 208 trunks restored between Kauai and Oahu represents 41% of the pre 
hurricane capacity. GTE believes that this will provide needed service since 
so many of the Kauai users are without service due to the local plant damage. 

Approximately 80% of Kauai remains without electricity. At least 300 power
poles are down, with more likely to be damaged. Telephone runs on the same 
poles as power throughout the island. There is some connection between four 
of the eight island exchanges. Hawaiian Telephone (GTE) and Hawaiian Power 
will divide the restoration of power poles between them. There is excellant 
cooperation between these two major utility companies. Some of the power 
p1a~t capacity may be operational today, but the distribution system may not 
be back online for several weeks. The potable water distribution and 
wastewater collection systems are presently inoperative. 

The Hawaiian National Guard activated two companies for duty, including some 
2,000 troops dispatched to Kauai Saturday. Eighteen generators have been 
delivered to the island of Kauai along with food and medical supplies. 

W~~~J! 
WILLIAM B. BE1LFdRO 
Manager 
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J. Eleonora Sabadell 
National Science Foundation 
Engineering, Room 545 
4201 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22230 

Subject: 	 NSF grant no. 8C8-9224819, EaE project 31069.01: -Impact of Hurricane Andrew on 
Performance, Interactions, and Recovery Of Lifelines,· transmittal of final report 

Dear Dr. Sabadell, 

EaE is pleased to provide two copies of our final report on the impact of Hurricane Andrew on lifelines 
and infrastructure In South Florida. Hurricane Andrew has proven to be the country's costliest hurricane 
to date. At the same time, it has also become one of the most informative by testing the effectiveness of 
modem building codes, code enforcement, and emergency planning. The scientific and engineering 
value of Andrew's lessons has been extracted in large part thanks to the interest and assistance of the 
National Science Foundation. We offer our sincere thanks for your support and for this opportunity to 
study the lifeline impacts of one of the most significant hurricanes in American history. 

For archival purposes we are sending copies of our report to several libraries and research institutions, 
including: Center for Technology, Environment, and Development, Clark University, Marsh Ubrary; 
Disaster Research Center at the University of Delaware; Institute for CriSis and Disaster Management, 
Research, and Education, George Washington University; International Center for Disaster4 Mitigation 
Engineering, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo; International Decade for Natural Disaster 
Reduction (IDNDR) Secretariat library; Ubrary of Congress; National Center for Earthquake Engineering 
Research; Natural Hazards Mitigation Group, University of Geneva; Natural Hazards Research and 
Applications Information Center, University of Colorado at Boulder; Natural Hazards Research Centre. 
Macquarie University, New South Wales, Australia; University of Miami; and the Wind Engineering 
Research Center. Texas Tech University. 

If you have any questions. or we may be of aSSistance. please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Very truly yours, 
EaE International 

;V7. 	t't;t;:- f C.J'. 
Dr. Charles Scawthom, SE 
Senior Vice President 

encl.: 	 2 bound copies of subject report 
1 unbound original 
1 copy of NSF Form 98A 
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PART IV -- FJNAL PROJECT REPORT -- SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT PERSONNEC" 
· I (To be aUbmltted to cognizant Program Officer upon completion of prolect) 

The data requested below are important for the development of a statistical profile on the personnel supported by 
Federal grants. The information on this part is solicited in resonse to Public Law 99-383 and 42 USC 1885C. All informa
tion provided will \:>e treated as confidential and will be safeguarded in accordance with the provisions of the Privacy Act 
of 1974. You should submit a single copy of this part with each final project report. However, submission of the requested 
information is not mandatory and is not a precondition of future award(s). Check the RDecline to Provide Information

R 

box below if you do not wish to provide the nformation. 

Please enter the numbers of individuals supported under this grant. 
Do not enter information for individuals working less than 40 hours in any calendar year. ' . 

Senior 
Staff 

Post-
Doctorals 

Graduate 
Students 

Under-
Graduates 

Other 
Participants 1 

Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. 

A_ Total, U.S. Citizens 5 

B. Total, Permanent Residents 

U.S. Citizens or 
Permanent Residents 2; 

American Indian or Alaskan Native .... 

Asian............................ 

Black, Not of Hispanic Origin......... 

Hispanic ........................ 

Pacific Islander ................... 

White, Not of Hispanic Origin ........ 5 

C. Total, Other Non-U.S. Citizens 

Specify Country 
1. 

2. 

3. 

D. Total, All participants 
(A + B + C) 

5 

Disabled 3 

0 
Decline to Provide Information: Check box if you do not wish to provide this information (you are stiil required to retum this page 
along With Parts I-III). 

1 Category includes, for example, college and precollege teachers, conference and workshop participants. 

2 Use the category that best describes the ethnic/racial status fo all U.S. Citizens and Non-citizens with Permanent Residency. (If more 
than one category applies, use the one category that most closel)' reflects the person's recognition in the community.) 

3 A person having a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activitills; who has a record of such 
impairment; or who is regarded as having such impairment (Disabled individuals also should bB counted under the appropriate 
ethnic/racial group unless they are classified as "Other Non-V. S, Citizens. "J 

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATlVE: A person having Origins in any of the original peoples of North America and who main
tains cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community recognition, 

ASIAN: A person having origins in any of the original peoples of East Asia, Southeast Asia or the Indian subcontinent This area 
includes, for example, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea and Vietnam, 
BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN: A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa. 

HISPANIC: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. 

PACIFIC ISLANDER: A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Hawaii; the U.S. Pacific territories of Guam, 
American Samoa, and the Northern Marinas; the U.S. Trust Territory of Palau; the islands of Micronesia and Melanesia; or the 
Philippines. 

WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN: A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East 
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Attachment to form 98A re award BCS-9224819, EQE International, "Impacts of Hurricane Andrew on 
performance, interactions, and recovery of lifelines" 

PART II: SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PRO~IECT 

This study focused on documenting Hurricane Andrew's effects on South Florida lifelines. The data 
included information on direct physical damage, performance, interaction, and recovery of water service, 
sewer, power, telecommunications, roads, and airports. The study included interviews with enginers and 
operators of several lifeline agencies. It compiled for archival purposes a variety of perishable utility 
records dealing with service interruption, damage and repair efforts, emergency plans, and so on. 

Only limited analysis of these data were intended or undertaken, but several lessons are apparent. First, 
Hurricane Andrew caused severe disruption to all lifeline services. The interdependence and interaction 
of lifelines aggravated these disruptions and hindered restoration efforts. Lifelines interacted in two ways: 
physically and functionally. Physical interactions included collocated facilities, where damage to one 
lifeline's facilities directly damaged those of another, or repair efforts to one damaged another. Lifelines 
interacted functionally through normal operational interdependence and by interreliance during restoration 
efforts. This study details a number of lessons regarding interaction between specific lifelines, particularly 
with respect to telephone and electric utilities. 

Finally, it was observed that Andrew did not catch service providers by surprise. Most utilities had 
preexisting plans for emergency preparedness and recovery. Some even had useful mutual-aid 
agreements with sister lifelines in other counties or states. In general, however. these plans inadequately 
dealt with interactions between lifeline operators and with local and state government agencies. The 
development of such agreements would definitely reduce the adverse impacts of lifeline interactions. 

PART III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

References to publications resulting from this award: 

Scawthorn, C., T. Larsen, C. Van Anne, and M. Zadeh, 1993, "Impact of Hurricane Andrew on 
Performance, Interactions and Recovery of Lifelines," Presented at the National Research Conference 
on Hurricane Hazard Mitigation. University of Miami, March 1993. 

Zadeh, M.M., Larsen, T., Scawthorn, C., et aI., 1993, "Effects of Hurricane Andrew and Iniki on 
Lifelines," in Hurricanes of 1992. Andrew and Iniki One Year Later, Proc. Symp. American Society of 
Civil Engineers. December 1-3, 1993. Hyatt Regency Miami City Center, paper A-2-11 

Primary data gathered in this research: 

Interviews with engineers at various lifeline service providers, documented in this report 

Damage and restoration plans, reports, and assessments produced by lifeline service providers, 
documented in this report 

Information gathered in the course of the research was presented in the two symposia noted above, 
included in their proceedings, and archived in various research libraries. 
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